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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY

1. AEROSOL: A colloid of liquid or solid particles suspended in a
gas, usually air.

2. ANTIBODY: A protein formed in the body as a result of the
inoculation of an antigen, and which may subsequently defend the
body against that antigen.

3. ANTIGEN: A substance that when injected into an animal causes
the formation of antibodies.

4. AUTOCLAVE: An apparatus for effecting sterilization by steam
under pressure. It is fitted with a gauge that automatically regulates
the pressure, and thus the degree of heat to which the contents are
subjected.

5. BACTERIOPHAGE: A virus that infects only bacteria.

6. BID: Bureaus, Institutes, and Divisions of NIH.

7. BIOHAZARD: A contraction of the words "biological hazard";
infectious agents presenting a risk or potential risk to the well-being
of man, or other animals, either directly through infection or
indirectly through disruption of the environment.

8. BIOHAZARDOUS AGENT: Any microbial unit capable or potentially
capable of presenting a biohazard.

9. BIOHAZARD AREA: Any area (a complete operating complex, a
single facility, a single room within a facility, etc. ) in which work
has been, or is being, performed with biohazardous agents or
materials.

10. BIOHAZARD CONTROL: Any set of equipment and procedures
utilized to prevent or minimize the exposure of man and his environ-
ment to biohazardous agents or materials.

11. BIOHAZARDOUS MATERIAL: Any substance which contains or poten-
tially contains biohazardous agents.

12. BIOWASTE: Liquid wastes from biological research procedures.

13. GDC: Center for Disease Control, United States Public Health
Service, Atlanta, Georgia.
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APPENDIX A

14. CDC CLASSIFICATION OF ETIOLOGIC AGENTS ON THE BASIS
OF HAZARD: A system for evaluating the hazards associated
with various etiologic agents, and definition of minimal safety
conditions for their management in microbiological investigations.
The basis for Agent Classification is as follows:

CLASS 1: Agents of no or minimal hazard under ordinary conditions
of handling.

CLASS 2: Agents of ordinary potential hazard. This class includes
agents which may produce disease of varying degrees of severity
from accidental inoculation or injection or other means of cuta-
neous penetration but which are contained by ordinary laboratory
techniques.

CLASS 3: Agents involving special hazard or agents derived from
outside the United States which require a federal permit for
importation unless they are specified for higher classification. This
class includes pathogens which require special conditions for contain-
ment.

CLASS 4: Agents that require the most stringent conditions for
their containment because they are extremely hazardous to

laboratory personnel or may cause serious epidemic disease. This
class includes Class 3 agents from outside the United States when
they are employed in entomological experiments or when other
entomological experiments are conducted in the same laboratory
area.

CLASS 5: Foreign animal pathogens that are excluded from the United
States by law or whose entry is restricted by USDA administrative
policy.

NOTE: Federally licensed vaccines containing live bacteria or
viruses are not subject to these classifications. These classifica-
tions are applicable, however, to cultures of the strains used for

vaccine production, or further passages of the vaccine strains.

15. CLASS I BIOLOGICAL SAFETY CABINET: A ventilated cabinet
for personnel protection only, having ah open front with inward
flow of air away from the operator. The cabinet exhaust air
is filtered through a high -efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter

before being discharged to the outside atmosphere. This cabinet
can be used for work with low- to moderate -hazard risk agents
where no product protection is required.

16. CLASS II BIOLOGICAL SAFETY CABINET: An open-front cabinet
for personnel and product protection with mass recirculated airflow
with HEPA-filtered exhaust and HEPA-filtered recirculated air.

This cabinet can be used for work with low- to moderate-hazard
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risk agents. It is not suitable for use with explosive and flammable
substances, toxic agents, or radioactive materials.

17. CLASS III BIOLOGICAL SAFETY CABINET: A gas-tight cabinet
providing total isolation for personnel and product protection with
a HEPA-filtered air supply and a HEPA -filtered exhaust. The
cabinet is fitted with gloves and is maintained under negative air
pressure. This cabinet provides the highest containment reliability

and should be utilized for all activities involving high-hazard risk
agents.

18. CLONE: A population of cells derived, by asexual reproduction,
from a single cell. Every cell in the population is presumed to

be genetically identical. In recombinant DNA research, every
cell in a clone contains the same recombinant DNA species.

19. CODING SEQUENCE: The orderly array of codons which are
subunits of a gene.

20. CHROMOSOME: One or more small rod-shaped body(s) in the

nucleus of a cell that contains genetic information for that cell.

A collection of genes.

21. DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID, or DNA: A complex substance of

which genes are composed.

22. EFFLUENT: A liquid or gas flowing from a process.

23. ENDOGENOUS: Developing or originating within the organism,
or arising from causes within the organism.

24. ESCHERICHIA CO LI : A bacterium commonly found in the intestinal

tract of animals^

2 5. ETIOLOGIC AGENT: A viable microorganism or its toxin which
causes, or may cause, human disease.

2 6. EUKARYOTIC CELL: A cell that contains a nucleus with a nuclear
membrane surrounding multiple chromosomes; also contains
extranuclear organelles.

27. GENE: The smallest portion of a chromosome that contains the
hereditary information for the production of a protein.

28. GENETIC ENGINEERING: Directed intervention with the content
and/or organization of an organism's genetic complement.

29. GENOME: The complete set of hereditary information in a cell,

as the chromosomes in a eukaryote or the single chromosome in

a prokaryote.
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APPENDIX A

30. HEPA FILTER: (High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter) A
disposable, extended-medium, dry-t}^e filter with a particle
removal efficiency of no loss than 99. 97% for 0. Sum particles.

31. HOST: An organism that harbors and provides nourishment for a
parasite. In recombinant DNA research, a cell into which foreign
DNA has been incorporated.

32. INFECTIOUS: Capable of invading a susceptible host, replicating,
and causing an altered host reaction commonly referred to as a
disease.

33. LAMINAR AIR FLOW: Air flow in which the entire body of air
within a designated space moves with uniform velocity in one
direction along parallel flow lines.

34. LABORATORY -ACQUIRED INFECTION: Any infection resulting
from exposure to biohazardous materials in a laboratory environ-
ment. Exposure may be the result of a specific accident or
inadequate biohazard control procedure or equipment.

35. MESSENGER RIBONUCLEIC ACID (mRNA): A complex molecule
that transmits the information from the gene to a template on which
a protein is formed.

36. MITOCHONDRION: A DNA -containing structure present in all

aerobic eukaryotic cells. The mitochrondria produce energy for
the cell and divide by fission after cell division has occurred.

37. MUTATION: Any heritable alteration of the genes or chromosomes
of an organism.

38. NUCLEOTIDE: A basic unit of the polymeric structure of DNA.
Each unit contains a sugar (deoxyribose), phosphoric acid, and
one of the following organic substances: adenine, guanine, thjmiine,

or cytosine.

39. ONCOGENESIS: The process of tumor formation.

40. ORGANELLE: An independent structural body existing within cells,

generally related to a particular cellular function, and containing
a special group of genes within an extrachromosomal DNA molecule
(e.g., mitochrondria and chloroplasts).

41. PATHOGENIC: Producing or capable of producing disease.

42. PHENOTYPE: The visible traits of an organism as determined
by the genome or genotype.

43. PHYLOGENETIC: Pertaining to the evolutionary development of

any species of plant or animal.
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44. PLASMID: A genetic element outside of the chromosome that is

capable of replicating independently of the chromosome.

45. POLYMER: A large molecule composed of simpler repeating units.

DNA is a polymer composed of nucleotides, while starch and
cellulose are polymers composed of sugars.

46. PROKARYOTIC ORGANISM or PROKARYOTE: Cells of bacteria
or blue -green algae which are characterized as being rather small,
having a single chromosome that is not enclosed by a nuclear
membrane, and lacking organelles.

47. RESTRICTION ENDONUCLEASE: An enz 3nme capable of breaking
DNA at specific sites. The action of the enz 3mie is unique in that
"sticky" ends are formed which can join with other fragments
of DNA to form a recombinant DNA molecule. In nature, these
bacterial enzymes restrict invasion of foreign DNA.

48. REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE: An enzyme found in certain viruses
which reverses the normal synthesis of RNA from DNA. DNA is

formed for the replication of viral RNA.

49. R PLASMID: A plasmid that carries genetic information for
resistance to antibiotics and/or other antibacterial drugs.

50. SHOTGUN EXPERIMENT: An experiment in which all the DNA
fragments cleaved by a restriction endonuclease are inserted into

a vector DNA, which is then put into a cell. This is in contrast
to other recombinant DNA experiments where only selected fragments
of DNA are inserted into a vector DNA.

51. STERILIZE: Any act which results in the absence of all life on or
in an object.

52. VECTOR: A carrier of a recombinant DNA molecule; usually a
plasmid or bacteriophage.

53. VIABLE: Literally, "capable of life. " Generally refers to the
ability of microbial cells to grow and multiply as evidenced by,
for example, formation of colonies on an agar culture medium.
Frequently organisms may be viable under one set of culture
conditions and not under another, making it extremely important
to define precisely the conditions used for determining viability.

54. VIRUS: A submicroscopic agent consisting of a core of nucleic
acid surrounded by protein, and capable of replicating only in a
living cell.
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APPENDIX C
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFAR

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

Director, NIH
Through: Director, NIGMS, NIH

June 18, 1976

FROM :
Executive Secretary
Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee

SUBJECT: Operation of the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities (ORDA)

The proposed structure and responsibilities of an Office of Recombinant
DNA Activities (ORDA) were described in Dr. Kirschstein' s memorandum,

to you of April 28, 1976. The purpose of this document is to present
our views as to hov/ such an office can function effectively at the NIH.
Consequently, the following relationships and activities are discussed:

I. Office of the Director, NIH (OD,NIH)

The Office of Recombinant ENA Activities (ORDA) will be respon-
sible for keeping the Office of the Director, NIH, (OD,NIK) and
particularly the Deputy Director for Science informed concerning
the activities of ORDA, the status of BID extramural programs
and intramural research involving recombinant ENA molecules, and
on scientific and public developments which may affect NIH policy
decisions and procedures regarding recombinant DNA technology.
ORDA will interact with the Deputy Director for Science and the
Associate Director for Collaborative Research, NIH in their
capacities as chairman and vice-chairman, respectively, of the Re-
combinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee (Recombinant
Advisory Committee)

.

OD, NIH, in turn, should involve ORDA in all major plcinning activi-
ties leading to formulation of NIH policies and procedures. As
is current practice, the Executive Secretariat, NIH will provide
ORDA with information copies of all correspondence relating to

recombinant ENA matters. OD, NIH should provide ORDA with copies
of outgoing correspondence, responses to Congressional inquiries,
etc., to ensure that the NIH maintains uniform positions on the
various matters relating to this technology.

An Executive Recombinant ENA Committee (Executive Committee)
should be established in the Office of the Director, NIH. Members
of the Committee would be: Deputy Director for Science (Chairman);
Associate Director for Extramural Research and Training; Associate
Director for Collaborative Research; Associate Director for Program
Planning and Evaluation; Director, Office of Research Safety, NCI;
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and Associate Director for Environmental Health and Safety,
DRS. The Special Assistant for Intramural Affairs will serve
as Executive Secretary of the Executive Committee. There will
be representation on this committee of one or more of the BIDs
most involved in the support of research utilizing this tech-
nology. Problems (such as suitability of institutional biohazards
committees, adequacy of review of applications, appropriateness
of proposed new initiatives by BIDs, etc.) v^ich cannot be
resolved at the level of ORDA will be referred to the Executive
Comjnittee. Problems which can not be resolved at the level of
the Executive Committee will be referred to the Recombinant
Advisory Committee or subcommittees thereof by telephone, mail
or presentation at the next meeting. The Deputy Director for

Science will have the ultimate responsibility for decisions
and can make urgent decisions without consultation with the
committees. (OD,NIH may wish to propose an alternative approach
other than the establishment of an Executive Committee).

The Deputy Director for Science, NIH, will have the responsibility
for assigning to the individual BIDs various projects developed
by the Executive Committee or Recombinant Advisory Committee or
solicited by ORDA.

The Office of the Director, NIH will be responsible for promul-
gation and enforcement of regulations, and for accountability
to congressional committees, DHEW, and the public. ORDA will
keep the Deputy Director for Science, NIH informed of any poten-
tial problems which may lead to regulatory activities and/or
need for accountability and may make appropriate recommendations
in these circumstances.

Dissemination of Information

The Office of the Director, NIH will be responsible for the
promulgation of Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant
DNA Molecules (Guidelines), and should undertake the initial
mass distribution of Guidelines to institutions and research
laboratories through its mailing keys and use of the appropriate
instrument, such as the NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts (NIH

Guide), NIH Manual Issuance (NIH Manual), etc. Thereafter, ORDA
will be responsible for distributing Guidelines and responding
to requests by institutions and investigators regarding NIH
policies and procedures. Dissemination of major changes in the
Guidelines should also be handled as above.

The NIAID will have responsibility for publication of the Nucleic
Acid Recombinant Scientific Memoranda (NARSM) . Major announcements
in NARSM, such as distribution of Guidelines, statements of NIH
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policies and procedures, announcements -of certified host-vector
systems, training courses, workshops, conferences, etc. will be
coordinated with ORDA.

III. Division of Research Grants

ORDA will work with the Associate Director for Scientific Review,
DRG on procedures for the review of grant applications involving
recombinant K'JA technology. On request, ORDA will brief executive
secretaries and study sections on NIH policies and procedures.

Involvement of DRG in the processing of grant applications is

discussed in Appendix A.

IV. Institutes. £irid Divisions

Institutes and Divisions will be required to report to ORDA on
all activities involving recombinant DNA technology, including:
intramural research projects, extramural grants and contracts,
workshops, training courses, conferences, etc. BIDS will provide
ORDA with copies of all incoming and outgoing correspondence
dealing with recombinant DNA activities. Awarding components must
consult with ORDA prior to issuing Requests for Proposals (RFPs)

and Requests for Applications (RFAs) likely to result in projects
utilizing recomibinant DNA technology. Procedures for obtaining
information on extramural research, and for the processing of
applications are proposed in Appendix A. Procedures for monitor-
ing intramural research are proposed in Appendix B.

ORDA will be a source of information for the Institutes and
Divisions, and their initial review groups, regarding current NIH
policies and procedures. ORDA may establish an inter-BID Recom-
binant DNA Coordinating Committee to facilitate interchange of
information. Because of the procedures proposed, NIH awarding
components may wish to consider naming specific staff for liaison
with ORDA.

V. Special NIH Relationships

ORDA will maintain close working relationships with the Director,
Office of Research Safety, NCI, the Associate Director for En-
vironmental Health and Safety, DRS and the NIH Biohazards
Committee, and will coordinate their activities on matters re-
lating to recombinant ENA technology. The Office of Research
Safety, NCI will continue to have primary responsibility for

matters relating to physical containment of recombinant EWA
materials, and will continue to maintain a register of high con-
tainment facilities in this country and abroad. However, plans
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for site inspections of P4 physical containment facilities
currently or envisaged to be engaged in recombinant research,
and of other facilities as deemed necessary, will be coordinated
through ORDA, and copies of site visit reports will be filed with
ORDA.

VI . Federal Relationships

ORDA will develop interrelationships with other federal agencies
concerned with recombinant DNA technology, including but not
limited to the follov/ing; National Academy of Sciences, National
Science Foundation, Energy Research and Development Administration,
Department of Agriculture, Environmental Protection Agency, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration.

Parenthetically, it should be mentioned that representatives of
the National Academy of Sciences and National Science Foundation
are already attending meetings of the Recombinant Advisory Committee
on a regular basis, and the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration and the Energy Research and Development Administration have
sent a representative to several of the meetings.

• Non-Federal and International Relationships

ORDA will attempt to develop interrelationships with private foun-
dations, professional societies, scientific journals and industry,
and to coordinate NIH policies with international bodies concerned
with recombinant EWA technology. The Executive Secretary of the
Recombinant Advisory Committee already has a working relationship
with the European Molecular Biology Organization.

VIII. Institutional Biohazards Committees

ORDA will receive directly from each institution involved in re-
combinant DNA activities the roster of its institutional biohazards
committee. The minimum information should include the names, ad-
dresses, occupations and qualifications of the chairman and members
of the committee. Institutions will be notified by the appropriate
instrument (NIH Guide, NIH Manual, etc.) of the necessity for filing
this information with ORDA.

As stipulated in the Guidelines, ORDA will assist in the formation
of area biohazards committees composed of members of a given in-

stitution and/or other organizations beyond its own staff. An area
committee will be necessary when expertise from outside a given
institution is necessary for the biohazards committee to fulfill •

its functions.
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ORDA will review the composition of institutional biohazards
coiTimittees for compliance with the recommendations stated in the
Guidelines, and will maintain updated lists of such complying
committees. Serious questions about the suitability of a committee
will be brought to the attention of the Executive Committee.

IX. Information on Accidents, Containment and Innovations

As stipulated by the Guidelines, investigators are required to
report to ORDA and to their institutional biohazards committees
any serious or extended illness of a worker, or any accidents
of the type described in the Guidelines. The Guidelines also
require that investigators report to ORDA and their biohazards
coiTimittee any problems pertaining to operation and implem.entation
of biological and physical containment safety practices and pro-
cedures, or equipment or facility failure.

ORDA will receive from investigators information on purported
EK2 and EK3 systems, and information bearing on the Guidelines,
such as technical information relating to hazards and new safety
procedures or innovations.

CM)A will receive and file these reports and, as appropriate,
bring them to the attention of the Deputy Director for Science,
NIH, the Office of Research Safety, NCI, and the Recombinant
Advisory Committee or subcommittees therof . ORDA may, after
review, recommend appropriate action to the Deputy Director for
Science, NIH.

X. Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee

ORDA will have the management responsibilities for the Recom-
binant Advisory Committee, will serve as its staff, and will
provide the Executive Secretary. Staff functions will in-
clude the gathering, analysis and dissemination of information,
the presentation of issues, etc.

XI. Transition and Implementation

Proposals for initial gathering of information on NIH activities
in this area and implementation of the Guidelines are discussed
in Appendix C.
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The relationships, responsibilities and procedures proposed in this
memorandum and its appendices are v/ide-ranging and complex. They are,
hov^ever , an attempt to describe how NIH might administer the Guidelines
governing this controversial technology responsibly and effectively. I

look forward to hearing your comments and those of your staff on these
proposals.

William J. Gartlapd, Jr., Ph.D.
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Processing, Review, and Management of Extramural Projects
Involving Recoinbinant DNA Technology

I. General

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss procedures for the
processing, review and management of NIH supported projects
which involve the use of recombinant IX-JA technology. The term
"application", as used here, refers to all contract proposals
and grant applications for research projects, program projects,
centers, training, fellowships, research career develonaent

,

etc., as defined in NIH Manual Issuance 4101: Activity Codes ,

Organizational Codes and Definitions used in Extramural Programs
The procedures would apply to applications reviev/ed by DRG study
sections and Institute and Division initial review groups.

II. Capture of Information

One of the primary functions of the Office of Recombinant DNA
Activities (ORDA) is to maintain a central register of NIH
supported projects which involve recombinant DNA technology
so that the NIH will know where these projects are located
and will have the capability of rapidly communicating with
project directors should the need arise.

In order to maintain an updated central register of projects
it will be necessary for the NIH to modify application forms
to indicate on the face sheet whether or not recombinant DNA
technology is involved in the project. This could be modeled
after the statement currently in use regarding research in-
volving . hum.an subjects. This information would be captured,
as is the case for human experimentation, and permit sorting
by different parameters such as awarding component, geographic
location of projects, etc.

III. Receipt of Applications

Through the use of the appropriate instrument (NIH Guide, NIH
Manual, etc.), the NIH will inform applicants of th^ necessity
for assessing the physical and biological containment required
for the proposed experiments as stipulated in the NIH guidelines
This assessment must be incorporated into the application.

All applications requesting support for projects involving re-
combinant CWA jtechnology will be required to have on file two
documents: a Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement (MUA)

,
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and a Certification Statement (Certification) from the institu-
tional biohazards committee. The NIH must and will require that
a properly executed MUA and Certification accompany all appli-
cations proposing to use recombinant DNA technology. This will
eliminate the need for tracking these documents after the
application is accepted for review. The originals of these
documents will be placed in the official files of the NIH award-
ing components with copies on file in ORDA.

Review of Applications

The executive secretaries of initial review groups are respon-
sible for identifying all applications involving recombinant
DNA technology, and for placing on the first page of every
sumnary statement the following special note:

Recombinant DNA Molecules - Potential Biohazard

The executive secretaries are responsible for ensuring that
the initial review groups make an independent assessment of
the biological and physical containment levels required for

the proposed experiments, and for stating in the text of the
summary statement the initial review group's determination
as to whether the containment levels proposed by the investi-
gator meet the levels stipulated in the NIH guidelines. If

the proposed containment levels are inadequate, the initial
review group should discuss, in as much detail as possible,
the inadequacies of the proposed containment and under what
circumstances, if at all, the application should be eligible
for funding. Initial review groups should be encouraged to
disapprove applications if the proposed containment levels
are so inadequate as to be irresponsible. It will be the
responsibility of the awarding unit to inform applicants
directly as to the fact that this was the reason for dis-
approval .

Executive secretaries and members of relevant initial review
grpups will receive a copy of the Guidelines to permit them
to make these judgments. Problems relating to assessment of

biological and physical containment levels proposed by in-

vestigators versus those required by the Guidelines will be

referred to ORDA.

As in the case of human experimentation, national advisory
councils and boards and final review bodies are expected
to carefully scrutinize proposals involving recombinant DNA
technology, and make appropriate recommendations.
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Award of New and Competing Renewal Projects

Prior to the award of any project involving recombinant DMA
technology, the NIH awarding component will forward to ORDA
one copy of each of the following documents; the application,
summary statement, MUA, Certification, any comments of the
final review body, and a request for clearance to award. In

those cases in which the initial or final review group, or

staff of an awarding BID finds that a project requires a higher
level of containment than that originally proposed by the appli-
cant or the institution, a properly executed revised MUA and
Certification Statement will be required prior to a request
for approval to award. ORDA will review the documents and
indicate concurrence or non-concurrence with the request for

clearance to award. In the latter' case, ORDA will prepare a

memorandum outlining the reasons for disapproval but emphasizing
that the action is independent of scientific merit or other
reasons. Such a memorandum should be forwarded to the applicant
through the av^arding unit. In those cases in v;hich ORDA is not
able to reach a decision, or in which the awarding component
or applicant disputes the decision, the decision will be sub-
mitted to the Executive Coimiittee , and, if necessary, to the
Recombinant Advisory Committee, for reviev/. The final decision
will rest with the Deputy Director for Science, NIH.

BIDS will forward to ORDA a copy of all aw^'d statements in-
volving these applications.

ORDA will retain in its files the documents cited above. In
the event that the volume of filed documents becomes excessive,
ORDA will retain a copy of the face sheet of a funded application
rather than the entire application. In those cases in which the
proposed project involving recombinant DNA technology is but one
component of a multiproject application, ORDA will retain in its
files the face sheet of the application and the section(s) de-
scribing the project(s) involving recombinant DNA technology.

It must be emphasized that the primary responsibility for ensuring
that applications have been properly reviewed, and that required
documents are properly executed lies with NIH staff involved with,

the initial review groups and program areas. The procedures pro-
posed above are intended to serve as a final review prior to award.
ORDA will be available to NIH staff for advice and consultation,
but it can not be expected to make decisions for review units
and awarding components.
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VI.

VII.

Award of Non-Competing Renewals and Incrementally-
Funded Contracts

Each non-competing renewal of a grant and subsequent budget
period of an incrementally-funded contract utilizing recom-
binant ENA technology must be accompanied by an updated
Certification Statement from the institutional biohazards
committee. Prior to any award of this type the program
official in the awarding component has the responsibility
for reviewing the application for conformity with the Guide-
lines, for determining whether the proposed protocols do or
do not require a higher level of containment than was required
in the application as reviev;ed by the initial review group,
and for ensuring that the required documents are properly
executed. The program official will then forward to ORDA one
copy of the application and the certification statement, along
with a request for clearance to award. The latter will include
a statement to the effect that the program official has reviewed
the application for conformity with the Guidelines, and that
the proposed containment levels are adequate. Thereafter, the
procedures described in V will be followed, and BIDs will for-
ward to ORDA a copy of all award statements involving these
projects.

If the investigator proposes to significantly alter an approved
protocol at the time of the non-competing renewal or subsequent
budget period of an incrementally-funded contract, then the pro-
cedures described in VII must be followed. It is the responsi-
bility of the program official to ensure that all the information
and properly executed documents required in VII are present in

the application prior to forwarding the request to ORDA.

Changes In Awarded Projects

Since in many cases the NIH supports projects for project periods
longer than one year, a number of situations will arise in funded
projects. One situation arises when an investigator makes a de-
cision to utilize recombinant DNA technology after the project
has been reviewed and awarded. Another situation arises when
an investigator decides to clone DNA segments other than those
originally reviewed, and for which higher levels of containment
may be required. In these cases, and in all cases in which an
investigator wishes to significantly alter an approved protocol,
the investigator must first apply to the NIH awarding component
for permission before proceeding. This requirement should be
stated in the appropriate NIH instrument (NIH Manual, NIH Guide,
etc.) The investigator will be required to submit to the awarding
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component a proposed protocol , an assessment of the levels of
physical and biological containment required by the Guidelines,
an MUA, and a Certification Statement from the institutional
biohazards committee. The program official in the awarding
component has the responsibility for reviewing the request
in light of the Guidelines, for ensuring that the required
documents are properly executed , and for forwarding to ORDA
a copy of all the documents along with a recommendation. The
latter should include the program official's independent assess-
ment of the levels of physical and biological containment re-
quired by the NIH Guidelines, and a recommendation as to how
to proceed. ORDA will review the request, and, v/hen appropriate,
refer the request to the initial review group, the Recombinant
Advisory Committee, or ^ hoc consultants.

VIII. Requests for Lowering of Containment Levels

Under Characterized clones of DNA recombinants derived from
shotgun experiments , the Guidelines state:

before containment conditions lower than the
ones used to clone the DNA can be adopted, the in-
vestigator must obtain approval from the granting
agency. Such approval would be contingent upon data
concerning: (a) the absence of potentially harmful
genes (e.g., sequences contained in indigenous tumor
viruses or which code for toxic substances), (b) the
relation between the recovered and desired segment
(e.g., hybridization and. restriction endonuclease
fragmentation analysis where applicable) , and (c)

maintenance of the biological properties of the vector.

This stipulation for NIH approval may be one of the most difficult
sections of the Guidelines to implement. This is because of the
technical nature of the data to be evaluated and because of the
volume of requests which can be anticipated. Therefore, the follow-
ing proposed procedures are especially viewed as a feasibility
trial.

An investigator who wishes to use lower levels of containment
for characterized clones derived from shotgun experiments must
state, in writing, the justification for the request to the pro-
gram official of the NIH awarding component. Such justification
will provide data on (a), (b) and (c) as stated above. The pro-
gram official will retain the original request in the awarding
component's file, and forward a copy to ORDA which will submit
the request to- the Recombinant Advisory Committee or to a sub-
committee thereof for evaluation, or, if a precedent has been
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established f will make a decision independently. The decision
v/ill be forwarded to the program official who may appeal. The
final decision rests with the Deputy Director for Science, NIH.

Large-Scale Experiments

The Guidelines state that:

at this time large-scale experiments (e.g.,
more than 10 liters of culture) with recombinant
DNAs knov.n to make harmful products are not to be
carried out .... However, specific experiments
in this category may be exempted from this rule if
special biological containment precautions and equip-
ment designed for large-scale operations are used,
and provided that these experiments are expressly
approved by the Recombinant TOA Molecule Program
Advisory Committee.

An investigator who wishes to conduct such experiments must sub-
mit a request, along with a properly executed MUA and Certification
Statement from the institutional biohazards committee, to the pro-
gram official of the NIH awarding component. The program official
will retain the original request in the awarding component's file,

and forward copies to ORDA. ORDA v;ill bring the request to the
attention of the Recombinant Advisory Committee or subcommittees
thereof, by mail, telephone, or presentation at the next meeting or,
if a precedent has been established, will make a decision
independently

.
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NIH Intramural Research

Because NIH intramural research projects are reviewed in a different
fashion than extramural projects, different procedures are applicable than
those proposed in Appendix A.

At present, the Chief of the Laboratory in which an investigator plans to
utilize recombinant DNA technology requests approval through the Scientific
Director of the relevant BID to the Deputy Director for Science, NIH with
copies to the Associate Director for Environmental Health and Safety, DRS.
The request for approval is in the form of a draft Memorandum of Under-
standing and Agreement (MUzA) v/hich describes the type of experiment, nature
of host-vector system, assessment of potential risk, proposed safety measures,
proposed training of personnel, etc. The Deputy Director for Science then
requests the NIH Biohazards Committee to review the research plan and pro-
cedures proposed in the draft MUA. The recommendations of the NIH Biohazards
Committee are forwarded to the Deputy Director for Science, NIH. Recommenda-
tions of the NIH Biohazards Committee must be included in a final MUA, and
the Associate Director for Environmental Health and Safety, DRS must certify
that the safety measures included in the final MUA are available. The re-
search cannot proceed until the final MUA is fully approved. The original
copy of the MUA is sent to the Associate Director for Environmental Health
and Safety, DRS witli copies to the requesting investigator, the Laboratory
Chief, the Scientific Director and the Executive Secretary of the NIH Bio-
hazards Committee.

It is proposed here that a copy of the final MUA be forwarded to ORDA for
review. If ORDA does not concur with the recommendations of the NIH Bio-
hazards Committee, it may request the Deputy Director for Science, NIH
to bring the matter to the attention of the Executive Committee or the
Recombinant Advisory Committee for resolution.

ORDA will assist the NIH Biohazards Committee with problems relating to
assessment of biological and physical containment levels proposed by
investigators versus those required by the Guidelines, with requests
for the use of lower containment levels for characterized clones de-
rived from shotgun experiments, and with requests for permission to do
large-scale experiments with recombinants known to make harmful products

^

ORDA will also assist the NIH Biohazards Committee in periodic review
and revisions of MUAs. If ORDA does not concur with the decisions of the
NIH Biohazards Committee, it may request the Deputy Director for Science,
NIH to bring the matter to the attention of the Executive Committee or
the Recombinant Advisory Committee.
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Transition and Implementation

The procedures proposed in Appendices A and B should be implemented as
soon as possible. However, clearly there v;ill be an interim period after
the Guidelines are issued and before all the procedures are functioning.
It is the purpose of this Appendix to propose how the Office of Recom-
binant I^A Activities (ORDA) might initiate coordination and gathering
of information during this period.

I. Intramural Research

ORDA will brief the Scientific Directors of the BIDs who will be
expected to assure ORDA and the Deputy Director for Science, NIH
of present and future compliance by intramural research scientists
with the Guidelines.

ORDA will request the Deputy Director for Science, NIH to provide
a copy of the final MUA on all intramural projects, utilizing re-
comingant ENA technology, which are already in progress. After
review of the MUAs, ORDA will report any concerns to the Deputy
Director for Science, NIH.

II. Extramural Programs

ORDA will brief the Executive Committee for Extramural Affairs
on NIH policies and procedures.

BIDS will be required to report to ORDA all present or planned
workshops, training courses, conferences, etc., relating to re-
combinant DNA technology. BIDS must also report all present or
planned P^FPs and RFAs likely to result in projects utilizing re-
combinant DNA technology. After review of this information,
ORDA will report any concerns to the Deputy Director for Science,
NIH and/or the Executive Committee.

With regard to active grants and contracts, BIDs will be required
to submit to ORDA a copy of the application, summary statement and
award statement for each currently funded project involving recom-
binant DNA technology. NIH awarding components will be responsible
for ensuring that this reporting is as coitplete as possible.

BIDS will send a letter to investigators identified in the para-
graph above to determine whether active research projects are in
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conpliance with the Guidelines. Responses to this query will
be retained in BID official files, and a copy will be forwarded
to ORDA for review. If ORDA is satisfied that a project is in
compliance with the Guidelines, no further action is required.
If the investigator reports that the project is not in full
compliance v/ith the Guidelines, those aspects of the project
which are not in compliance v/ill have to be terminated. How-
ever , investigators will have the opportunity to petition the
Recombinant Advisory Committee to permit continued use of
characterized clones already in existence and constructed under
Asilomar guidelines. Presumably, the use of these clones will
be permitted to continue until the Recombinant Advisory Com-
mittee or a subcommittee thereof, has rendered its opinion.

The above procedures assume that all investigators are already
at least in conpliance with Asilomar guidelines. If projects
are identified which appear not to be in compliance with
Asilomar guidelines, they will be brought to the immediate
attention of the Deputy Director for Science, NIH and the
Recombinant Advisory Committee.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA. MARYLAND 20014

December 23, 1975
NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE

Our Reference:

Dear Dr.

Your present grant appears to involve the cloning of biochemically
produced recombinant DNA molecules. As you know, there is need
for caution in the production and handling of agents that may be
produced and replicated in the laboratory. This letter is written
to emphasize the potential hazards associated with this type of

research.

Although the final report of the Asilomar Conference has been
published (Science 188: 991-994, June 6, 1975), there is still
need for more explicit guidelines as to what types of containment
should be used in performing various types of , experiments using
currently available vector-host systems. An NIH Program Advisory
Committee on Recombinant DNA Molecules has been working on a set

of guidelines for at least six months and will complete the job
early next year. In the meantime, there are certain experiments
that should not be done at all. These include the cloning of

recombinant DNA's from highly pathogenic organisms (i.e.. Class
III, IV, V etiologic agents as classified by the U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare ["Classification of Etiologic
Agents on the Basis of Hazard, " PHS, Center for Disease Control,
Atlanta, Georgia (4th edition), 1974], DNA containing toxin
genes, and large scale experiments, i.e., more than 10 liters of

culture, using recombinant DNA*s that are able to make products
potentially harmful to man, animals, or plants. In addition, we
believe that no experiments that would confer on pathogenic
organisms an extended range to resistance to therapeutically
useful antibiotics or disinfectants should be undertaken at

this time.

Until v/e have more explicit guidelines and more experience in

assessing this new type of potentially hazardous research, and

until the proper role is determined for institutional biohazards
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committees which we expect will have to be Involved, we must

take measures to minimize potential risks. NIH is at present
preparing regulations concerning procedures for review of new
projects, but we also must assure ourselves about work being
done or to be done under grants about to be av;arded or under
existing grants. Accordingly, v;e require from you a statement
assuring the National Cancer Institute that techniques considered
appropriate for the estimated risks are being or will be applied.

The information required is detailed in the following sample
statement

:

This proposed research project involved the synthesis
of recombinant DNA molecules betv;een: (specify details).
The carrier agent to be employed is: (specify details),
and the principal investigator evaluates its risk level
as: * (minimal, low, moderate, or high with basis of

assessment specified).

The laboratory where the research will be performed will
practice rigorously, medical bacteriological procedures
including sterilization of all biological materials before
disposal. All of the personnel associated with this

research are aware of the potential risks involved and
have been properly trained and instructed on the importance
to themselves and others of practicing proper laboratory
procedures

.

In addition, the principal investigator is aware of the

principles and guidelines for containment proposed at

the Asilomar Conference dealing with cell-free generated
recombinant DNA molecules, the standards of biological
safety and environmental control published by the National
Cancer Institute, and the lab safety guide of the Center
for Disease Control. The proposed research will comply
with these principles and standards by using the following
safety procedures: (specify details regarding pertinent
lab practices and the use of appropriate physical and
biological safeguards)

.

The research participants will use safer vectors and host
cells as soon as they are developed but understand that

no change of biological material or procedures that may
affect the biohazard aspects of the proposed research will
be made without prior NIH approval. It is further
understood that preliminary or pilot experiments using
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cell-free generated recombinant DNA molecules will not
be carried out using NIH funds from any source without
prior permission.

If this does not apply to your research, will you please send us
a statement to this effect. If it does, please send a statement
including the information in the sample. Thank you for

your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincerely yours.

Mary A. Fink, Ph.D.
Acting Associate Director

for Research Programs
Division of Cancer Research

Resources and Centers
National Cancer Institute
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014

August 26, 1976

MEMORANDUM

To: NIH Grantee Institutions and Contractors

From Director, NIH

Subject: Conduct of Experiments Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules

On June 23 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) issued Guidelines
for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules. The NIH released
these guidelines after extensive scientific and public airing of the
issues during the sixteen months which have elapsed since the Inter-
national Conference on Recombinant DNA Molecules in February 1975.

The chronology leading to the present guidelines is described in detail
in the NIH Director's decision document which is published with the
guidelines in the Federal Register for July 7, 1976.

These guidelines replace the recommendations contained in the 1975
Summary Statement of the Asilomar Conference on Recombinant DNA
Molecules. It is imperative that NIH grantee institutions and con-
tractors take immediate steps to ensure that research projects
involving recombinant DI'IA molecules are conducted in coinpliance with
the guidelines. Procedures which your institution must implement are
described in the accompanying memorandum from the NIH's Office of
Recombinant ESIA Activities.

The careful and thorough implementation of the guidelines by the NIH
and its grantees and contractors is essential to their effectiveness.
This is a matter of highest priority, and I urge you to give it your
immediate attention.

Donald S. Fredrickson, M.D

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA. MARYLAND 20014

August 26, 1976

MEMORANDUM

To; NIH Grantee Institutions and Contractors

From; Director
Office of Recombinant nsiA Activities

Subject; Implementation of NIH Guidelines for Research
Involving Recombinant ENA Molecules

NOTICE ; This Memorandum Requires Your Immediate Attention and Possible
Necessary Action .

I . Background

On May 5, the Director, NIH, established the Office of
Recombinant DNA Activities (ORDA) in the National Institute
of General Medical Sciences to coordinate the administration
of NIH policies and procedures pertaining to the utilization
of recombinant ENA technology in research.

On June 23, the NIH issued Guidelines for Research Involving
Recombinant ENA Molecules. You have already received or will
receive in the near future a copy of these guidelines. These
guidelines will govern the conduct of NIH supported research
on recombinant DNA molecules, and they establish carefully
controlled conditions for the conduct of experiments involving
the production of such molecules and their insertion into

organisms such as bacteria.

These guidelines replace the recommendations contained in the
1975 Summary Statement of the Asilomar Conference on Recombinant
DNA Molecules .

Within the next few months, detailed procedures for the sub-
mission, review and monitoring of projects involving recombinant
DNA technology will be published in the NIH Guide for Grants and
Contracts .

The purpose of this communication is to inform you of interim
procedures which must be undertaken immediately if NIH supported
recombinant ENA research is currently being conducted or will
be conducted in the future at your institution.
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II. Institutional Biohazards Committee

Your institution must establish a standing biohazards committee.
Suggestions for the composition of such a committee are discussed
under Section IV of the guidelines, which also discusses the roles
and responsibilities of principal investigators and institutions.
A roster of your institutional biohazards committee must be sub-
mitted to the NIH. The minimum information must include the names,
addresses, occupations and qualifications of the chairman and
members of the committee. This information must be submitted no
later than October 15 to:

Office of Recombinant Activities
National Institute of General Medical Sciences
National Institutes of Health
Building 31 Roan 4A52
Bethesda, MD 20014

The composition of institutional biohazards committees is subject
to review by the Office of Recombinant ENA Activities for compliance
with recommendations stated in the guidelines.

It is the responsibility of each grantee institution to update
this information at least annually.

As stipulated in the guidelines, the Office of Recombinant DNA
Activities will assist in the formation of an area biohazards
conmittee when this is appropriate. Such an area committee will be

necessary when additional expertise from outside a given institution
is necessary for the biohazards committee to fulfill its functions.

Ill . Conduct of Experiments

Institutions and principal investigators are responsible for taking
immediate steps to ensure that experiments are brought into conpliance
with the NIH guidelines.

Effective immediately, all experiments must be conducted at the
required level of physical containment specified in the guidelines.
If the required level of physical containment can not be achieved,
the experiments must be terminated until the physical containment
required by the guidelines is available.

Also effective immediately, all experiments to be initiated must
use the required level of biological containment specified in the
guidelines. For ongoing experiments, investigators will have the
opportunity to petition the NIH Recombinant ENA Molecule Program
Advisory Committee to use clones already in existence and constructed
under Asilanar guidelines. However, investigators are strongly urged
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to utilize clones constructed under Asilomar guidelines in systems
v^ich provide the level of biological containment specified in the
in the NIH guidelines. Investigators should contact the NIH Office
of Recombinant ENA Activities for further information.

Review and Certification of Ongoing Projects

At the present time the institution must submit a Memorandum of
Understanding and Agreement (MUA) for each ongoing project involving
recombinant ENA technology. The MUA must include:

1. An assurance that the principal investigator has become
familiar with the guidelines issued by the NIH on
June 23 and published in the Federal Register on
July 1 , and agrees to abide by their provisions,

2. A description of the experiments being conducted which
involve recombinant ENA molecules,

3. An assessment of the levels of physical and biological
containment required by the current NIH guidelines for
these experiments,

4. A statement of the facilities and specific procedures
which will be used to provide the required levels of
containment

,

5. Certification by an institutional official that these
facilities and procedures have been reviewed by the
institutional biohazards committee, and judged to be
both adequate and consistent with the requirements of
the NIH guidelines,

6. Agreement that the institutional biohazards committee
will monitor the facilities and procedures throughout
the duration of the project, and

7. A statement that the recombinant DNA molecules being
used will not be transferred to other investigators
or institutions unless their facilities and techniques
have been assured to be adequate, and a new MUA is

executed by them and submitted to the NIH prior to

the initiation of experiments.
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The MUA should bear the NIH grant/contract number and must be signed
both by the appropriate institutional official and the orincioal
investigator. The original and one copy are to be submitted to the
NIH Office of Recombinant CWA Activities no later than November 15.

In those cases in which the NIH awarding component or the Office of
Recombinant DNA Activities finds that a project requires a higher
level of containment than proposed by the principal investigator and
the institution, the Office of Recombinant DtQA Activities v^ill work
with the principal investigator and the institution to develop a

revised MUA.

Prior Approval Requirement for Changes In Awarded Projects

Effective immediately, prior approval by a scientist administrator
of the NIH awarding component is required before experiments involving
recombinant DNA molecules may be conducted in any ongoing project
vs^ich has not been reviewed and approved for the use of recon±)inant

DNA technology.

Effectively immediately, prior approval by a scientist administrator
of the NIH awarding component is required for any significant al-
teration of an approved protocol, such as when a principal investigator
proposes to clone DNA segments other than those originally reviewed
and approved.

In the cases cited above the institution and principal investigator
must first apply to the relevant scientist administrator of the NIH
awarding component for permission before proceeding. The request
to conduct such experiments must be accompanied by a new or revised
MUA as described under IV. The latter will be reviewed by the NIH
awarding component and the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities.

VI . New, Continuation, and Competing Renewal Applications

Procedures for the submission of new, continuation and competing
renewal applications proposing to utilize recombinant DNA technology
will be described in a forthconing NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts
regarding the control of recombinant DNA moiecules. The latter will
supersede this interim policy statement. NIH v;ill require all the
information and documentation described under IV at the time of
submission of an application to NIH.
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Excerpt from
NIH Guide for Grants and Contracts

Vol. 5, No. 20, November 30, 1976

New, Continuation, and Competing Renewal Applications

All new and competing renewal applications (Types 1 and 2 ) received on or

after December 1, 1976, involving DNA recombinant research must be in

compliance with the requirements that the application be accompanied by a

Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement (MUA) . If not, the application
will be considered incomplete and therefore unacceptable for review. The
MUA must contain:

1. An assurance that the principal investigator has become familiar with
the current Guidelines issued by the NIH and agrees to abide by their
provisions

,

2. A description of the experiments being conducted which involve recombinant
DNA molecules

,

3. An assessment of the levels of physical and biological containment
required by the current NIH Guidelines for these experiments,

A. A statement of the facilities and specific procedures which will be
used to provide the required levels of containment,

5. Certification by an institutional official that these facilities and

procedures have been reviewed by the institutional biohazards committee,

and judged to be both adequate and consistent with the requirements of

the NIH Guidelines,

6. Agreement that the institutional biohazards committee will monitor the

facilities and procedures throughout the duration of the projects, and

7. A statement that the recombinant DNA molecules being used will not be

transferred to other investigators or institutions unless their facil-

ities and techniques have been assured to be adequate, and a new MUA
is executed by them and submitted to the NIH prior to the initiation

of experiments.

All noncompeting continuation applications (Type 5) involving DNA recombinant

research projects must be accompanied by an MUA (including certification by

the IBC) . Each Type 5 application received for subsequent budget periods
must contain an updated certification statement from the IBC that the

proposed facilities and staff have been reviewed again by the IBC within
30 days prior to submission of the application and continued to be in

compliance with NIH Guidelines.

Applications that have recently been approved by council will have MUA's
requested, if necessary. It is suggested that documentation be supplied
as soon as possible so that funding will not be delayed.
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This notice generally applies to contracts also. Detailed information
concerning contracts will be published in the Gutde at a later date.

Additional information is available from the Office of Recombinant DNA
Activities, National Institute of General Medical Sciences, National
Institutes of Health, Room 4Ab2, Building 31, Bethesda, Maryland 20014,
(301) 496-2323.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

National Institutes of Health

RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH
Guidelines

On Wednesday, June 23, 1976, the Di-
rector, National Institutes of Health,
with the concurrence of the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare, and the
Assistant Secretary for Health, issued
guidelines that will govern the conduct
of NIH supported research on recombi-
nant DNA molecules. The NIH is also
undertaking an environmental impact
assessment of these guidelines for re-
combinant DNA research in accordance
with the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969.
The NIH Guidelines establish carefully

controlled conditions for the conducjt of
experiments involving the production of
such molecules and their insertion into
organisms such as bacteria. These
Guidelines replace the recommendations
contained in the 1975 Summary State-
ment of the Asilomar Conference on Re-
combinant DNA Molecules. The latter
would have permited research under less

strict conditions than the NIH Guide-
lines.

The chronology leading to the present
Guidelines is described in detail in the
NIH Director’s decision document that
follows. In summary, scientists engaged
in this research called, in 1974, for a
moratorium on certain kinds of experi-
ments until an international meeting
could be convened to consider the poten-
tial hazards of recombinant DNA mole-
cules. They also called upon the NIH to
establish a committee to provide advice
on recombinant DNA technology.
The international meeting was held at

the Asilomar Conference Center, Pacific
Grove, California, in February 1975. The
consensus of this meeting was that cer-
tain experiments should not be done at
the present time, but that most of the
work on construction of recombinant
DNA molecules should proceed with ap-
propriate physical and biological bar-
riers. The Asilomar Conference report
also made interim assignments of the
potential risks associated with different
types of experiments. The NIH then as-
sumed responsibility for translating the
broadly based Asilomar recommenda-
tions into detailed guidelines for re-
search.
The decision by the NIH Director on

these Guidelines was reached after ex-
tensive scientific and public airing of the
issues during the sixteen months which
have elapsed since the Asilomar Confer-
ence. The issues were discussed at pub-
lic meetings of the Recombinant DNA
Molecule Program Advisory Committee
(Recombinant Advisory Committee) and
the Advisory Committee to the NIH Di-
rector. The Recombinant Advisory Com-
mittee extensively debated three differ-

ent versions of the Guidelines during

this period.

The Advisory Committee to the NIH
Director, augmented with consultants

representing law, ethics, consumer af-

fairs and the environment, was asked to
advise as to whether the proposed Guide-
lines balanced responsibilty to protect
the public with the potential benefits
through the pursuit of new knowledge.
The many different points of view ex-
pressed at this meeting were taken into
consideration in the decision.
The NIH recognizes a special obligation

to disseminate information on these
guidelines as widely as possible. Accord-
ingly, the Guidelines will be sent to all

of the approximately 25,000 NIH grantees
and contractors. Major professional so-
cieties which represent scientists work-
ing in this area will also be asked to en-
dorse the Guidelines. The Guidelines will

be sent to medical and scientific jour-
nals and editors of these journals will

be asked to request that investigators
include a description of the physical and
biological containment procedures used
in any recombinant research they report
on. International health and scientific

organizations will also receive copies of
the guidelines for their review.

Filing of an environmental impact
statement will provide opportimity for
the scientific community. Federal, State
and local agencies and the general public
to address the potential benefits and haz-
ards of this research area. In order for
there to be further opportunity for pub-
lic comment and consideration, these
guidelines are being offered for general
comment in the Federal Register. It

must be clearly understood by the reader
that the material tliat follows is not
proposed rulemaking in the technical
sense, but is a document on which early
public comment and participation is in-

vited.

Please address any comments on these
draft policies and procedures to the Di-
rector, National Institutes of Health,
9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland
20014. All comments should be received
by November 1, 1976.

Additional copies of this notice are
available from the Acting Director, Office

of Recombinant DNA Activities, National

Institute of General Medical Sciences,

National Institutes of Health, 9000 Rock-
ville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

Donald S. Fredrickson,
Director,

NIH National Institutes of Health.

June 25, 1976.

Decision of the Director, National In-
stitutes OF Health To Release Guide-
lines FOR Research on Recombinant
DNA Molecules

June 23, 1976.

Introduction

I. General Policy Considerations.
A. Science Policy.

B. Implementation Within the NIH.
C. Implementation Beyond the Purview

of NIH.
D. Environmental Policy.

'll. Methods of Containment (See Guide-
lines II)

.

III. Prohibited Experiments (See Guide-
lines III, A)

.

IV. Permissible Experiments: E. Coli K-12
Host-Vector Systems (See Guidelines III, B,

1 ).

V. Classification of Experiments Using the
E. Coli K-12 Containment Systems (See
Guidelines III, B, 2).

VI. Classification of Experiments Using
Containment Systems Other than E. Coli K-
12 (See Guidelines III, B, 4)

.

VII. Roles and Responsibilities (See
Guidelines IV).

introduction

^Today, with the concurrence of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare and the Assistant Secretary for
Health, I am releasing guidelines that
will govern the conduct of NIH-sup-
ported research on recombinant DNA
molecules (molecules resulting from the
recombination in cell-free systems of
segments of deoxyribonucleic acid, the
material that determines the hereditary
characteristics of all known cells) . These
guidelines establish carefully controlled
conditions for the conducf of experiments
involving the insertion of such recom-
binant genes into organisms, such as bac-
teria. The chronology leading to the pres-
ent glidelines and the decision to release
them are outlined in this introduction.
In addition to developing these guide-

lines, NIH has undertaken an environ-
mental impact assessment of these guide-
lines for recombinant DNA research in
accordance with the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) . The
guidelines are being released prior to
completion of this assessment. They wifi
replace the current Asilomar guidelines,
discussed below, which in many instances
allow research to proceed under less

strict conditions. Because the NIH guide-
lines will afford a greater degree of scru-
tiny and protection, they are being re-
leased today, and will be effective while
the environmental impact assessment is

under way.
Recombinant DNA research brings to

the fore certain problems in assessing
Xhe potential impact of basic science on
society as a whole. Including the manner-
of providing public participation in those
asessments. The field of research involved
is a rapidly moving one, at the leading
edge of biological science. The experi-
ments are extremely technical and com-
plex. Molecular biologists active in this
research have means of keeping in-
formed, but even they may fail to keep
abreast of the newest developments. It

is not surprising that scientists in other
fields and the general public have diffi-

culty in understanding advances in re-
combinant DNA research. Yet public
awareness and understanding of this line

of investigation is vital.

It was the scientists engaged in recom-
binant DNA research who called for a
moratorium on certain kinds of experi-
ment? in order to assess the risks and de-
vise appropriate guidelines. The capa-
bility to perform DNA recombinations,
and the potential hazards, had become
apparent at the Gordon Research Con-
ference on Nucleic Acids in July 1973.

Those in attendance voted to send an
open letter to Dr. Philip Handler, Presi-
dent of the National Academy of Sci-
ences, and to Dr. John R. Hogness, Presi-
dent of the Institute of Medicine, NAS.
The letter, appearing in Science 181, 1114,

(1973), suggested “that the Academies
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[sic] establish a study committee to con-
sider this problem and to recommend
specific actions or guidelines, should that

seem appropriate.”
In response, NAS formed a committee,

and Its members published another let-

ter in Science 185, 303, (1974). Entitled

“Potential Biohazards of Recombinant
DNA Molecules,” the letter proposed

:

First, and most Important, that until the
potential hazards of such recombinant DNA
molecules have been better evaluated or un-
til adequate methods are developed for pre-
venting their spread, scientists throughout
the world Join with the members of this com-
mittee In voluntarily .deferring • • [cer-

tain] experiments • •

Second, plans to link fragments of animal
DNAs to bacterial plasmid DNA or bac-
teriophage DNA should be carefully
weighted • • •

.

Third, the Director of the National Insti-
tutes of Health Is requested to give immedi-
ate consideration to establishing an advisory
committee charged with (1) "overseeing an
experimental program to evaluate the poten-
tial biological and ecological hazards of the
above types of recombinant DNA molecules;
(11) developing procedures which will mini-
mize the spread of such molecules within
human and other populations; and (ill) de-
vising guidelines to be followed by investiga-
tors working with potentially hazardous re-
combinant DNA molecules.

Fourth, an International meeting of In-
volved scientists from all oyer the world
should be convened early In the coming year
to review scientific progress In this area and
to fvirther discuss appropriate ways to deal
with the potential biohazards of recombi-
nant DNA molecules.

On October 7, 1974, the NIH Recombi-
nant DNA Molecule Program Advisory
Committee (hereafter “Recombinant Ad-
visory Committee”) was established to
advise the Secretary, HEW, the Assistant
Secretary for Health, and the Director,
NIH, “concerning a program for develop-
ing procedures which will minimize the
spread of such molecules within human
and other populations, and for devising
guidelines to be followed by investigators
working with potentially hazardous re-
combinants.”

The international meeting proposed in
the Science article (185, 303, 1974) was
held in February 1975 at the Asilomar
Conference Center, Pacific Grove, Cal-
ifornia. It was sponsored by the National
Academy of Sciences and supported by
the National Institutes of Health and the
National Science Foundation. One hun-
dred and fifty people attended, including
52 foreign scientists from 15 countries,
16 representatives of the pr.ess, and 4
attorneys.

The conference reviewed progress in
research on recombinant DNA molecules
and discussed ways to deal with the po-
tential biohazards of the work. Partici-
pants felt that experiments on construc-
tion of recombinant DNA molecules
should proceed, provided that appropri-
ate biological and physical containment
Is utilized. The conference msSe recom-
mendations for matching levels of con-
tainment with levels of possible hazard
for various tsrpes of experiments. Certain
experiments were judged, to pose such
serious potential dangers that the con-

ference recommended against their being
conducted at the present time.

A report on the conference was sub-
mitted to the Assembly of Life Sciences,

National Research Council, NAS, and
approved by its Executive Committee on
May 20, 1975. A summary statement of

the report was published in Science 188,

991 (1975), Nature 225, 442, (1975), and
the Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences 72, 1981, (1975). The report
noted that “in many countries steps are
already being taken by national bodies
to formulate codes of practice for the
conduct of experiments with known or
potential biohazard. Until these are es-

tablished. we urge individual scientists

to use the proposals in this document as
a guide.”
The NIH Recombinant Advisory Com-

mittee held its first meeting in San Fran-
cisco Immediately after the Asilomar
conference. It proposed that NIH use the
recommendations of the Asilomar con-
ference as guidelines for research until

the committee had an opportunity to
elaborate more specific guidelines, and
that NIH establish a newsletter for in-
formal distribution of information. NIH
accepted these recommendations.
At the second meeting, held on May 12-

13, 1975, in Bethesda, Maryland, the
committee received a report on biohaz-
ard-containment facilities in the United
States and reviewed a proposed NIH con-
tract program for the construction and
testing of microorganisms that would
have very limited ability to survive in
natural environments and would thereby
limit the potential hazards. A subcom-
mittee chaired by Dr. David Hogness was
appointed to draft guidelines for re-
search involving recombinant DNA mole-
cules, to be discussed at the next meet-
ing.

The NIH committee, beginning with
the draft guidelines prepared by the
Hogness subcommittee, prepared pro-
posed guidelines for research with recom-
binant DNA molecules at its third meet-
ing, held on July 18-19, 1975, in Woods
Hole, Massachusetts.
Following this meeting, many letters

were received which were critical of the
guidelines. The majority of critics felt

that they were too lax, others that they
were too strict. All letters were reviewed
by the committee, and a new subcommit-
tee, chaired by Dr. Elizabeth Kutter, was
appointed to revise the guidelines.
A fourth committee meeting was held

on December 4r-5, 1975, in La Jolla, Cali-
fornia. For this meeting a “variorum edi-
tion” had been prepared, comparing line-
for-line the Hogness, Woods Hole, and
Kutter guidelines. The committee re-
viewed these, voting Item-by-ltem for
their preference among the three varia-
tions and, in many cases, adding new
material. The result was the “Proposed
Guidelines for Research Involving Re-
combinant DNA Molecules, “which were
referred to the Director, NIH, for a final
decision in December 1975.
As Director of the National Institutes

of Health, I called a special meeting of
the Advisory Committee to the Director
to review these proposed guidelines. The

meeting was held at NIH, Bethesda, on
February 9-10, 1976. The Advisory Com-
mittee is charged to advise the Director,
NIH, on matters relating to the broad
setting—scientific, technological, and
socioeconomic—in which the continuing
development of the biomedical sciences,

education for the health professions, and
biomedical communications must take
place, and to advise on their implications
for NIH policy, program development,
resource allocation, and administration.
The members of the committee are
knowledgeable in the fields of basic and
clinical biomedical sciences, the- social

sciences, physical sciences, research, edu-
cation, and communications. In addition
to current members of the committee, I

invited a number of former committee
members as well as other scientific and
public representatives to participate in
the special February session.

The purpose of the meeting was to seek
the committee’s advice on the guidelines
proposed by the Recombinant Advisory
Committee. The Advisory Committee to
the Director was asked to determine
whether, in their judgment, the guide-
lines balanced scientific responsibility to
the public with scientific freedom to pur-
sue new knowledge.

Public responsibility weighs heavily in

this genetic research area. The scientific

community must have the public s con-
fidence that the goals of this profound-
ly important research accord respect to

important ethical, legal, and social values
of our society. A key element in achieving
and maintaining this public trust is for
the scentific community to ensure an
openness and candor in its proceedings.
Ihe meetings of the Director’s Advisory
Committee, the AsUomar group, and the
Recombinant Advisory Committee have
reflected the Intent of science to be an
open community in considering the con-
duct of recombinant DNA experiments.
At the Director’s Advisory Committee
meeting, there was ample opportunity for
comment and an airing of the issues, not
only by the committee members but by
public witnesses as well. All major points
of view were broadly represented.

I have been reviewing the guidelines
in light of the comments and suggestions
made by participants at that meeting, as
well as the written comments received
afterward. As part of that review I asked
the Recombinant Advisory Committee to
consider at their meeting of April 1-2,

1976, a number of selected issues raised
by the commentators. I have taken those
issues and the response of the Recom-
binant Advisory Committee into account
in arriving at my decision on the guide-
lines. An analysis of the Issues and the
basis for my decision follow.

I. GENERAL POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

A word of explanation might be inter-

jected at this point as to the nature of
the studies In guestl(Hi. Within the past
decade, enzymes capable of breaking
DNA strands at specific sites and of cou-
pling the broken fragments in new com-
binations were discovered, thus making
possible the Insertion of foreign genes
into viruses or certain cell particles (plas-
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mids^ . These, in turn, can be used as vec-
tors to introduce the foreign genes into
bacteria or into cells of plants or animals
in test tubes. Thus transplanted, the
genes may impart their hereditary prop-
erties to new hosts. These cells can be
isolated and cloned—that is, bred into
a genetically homogeneous culture. In
general, there are two potential uses for
the clones so produced-: as a tool for

studying tlje transferred genes, and as
a new useful agent, say for the produc-
tion of a scarce hormone.
Recombinant DNA research offers

great promise, particularly for improv-
ing the understanding and possibly the
treatment of various diseases. There is

also a potential risk—that microorga-
nisms with transplanted genes may prove
hazardous to man or other forms of life.

Thus special provisions are necessary for

their containment.

All commentators acknowledged the
exemplary responsibility of the scientific

community in dealing publicly with the
potential' risks in DNA recombinant
research and in calling for a self-imposed
moratorium on certain experiments in

order to assess potential hazards and
devise appropriate guidelines. Most com-
mentators agreed that the process lead-
ing to the formulation of the proposed
guidelines was a most responsible and
responsive one. Suggestions by the com-
mentators on broad policy considerations
are presented below. They relate to the
science policy aspects of the guidelines,

the implementation of the guidelines for

NIH grantees and contractors, and the
scope and impact of the guidelines na-
tionally and internationally.

A. Science policy considerations

Commentators were divided on how
best to steer a course between stifling

research through excessive regulation
and allowing it to continue with suffi-

cient controls. Several emphasized that
the public must have assurance that the
controls afford adequate protection
against potential hazards. In the views
of these commentators, the burden is on
the scientific community to show that
the danger is minimal and that the
benefits are substantial and far out-
weigh the risks.

Opinion differed on whether the pro-
posed guidelines were an appropriate
response to the potential benefits and
hazards. Several found the guidelines to

so exaggerate safety procedures that in-

quiry would be unnecessarily retarded,
while others foimd the guidelines

weighted toward promoting research.
The issue was how to strike a reason-
able balance—in fact, a proper policy

“bias”—between concerns to “go slow”
and those to progress rapidly.

There was strong disagreement about
the nature and level of the possible

hazards of recombinant DNA research.
Several commentators believed that the
hazards posed were unique. In their
view, the occurrence of an accident or
the escape of a vector could initiate an
irreversible process, with a potential for
creating problems many times greater
than those arising frcwn the multitude of

genetic recombinations that occur spon-
taneously in nature. These commenta-
tors stress the moral obligation on the
part of the scientific community to do
no harm.
Other commentators, however, found

the guidelines to be adequate to the
hazards posed. In their view, the guide-
lines struck an appropriate balance so
that research could proceed cautiously.
Still other commentators found the
guidelines too onerous and restrictive in
light of the potential benefits of this re-
search for medicine, agriculture, and in-
dustry. Some felt that the guidelines are
perhaps more stringent than necessary
given the available evidence on the like-
lihood of hazards, but supported them as
a compromise that would b°st serve the
scientific community and the public at
large. Many commentators urged that
the guidelines be adopted as soon as pos-
sible to afford more specific direction to
this research area.

I understand and appreciate the con-
cerns of those who urge that this re-
search proceed because of the benefits
and of those who urge caution because
of potential hazards. The guidelines is-

sued today allow the research to go for-
ward in a manner responsive and ap-
propriate to hazards that may be real-
ized in the future.
The object of these guidelines is to

ensure that experimental DNA recom-
bination will have no ill effects on those
engaged in the work, on the general pub-
lic, or on the environment. The essence
of their construction is subdivision of
potential experiments by class, decision
as to which experiments should be per-
mitted at present, and assignment to
these of certain procedures for contain-
ment of recombinant organisims.
Containment is defined as physical

and biological. Physical containment in-
volves the isolation of the research by
procedures which have evolved over
many years of experience in laboratories
studying infectious microorganisms. PI
containment—the first physical contain-
ment level—is that used in most routine
bacteriology laboratories. P2 and P3 af-
ford increasing isolation of the re-

search from- the environment P4 rep-
resents the most extreme measures used
for containing virulent pathogens, and
permits no escape of contaminated air,

wastes, or untreated materials. Biologi-
cal containment is the use of vectors or
hosts that are crippled by mutation so

that the recombinant DNA is incapable
of surviving under natural conditions.

The experiments now permitted under
the guidelines involve no known addi-
tional hazard to the workers or the en-
vironment beyond the relatively low risk

known to be ass'ociated with the source
materials. The additional hazards are
speculative and therefore not quantifi-

able. In a real sense they are considerably
less certain than are -the benefits now
clearly derivable from the projected re-

search.

For example, the ability to produce,
through “molecular cloning,” relatively

large amoUmts of pure DNA from the
chromosomes of any living organism will

have a profound effect in many areas f

of biology. No other procedure, not even ‘

chemical synthesis, can provide pure
f

material corresponding to particular ^

genes. DNA “probes,” prepared from the f

clones will yield precise evidence on the
presence or absence, the organization,
and the expression of genes in health

(and disease. i

Potential medical advances were out- f

lined by scientists active in this research ’

area who were present at the meeting of
the Director’s Advisory Committee. Of
enormous importance, for example, is

the oppoi*tunity to explore the malfunc- ;

tioning of cells in complicated diseases. !

Our ability to understand a variety of
[

hereditary defects may be significantly !

enhanced, with amelioration of their ex-
[

pression a real possibility. There is the ^

potential to elucidate mechanisms in cer-
[

tain cancers, particularly those that
*

might be caused by viruses. I

Instead of mere propagation of foreign •

DNA, the expression of the genes of one i

organism by the cell machinery of an- !

other may alter the new host and open
'

opportunities for manipulating the bio- •

logical properties of cells. In certain '

prokaryotes (organisms with a poorly de- 1

veloped nucleus, like bacteria) , this ex-
[

change of genetic information occurs in
|

nature. Such exchange explains, for in- t

stance, an important mechanism for the I

changing and spreading of resistance to
'

antibiotics in bacteria. Beneficial effects i

of this mechanism might be the produc-
|

tion of medically important compounds
for the treatment and control of disease.

Examples frequently cited are the pro- '

duction of insulin, growth hormone,
|

specific antibodies, and clotting factors i

absent in victims of hemophilia.
|

Aside from the potential medical bene- I

fits, a whole host of other applications in
|

science and technology have been en- i

visioned. Examples are the large-scale '

production of enzymes for industrial use
'

and the development of bacteria that
could ingest and destroy oil spills in the
sea. Potential benefits in agriculture in-

j

elude the enhancement of nitrogen fixa-
|

tion in certain plants, permitting in-
[

creased food production. '

While the projected research offers the
possibility of many benefits, it must pro- .

ceed only with assurance that potential

hazards can be controlled or prevented.
Some commentators are concerned that

nature may maintain a barrier to the ex-
change of DNA between prokaryotes and
eukaryotes (higher organisms, with a
well-formed nucleus)—a barrier that can

,

now be crossed by experimentalists. They
further argue that expression of the for-

eign DNA may alter the host in unpre- ;

dictable and undesirable ways. Conceiv-
'

able harm could result if the altered host
has a competitive advantage that would
foster its survival in some niche within
the ecosystem. Other commentators be-
lieve that the endless experimefits in re-

combination of DNA which nature has
conducted since the beginning of life on
the earth, and which have accounted In

part for the evolution of species, have
most likely involved exchange of DNA
between widely disparate species. They



j

i

argue that prokaryotes such as bacteria

in the intestines of man do exchange
' DNA with this eukaryotic host and that

I

the failure of the altered prokaryotes to
' be detected attests to a sharply limited

I

capacity of such recombinants to survive.

1

Thus nature, this argument runs, has al-

!

ready tested the probabilities of harmful
recombination and any survivors of such

' are already in the ecosystem. The fact is

I that we do not know which of the above-

j

stated propositions is corrected.

I

The intemtaional scientific commu-
1

nity, as exemplified by the Asilomar con-

I

ference and the deliberations attendant
upon preparation of the present guide-

I

lines, has indicated a desire to proceed
with research in a conservative manner.

I And most of the considerable public

I

dommentary on the subject, while urging

I

caution, has also favored proceeding.
! Three European groups have independ-
ently arrived at the opinion that recom-
binant DNA research should proceed
with caution. These are the Working
Party on Experimental Manipulation of

the Genetic Composition of Micro-
Organisms, whose “Ashby Report” was
presented to Parliament in the United
Kingdom by the Secretary of State for

Education and Science in January 1975;

the Advisory Commiittee on Medical Re-
search of the World Health Organiza-
tion, which issued a press release in July
1975; and the European Molecular Bi-
ology Organization Standing Committee
on Recombinant DNA, meeting in Feb-
ruary 1976.

There is no mearis for a flat proscrip-
tion of such research throughout the
world community of science. There is

also no need to attempt it. It is likely

that the evaluation engendered in the
preparation and application of these
guidelines will lead to beneficial review
of some of the containment practices in
other work that is not technically de-
fined as recombinant DNA research.

Recombinant DNA research with
which these guidelines are concerned in-
volves microorganisms such as bacteria
or viruses or cells of higher organisms
growing in tissue culture. It is extremely
Important for the public to be aware that
this research is not directed to altering
of genes in humans although some of
the techniques developed in this re-
search may have relevance if this is at-
tempted in the future.

NIH recognizes its responsibility to
conduct and support research designed
to determine the extent to which certain
potentially harmful effects from recom-
binant DNA molecules may occur.
Among these are experiments, to be con-
ducted imder maximum containment,
that explore the capability of foreign
genes to alter the character of host or
vector, rendering it harmful, as through
the production of toxic products.

Given the general desire that no rare
and unexpected event arising from this
research shall cause irreversible dam-
age, it is obvious that merely to estab-
lish conservative rules of conduct for
one group of scientists is not enough.
The precautions must be xmiformly and
imanlmously observed. Second, there
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must be full and timely exchange of ex-
periences so that guidelines can be al-

tered on the basis of new knowledge. The
guidelines must also be implemented in

a manner that protects all concerned

—

the scientific workers most likely to en-
counter unexpected hazards and all

forms of life within our biosphere. The
responsibility of the scientists involved
is as inescapable and extreme as is their

opportunity to beneficially enrich our
understanding.

B. Implementation considerations
within the NIH

All the commentators had suggestions
concerning the structure and function of

decision making as it relates to the prin-
cipal investigator, the local biohazards
committee, the peer review group, and
the NIH Recombinant Advisory Com-
mittee. These comments and my re-

sponse on the section of the guidelines

relating to roles and responsibilities of

investigators, their institutions, and the
National Institutes of Health are pre-

sented below.

Of considerable concern to ail com-
mentators was the process by which NIH
would proceed to Implement the guide-
lines. The scientific community generally
urged that there be no Federal regula-
tions, while some of the public commen-
tators recommended the regulatory
process.

Many who opposed changing the pro-
posed guidelines into Federal regulations
expressed concern for flexibility and ad-
ministrative eflBciency, which could best
be achieved, in their view, through vol-

untary compliance. Other commenta-
tors, however, believed it imperative to

proceed toward regulation. In their view,
the guidelines could be implemented for
purposes of NIH fimding and would gov-
ern the conduct of experiments until

regulations were in effect. Another com-
mentator who thought regulation would
be harmful rather than helpful sug-
gested that if there were to be regula-
tions, they should be along lines similar
to those that govern the sale, distribu-

tion, use, and disposal of radioisotopes.

The question of how best to proceed
now that the guidelines have been re-

leased deserves careful attention. I share
the concern of those who feel that the
guidelines must remain, flexible. It is es-

pecially important that there be oppor-
tunity to cl^inge them quickly, based on
new information relating to scientific

evidence, potential risks, or safety as-
pects of the research program.
The suggestions for regulation need

further attention at this time. The
process for regulation not only involves
the Director of NIH, but also the Assist-

ant Secretary for Health and the Secre-
tary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
These guidelines are being promulgated
now in order to afford additional protec-
tion to all concerned. Consideration of
their conversion to regulations can pro-
ceed with continuing review of their con-
tent and present and future implica-
tions. Meanwhile, the NIH shall continue
to provide the opportiuilly for public
comment and participation at least

equivalent to that provided if steps
towards regulations were to proceed im-
mediately. The guidelines be pub-
lished in the Federal Register forthwith
to allow for further public comment.

C. Implementation considerations beyond
the purview of NIH

Special concern has been expressed by
many commentators regarding the ap-
plication of the guidelines to research
outside NIH by investigatoi-s other than
its grantees or contractors. It has been
urged that the guidelines be made ap-
plicable to recombinant DNA research
conducted or supported by other agen-
cies in HEW and by NSF, ERDA, DoD,
and other governmental departments.
Most commentators believe that these or

similar guidelines should also govern
research in the private sector, including
industry, voluntary organizations, and
foundations. Many feel that experiments
conducted in colleges, universities, and
even in high schools require some form
of monitoring. And finally, all agree that
in view of the potential hazards of re-

combinant DNA research to the bio-

sphere, some form of international
understanding on guidelines for the re-

search is essential.

The committee, in the proposed guide-
lines, has suggested as one means of con-
trol that a description of the physical
and biological containment procedures
practiced in a research project be in-

cluded in the publication of research re-

sults. In the scientfic community this

can be a powerful force for conformity,
and we will undertake to present the rec-
ommendation to all appropriate jour-
nals. We are also prepared to take steps
to disseminate the guidelines widely, and
to arrange for a continual flow of in-
formation outward concerning the ac-
tivities of the Recombinant Advisory
Committee and the Advisory Committee
to the Director, NIH. in the evolution of
the guidelines and their implementation.
In response to these suggestions, I

have already held a meeting with rele-

vant HEW agencies and with represent-
atives from- other departments of the
Federal Government. The purpose of the
meeting was to exchange information on
recombinant DNA research and to dis-
cuss the NIH guidelines. It served as an
important beginning to address a com-
mon concern of these public institutions.

A number of the representatives indi-
cated that various departments might
very well adopt the guidelines for re-
search conducted both in-house and sup-
ported outside. Following up, I have be-
gun preliminary discussions with the As-
sistant Secretary for Health and the
Secretary of HEW, to determine possible
methods to ensure adoption of the guide-
lines by all Federal agencies. Encouraged
by these efforts, we held a meeting on
Jime 2 with representatives of industry
to provide them with full information
about the guidelines and to help deter-
mine the present and future interests of
industrial laboratories in this type of re-_
search. The meeting provided one of the
first opportunities for Industry repre-
sentatives to convene for a discussion of
this research area, and an industry com-
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mittee under the auspices of the Phar-
maceutical Manufacturers Association
will be formed to review the guidelines
for potential application to the drug in-

dustry. Further meetings will be sched-
uled with other groups that have an ac-

tive interest in recombinant DNA re-

search.

It is my hope that the guidelines will

be voluntarily adopted and honored by
all who support or conduct such research
throughout the United States, and that
at least very similar guidelines will ob-
tain throughout the rest of the world.

NIH places the highest priority on efforts

to infoi-m and to work with international

organizations, such as the World
Health Organization and the Interna-
tional Council of Scientific Unions, with
a view to achieving a consensus on safety

standards in this most important re-

search area.

There has been considerable interna-
tional cooperation and activity in the
past, and I expect it to continue in the
future. The aforementioned Ashby Re-
port, presented to Parliament in Jan-
uary 1975, describes the advances in

knowledge and possible benefits to so-
ciety of the experiments involving re-

combinant DNA molecules, and attempts
to assess the hazards in these techniques.
The Asilomar meeting also had a num-
ber of international representatives, as
mentioned previously. The European
Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO)
has been involved in considering guide-
lines for recombinant DNA research.
They liav^losely followed the activities

of NIH, amd will thus be encouraged, I

believe, to monitor their research with
augmented cooperation and coordina-
tion. For example, EMBO recently an-
nounced plans for a voluntary registry of
recombinant DNA research in Europe.
Following this EMBO initiative, NIH
shall similarly maintain a voluntary
registry of investigators and institu-
tions engaged in such research in the
United States. Plans for establishing this
registry are under way.

D. Erivironmental policy considerations

A number of commentators urged NIH
to consider preparing an environmental
impact statement on recombinant DNA
research activity. They evoked the pos-
sibility that organisms containing re-
combinant DNA molecules might escape
and affect the environment in poten-
tially harmful ways.

I am in full agreement that the poten-
tially harmful effects of this research on
the environment should be assessed. As
discussed throughbut this paper, the
guidelines are premised on physical and
biological containment to prevent the
release or propagation of DNA recom-
binants outside the laboratory. Delib-
erate release of organisms into the en-
vironment is prohibited. In my view, the
stipulated physical and biological con-
tainment ensures that this research will

proceed with a high degree of safety and
precaution. But I recognize the legiti-

mate concern of those urging that an en-
vironmental Impact assessment be done.
In view of this concern and ensuing pub-

lic debate, I have reviewed the appro-
priateness of such an assessment and
have directed that one be undertaken.
The purpose of this assessment will be

to review the environmental effects, if

any, of research that may be conducted
under the guidelines. The assessment
will provide further opportunity for all

concerned to address the potential bene-
fits and hazards of this most important
research activity. Iiexpect a draft of the
environmental impact statement should
be completed by September 1 for com-
ment by the scientific community. Fed-
eral and State agencies, and the gen-
eral public.

It should be noted that the develop-
ment of the guidelines was in large part
tantamount to conducting an environ-
mental impact assessment. For example,
the objectives of recombhiant DNA re-

search, and alternate approaches to

reach those objectives, have been con-
sidered. The potential hazards and risks

have been analyzed. Alternative ap-
proaches have been thoroughly con-
sidered, to maximize safety and mini-
mize potential risk. And an elaborate re-

view structure has been created to

achieve these safety objectives. From a
public policy viewpoint, however, the
environmental impact assessment will be
yet another review that will provide
further opportunity for the public to

participate and comment on the conduct
of this research.

II. METHODS OF CONTAINMENT

Comments, on the containment pro-
visions of the proposed guidelines were
directed to the definition of both phys-
ical and biological containment an^ to

the safety and effectiveness of, the de-
scribed levels. Several commentators
found the concept of physical contain-
ment imprecise and tro subject to the
possibility for human error. Others ques-
tioned the concept of biological contain-
ment in terms of its safety and purported
effectiveness in averting potential haz-
ards. The commentators were divided on
which method of containment would
provide the most effective and safe sys-

tem to avoid hazards. Several suggested
that each of the physical containment
levels be more fully explained.

W. Emmett Barkley, Ph.D., Direc-

tor of the OfBce of Research Safety,

National Cancer. Institute, was asked to

review the section on physical contain-
ment in light of these comments. Dr.

Barkley convened a special committee
of safety and health experts, who met
to consider not only this section of the
guidelines but also the section on the

roles and responsibilities of researchers

and their institutions. The committee
thoroughly reviewed the section on phys-
ical containment and recommended a
number of changes. The Recombinant
Advisory Committee, meeting on April

1-2, 1976, reviewed the recommendations
of the Barkley group. These are incorpo-
rated, with editorial revisions, in the final

version of the guidelines.

The present section on physical con-
tainment is directly responsive to those
commentators who asked for greater de-

tail and explanation. Although different
in detail, the four levels of containment
approximate those given by the Center
for Disease Control for human etiologic
agents and by the National Cancer In-
stitute for oncogenic viruses. For each of
the proposed levels, optional items have
been excluded, and only those items
deemed absolutely necessary for safety
are presented. Necessary facilities, prac-
tices, and equipment are specified. To
give further guidance to investigators
and their institutions, a supplement to
the guidelines explains more fully safety
practices appropriate to recombinant
DNA research. And a new section has
been added to ensure that shipment of
recombinant DNA materials conforms,
where appropriate, to the standards, pre-
scribed by the U.S. Public Health Service,
the Department of Transportation,, and
the Civil Aeronautics Board.
_^The section on physical containment
i^ carefully designed to offer a construc-
tive approach to meeting potential haz-
ards for recombinant experiments at all

levels of presumed risk. Certain commen-
tators had suggested that the first level

of physical containment (PI ) be merged
with the second level (P2). This sugges-
tion, however, would tend to apply overly
stringent standards for some experi-
ments and might result in a lowering of

standards necessary at the second level.

I believe the level of control must be con-
sistent with a reasonable estimate of the
hazard ; and the section on physical con-
tainment does provide this consistency.
Accordingly, the first and second levels

of physical containment remain as sepa-
rate sections in the guidelines.

Because of the nature and operation of

facilities required for experiments to be
done at the fourth level of containment
(P4), a provision has beerf included that
the NIH shall review such facilities prior

to funding them for recombinant DNA
studies. The situation merits the special

attention of experts who have maximum
familiarity with the structure, operation,
and potential problems of P4 installa-

tions. Several commentators advocated
that NIH arrange for sharing of P4 fa-
cilities, both in the NIH intramural pro-
gram and in institutions supported
through NTH awards. In response to
these suggestions, we are currently re-

viewing our facilities, including those at
the Fiederick Cancer Research Center
(Fort Detrick) , to determine how such
a progi'am can best be devised. It is most
important that P4 facilities be made
available to investigators. It should be
noted that incidents of infection by even
the most highly infectious and danger-
ous organisms are extremely Infrequent
at P4 facilities, and therefore the poten-
tial for hazard in certain complex ex-
periments in recombinant DNA research
is considerably reduced.

nr. PROHIBITED EXPERIMENTS

1. Practically all commentators sup-
ported the present prohibition of certain
experiments. There were suggestions for

a clearer definition of the prohibition of
certain experiments where Increased
antibiotic resistance may result. And It
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was urged by some that the prohibition

I

be broadened to include experiments that

result in resistance to any antibiotic, Ir-

I' respective of its use In medicine or agrl-

culture. Consideration of such a sugges-

tion must take into accoimt that anti-

biotic resistance occurs naturally among
I

bacteria, and that resistance is a valu-

I

able marker in the study of microbial

I
genetics in general, and recombinants

ij
in particular.

||

In view of these concerns, however, the
Recombinant Advisory Committee was
asked to reconsider carefully the prohi-
bition and related sections concerning

I antibiotic resistance. The committee

j

noted that the prohibition relating to

j

drug resistance was intended to ban
! those experiments that could compro-

I

mise drug use in controlling disease

j

agents in veterinary as well as human
I

medicine and this is now clearly stated.

I

In the draft guidelines there were two

j

statements concerning resistance to
I drugs which related to experiments with

I

E. coli. The statements appeared to allow
! experiments that would extend the range

of resistance of this bacterium to thera-
peutically useful drugs and disinfectants,
and thus seemed to be in conflict with
the general prohibition on such research.
There are numerous reports in the scien-
tific literature Indicating that E. coli can
acquire resistance to all antibiotics
known to act against It. Since E. coli ac-
quires resistance naturally, the prohibi-
tion directed against Increasing resist-

ance does not apply. The ambiguous
statements have been deleted from the
present guidelines. On the other hand,
new language has been Inserted in the
section dealing with other prokaryote
species to set containment levels for per-
mitted experiments.'

2. The Recombinant Advisory Com-
mittee was also asked to clarify whether
the prohibitidn of use of DNA derived
from pathogenic organisms (those classi-

fied as 3, 4, and 5 by the Center for
Disease Control, USPHS) also included
the DNA from any host Infected with
these organisms. The committee ex-
plained that this prohibition did extend
to experiments with cells known to be so
Infected. To avoid misunderstanding, the
prohibition as now worded Includes such
cells. In addition, the prohibitions have
been extended to include moderate-risk
oncogenic viruses; as defined by the Na-
tional Cancer Institute, and cells known
to be Infected with them.

3. Two other Issues relating to the sec-
tion on prohibited experiments were
raised by Roy Chirtiss m, Ph.D., Profes-
sor, Department of Microbiology, Uni-
versity of Alabama Sehobl of Medicine,
Birmingham, who is a member of the Re-
combinant Advisory Committee. Dr.
CmtisS noted that for the class of expe-
riments prohibited on the basis of pro-
duction of highly toxic substances, only

substances from micro-organisms were
cited as examples. He suggested that
other extunples be included, such as ven-
oms from Insects and snakes. The com-
mittee approved the suggestion and I

concur.

In the proposed guidelines, release of

organisms containing recombinant DNA
molecules into the environment was pro-
hibited unless a series of controlled tests

had been done to leave no reasonable
doubt of safety. Dr. Curtiss felt that the
guidelines should provide greater spec-

ificity for testing and should include

some form of review prior to release of

the organism. I have decided that the
guidelines should, for the present, pro-
hibit any deliberate release of organisms
containing recombinant DNA into the
environment. With the present limited

state of knowledge, it seems highly un-
likely that there will be in the near
future, any recombinant organism that is

imiversally accepted as being beneficial

to introduce into the environment. When
the scientific evidence becomes available

that the potential benefits of recom-
binant organisms, particularly for agri-

culture, are about to be realized, then
the guidelines can be altered to meet the

needs for release. It is most important
that the potential environmental impact
of the release be considered.

IV. PERMISSIBLE EXPERIMENTS: E. COLIK-12
HOST-VECTOR SYSTEMS

The continued use of E. coli as a host
has drawn considerable comment, in

eluding some suggestions that its use be
prohibited presently or within a specified

time limit. It should be stressed that the
use of E. coli as detailed in the guidelines
is limited to E. coli K-12, a strain that
has been carried in the laboratory for
decades and does not involve the use of
any strain of E. coli that is freshly iso-

lated from a natural source. E. coli K-12
does not usually colonize the nonnal
bowel, even when given in large doses,
and exhibits little if any multiplication
while passing through the alimentary
canal. For years it has been the subject
of more intense investigation than any
other single organism, and knowledge of
its genetic makeup and recombinant be-
havior exceeds greatly that pertaining to
any other organism. I believe that be-
cause of this experience, E. coli K-12 will

provide a host-vector system that is safer
than other candidate microorganisms.
NIH recognizes the importance of sup-

porting the development of alternative
host-vector systems (such as B. subtUis,
which has no ecological niche in man)
and will encourage such development. It

should be noted, however, that for each
new host-vector system, the same ques-
tions of risk from altered properties at-
tendant upon the presence of recom-
binant genes will apply as apply to E. coli.

NIH does not believe it wise to set a
time limit on replacement of E. coli sys-
tems by other organisms.

There were specific suggestions con-
cerning the three levels of biological con-
tainment prescribed for use of E. coli

K-12 host-vectors. Some commentators
requested a more detailed explanation of

the adequacy of protection for labora-

tory personnel with the first level of con-
tainment (EKl).' Sections of the guide-
lines dealing with physical containment
and roles and responsibilities now specify

the need for safety practices and acci-

dent plans.
For the second level of containment

(EK2), it is required that a cloned DNA
fragment be contained in a host-vector
system that has no greater than a 10 *

probability of survival in a nonpermis-
sive or natural environment. It was sug-
gested that the selection of this level of

biological containment and the appro-
priate tests for verification be more fully

explained in the guidelines. The commit-
tee, in responding to a request for fur-
ther examination of this point, reviewed
at considerable length the testing for an
EK2 system and recommended certain
modifications. We have accepted the
committee’s new language that better ex-
plains testing of survival of a genetic
marker carried on the vector, preferably
on an inserted NDA fragment.

Possible tests to determine the level of

biological containment afforded by these
altered host-vector systems are outlined
in this section. Because this is such a new
area of scientific research and develop-
ment, however, it is inappropriate to

standardize such testing at the present
time. Standards wiU gradually be set as
more experience with EK2 host-vector
systems is acquired. The committee, for
example, during its April 1976 meetings
gave its first approval to an EK2 host-
vector system. What is necessary is that
new and more effective tests be devised
by Investigators, and this effort is very
likely to occur under the present guide-
lines. For example, one task recognized
by the committee is to clarify how sur-
vival of the organism and the cloned
DNA should be defined in terms of tem-
perature, medium, and other variables.

It is also very important to note here
that the stringent requirements set by
the committee for EK2 biological con-
tainment jeopardize considerably the
capacity of such crippled organisms to
survive and replicate even imder permis-
sive laboratory conditions. More experi-
ence will be required to determine
whether EK2 containment will permit
some lines of Important research to be
followed.

Several commentators suggested that
methods and procedures to confirm an

* The EKl system presently consists of a
battery of different vectors and of E. coli

K-12 mutants, all of which afford a consid-
erable degree of biological containment. The
diversity of vectors and of host mutants In
this battery has permitted a wide range of
Important scientific questions to be attacked.
For example, the availability of different vec-
tors with cleavage sites for different restric-

tion endonucleases have Increased the kind
of DNA segments that can be cloned. By con-
trast, the first EK2 host-vector systems are
only now being considered by the Recom-
binant Advisory Committee. While NIH Is

supporting the development of more EK2
host-vector systems, it is not expected that a.

battery equivalent to that available for the
EKl system will be certified by the Recom-
binant Advisory Committee In the near
future.

* Specifically, experiments that would ex-
tend resistance to therapeutically useful
drugs must use P3 physical containment
plus a host-vector comparable to EKl, or
pa containment plus a host-vector compa-
rable to EK2.
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EK system at the third level of contain-
ment ( EK3i be more fully explained. The
Recombinant Advisory Committee was
asked to consider this suggestion. After
considerable discussion the committee
declined to define the procedures more
fully at this time, because development of
an EK3 system is still far enough in the
futm-e not to waiTant specific testing
procedures. Further, it is not clear what
tests are best suited. The language,
therefore, remains general. The commit-
tee, however, is aware of the concerns for
a more completely defined system of test-

ing, and has considered the possibility of
organizing a symposium for purposes of
designating tests. In my view, more fully
developed protocols for testing EK3 sys-
tems are wan-anted, and it is necessary
that guidelines here be more fully de-
veloped before the committee proceeds to
certify such a system. In this regard the
NIH is prepared through the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Dis-
eases to support contracts to accomplish
this task. We will seek the advice and g,s-

sistance of the committee to define the
scope of necessary work.
These guidelines also include a state-

ment that for the time being no EK2 or
EK3 hast-vector system will be consid-
ered bona fide imtil the Recombinant
Advisory Committee has certified it. I

share the concern of the commentators
that new host-vector systems require the
highest quality of scientific review and
scrutiny. At this early stage of develop-
ment, it is most important that the com-
mittee provide that scrutiny. E\irther, I

believe that until more experience has
been gained, the committee should en-
courage and the NIH support research
that will independently confirm and aug-
ment the data pn which certification of
EK2 host-vector systems are based.

v. CLASSIFICATION OF EXPERIMENTS USING
THE E. COLI K-12 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

The guidelines assign different levels

of containment for experiments in which
DNA from different sources is to be in-

troduced into an E. coli K-12 host-vector
system. The variation is based on both
facts and assumptions. There are some
prokaryotes (bacteria) which constantly
exchange DNA with E. coli. Here it is

assumed that experimental conditions
beyond those obtained in careful, routine
microbiology laboratories are superflu-
ous, because any exchange experiments
have undoubtedly been performed al-

ready in nature.
In every instance of artificial recom-

bination, consideration must be given to
the possibility that foreign DNA may be
translated into protein (expressed) , and
also to the possibility that normally re-
pressed genes of the host may be ex-
pressed and thus change, undesirably,
the characteristics of the cell. It is as-
sumed that the more similar the DNAs
of donor and host, the greater the prob-

ability of expression of foreign DNA, or

of possible derepression of host genes.

In those cases where the donor ex-

changes DNA with E. coli In nature, It Is

unlikely that recombination experiments
will create new genetic combinations.

When prokaryote donors not known to
exchange DNA with E. coli in natuie are
used, however, there is a greater potential
for new genetic combinations to be
formed and be expressed. Therefore, it

is required that experiments involving
prokaryotic DNA from a donor that is

not known to exchange DNA with E. coli

in nature be carried out at a higher level

of Containment. Recombination using
prokaryotic DNA from an organism
known to be highly pathogenic is pro-
hibited.

There are only limited data available
concerning the expression of DNA from
higher forms of life (eukaryotes) in E.
coli (or any other prokaryote) . There-
fore, the containment prescriptions for
experiments inserting eukaryotic DNA
into prokaryotes are based on risks hav-
ing quite uncertain probabilities.

On the assumption that a prokaryote
host might translate eukaryotic DNA, it

is further presumed that the product of
that foreign gene would be most harmful
to man if it were an enzyme, hormone, or
other protein that was similar (homol-
ogous) to proteins already produced by
or active in man. An example is a bac-
terium that could produce insulin. Such
a “rogue” bacterium could be of benefit
if contained, a nuisance or possibly dan-
gerous if capable of surviving in nature.
This is one reason that the higher the
phylogenetic order of the eukaryote, the
higher the recommended containment, at
least until the efficiency of expression of
DNA from higher eukaryotes in pro-
karyotes can be determined.

There is a second, more concrete rea-
son for scaling containment upward as
the eukaryote host becomes similiar to

man. This is the concern that viruses

capable of propagating in human tissue,

and possibly causing diseases, can con-
taminate DNA, replicate in prokaryote
hosts and infect the experimentalist.
Such risks are greatest when total DNA
from donor .tissue is used in “shotgun”
recombinant experiments: it diminishes
to much lower levels when pure cloned
DNA is used.

The commentators were clearly divided
on the classification of containment
criteria for different kinds of recombin-
ant DNAs. Many commentators con-
sidered the guidelines too stringent and
rigid. Others viewed the guidelines In

certain Instances as too permissive. And
still others endorsed the guidelines as
sensible and reasonable, affording the
public an enormous degree of protection
from the speculative risks. Several sug-
gestions were made for the specific

classes of experiments, and they follow:
1. Comment on the use of DNA from

animals and plants in recombinant ex-
periments varied widely. Some com-
mentators suggested banning the use of
DNA from primates, other mammals, and
birds. Others suggested that higher levels

of containment be used for all such ex-
periments. Still others believed that the
guidelines were too strict for experi-
ments of this class. I have carefully re-

viewed the issues raised by the com-
mentators and the responses of the com-
mittee to certain queries concerning use

of animal and plant DNA in these ex-
periments.

’

In my view, the classification for the 1

use of DNA from primates, other mam-
|

mals, and birds is appropriate to the po-
tential hazards that might be posed. The

|

physical and biological containment
levels are very strict. For example, bio- I

logical containment levels are at EK2
j

or EK3, and will effectively preclude ex- .

perimentation imtil useful EK2 and EK3 I

systems are available. EK2 systems are
,

still in the initial stages of development.
;

and the first system was only certified at !

the most recent meeting of the Recom-
binant AdvisoiT Committee. An EK3

j

host-vector system has yet to be tested,
j

and its certification is far enough in the
I

future to place a moratorium on those I

experiments requiring biological con- '

tainment at an EK3 level. The physical I

containment levels of P3 or P4 themselves
afford a very high degree of protection.

|

I am satisfied that the guidelines dem-
onstrate the caution and prudence that

;

must govern the conduct of experiments
'

In this category. I

The guidelines allow reduced contain-
ment levels for primate DNA when it is

|

derived from embryonic tissue or germ-
line cells. This is based on evidence that i

embryonic material is less likely to con-
tain viruses than is tissue from the adult. !

Obviously, the embryonic tissue must be i

free of adult tissue, and the present
j

guidelines so indicate.
^ |

I have also carefully considered^ the
special concerns arising from the use of

j

DNA from cold-blooded vertebrates and '

other cold-blooded animals, because sev- '

eral commentators questioned the basis
]

of lower physical and biological contain- \

ment levels for DNA from these species,
j

The Recombinant Advisory Committee !

has debated this extensively, and they ,

were asked to do so once again in April.’

The committee has now recommended
|

high containment levels (P3+EK2) when
the DNA is from a cold-blooded verte-
brate known to produce a potent toxin.
TTiat recommendation is Included in the
present guidelines. Where no toxin is in-
volved the committee supported lower

• A committee member, David S. Hogness,
Ph. D., Professor, Department of Biochemis-
try, Stanford University, California, sub-
mitted a statement In support of lower con- '

tainment levels based on current scientific

evidence. That evidence Is based on certain
differences between cold- and warm-blooded
vertebrates. One of the criteria used for the
evaluation of the relative risk that might be
encountered with different levels of shotgun
experiment Is the degree of sequence homol-
ogy between the DNA of the given species
and that of humans. This criterion Is used
to estimate the likelihood that segments of

j

DNA from the given species might be Inte-

grated into the human genome by recombi-
nation; the greater the homology, the greater
the likelihood of Integration. Studies of se-
quence homologies Indicate that there Is a
considerable degree of homology between
human DNA and DNA from other primates,
much less homology between primates and
other mammals, and even lower but detect- <

able homology between birds and primates.
jBy contrast, no significant homologies be- '

tween cold-blooded vertebrates and primates
have been detected.
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containment levels. Tlie guidelines spec-
ify P2+EK2 levels for such work. There
was considerable discussion concerning
the advisability of recommending lower
containment (P2+EKI) when the DNA
is Lsolated from embryonic tissue or
germ-line cells from cold-blooded verte-
brates. Those supporting lower contain-
ment levels argued that.the justification

for P2 ^ EK2 was the possibility that cold-
blooded vertebrates may carry viruses
and that the distinction between adult
and germ -cell tissue is real. Others ar-
gued that, contrary to the situation with
pi'imate DNA, viruses are not a central
problem with cold-blooded vertebrates
and therefore no distinction should be
made on the basis of tissue origin. Fi-
nally, the committee recommended, on a
divided vote (8 to 4), to adopt P2+EK1
when the cold-blooded vertebrate DNA
is isolated from embryonic tissue or
germ-line cells. Upon reviewing these
considerations, I have decided to retain
the containment levels for embryonic or
germ-line DNA from cold-blooded verte-
brates as recommended by the commit-
tee.

In April the committee also reviewed,
at our request, the classification of ex-
periments where DNA is derived from
other cold-blooded animals or lower eu-
karyotes. Several commentators, for ex-
ample, had been concerned about the fact
that insects are known to carry agents
pathogenic to man. In the committee re-
view, it was noted that viruses carried by
Insects and known to transmit disease to
man are RNA rather than DNA viruses
and do not reproduce via DNA copied
from RNA. In order, however, to make
the intent clearer, the guidelines have
been rewritten for experiments of this
class. New language is inserted to ensure
that strict containment levels are em-
ployed when the DNA comes from known
pathogens or species known to carry
them. Further, to reduce the potential
hazards, we have also Included in the
guidelines the requirement that any in-
sect must be grown under laboratory con-
ditions for at least 10 generations prior
to its use as a DNA source.

2. As alluded to above, certain com-
mentators expressed concern that when
E. coli becomes the host of recombinant
DNA from prokaryotes with which DNA
Is not usually exchanged, there is hazard
of altered host characteristics resulting
from translation of the DNA into func-
tioning proteins. The committee was
asked to review the guidelines and take
into account this potential hazard. They
agreed that the containment levels
should be increased for this category of
experiment, from P2+EK1 to either
P2+EK2 or P3-fEKl. That recommen-
dation is included in the present guide-
lines.

Comments were made concerning that
class of experiments in which the recom-
binant DNA, regardless of source, has
been cloned. A clone is a population of
cells derived from a single cell and there-
fore all the cells are presumed to be gen-
etically Identical. As outlined in the pro-
posed guidelines, clones could be used at
lower containment levels If they had

been rigorously characterized and shown
to be free of harmful genes. Several com-
mentators inquired how the characteri-
zation was to be performed and the free-
dom from harmful genes demonstrated.
Although the committee acknowledges
that these terms are unavoidably vague,
they do cite appropriate scientific meth-
ods to make relevant' determinations.
Again, this is a rapidly changing area and
more clarity and precision can be ex-
pected with experience. Reduced con-
tainment requirernents for this class of
experiment are warranted because of the
purified nature of clones. Further, the
granting agency must approve the clone
before containment conditions can be re-
duced, thus providing an additional ele-
ment of review.

4. Another comment was related to the
use of DNA from organelles (intracellu-
lar elements that contain special groups
of genes for particular cell functions)

.

Concern was expi-essed about the poten-
tial contamination of purified organelle
DNA with DNA from viruses because of
the similarity of their structures. The
committee agrees, and the guidelines now
specify a requirement, that the organ-
elles be isolated prior to extracting DNA,
as a further means of reducing the haz-
ard of viral contamination.

5. Some commentators were troubled
about the lowering of containment for
that class of experiments involving re-
combinations with cell DNA segments
purified by chemical or physical methods.
They asked that procedures for deter-
mining the state of purification be more
fully detailed and that the Recombinant
Advisory Committee certify the purity.
There are, however, appropriate tech-
niques, such as gel electrophoresis, with
which a purity of 99 percent by mass can
be achieved and ascertained. There is no
way for the committee to certify these
results beyond repeating the experiments
themselves. These techniques are well
documented and described in the litera-
ture. I do not believe it is necessary or
feasible for the committee to review each
procedure for purification of DNA.

6. Comments were made concerning
the use of DNA derived from animal vi-
ruses. It was urged that containment lev-
els for this class of experiment be in-
creased. On the basis of my review, I find
the containment conditions appropriate
to the potential hazard posed. As defined
in the guidelines, experiments are to be
done at very strict levels of containment
and these can be lowered only when the
cloned DNA recombinants have been
shown to be free of possibly harmful
genes by suitable biochemical and bio-
logical tests. This also pertains to DNA
that is copied from RNA viruses. In no
instance are the guidelines more lenient,
and in most instances they are more
stringent than conditions obtaining in
many laboratories where such viruses are
studied in non-DNA-recombinant exper-
iments.

VI. CLASSIFICATION OF EXPERIMENTS USING
containment systems other than e.

COLI K-12

1. No issue with regard to these guide-
lines raised more comment than the use

of animal viruses as vectors. Of special
concern to many commentators was the
use of the simian (monkey) virus 40
(hereafter “SV40”). Some suggested a
complete ban on the use of this virus:
others urged its retention as a vector,
SV40 is not known to produce any disease
in man, although it can be grown in hu-
man cells and on very rare occasions has
been isolated from humans. Many hu-
mans have received SV40 virus inadvert-
ently in vaccines prepared from viru,-

grown in monkey kidney-cell cultures.
An intensive search has been made and
is continuing for evidence that SV40
might cause cancer or be otherwise path-
ogenic for man. At present, it is my view
that the extensive Imowledge we have of

SV40 virus provides us with sufficient so-
phistication to ensure its safe han-
dling under the conditions developed for
its use in the guidelines.

I believe work with SV40 should con-
tinue under the cost careful condition.^,

but I do recognize and appreciate the
concerns expressed over its possible
harmful effects in humans. In light of
these concerns, I asked the Recombinant
Advisory Committee to review this sec-
tion of the guidelines. The committee
reconsidered the containment conditions
for this class of experiments and judged
them appropriate to meet the potential
hazards.*

This class of experiments will proceed
under the most careful and stringent
conditions. Work with SV40 virus will be
done at the maximum level of physical
containment (P4) . The extraordinary
precautions required in a P4 facility less-

en the likelihood of a potential hazard
from this work. Only defective SV40
virus will be used as vector; that is, the
SV40 virus particles that carry the for-
eign DNA cannot multiply by themselves.
When a number of strict conditions are
met, this work will be permitted to go on
at the third level of containment <^P3),

which in itself requires care and preci-
sion. It should be noted that SV40 virus
and its DNA can be efficiently disinfected
by Clorox and autoclaving. These are
customary procedures for disinfecting
glassware and other items used in SV40
animal-cell work.
Some commentators suggested that

the containment criteria for experiments
using polyoma virus as the vector be
strengthened. There is no evidence that
polyoma infects humans or replicates to
any significant extent in human cells. It
holds promise as a vector, as is more fully
documented in an appendix to these
guidelines.

2. Several commentators found the
guidelines inadequate regarding experi-
ments with plant host-vector systems.
Because NIH shared these concerns, a
group with extensive experience with
plants was appointed to review this sec-
tion. The group met concurrently with

* One member dissented^rom this position.
During the discussion, additional language
was recommended (and adopted) to ensure
that the defective SV40-vlrus/helper-vlrua
system, with Its Inserted non-SV40 DNA seg-
ment, does not replicate In human cells with
significantly more efficiency than doe.s SV40.
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the Recombinant Advisory Committee
in April 1976 and made several modifica-
tions. The suggested revisions were ac-

ceptable to the full committee, and we
have included them in the guidelines.

The modifications are responsive to

the stated concerns of the commentators.
A description of greenhouse facilities is

given, and physical containment condi-
tions have been modified to take into

account operations \^ith whole plants. On
the whole, the respective portions of the
guidelines relating to plants are more
fully explained and the intent is clarified.

I have also accepted the recommenda-
tion of the subcommittee to lower the
biological containment level from EK2 to

EKl for experiments in which the DNA
from plants is used in conjunction with
the E. coll K-12 host-vector system,
thereby setting contairunent in this in-

stance at the same level required for ex-
periments with lower-eukaryote DNA.

VII. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1.

Most commentators had suggestions
for the section on the roles and responsi-
bilities of investigators, their local insti-

tutions, and NIH. Commentators gen-
erally urged openness, candor, and
public participation in the process, em-
phasizing shared responsibility and ac-
countability from the local to the na-
tional level. We reviewed that section of

the guidelines in light of these comments
and have asked the Recombinant Ad-
visory Committee to review certain
issues.

It is clear that much of the success of
the guidelines will lie in the wisdom with
which they are implemented. Because of

the importance of this section, especially

in terms of safety programs and plans,

we have carefully weighed the comments
and suggestions made in this regard. NIH
has a special responsibility to take a
leading role in ensuring that safety pro-
grams are part of all recombinant DNA
research. Dr. Barkley and a specially

convened committee were asked to pro-
vide greater detail for safety, accident,
and training plans for this section of the
guidelines. Based on their recommenda-
tions, the section has been extensively
rewritten to clarify the respective re-

sponsibilities of the principal investiga-
tor, the institution (including the insti-

tutional biohazards committee)
,
the NIH

inital review group (study section), the
NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule Pro-
gram Advisory Committee, and NIH staff.

This section has a definitive adminis-
trative framework for assuring that
safety is an essential and integrated com-
ponent of research involving recombinant
DNA molecules. The guidelines require
investigators to Institute, monitor, and
evaluate containment and safety prac-
tices and procedures. Before research is

done, the Investigator must have safety
and accident plans in place and training
exercises for the staff well under way.
Some commentators suggested that

the Investigator be required to obtain in-
formed consent of laboratory personnel
prior to their participation. Rather than
rely explicitly on an Informed consent
document, the guidelines now make the

Investigator responsible for advising his
program and support staff as to the na-
ture and assessment of the reg,l and po-
tential biohazards. He must explain and
provide for any advised or requested pre-
cautionary medical policies, vaccinations,
or serum collections. Further, an appen-
dix to the guidelines includes detailed
explanations for dealing with accidents,
as well as instructions for the training of
staff in safety and accident procedures.
In response to suggestions for epi-

demiological monitoring, the guidelines
now require the principal investigator to
report certain categories of accidents, in
writing, to appropriate oflScials. NIH is

investigating procedures for long-term
surveillance of workers engaged in re-

combinant DNA research.

2.

A number of comments on the role

and responsibilities of the institutional
biohazards committee were received.
Comments were directed to the structure
of the committee, the scope of its respon-
sibility, and the methods for operation.
Comments on structure Included sugges-
tions that the committee have a broadly
based representation, especially in terms
of health and safety expertise. Some
others suggested NIH require certain
classes of representation. In response to
these suggestions, the guidelines now
recommend membership from a diversity
of disciplines relevant to recombinant
DNA molecule technology, biological
safety, and engineering.
For broader representation beyond the

immediate scientific expertise, the guide-
lines now recommend that local commit-
tees should possess, or have available, the
competence necessary to determine the
acceptability of their findings in terms
of applicable laws, regulations, standards
of practice, community attitudes, and
health and environmental considerations.
The names of and relevant background
information on the committee members
will be reported to NIH.
In response to suggestions that deci-

sions of the committee be made publicly
available, the guidelines now recommend
that minutes of the meetings should be
kept and made available for public in-
spection.
Commentators generally approved of

the responsibility given to the institu-

tional biohazards committee to serve as
a source of advice and reference to the
Investigator on scientific and safety ques-
tions. It was further suggested that the
committee’s responsibility be broadened
in the development, monitoring, and
evaluation of safety standards and pro-
cedures. In response to these suggestions,
the guidelines now indicate that the in-
stitutional biohazards committee has the
responsibility to certify, and recertify

annually, to NIH that the facilities, pro-
cedures, practices, training, and exper-
tise of involved personnel have been re-

viewed and approved. The Recombinant
Advisory Committee suggested that ex-
amination might be unnecessary for PI
facilities, but we believe that all facilities

should be reviewed to emphasize the Im-
portance of safety programs.

Some commentators suggested that the
guidelines should stipulate that the local

committees be required to determine the
containment conditions to be Imposed for
a given project (which the draft guide-
lines specifically noted was not their re-
sponsibility) . The Recombinant Advisory
Committee took exception to this sugges-
tion. Tliey urged NIH not to include these
conditions as local requirements, argu-
ing among other things that review by
the NIH study sections would provide the
necessary scratiny at the national level
and assure uniformity of standards in
application of the guidelines. 1 do not
believe that NIH should require the local
institution to have its biohazards com-
mittee assess what containment condi-
tions are required for a given project. On
the other hand, the guidelines should not
prohibit the local institution from hav-
ing its biohazards committee perform
this function. Accordingly, I have deleted,
the prohibition that appeared in the pro-
posed guidelines.
Another suggestion was that the local

committee ensure that research is carried
out in accordance with standards and
procedures under the Occupational Safe-
ty and Health Act (OSHA). This Is an
area of importance to the local institu-
tions under Federal and State law, but
need not be included as a requirement in
the guidelines. NIH will maintain liaison

with the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (Department of Labor)
to ensure maximum Federal cooperation
in this venture.

I would also encourage all institutions,

as suggested by several commentators, to
review their insurance compensation pro-
grams to determine whether their lab-
oratory personnel, in the research area,
are covered for injuries.

3. The commentators approved of hav-
ing the NIH study sections responsible
for making an independent evaluation of
the classification of the proposed re-
search under the guidelines, along with
the customary judgment of the scientific

merit of each grant application. This ad-
ditional element of review will ensure
careful attention to potential hazards in
the research activity. The study sections
will also scrutinize the proposed safe-
guards. Biological safety expertise shall
be available to the study section for con-
sultation and guidance in this regard.

4. Several commentators made sugges-
tions concerning the structure, fimctlon,
and scope of responsibility of the NIH
Recombinant DNA Molecule Program
Advisory Committee.
Comments on possible istructural

mechanisms for decision making In-

cluded suggestions that there be a sci-

entific and technical committee and a
general advisory public policy committee.
It was also suggested that the scientific

committee Include scientists who are not
actively engaged in recombinant re-
search, and that the public policy com-
mittee have a broad scientific and pub-
lic representation.

I have carefully reviewed these com-
ments and suggestions. In response, the
following structure has been devised. The
Recombinant Advisory Committee shall

serve as the scientific and technical com-
mittee. Its membership shall continue to
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Include scientists who represent disci-

plines actively engaged in recombinant
DNA research. In my view, it is most im-
portant that this committee have the
necessary expertise to assure that the
guidelines are of the highest scientific

quality. The committee has provided this

expertise in the past, and it must con-
tinue to do so. The committee shall also

Include members from other scientific

disciplines.

It should be noted that the present
committee recommended on its own ini-

tiative that a nonscientist be appointed.
Emmette S. Redford, Ph.D., LL.D., Ash-
bel Smith Professor of Government and
Public Affairs at the Lyndon B. Johnson
School of Public Affairs, University of

Texas at Austin, serves in that capacity.

An ethicist has also been nominated for
appointment.
The Advisory Committee to the Direc-

tor, NIH, shall serve to provide the
broader public policy perspectives. This
committee, at its meeting on February
9-10, 1976, reviewed the proposed guide-
lines with the participation of public wit-
nesses, and shall continue to provide such
review for future activities of the Recom-
binant Advisory Committee.
In response to suggestions, the respon-

sibilities of the Recombinant Advisory
Committee have been expanded. In ad-
dition to reviewing the guidelines for

possible modification as scientific evi-

dence warrants, the committee will

certify EK2 and EK3 systems. In re-

sponse to requests by the investigator,

local committee, or study section, the
committee will also provide evaluation
and review in order to advise on levels

of required containment, on lowering
of requirements when cloned recom-
binants are to be used, and on questions
concerning potential biohazard and ade-
quacy of containment provisions.

Commentators also asked that the
committee review ongoing research
initiated prior to the implementation of
the guidelines. Now that the guidelines
are being released, NIH-fimded investi-

gators in this field will be asked to give
assurance, within a given period, that
they will comply. Any investigators who
constructed clones imder the Asilomar
guidelines will be asked to petition NIH
for special consideration of their case.

If the new guidelines require higher con-
tainment than did the Asilomar guide-
lines. Here the advice of the Recombi-
nant Advisory Committee will be sought.
There were also suggestions that the

committee certify chemical purification
of recombinant DNA, but as I indicated
earlier, these procedimes are too well
known to require NIH monitoring.

5. In light of comments received, NIH
will provide review, through appropriate
NIH offices, of data from institutional
biohazards committees (including acci-
dent reports) and will ensure dissemina-
tion of these findings as appropriate. Dr.
William Gartland will head the newly
created NIH Office of Recombinant DNA
Activities for these piuposes. Li addi-

tion, NIH will provide for rapid dissemi-

nation of Information through its

Nucleic Acid Recombinant Scientific

Memoranda 'NARSM', dtstj-ibuted by
the National Institute for Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. NIH will also pro-
vide an appropriate mechanism for ap-
proving and certifying clones before
containment conditions can be lowered.

With these extended modifications, the
section of the guidelines dealing with
roles and responsibilities now sets forth
a more fully developed review stiaicture

involving the principal investigator,
local biohazards committees, and the
Recombinant Advisory Committee, as
well as peer review committees. Guide-
lines now provide extensive opix)rtunity
for advice, from the local to the national
level. Several levels of review and scru-
tiny are provided, ensuring the highest
standards for scientific merit and con-
ditions for safety.

The Recombinant Advisory Committee
in conjunction with the Director’s Ad-
visory Committee shall continue to serve
as an ongoing forum for examining
progress in the technology and safety of
recombinant DNA research. Their re-
sponsibility, and that of the NIH Di-
rector, is to ensure that the guidelines,

through modification when called for,

reflect the soundest scientific and safety
evidence as it accrues in this area. Their
task, in a sense, is just beginning.

Donald S. Fredrickson,
Director,

National Institute of Health.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of these guidelines is to
recommend safeguards for research on
recombinant DNA molecules to the Na-
tional Institutes of Health and to other
institutions that support such research.
In this context we define recombinant
DNAs as molecules that consist of dif-
ferent segments of DNA which have been
joined together in cell-free systems, and
which have the capacity to infect and
replicate in some host cell, either au-
tonomously or as an integrated part of
the host’s genome.
This is the first attempt to provide a

detailed set of guidelines for use by study
sections as well as practicing scientists
for evaluating research on recombinant
DNA molecules. We cannot hope to an-
ticipate all possible lines of imaginative
research that are possible with this pow-
erful new methodology. Nevertheless, a
considerable volume of written and
verbal contributions from scientists in a
variety of disciplines has been received.
In many instances the views presented to
us were contradictory. At present, the
hazards may be guessed at, speculated
about, or voted upon, but they cannot be
known absolutely in the absence of firm
experimental data—and, unfortunately,
the needed data were, more often than
not, unavailable. Our problem then has
been to construct guidelines that allow
the promise of the methodology to be
realized while advocating the consider-
able caution that is demanded by what
we and others view as potential hazards.
In designing these guidelines we have

adopted the following principles, which
are consistent with the general conclu-
sions that were formulated at the Inter-
national Conference on Recombinant
DNA Molecules held at Asilomar Confer-
ence Center, Pacific Grove, California, in
February 1975 ( 3 ) ; (i) There are cer-
tain experiments for which the assessed
potential hazard is so serious that tliey

are not to be attempted at the present
time, (ii) ’The remainder c^n be under-
taken at the present time provided that
the experiment is justifiable on the basi.s

that new knowledge or benefits to hu-
mankind will accrue that cannot readily
be obtained by use of conventional meth-
odology and that appropriate safeguards
are incorporated into the design and ex-
ecution of the experiment. In addition to
an insistence on the practice of good
microbiological techniques, these safe-

guards consist of providing botli physical
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and biological barriers to the dissemina-
tion of the potentially hazardous agents,
(hi) The level of containment provided
by these barriers is to match the esti-

mated potential hazard for each of the
different classes of recombinants. For
projects in a given class, this level is to
be highest at initiation and modified
subsequently only If there is a substan-
tiated change In the assessed risk or in
the applied methodology, (iv) The guide-
lines will be subjected to periodic review
(at least annually) and modified to re-

flect improvements in our knowledge of
the potential biohazards and of the avail-
able safeguards.

In constructing these guidelines it has
been necessary to define boundary con-
ditions for the different levels of phj’sical

and biological containment and for the
classes of experiments to which they ap-
ply. We recognize that these definitions

do not take Into account existing and
anticipated special procedures and Infor-
mation that will allow particular experi-
ments to be carried out under different
conditions than indicated here without
sacrifice of safety. Indeed, we urge that
individual investigators devise simple
and more effective containment proce-
dures and that study sections give con-
sideration to such procedures which may
allow change in the conta,inment levels

recommended here.
It is recommended that all publications

dealing with recombinant DNA work in-
clude a description of the physical and
biological containment procedures prac-
ticed, to aid and forev/arn others. who
might consider repeating the work.

II. CONTAINMENT

Effective biological safety programs
have been operative in a variety of labo-
ratories for many years. Considerable in-

formation therefore already exists for the
design of physical containment faxllitles

and the selection of laboratory proce-
dures applicable to organisms carrying
recombinant DNAs (4-17). The existing
programs rely upon mechanisms that, for
convenience, can be divided Into two
categories: (1) a set of standard prac-
tices that are generally used in micro-
biological laboratories, and (il) special
procedures, equipment, and laboratory
installations that provide physical bar-
riers which are applied In varying degrees
according to the estimated biohazard.

Experiments on recombinant DNAs by
their very nature lend themselves to a
third containment mechanism—namely,
the application of highly specific biologi-

cal banders. In fact, natural barriers do
exist which either limit the infectivity of
a vector or vehicle (plasmid, bacterio-
phage or vlnis) to specific hosts, or Its

dissemination and survival In the envi-
ronment. The vectors that provide the
meaas for replication of the recombi-
nant DNAs and/or the host cells in which
they replicate can be genetically designed
to decrease by many orders of magni-
tude the probability of dissemination of
recombinant DNAs outside the labora-
tory.

As these three means of containment
are complementary, different levels of

containment appropriate for experiments
with different recombinants can be es-

tablished by applying different combina-
tions of the physical and biological bar-
riers to a constant use of the standard
practices. We consider these categories of
containment separately here in order
that such combinations can be conveni-
ently expressed in the guidelines for re-

search on the different kinds of recom-
binant DNA (Section III)

.

A. Standard practices and training.

Tlie first principle of containment is a
strict adherence to good microbiological
practices (4-13). Consequently, all per-
sonnel directly or indirectly involved in

experiments on recombinant DNAs must
receive adequate instruction. This should
Include at least training in aspectic tech-
niques and instruction in the biology of

the organisms used in the experiments
so that the potential biohazards can be
understood and appreciated.
Any research group working with

agents with a known or potential bio-
hazard should have an emergency plan
which describes the procedures to be
followed if an accident contaminates per-
sonnel or environment. The principal in-

vestigator must ensure that everyone in

the laboratory is familiar with both the
potential hazards of the work and the
emergency plan. If a research group Is

working with a known pathogen for

which an effective vaccine is available, all

workers should be immunized. Serologi-
cal monitoring, where appropriate,
should be provided.

B. Physical containment levels. A va-
riety of combinations (levels) of special

practices, equipment, and laboratory in-

stallations that provide additional physi-
cal barriers can be formed. For example,
31 combinations are listed in “Labora-
tory Safety at the Center for Disease
Control” (4) ; four levels are associated
with the “Classification of Etiologic

Agents on the Basis of Hazard” (5) , four
levels were recommended in the “Sum-
mary Statement of the Asilomar Con-
ference on Recombinant DNA Molecules”
(3) ; and the National Cancer Institute
uses three levels for research on onco-
genic viruses (6). We emphasize that
these are an aid to, and not a substitute
for, good technique. Personnel must be
competent In the effective use of all

equipment needed for the required con-
tainment level as described below. We
define only four levels of physical con-
tainment here, both because the accuracy
with which one can presently assess the
biohazards that may result from recom-
binant DNAs does not warrant a more
detailed classification, and because addi-
tional flexibility can be obtained by com-
bination of the physical with the biologi-
cal barriers. Though different In detail,

these four levels (PKP2<P3<P4) ap-
proximate those given for human etio-

logic agents by the Center for Disease
Control (i.e., classes 1 through 4; ref. 5),
In the Asilomar summary statement (I.e.,

minimal, low, moderate, and high; ref.

3) ,
and by the National Cancer Institute

for oncogenic viruses (I.e., low, moderate,
and high! ref. 6), as Is Indicated by the

P-number or adjective In the following

headings. It should be emphasized that
the descriptions and assignments of
physical containment detailed below are
based on existing approaches to contain-
ment of hazardous organisms.
We anticipate, and indeed already

know of, procedures (14) which enhance
physical containment capability in novel
ways. For example, miniaturization of
screening, handling, and analytical pro-
cedures provides substantial containment
of a given host-vector system. Thus, such
procedures should reduce the need for
the standard types of physical contain-
ment, and such innovations will be con-
sidered by the Recombinant DNA Mole-
cule Program Advisory Committee.
The special practices, equipment and

facility installations indicated for each
level of physical containment are re-
quired for the safety of laboratory work-
ers, other persons, and for the protection
of the environment. Optional items have
been excluded: only those items deemed
absolutely necessary for safety are pre-
sented. Thus, the listed requirements
present basic safety criteria for each
level of physical containment. Other
microbiological practices and laboratory
techniques which promote safety are to
be encouraged. Additional information
giving further guidance on physical con-
tainment is provided in a supplement to
the guidelines (Appendix D).
PI Level (Minimal)

.

A laboratory
suitable for experiments involving re-
combinant DNA molecules requiring
physical containment at the PI level is

a laboratory that possesses no special
engineering design features. It is a labo-
ratory commonly used for microorga-
nisms of no or minimal biohazard under
ordinary conditions of handling. Work in
this laboratory is generally conducted on
open bench tops. Special containment
equipment is neither required nor gen-
erally available in this laboratory. The
laboratory is not separated from the gen-
eral traffic patterns of the building. Pub-
lic access is permitted.

The control of biohazards at the PI
level is provided by standard microbio-
logical practices of which the following
are examples: (i) Laboratory doors
should be kept closed while experiments
are in progress, (ii) Work surfaces should
be decontaminated daily and following
spills of recombinant DNA materials,
(iii) Liquid wastes containing recom-
binant DNA materials should be decon-
taminated before disposal, (iv) Solid
wastes contaminated with recombinant
DNA materials should be decontami-
nated or packaged in a durable leak-
proof container before removal from the
laboratory, (v) Although pipetting by
mouth is permitted. It is preferable that
mechanical pipetting devices be usecL
When pipetting by mouth, cotton-
plugged pipettes shall be employed,
(vl) Eating, drinking, smoking, and stor-
age of food in the working area should
be discouraged, (vil) Facilities to wash
hands should be available, (vlll) An in-
sect and rodent control program should
be provided, (lx) The use of laboratory
gowns, coats, or uniforms is discretionary
with the laboratory supervisor.
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P2 Level (Low)

.

A laboratory suitable

for experiments involving recombinant
DNA molecules requiring physical con-
tainment at the P2 level Is similar in

construction and design to the PI labora-

tory. The P2 laboratory must have access

to an autoclave within the building; it

may have a Biological Safety Cabinet."*

Work which does not produce a consider-

able aerosol is conducted on the open
bench. Although this laboratory is not
separated from the general traffic pat-

terns of the building, access to the labo-

ratory is limited when experiments re-

quiring P2 level physical containment
are being conducted. Experiments of

lesser biohazard potential can be carried

out concurrently in carefully demarcated
areas of the same laboratory.

The P2 laboratory is commonly used
for experiments involving microorga-
nisms of low biohazard such as those

which have been classified by the Center
for Disease Control as Class 2 agents (5)

.

The following practices shall apply to

all experiments requiring P2 level physi-

cal containment: <i) Laboratory doors

shall be kept closed while experiments
are in progress, (ii) Only persons who
have been advised of the potential bio-

hazard shall enter the laboratory, (iii)

Children under 12 years of age shall not
enter the laboratory, (iv) Work surfaces

shall be decontaminated daily and im-
mediately following spills of recombi-
nant DNA materials, (v) Liquid wastes of

recombinant DNA materials shall be de-

contaminated before disposal, (vi) Solid

wastes contaminated with recombinant
DNA materials shall be decontaminated
or packaged in a durable leak-proof con-
tainer before removal from the labora-

tory. Packaged materials shall be dis-

posed of by incineration or sterilized be-
fore disposal by other methods. Contam-
inated materials that are to be processed
and reused (l.e., glassware) shall be de-
contaminated before removal from the
laboratory, (vii) Pipetting by mouth is

prohibited; mechanical pipetting devices

shall be used, (viii) Eating, drinking,
smoking, and storage of food are not
permitted in the working area, (lx) Fa-
cilities to wash hands shall be available

within the laboratory. Persons handling
recombinant DNA materials should be
encouraged to wash their hands fre-

quently and when they leave the labora-
tory. (x) An Insect and rodent control
program shall be provided, (xi) The use
of laboratory gowns, coats, or uniforms
Is required. Such clothing shall not be
worn to the lunch room or outside the
building, (xii) Animals not related to the
experiment shall no* be permitted in the
laboratory, (xiii) Biological Safety Cabi-
nets ' and/or other physical containment
equipment shall be used to minimize the
hazard of aerosolizatlon of recombinant
DNA materials from operations or de-
vices that produce a considerable aerosol
(e.g., blender, lyophillzer, sonlcator,
shaking machine, etc.) . (xlv) Use of the
hypodermic needle and syringe shall be
avoided when alternate methods are
available.

’ Footnotes at end of article.

P3 Level (Moderate). A laboratory

suitable for experiments involving re-

combinant DNA molecules requiring

physical containment at the P3 level has
special engineering design features and
physical containment equipment. The
laboratory is separated from areas which
are open to the general public. Separa-
tion is generally achieved by controlled

access corridors, air locks, locker rooms
or other double-doored facilities which
are not available for use by the general

public. Access to the laboratory is con-
trolled. Biological Safety Cabinets^ are

available within the controlled laboratory

area. An autoclave shall, be available

within the building and preferably with-

in the controlled laboratory area. The
surfaces of walls, floors, bench tops, and
ceilings are easily cleanable to facilitate

housekeeping and space decontamina-
tion.

Directional air flow is provided within

the controlled laboratory area. The ven-
tilation system is balanced to provide for

an inflow of supply air from the access

corridor into the laboratory. The gen-
eral exhaust air from the laboratory is

discharged outdoors and so dispersed to

the atmosphere as to prevent reentry
into the building. No recirculation of

the exhaust air shall be permitted with-

out appropriate treatment.
No work in open vessels involving hosts

or vectors containing recombinant DNA
molecules requiring P3 physical contain-
ment is conducted on the open bench.
All such procedures are confined to Bio-

logical Safety Cabinets.*

The following practices shall apply to

aU experiments requiring P3 level physi-

cal containment: (i) The universal bio-

hazard sign is required on all laboratory
access doors. Only persons whose entry
into the laboratory is required on the
basis of program or support needs shall

be authorized to enter. Such persons shall

be advised of the potential biohazards be-
fore entry and they shall comply with
posted entry and exit procedures. Chil-
dren under 12 years of age shall not enter
the laboratory, (ii) Laboratory doors
shall be kept closed while experiments
are in progress, (iii) Biological Safety
Cabinets * and other physical contain-
ment equipment shall be used for all

procedures that produce aerosols of re-

combinant DNA materials (e.g., pipetting,

plating, flaming, transfer operations,

grinding, blending, drying, sonicating,

shaking, etc.), (iv) The work surfaces of

Biological Safety Cabinets* and other
equipment shall be decontaminated fol-

lowing the completion of the experi-
mental activity contained within them,
(v) Liquid wastes containing recombi-
nant DNA materials shall be decontami-
nated before disposal. Solid wastes con-
taminated with recombinant DNA ma-
terials shall be decontaminated or pack-
aged in a durable leak-proof container
before removal from the laboratory.
Packaged material shall be sterilized be-
fore disposal. Contaminated materials
that are to be processed and reused (l.e.,

glassware) shall be sterilized in the con-
trolled laboratory area or placed in a dur-
able leak-proof container before removal

from the controlled laboratory area. This
container shall be sterilized before the
materials are processed, (vll) Pipetting

by mouth is prohibited; mechanical pi-

petting devices shall be used^ (vll) Eating
drinking, smoking, and storage of food
are not permitted in the laboratory, (ix)

Facilities to wash hands shall be availa-

ble within the laboratory. Persons shall

wash hands after experiments Involving

recombinant DNA materials and before
leaving the laboratory, (x) In insect hnd
rodent control program shall be provided,

(xi) Laboratory clothing that protects

street clothing (i.e., long sleeve solid-

front or wrap-arotmd gowns, no-button
or slipover jackets, etc.) shall be worn in

the laboratory. FRONT-BUTTON LAB-
ORATORY COATS ARE UNSUITABLE.
Gloves shall be worn when handling re-

combinant DNA materials. Provision for

laboratory shoes is recommended. Labo-
ratory clothing shall not be worn out-
side the laboratory and shall be decon-
taminated before it is sent to the laun-
dry. (xii) Raincoats, overcoats, topcoats,

coats, hats, caps, and such street outer-
wear shall not be kept in the laboratory.

(xiii) Animals and plants not related

to the experiment shall not be permitted
in the laboratory, (xiv) Vacuum lines

shall be protected by filters and liquid

traps. (XV) Use of the hypodermic needle
and syringe shall be avoided when alter-

nate methods are available, (xvi) If ex-
periments of lesser biohazard potential

are to be conducted in the same labora-
tory concurrently with experiments re-

quiring P3 level physical containment
they shall be conducted only in accord-
ance with all P3 level requirements,
(xvii) Experiments requiring P3 level

physical containment can be conducted
in laboratories where the directional air

flow and general exhaust air conditions
described above cannot be achieved, pro-
vided that this work is conducted in ac-
cordance with all other requirements
listed and is contained in a Biological

Safety Cabinet * with attached glove
ports and gloves. All materials before re-
moval from the Biological Safety Cabi-
net * shall be sterilized or transferred to a
non-breakable, sealed container, which
is then removed from the cabinet through
a chemical decontamination tank, auto-
clave, ultraviolet air lock, or after the
entire cabinet has been decontaminated.
P4 Level (High). Experiments involv-

ing recombinant DNA molecules requir-
ing physical containment at the P4 level

shall be confined to work areas in a facil-

ity of the type designed to contain micro-
organisms that are extremely hazardous
to man or may cause serious epidemic
disease. The facility is either a separate
building or it is a controlled area, within
a building, which is completely isolated

from all oUier areas of tlie building. Ac-
cess to the facility is imder strict control.

A specific facility operations manual is

available. Class m Biological Safety
Cabinets * are available within work areas
of the facility.

A P4 facility has engineering features
which are designed to prevent the escape
of microorganisms to the «ivironment
(14, 15, 16, 17). These features Include:
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(1) Monolithic walls, floods, and ceilings
In which all penetrations such as for air
ducts, electrical conduits, and utility
pipes are sealed to assure the physical
Isolation of the work area and to facili-

tate housekeeping and space decontami-
nation; (11) air locks through which sup-
plies and materials can be brought safely
into the facility; (fll) contiguous cloth-
ing change and shower rooms through
which personnel enter into and exit from
the facility; (Iv) double-door autoclaves
to sterilize and safely remove wastes and
other materials from the facility; (v) a
biowaste treatment system to sterilize

liquid effluents if facility drains are in-
stalled; (vl) a separate ventilation sys-
tem which maintains negative air pres-
sures and directional air flow within the
facility; and (vil) a treatment system to
decontaminate exhaust air before it is

dispersed to the atmosphere. A central
vacuum utility system is not encouraged

;

if one is installed, each branch line lead-
ing to a laboratory shall be protected by
a high efiflclency particulate air Alter.

The following practices shall apply to
all experiments requiring P4 level physi-
cal containment: (i) The universal bio-
hazard sign is required on all facility

access doors and all interior doors to in-

dividual laboratory rooms where experi-
ments are conducted. Only persons whose
entry into the facility or individual labo-
ratory rooms is required on the basis of

program or support needs shall be au-
thorized to enter. Such persons shall be
advised of the potential biohazards and
instructed as to the appropriate safe-

guards to ensure their safety before
entry. Such persons shall comply with
the instructions and all other posted en-
try and exit procedures. Under no con-
dition shall children under 15 years of

age be allowed entry. (11) Personnel shall

enter into and exit from the facility

only through the clothing change and
shower rooms. Personnel shall shower at

each exit from the facility. The air locks

shall not be used for personnel entry or
exit except for emergencies, (ill) Stredt
clothing shall be removed in the outer
facility side of the clothing change area
and kept there. Complete laboratory
clothing including undergarments, pants
and shirts or jumpsuits, shoes, head
cover, and gloves shall be provided and
used by all persons who enter into the
facility. Upon exit, this clothing shall be
stored in lockers provided for this pur-
pose or discarded into collection hampers
before personnel enter into the shower
area, (iv) Supplies and materials to be
taken into the facility shall be placed in
an entry air lock. After the outer door
(opening to the corridor outside of fa-
cility) has been secured, personnel oc-
cupying the facility shall retrieve the
supplies and materials by opening the
interior air lock door. This door shall be
secured after supplies and materials are
brought into the facility, (v) Doors to
laboratory rooms within the facility shall

be kept closed while experiments are in
progress, (vi) Experimental procedures
requiring P4 level physlcsd containment
shall be confined to Cflass m Biological
Safety Cabinets.* All materials, before

See footnotes at end of article.

removal from these cabmets, shall be
sterilized or transferred to a non-break-
able sealed container, which is then re-
moved from the system through a chemi-
cal decontaminated tank, autoclave, or
after the entire system has been
decontaminated.

‘

(vil) No materials shall be removed
from the facility unless they have been
sterilized or decontaminatel in a manner
to prevent the release of agents requiring
P4 physical containment. All wastes and
other materials and equipment not dam-
aged by high terhperautre or steam shall
be sterilized in the double-door autoclave.
Biological materials to be removed from
the facility shall be transferred to a non-
breakable sealed container which is then
removed from the facility through a
chemical decontamination tank or a
chamber designed for gas sterilization.
Other materials which may be damaged
by temperature or steam shall be steri-
lized by gaseous or vapor methods in an
air lock or chamber designed for this
purpose, (viii) Eating, drinking, smok-
ing, and storage of food are not per-
mitted in the facility. Foot-operated
water fountains located in the facility
corridors are permitted. Separate po-
table water piping shall be provided for
these water fountains, (ix) Facilities to
wash hands shall be available within the
facility. Persons shall wash hands after
experiments, (x) An insect and rodent
control program shall be provided, (xl)

Animals and plants not rfelated to the
experiment shall not be permitted in the
facility, (xii) If a central vacuum system
is provided, each vacuum outlet shall be
protected by a Alter and liquid trap in
addition to the branch line HEPA Alter
mentioned above, (xiii) Use of the hypo-
dermic needle and syringe shall be
avoided when alternate methods are
available, (xiv) If experiments of lesser
biohazard potential are to be conducted
in the facility concurrently with experi-
ments requiring P4 level containment,
they shall be confined in Class I or Class
II Biological Safety Cabinets * or isolated
by other physical containment equip-
ment. Work surfaces of Biological Safety
Cabinets * and other equipment shall be
decontaminated following the comple-
tion of the experimental activity con-
tained within them. Mechanical pipet-
ting devices shall be used. All other prac-
tices listed above with the exception of
(vl) shall apply.
C. Shipment. To protect product, per-

sonnel, and the environment, all recom-
binant DNA material will be shipped In
containers that meet the requirements
issued by the U.S. Public Health Service
(Section 72.25 of Part 72, Title 42, Code
of Federal Regulations) , Department of

Transportation (Section 173.387(b) of

Part 173, Title 49, Code of Federal Reg-
ulations) and the Civil Aeronautics

Board (C.A.B. No. 82, OfiQclal Air Trans-

port Restricted Articles Tariff No. 6-D)

for shipment of etlologlc agents. Label-

ing requirements specified in these Fed-

eral regulations and tariffs will apply to

all viable recombinant DNA materials in

which any portion of the material is

derived from an etlologlc agent listed in

paragraph (c) of 42 CFR 72.25. Addi-
tional Information on packing and ship-
ping Is given in a supplement to the
guidelines (Appendix D, part X)

.

D. Biological containment levels. Bio-
logical barriers are specific to each host-
vector system. Hence the criteria for this
mechanism of containment cannot be
generalized to the same extent as for
physical containment. This is particu-
larly true at the present time when our
experience with existing host-vector sys-
tems and our predictive knowledge about
projected systems are sparse. The clas-
sification of experiments with recombi-
nant DNAs that is necessary for the
construction of the experimeneal guide-
lines (Section III) can be accomplished
with least confusion if we use the host-
vector system as the primary element
and the source of the inserted DNA as
the secondary element in the classifica-
tion. It Is therefore convenient to specify
the nature of the biological containment
under host-vector headings such as those
given below for Escherichia coli K-12.

m. EXPERIMENTAL GUIDELINES

A general rule that, though obvious,
deserv,es statement Is that the level of
containment required for any experiment
on DNA recombinants shall never be less
than that required for the most hazard-
01^ component used to construct and
clone the recombinant DNA (i.e., vector,
host, and inserted DNA) . In most cases
the level of containment will be greater,
particularly when the recombinant DNA
is formed from species that ordinarily
do not exchange genetic information.
Handling the purified DNA will generally
require less stringent precautions than
will propagating the DNA. However, the
DNA itself should be handled lat least
as carefully as one woujd handle the most
dangerous of the DNAs used to make it.

The above rule by itself effectively pre-
cludes certain experiments—namely,
those in which one of the components
is in Class 5 of the “Classification of
Etiologic Agents on the Basis of Haz-
ard” (5) , as these are excluded from the
United States by law and USDA admin-
istrative policy. There are additional ex-
periments which may engender such seri-
ous biohazards that they are not to be
performed at this time. These are con-
sidered prior to p^-esentation of the con-
tainment guidelines for, permissible
experiments.

A. Experiments that are not to be per-
formed. We recognize that it can be
argued that certain of the recombinants
placed in this category could be ade-
quately contained at this time. Nonethe-
less, our estimates of the possible dangers
that may ensue if that containment fails

are of such a magnitude that we consider
It the wisest policy to at least defer
experiments on these recombinant DNAs
imtll there is more information to accu-
rately assess that danger and to allow

the construction of more effective biologi-

cal barriers. In this respect, these guide-

lines are more stringent than those ini-

tially recommended (1).

The following experiments are not to

be Initiated at the present time : (1) Cion-
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ing of recombinant DNAs derived from
I the pathogenic organisms in Classes 3, 4,

I

and 5 of “Classification of Etiologic

i

Agents on the Basis of Hazard” (5), or
' oncogenic viruses classified by NCI as

!
moderate risk (6) , or cells known to be

I infected with such agents, regardless of

I

the host-vector system used, (ii) Delib-
erate formation of recombinant DNAs
containing genes for the biosynthesis of

potent toxins (e.g., botulinum or diph-
theria toxins: venoms from insects,

snakes, etc.) . (iii) Deliberate creation
from plant pathogens of recombinant
DNAs that are likely to increase viru-

lence and host range, (iv) Deliberate re-
lease Into the environment of any orga-
nism containing a recombinant DNA
molecule, (v) Transfer of a drug resist-

ance trait to microorganisms that are not
known to acquire it naturally if such ac-
quisition could compromise the use of a
drug to control disease agents in human
or veterinary medicine or agriculture.
In addition, at this time large-scale

experiments (e.g., more than 10 liters of
culture) with recombinant DNAs known
to make harmful products are not to be
carried out. We differentiate between
small- and large-scale experiments with
such DNAs because the probability of es-

cape from containment barriers nor-
mally increases with increasing scale.

However, specific experiments in this cat-
egory that are of direct societal benefit
may be excepted from this rule if spe-
cial biological containment precautions
and equipment designed for large-scale
operations are used, and provided that
these experiments are expressly approved
by the Recombinant DNA Molecule Pro-
gram Advisory Committee of NIH.

B. Containment guidelines tor permis-
sible experiments. It is anticipated that
most recombinant DNA experiments in-
itiated before these guidelines are next
reviewed (l.e., within the year) will em-
ploy E. coli K-12 host-vector systems.
These are also the systems for which we
have the most experience and knowledge
regarding the effectiveness of the con-
tainment provided by existing hosts and
vectors necessary for the construction of
more effective biological barriers.

For these reasons, E. Coli K-12 appears
to be the system of choice at this time,
although we have carefully considered
arguments that many of the potential
dangers are compounded by using an or-
ganism as Intimately connected with a
man as is F. Coli. Thus, while proceeding
cautiously with E. Coli, serious efforts

should be made toward developing alter-
nate host-vector systems; this subject is

discussed in considerable detail in Appen-
dix A.

We therefore consider DNA recom-
binants in E. coli K-12 before proceeding
to other host-vector systems.

1. Biological containment criteria us-
ing E. coli K-12 host-vectors—EKl host-
vectors, These are host-vector systems
that can be estimated to already provide
a moderate level of contaiiunent, and
include most of the presently available
systems. The host is always E. coli K-12,
and the vectors Include nonconjugative
plasmids te.g., pSClOl, ColEl or deriva-

tives thereof (19-26)1 and variants of

bacteriophage X (27-29)

.

The E. coli K-12 nonconjugative plas-

mid system is taken as an example to il-

lustrate the approximate level of co;i-

tainment referred to here. The available
data from experiments involving the
feeding of bacteria to humans and calves
(30-32) indicate that E. coli K-12 did not
usually colonize the normal bowel, and
exhibited little, if any, multiplication
while passing through the alimentary
tract even after feeding high doses (i.e.,

10® to 10'“ bacteria per human or calf)

.

However, general extrapolation of these
results may not be warranted because
the implantation of bacteria into the in-

testinal tract depends on a number of
parameters, such as the nature of the in-
testinal fiora present in a given individual
and the physiological state of the inoc-
ulum. Moreover, since viable E. coli K-12
can be found in the feces after humans
are fed 10’ bacteria in broth (30) or
3x10* bacteria protected by suspension
in milk (31), transductional and conju-
gational transfer of the plasmid vectors
from E. coli lC-12 to resident bacteria in
the fecal matter before and after excre-
tion must also be considered.
The nonconjugative plasmid vectors

cannot promote their own transfers, but
require the presence of a conjugative
plasmid for mobilization and transfer to
other bacteria. When present in the same
cell with derepressed conjugative plas-
mids such as P or RldrdlB, the non-
conjugative ColEl, ColEl-frp and pSClOl
plasmids are transferred to suitable re-
cipient strains under ideal laboratory
conditions at frequencies of about 0.5,
10'* to 10 ', and 10"* per donor cell, re-
spectively. These frequencies are reduced
by another factor of 10“ to 10* if the con-
jugai^e plasmid employed is repressed
with respect to expression of donor fer-
tility.

The experimental transfer system
which most closely resembles noncon-
jugative plasmid transfer in nature is a
triparental mating. In such matings, the
bacterial cell possessing the nonconjuga-
tive plasmid must first acquire a con-
jugative plasmid from another cell be-
fore it can transfer the nonconjugative
plasmid to a secondary recipient. With
ColEl, the frequencies of transfer are
10'“ and 10"* to 10"® when using conjuga-
tive plasmid donors possessing dere-
pressed and repressed plasmids, respec-
tively. Mobilization of ColEl-frp and
pSClOl under similar laboratory condi-
tions is so low as to be usually undetect-
able (33). Since most conjugative plas-
mids in nature are repressed for expres-
sion of donor fertility, the frequency at
which nonconjugative plasmids are
mobilized and transferred by this se-
quence of events in vivo is difiicult to
estimate. However, in calves fed on an
antibiotic-supplemented diet, it has been
estimated that such triparental noncon-
jugative R plasmid transfer occurs at
frequencies of no more than 10'“ to
10'“ per 24 hoiu-s per calf (32) . in terms
of considering other means for plasmid
transmission In nature. It should be
noted that transduction does operate in

vivo for Staphylococcus aureus (34) and
probably for E. coli as well. However, no
data are available to indicate the fre-

quencies of plasmid transfer in vivo by
either transduction or transformation.
These observations indicate the low

probabilities for possible dissemination
of such plasmid vectors by accidental
ingestion, which would probably involve
only a few himdred or thousand bacteria
provided that at least the standard prac-
tices (Section II-A above) are followed,
particularly the avoidance of mouth
pipetting. The possibility of colonization
and hence of transfer are increas'e^d,

however, if the normal fiora in the bowel
is disrup1;ed by, for example, antibiotic

therapy (35) . For this reason, persons
receiving such therapy must not work
with DNA recombinants formed with
any E. coli K-12 host-vector system dur-
ing the therapy period and for seven
days thereafter; similarly, persons who
have achlorhydria or who have had sur-
gical removal of part of the stomach or
bowel should avoid such work, as should
those who require large doses of ant-
acids.

The observations on the fate of E. coli

K-12 in the human alimentary tract are
also relevant to the containment of re-
combinant DNA formed with bacterio-
phage X variants. Bacteriophage can es-
cape from the laboratory either as ma-
ture infectious phage particles or in bac-
terial host ce^ in which the phage
genome is carried as a plasmid or pro-
phage. The fate of E. coli K-12 host cells

carrying the phage genome as a plasmid
or prophage is similar to that for plas-
mid-containing host cells as discussed
above. The survival of the x phage
genome when released as infectious par-
ticles depends on their stability in na-
ture, their infectivity and on the prob-
ability of subsequent encounters with
naturally occurring X-sensitive E. coli

strains. Although the probability of sur-
vival of X and its infection of resident
intenstinal E. coli in animals and hu-
mans has not been measured, it is esti-

mated to be small given the high sensi-
tivity of X to the low pH of the stomach,
the Insusceptibility to x Infection of
smooth E. coli cells (the type that nor-
mally resides in the gut), the infre-
quency of naturally occurring x-sensitive
E. coli (36) and the failure to detect in-
fective X particles in human feces after
ingestion of up to 10“ X particles (37).
Moreover, x particles are very sensitive
to desiccation.
Establishment of X as a stable lysogen

is a frequent event (10" to 10“’) for the
aW int* cl* phage so that this mode of
escape would be the preponderant lab-
oratory hazard; however, most EKl x

vectors currently in use lack the att and
int fimctions (27-29) thus reducing the
probability of lysogenizatlon to about 10 ‘

to 10"* (38-40). The frequency for the
conversion of x to a plasmid state for
persistence and replication is also only
about 10“* (41). Moreover, the routine
treatment of phage lysates with chloro-

form (42) should eliminate all srurvlving

bacteria Including lysogens and X plasmid
carriers. Lysogenizatlon could also occur
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when an infectious x containing cloned
DNA infects a x-sensitive cell in nature,
and recombines with a resident lambdoid
prophage. Although X-sehsitlve E. coli

strains seem to be rare, a significant frac-
tion do carry lambdoid prophages f43-
44 ) and thus this route of escape should
be considered.

While not exact, the estimates for
containment afforded by using these
host-vectors are at least as accurate as
those for physical containment, and are
sufBcient to indicate that currently
employed plasmid and X vector systems
provide a moderate level of biological
containment. Other nonconjugative plas-
mids and bacteriophages that, in asso-
ciation with E. coli K-12 can be estimated
to provide the same approximate level of
moderate containment are Included in
the EKl class.

EK2 host-vectors. These are host-vec-
tor systems that have been genetically
constructed and shown to provide a high
level of biological containment as demon-
strated by data from suitabte tests per-
formed in the laboratory. The genetic
modifications of the E. coli X.-12 host
and/or the plasmid or phage vector
shoiUd not permit survival of a genetic
marker carried on the vector, preferably
a marker within an Inserted DNA frag-
ment, in other than specially designed
and carefully regulated laboratory en-
vironments at a frequency greater than
10"* This measure of biological contain-
ment has been selected because it is a
measurable entity. Indeed, by testing the
contributions of preexisting and newly
introduced genetic properties of vectors
and hosts, individually or in various com-
binations, it should be possibly to esti-

mate with considerable precision, that
the specially designed host-vector system
can provide a margin of biological con-
tainment in excess of that required. For
the time being, no host-vector system will

be considered to be a bona fide EK2 host-
vector system until it Is so certified by the
NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule Pro-
gram Advisory Committee.
For EK2 host-vector systems in which

the vector is a plasmid, no more than one
in 10* host cells should be able to per-
petuate the vector and/or a cloned DNA
fragment under non-permlssive condi-
tions designed to represent the natural
environment either by survival of the
original host or as a consequence of
transmission of the vector and/or a
cloned DNA fragment by transformation,
transduction or conjugation to a host
with properties common to those in the
natural environment.
In terms of potential EK2 plasmid-host

systems, the following types of genetic

modification^ should reduce survival of

cloned DNA. The examples given are for

illustrative purposes and should not be
construed to encompass all possibilities.

The presence of toe non-conjugatlve
plasmids ColEl-frp and pSlOl in an
E. coli K-12 strain possessing a mutation
eliminating host-controlled restriction

and modification (hsdS) results in about
10^-fold reduction in mobilization to re-

striction-proficient recipients. The com-
bination of toe dapDS, ^bioH-asd, sgal-

chP and r/b mutations in E. coli K-12
results in no detectable survivors in feces

of rats following feeding by stomach tube
of 10“ cells in milk and similarly leads to

complete lysis of cells suspended in broth
medium lacking diaminopimelic acid.

E. coli K-12 strains with AthyA and deoC
(dra) mutations undergo thymineless
death in growth medium lacking thymine
and give a lO'-fold reduced survival dur-
ing passage through the rat intestine
compared to wild-type thy* E. coli K-12.
(However, the AthyA mutation alone or
in combination with a deoB(drm) muta-
tion only reduces in vivo survival by a
factor of 10*.) Other host mutations, as
yet untested, that might further reduce
survival of the plasmid-host system or
reduce plasmid transmission are: the
combination poZA(TS) recA(TS) AthyA
which might interfere with ColEl repli-
cation and lead to DNA degradation at
body temperatures: Con' mutations that
reduce the ability of conjugative plasmids
to enter the plasmid-host complex and
thus should reduce mobilization of the
cloned DNA to other strains; and muta-
tions that confer resistance to known
transducing phages. Mutations can also
be introduced into the plasmid to cause
it to be dependerit cm a specific host, to
make its replication thermosensitive
and/or to endow it with a killer capa-
bility such that all cells (other than its

host) into which it might be transferred
will not survive. -

In the construction of EK2 plasmid-
host systems it is important to use toe
most stable mutations available, prefer-
ably deletions. Obviously, the presence of
all mutations contributing to higher de-
grees of biological containment must be
verified periodically by appropriate tests.

In testing toe level of biological contain-
ment afforded by a proposed EK2 plas-
mld-host system, it is Important to de-
sign relevant tests to evaluate toe sur-
vival of the vector and/or a cloned DNA
fragment under conditions that are pos-
sible in nature and that are also most
advantageous for its perpetuation. For
example, one might conduct a triparental
mating with a piibaary donor possessing
a derepressed F-type or I-type conjuga-
tive plasmid, toe safer host with AbioH-^
asd, dapDS, Agal-chV, rfb, AthyA, deoC,
trp ai;id hsdS mutations and a plasmid
vector carrying an easily detectable
marker such as for ampicillin resistance
or an Inserted gene such as trp*, and a
secondary recipient that is Su* hsdS trp
(i.e., permissive for the recombinant
plasmid). Such matings would be con-
ducted in a medium lacking diaminopi-
melic acid and thymine and siltrvival

of toe Apr or trp* marker in any of the
three strains followed as a function of
time. Survival of the vector and/or a
cloned mariter by transduction could also

be evaluated by introducing a known
generalized transducing phage into the
system. Similar experiments should also
be done using a secondary recipient that
is restrictive for toe plasmid vector as

well ^ with primary donors possessing

repressed conjugative plasmids with In-

compatibility group properties like those

commonly found ill enteric microorgan-

isms. Since a common route of escape
of plasmid-host systems in toe labora-

j

tory might be by accidental Ingestion, it

is suggested that the same types of ex-
j

periments be conducted in suitable ani-
mal-model systems. In addition to these
tests on survival of the vector and/or a
cloned DNA fragment, it would be useful

,

to determine the survival of the host 1

strain under nongrowth conditions such
as in water and as a function of drying
time after a culture has been spilled on
a lab bench. !

For EK2 hostTvector systems in which
i

the vector is a phage, no more than one
in 10 * phage particles should be able to

^

perpetuate itself and/or a cloned DNA
fragment imder non-permissive condi-

|

tions designed to represent the natural
environment either '(a) as a prophage
or plasmid in the laboratory host used for

i

phage propagation or (b) by surviving
|

in natural environments and transfer- .

•^ring itself and/or a cloned DNA frag-
J

ment to a host (or its resident lamboid
j

prophage), with properties common to

those in toe natural environment.
In' terms of potential EK2 x-host sys-

tems, the following types of genetic modi-
fication should reduce survival of cloned

|

DNA. The examples given are for Ulus- -

trative purposes and should not be con-
strued to encompass all possibilities. The
probability of establishing X lysogeny in

j

the normal laboratory host should be re-

duced by removal of the phage att site,

the Int function, the repressor gene(s)
and adding virulence-eiihancing muta-

|

tion's. The frequency of plasmid forma- [

tibn, although normally already less than
i

10"*, could be further reduced by defects
in the Pb-Q region, including mutations
such as vir-s, cro(TS), ci7, rt% 0(TS), I

P(TS), and nin. Moreover, chloroform
treatment used routinely following cell

lysis would reduce toe number of surviv- I

ing cells, including possible lysogens or
{

plasmid carriers, by more than 10*. The
j

host may also be modified by dele^on"
|

of toe host \att site and inclusion of one
or more of the mutations described above
for plasmid-host systems to further re-

J

duce the chance of formation and sur-
vival of any lysogen or plasmid carrier

i

cell.

The survival of escaping phage and toe
chance of encountering a sensitive host i

in nature are very low, as discussed for

EKl systems. The infectivity of the phage .

particles could be further reduced by in-
'

troducing mutations (e.g., suppressed
ambers) which would make the phage
particles extremely unstable except im-
der special laboratory conditions (e.g.,

high concentrations of salts or putres-
|

cine) . Another means would be to make
the phage Itself a two-component system,

|

by eliminating toes tall genes and re-

producing the phage as Imads packed
with DNA; when necessary and imder
specially controlled conditions, these
heads could be made infective by adding
tail preparations. An additional safetj^

factor In this regimen is the extreme
.

Instability of toe heads, unless they are
stored In lOmM putrescine, a condition
easy to obtain In the laboratory but not
in nature. The propagation of the es-
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caping phage in nature could further be

blocked by adding various conditional

mutations which would permit growth
only under special laboratory conditions

or in a special permissive laboratory host

with suppressor or grro-type (mop, dnaB,
rpoB) mutations. An additional safety

feature would be the use of an r m*
(?isdS) laboratory host, which produces
phage with unmodified DNA which
should be restricted in r^m^ bacteria that
are probably prevalent in nature. The
likelihood of recombination between the
X vector and lambdoid prophages which
are present in some E. coli strains might
be reduced by elimination of the Red
function and the presence of the recom-
bination-reducing Gam function to-

gether with mutations contributing to

the high lethality of the x phage. How-
ever, these second-order precautions
might not be relevant if the stability and
Infectivity of the escaping x particles are
reduced by special mutations or by pro-
pagating the highly unstable heads.

Despite multiple mutations in the
phage vectors and laboratory hosts, the
yield of phage particles under suitable
laboratory conditions should ' be high
(10“-10^ particles/ml ) . This permits
phage propagation in relatively small
volumes and constitutes an additional
safety feature.
The phenotypes and genetic stabilities

of the mutations and chromosome alter-
ations included in these x-host systems
Indicate that containment well in excess
of the required 10‘® or lower survival fre-
quency for the X vector with or without a
cloned DNA fragment should be attained.
Obviously the presence of all mutations
contributing to this high degree of bi-
ological containment must be verified
periodically by appropriate tests. Labora-
tory tests should be performed with the
bacterial host to measure all possible
routes of escape such as the frequency of
lysogen formation, the frequency of
plasmid formation and the survival of
the lysogen or carrier bacterium. Sim-
ilarly, the potential for perpetuation of
a cloned DNA fragment carried by in-
fectious phage particles can be tested by
challenging typical wild-type E. coli

strains or a x-sensitive nonpermissive
laboratory K-12 strain, especially one
lysogenic for a lambdoid phage.
In view of the fact that accurate as-

sessment of the probabilities for escape
of Infections X-grown on r‘ m’ Su+ hosts
Is dependent upon the frequencies of r',

Su^, and x-sensitive strains in nature,
investigators need to screen E. coli
strains for these properties. These data
will also be useful in predicting fre-
quencies of successful escape of plasmid
cloning vectors harbored in r” m' Su+
strains.

When any investigator has obtained
data on the level of containment pro-
vided by a proposed EK2 system, these
should be reported as rapidly as possible
to permit general awareness and evalua-
tion of the safety features of the new
system. Investigators are also encouraged
to make such new safer cloning systems
generally available to other scientists.

NIH will take appropriate steps to aid

See footnotes at end of article.

in the distribution of these safer vectors

and hosts.

EK3 host-vectors. These are EK2 sys-

tems for which the specified containment
shown by laboratory tests has been inde-

pendently confirmed by appropriate tests

in animals, including humans or pri-

mates, and in other relevant environ-

ments in order to provide additional

data to validate the levels of contain-

ment afforded by the EK2 host-vector

systems. Evaluation of the effects of in-

dividual or combinations of mutations
contributing to the biological contain-

ment should be performed as a means to

confirm the degree of safety provided

and to further advance the technology
of developing even safer vectors and
hosts. For the time being, no host-vector

system will be considered to be a bona
fide EK3 host-vector system, imtil it is

so certified by the NIH Recombinant
DNA Molecule Program Advisory Com-
mittee.

2. Classification of experiments using

the E. coli K-12 containment systems. In
the following classification of contain-

ment criteria for different kinds of re-

combinant DNAs, the stated levels of

physical and biological containment are

minimimis. Higher levels of biological

containment (EK3 > EK2 > EKl) are

to be used if they are available and are

equally appropriate for the purposes of

the experiment.

(0) Shotgun Experiments. These ex-

periments involve the production of re-

combinant DNAs between the vector and
the total DNA or (preferably) any par-

tially purified fraction thereof from the
specified cellular source.

(1) Eukaryotic DNA recombinants—
Primates. P3 physical containment + an
EK3 host-vector, or P4 physical contain-
ment + an EK2 host-vector, except ^or

DNA from uncontaminated embryonic
tissue or primary tissue cultures there-
from, and germ-line cells for which P3
physical containment + an EK2 host-
vector can be used. The basis for the
lower estimated hazard in the case of

DNA from the latter tissues (if freed of

adult tissue) is their relative freedom
from horizontally acquired adventitious
viruses.

Other mammals. P3 physical contain-
ment + an EK2 host-vector.

Birds. P3 physical containment + an
EK2 host-vector.

Cold-blooded vertebrates. P2 physical
containment + an EK2 host-vector ex-
cept for embryonic or germ-line DNA
which require P2 physical containment
+ an EKl host-vector. If the eukaryote
is known to produce a potent toxin, the
containment shall be increased to P3_-[-

EK2.
Other cold-blooded animals and lotoer

eukaryotes. This large class of eukaryotes
is divided into the following two groups

:

(f) Species that are known to produce
a potent toxin or are known pathogens
(i.e., an agent listed in Class 2 of ref. 5 or
a plant pathogen) or are known to carry
such pathogeiTlc agents must use P3
physical containment + an EK2 host-

vector. Any species that has a demon-
strated capacity for carrying particular

pathogenic agents is included in this

group unless it has been shown that

those organisms used as the source of

DNA do not contain these agents; in this

case they may be placed in the second

group.

(2)

The remainder of the species in

this class can use P2 + EKl. However,
any insect in this group should have been
grown under laboratory conditions for at

least 10 generations prior to its use as a

source of DNA.
Plants. P2 physical containment + an

EKl host-vector. If the plant carries a
known pathogenic agent or makes a

product known to be dangerous to any
species, the containment must be raised

to P3 physical containment + an EK2
host-vector.

(ii) Prokaryotic DNA recombinants—
Prokaryotes that exchange genetic in-

formation with E. coli.‘ The level of

physical containment is directly deter-

mined by the rule of the most dangerous
component (see introduction to Section
TTT) . Thus PI conditions can be used for

DNAs from those bacteria in Class 1 of

ref. 5 (“Agents of no or minimal hazard
***.”) which naturally exchange genes

with E. coli; and P2 conditions should
be used for such bacteria if they fall in

Class 2 of ref. 5 (“Agents of ordinary po-
tential hazard * • *.”), or are plant

pathogens or symbionts. EIKl host-vec-
tors can be used for all experiments re-

quiring only PI physical containment;
in fact, experiments in this category can
be performed with E. coli K-12 vectors
exhibiting a lesser containment (e.g.,

conjugative plasmids) than EKl vectors.

Experiments with DNA from species re-

quiring P2 physical containment which
are of low pathogenicity (for example,
enteropathogenic Escherichia coli. Sal-
monella typhimurium, and Klebsiella

pneumoniae) can use EKl host-vectors,
but those of moderate pathogenicity (for

example. Salmonella typhi. Shigella dys-
enteriae type I, and Vibrio cholerae)
must use EK2 host-vectors." A specific

example of an experiment with a plant
pathogen requiring P2 physical contain-
ment 4- an EK2 host-vector would be
cloning the tumor gene of Agrdbacterium
tumefaciens.

Prokaryotes that do not exchange ge-
netic information with E. coli. The mini-
mum containment conditions for this
class consist of P2 physical containment
+ an EK2 host-vector or P3 physical
containment + an EKl host-vector, and
apply when the risk that the recombi-
nant DNAs will Increase the pathogenic-
ity or ecological potential of the host is

judged to be minimal. Experiments with
DJfJAs from pathogenic species (Class 2

ref. 5 plus plant pathogens) must use
P3 -I- EK2.

(Hi) Characterized clones of DNA
recombinants derived from shotgun ex-
periments. When a cloned DNA recom-
binant has been rigorously character-
ized ‘ and there is sufficient evidence that
it is free of harmful genes,* then experi-

ments involving this recombinant DNA
can be carried out under PI + EKl con-
ditions if the inserted DNA is from a
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species that exchanges genes with E. coli,

and under P2 + EKl conditions if not.

(b) Purified cellular DNAs other than
plasmids, bacteriophages, and other
viruses. The formation of DNA recom-
binants from cellular DNAs that have
been enriched by physical and chemical
techniques (i.e., not by cloning) and
which are free of harmful genes can be
carried out under, lower containment
conditions than used for the correspond-
ing shotgun experiment. In general, the
containment can be decreased one step
in physical containment (P4-»P3-^P2->-
PI) while maintaining the biological con-
tainment specified for the shotgun ex-
periment, or one step in biological con-
tainment (EK3->EK2-»EK1) while main-
taining the specified physical contain-
ment—provided that the new condition
is not less than that specified above for
characterized clones from shotgun ex-
periments (Section (a)—iii)

.

(c) Plasmids, basteriophages, and
other viruses. Recombinants formed be-
tween EK-type vectors and other plasmid
or virus DNAs have in common the
potential for acting as double vectors
because of the replication functions In

these DNAs. The containment conditions
given below apply only to propagation
of the DNA recombinants in E. coli K-12
hosts. They do not apply to other hosts
where they may be able to replicate as
a result of functions provided by the
DNA inserted into the EK vectors. These
are considered under other host-vector
systems.

(i) Animal viruses. P4+EK2 or P3EK3
shall be used to isolate DNA recombin-
ants that Include all or part of the
genome of an animal virus. This recom-
mendation applies not only to experi-

ments of the “shotgun” type but also

to those involving partially character-
ized subgenomic segments of viral DNAs
(for example, the genome of defective

viruses, DNA fragments isolated after

treatment of viral genomes with restric-

tion enzymes, etc) . When cloned recom-
binants have been shown by suitable bio-

chemical and biological tests to be free of

harmful regions, they can be handled in

P3-I-EK2 conditions. In the case of DNA
/Viruses, harmless regions include the late

region of the genome; in the case of DNA
copies of RNA viruses, they might In-

clude the genes coding for capsid pro-
teins or envelope proteins.

(ii) Plant viruses. P3+EK1 or P2+EK2
conditions shall be used to form DNA re-

combinants that include all or part of

the genome of a plant virus.

(Itl) Eukaryotic organelle DNAs. The
containment conditions given below ap-
ply only when the organelle DNA has
been purified' from isolated organelles.

Mitochondrial DNA from primates:
P3-f-EKl or P2-1-EK2. Mitochondrial or

chlOTOplast DNA from other eukaryotes:
P2+EK1. Otherwise, the conditions

given under shotgun experiments apply.

(iv) Prokaryotic plasmid and phage
DNAs—Plasmids and phage from hosts

that exchange genetic information ivith

E. coli. Experiments with DNA recom-

binants formed from plasmids or phage
genomes that have not been character-

See footnotes at end of article.

ized with regard to presence of harm-
ful genes or are known to contribute
significantly to the pathogenicity of their

normal hosts must use the containment
conditions specified for shotgun experi-
ments with DNAs from the respective
host. If the DNA recombinants are
formed from plasmids or phage that are
known not to contain harmful genes, or
from purified ' and characterized plasmid
or phage DNA segments known not to

contain harmful genes, the experiments
can be performed with PI physical con-
tainment + an EKl host-vector.

Plasmids and phage from hosts that
do not exchange genetic information with
E. coli. The rules for shotgun experi-
ments with DNA from the host apply to

their plasmids or phages. The minimum
containment conditions for this category
(P2+EK2, or P3+EK1) can be used for
plasmid and phage, or for purified ' and
characterized segments of plasmid and
phage DNAs, when the risk that the re-

combinant DNAs will increase the patho-
genicity or ecological potential of the
host is judged to be minimal.

Note.—Where applicable, cDNAs( i.e.,

complementary DNAs) synthesized in

vitro from cellular or viral RNAs are in-

cluded within each of the abovp classi-

fications. For example, cDNAs formed
from cellular RNAs that are not purified

and characterized are included under (a)

,

shotgun experiments; cDNAs formed
from purifi^ and characterized RNAs
are included under (b) ; cDNAs formed
from viral RNAs are included under (c)

;

etc.

3.' Experiments with other prokaryotic
host-vectors. Other prokaryotic host-
vector systems are at the speculative,

planning, or developmental stage, and
consequently do not warrant detailed

treatment here at this time. However, the
containment criteria for different types
of DNA recombinants formed with E. coli

K-12 host-vectors can. with the aid of

some general principles given here, serve
as a guide for containment conditions
with other host-vectors when appropriate
adjustment is made for their different

habitats and characteristics. The newly
developed host-vector systems should of-

fer some distinct advantage 'over the
E. coil K-12 host-vectors—for instance,
thermophilic organisms or other host-
vectors whose major habitats do not in-

clude hiunans and/or economically im-
portant animals and plants. In general,

the strain of any prokaryotic species used
as the host is to conform to the d^nition
of Class 1 etiologic agents given in ref. 5

(i.e., “Agents of no or minimal hazard.
* * *.”)

,
and the plasmid or phage vec-

tor should not make the host more haz-
ardous. Appendix A gives a detailed dis-

cussion of the B. subtilis system, the most
promising alternative to date.

At the Initial stage, the host-vector
must exhibit at least a moderate level of

biological containment comparable to

EKl systems, and should be capable of

modification to obtain high levels of con-

tainment comparable to EK2 and EK3.
The type of confirmation test(s) required

to move a host-vector from an EK2-type
classification to an EK3-type will clearly

depend upon the preponderant habitat of
the host-vector. For example, if the un-
modified host-vector propagates mostly
in, on, or around higher plants, but not
appreciably in warm-blooded animals,
modification should be designed to reduce
the probability that the host-vector can
escape to and propagate in, on, or around
such plants, or transmit recombinant
DNA to other bacterial hosts that are
able to occupy these ecological niches,
and it is these lower probabilities which
must be confirmed. The following prin-
ciples are to be followed in using the con-
tainment criteria given for experiments
with E. coli K-12 host-vectors as a guide
for other prokaryotic systems. Experi-
ments with DNA from prokaryotes (and
their plasmids or viruses) are classified
according to whether the prokaryote in
question exchanges genetic information
with the host-vector or not, and the con-
tainment conditions given for these two
classes with E. coli K-12 host-vectors ap-
plied. Experiments with recombinants be-
tween plasmid or phage vectors and DNA
that extends the range of resistance of
the recipient species to therapeutically
useful drugs must use P3 physical con-
tainment -|- a host-vector comparable to
EKl or P2 physical containment + a
host-vector comparable to EK2. Transfer
of recombinant DNA to plant pathogens
can be made safer by using nonreverting,
doubly auxothrophic, non-pathogenic
variants. Experiments using a plant
pathogen that affects an element of the
local flora will require more stringent
containment than if carried out in areas
where the host plant is not common.
Experiments with DNAs from eukar-

yotes (and their plasmids 6r viruses) can
also follow the criteria for the corre-
sponding experiments with E. coli K-12
vectoi-s if the major habitats of the given
host-vector overlap those of E. coli. If

the host-vector has a major habitat that
does not overlap those of E. coli (e.g.,

root nodules In plants) , then the contain-
ment conditions for some eukaryotic re-
combinant DNAs need to be increased
(for instance, higher plants and their vir-

uses in the preceding example)
, while

others can be reduced.
4. Experiments with eukaryotic host-

vectors— (a) Animal host-vector sys-
tems. Because host cell lines generally
have little if any capacity for propaga-
tion outside the laboratory, the primary
focus for containment is the vector, al-

though cells should also be derived from
cultures expected to be of minimal haz-
ard. Given good microbiological prac-
tices, the most likely mode escape of
recombinant DNAs from a physically
contained laboratory is carriage by hu-
mans ; thus vectors should be chosen that
have little or no ability to replicate in

human cells. To be used as a vector in a
eukaryotic host, a DNA molecule needs
to display aU of the following proper-
ties:

(1) It shall not consist of the whole
genome of any agent that is Infectious

for humans or that replicates to a signif-

icant extent in human cells in tissue

culture.

(2) Its functional anatomy should be
known—that is, there should be a clear
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idea of the location within the molecule

of:

(ar) The sites at which DNA synthesis

originates and terminates,

(b) The sites that are cleaved by re-

striction endonucleases,
(c) The template regions for the

major gene products.
(3) It should be well studied genet-

ically. It is desirable that mutants be
available in adequate number and vari-

ety, and that quantitative studies of re-

combination have been performed.
(4) The recombinant must be defec-

tive, that is, its propagation as a virus

is dependent upon the presence of a com-
plementing helper genome. This helper

should either (a) be integrated into the
genome of a stable line of host cells (a

situation that would effectively limit the

growth of the vector to that particular

cell line) or (b) consist of a defective

genome or an appropriate conditional

lethal mutant virus (in which case the
experiments would be done under non-
permissive conditions) ,

making vector

and helper dependent upon each other

for propagation. However, if none of

these is available, the use of a non-de-
fective genome as helper would be ac-

ceptable.
Chirrently only two viral DNAs can be

considered as meeting these require-

ments : these are the genomes of polyoma
virus and SV40.
Of these, polyoma virus is highly to be

preferred. SV40 is known to propagate
in human cells, both in vivo and in vitro,

and to infect laboratory personnel, as

evidenced by the frequency of their con-
version to producing SV40 antibodies.

Also, SV40 and related viruses have been
found in association with certain human
neurological and malignant diseases.

SV40 shares many properties, and gives

complementation, with the common hu-
man papova viruses. By contrast, there

Is no evidence that polyoma infects hu-
mans, nor does it replicate to any signif-

icant extent in human cells in vitro.

However, this system still needs to be
studied more extensively. Appendix B
gives further details and documentation.
Taking account of all these factors

:

(1)

Polyoma Virus, (a) Recombinant
DNA molecules consisting of defective

polyoma virus genomes plus DNA se-

quences of any nonpathogenic organism.
Including Class 1 viruses (5) , can be
propagated in or used to transform cul-

tured cells. P3 conditions are required.

Appropriate helper virus can be used if

needed. Whenever there is a choice, it

is urged that mouse cells, derived pref-
erably from embryos, be used as the
source of eukaryotic DNA. Polyoma virus

is a mouse virus and recombinant DNA
molecues containing both viral and
cellular sequences are already known
to be present in virus stocks grown at a
high multiplicity. Thus, recombinants
formed in vitro between polyoma virus
DNA and mouse DNA are presumably not
novel from an evolutionary point of view.

(b) Such experiments are to be done
under P4 conditions if the recombinant
DNA contains segments of the genomes
of Class 2 animal viruses (5). Once it

See footnotes at end of article.

has been shown by suitable biochemical
and biological tests that the cloned re-
combinant contains only harmless re-

gions of the viral genome (see Section
IIIB-2-c-i) and that the host range of

the polyoma virus vector has not been
altered, experiments can be continued
under P3 conditions.

(2) SV40 Virus.

(a) Defective SV40 genomes, with ap-
propriate helper, can be used as a vec-
tor for recombinant DNA molecules con-
taining sequences of any non-pathogenic
organism or Class I virus (5), (i.e., a
shotgun type experiment) . P4 conditions
are required. Established lines of cul-

tured cells should be used.

(b) Such experiments are to be car-

ried out in P3 (or P4) conditions if the
non-SV40 DNA segment is (a) a puri-
fied “ segment of prokaryotic DNA lack-

ing toxigenic genes, or (b) a segment of

eukaryotic DNA whose function has been
established, which does not code for a
toxic product, and which has been pre-
viously cloned in a prokaryotic host-
vector system. It shall be confirmed that
the defective virus-helper virus system
does not replicate significantly more effi-

ciently in human cells in tissue culture
than does SV40, following infection at a
multiplicity of infection of one or more
helper SV40 vinises per cell.

-(c) A recombinant DNA molecule con-
sisting of defective SV40 DNA laclung
substantial segments of the late region,

plus DNA from non-pathogenic orga-
nisms or Class I viruses (5) , can be prop-
agated as an autonomous cellular ele-

ment in established lines of cells under
P3 conditions provided that there is no
exogenous or endogenous helper, and
that it is demonstrated that no infectious

virus particles are being produced. Until
this has been demonstrated, the appro-
priate containment conditions specified

in 2. a. and 2. b. shall be used.
(d) Recombinant DNA molecules con-

sisting of defective SV40 DNA and se-

quences from non-pathogenic prokary-
otic or eukaryotic organisms or Class I

viruses (5) can be used to transform es-

tablished lines of non-permissive cells

under P3 conditions. It must be demon-
strated that no infectious vinis particles
are being produced; rescue of SV40 from
such transformed cells by co-cultivation
or transfection techniques must be car-
ried out in P4 conditions.

(3) Efforts are to be made to ensure
that all cell lines are free of virus par-
ticles and mycoplasma.

Since SV40 and polyoma are limited in
their scope to act as vectors, chiefly be-
cause the amount of foreign DNA that
the normal virions can carry probably
cannot exceed 2x10’ daltons, the devel-

opment of systems In which recom-
binants can be cloned and propagated
purely in the form of DNA, rather than
in the coats of Infectious agents is neces-

sary. Plasmid forms of viral genomes or

organelle DNA need to be explored as

possible cloning vehicles in eukaryotic

cells.

(b) Plant host-vector systems. For
cells in tissue cultures, seedlings, or plant

parts (e.g. tubers, stems, fruits, and de-

tached leaves) or whole mature plants of
small species (e.g., Arabidopsis) the Pl-
P4 containment conditions that we have
specified previously are relevant con-
cepts. However, work with most plants
poses additional problems. The green-
house facilities accompanying P2 labora-
tory physical containment conditions
can be provided by: (i) Insect-proof
greenhouses, (ii) appropriate steriliza-

tion of contaminated plants, pots, soil,

and runoff water, and (hi) adoption of
the other standard practices for micro-
biological work. P3 physical containment
can be sufficiently approximated by con-
fining the operations with whole plants
to gi’owth chambers like those used for
work with radioactive isotopes, provided
that (i) such chambers are modified to
produce a negative pressure environment
with the exhaust air appropriately
filtered, (ii) that other operations with
infectious materials are carried out under
the specified P3 conditions, and (iii) to
guard against inadvertent insect trans-
mission of recombinant DNA, growth
chambers are to be routinely fumigated
and only used in insect proof rooms. The
P2 and P3 conditions specified earlier are
therefore extended to include these cases
for work on higher plants.
The host cells for experiments on re-

combinants DNAs may be cells in cul-
ture, in seedling or plant parts. Whole
plants or plant parts that cannot be ade-
quately contained shall not be used as
hosts for shotgun experiments at this
time, and attempts to infect whole plants
with recombinant DNA shall not be ini-

tiated until the effects on host cells in
culture, seedlings or plant parts have
been thoroughly studied.

Organelle or plasmid DNAs or DNAs of
viruses of restricted host range may be
used as vectors. In general, similar cri-

teria for selecting host-vectors to those
given in the preceding section on animal
systems are to apply to plant systems.

DNA recombinants formed between the
initial moderately contained vectors and
DNA form cells of species in which the
vector DNA can replicate, require P2
physical containment. However, if the
source of the DNA is itself pathogenic
or known to carry pathogenic agents, or
to produce products dangerous to plants,
or if the vector is an unmodified virus
of unrestricted host range, the experi-
ments shall be carried out under P3
conditions.

Experiments on recombinant DNAs
formed between the above vectors and
DNAs from other species can also be car-
ried out under P2 if that DNA has been
purified * and determined not to contain

harmful' genes. Otherwise, the experi-

ments shall be carried out under P3 con-
ditions if the source of the inserted DNA
is not itself a pathogen, or known to

carry such pathogenic agents, or to pro-

duce harmful products—and under P4
conditions if these conditions are not

met.
The development and use of host-

vector systems that exhibit a hl^ level

of biological containment permit a de-
crease or one step In the idiyslcal con-
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tainment specified above (P4^P3^P2-»
PI).

(c) Fungal or similar lower eukaryotic
host-vector systems. The containment
criteria for experiments on recombinant
DNAs using these host-vectors most
closely resemble those for prokaryotes,
rather than those for the preceding
eukaryotes, in that the host cells usually
exhibit a capacity for dissemination out-
side the laboratory that is similar to that
for bacteria. We therefore consider that
the containment guidelines given for ex-
periments with E. coli K-12 and other
prokaryotic host-vectors (Sections IIIB-1
and -2, respectively) provide adequate
direction for experiments with these
lower eukaryotic host-vectors. This is

particularly true at this time since the
development of these host-vectors is

presently in the speculative stage.

IV. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Safety in research involving recombi-
nant DNA molecules depends upon how
the research team applies these guide-
lines. Motivation and critical judgment
are necessary, in addition to specific

safety knowledge, to ensure protection
of personnel, the public, and the envi-
ronment.
The guidelines given here are to help

the principal investigator determine the
nature of the safeguards that should be
implemented. These guidelines will be
Incomplete in some respects because all

conceivable experiments with recombi-
nant DNAs cannot now be anticipated.
Therefore, they cannot substitute for the
investigator’s own knowledgeable and
discriminating evaluation. Whenever this

evaluation calls for an increase in con-
tainment over that indicated in the
guidelines, the investigator has a respon-
sibility to institute such increase. In
contrast, the containment conditions
called for in the guidelines should not
be decreased without review and approval
at the institutional and NIH levels.

The following roles and responsibilities

define an administrative framework in

which safety is an essential and inte-

grated functfion of research involving
recombinant DNA molecules.

A. Principal Investigator. The princi-

pal investigator has the primary respon-
sibility for: (i) Determining the real and
potential biohazards of the proposed re-

search, (ii) determining the appropriate
level of biological and physical contain-
ment, (iii) selecting the microbiological
practices and laboratory techniques for
handling recombinant DNA materials,
(iv) preparing procedures for dealing
with accidental spills and overt person-
nel contamination, (v) determining the
appUcability of various precautionary
medical practices, serological monitor-
ing, and immunization, when available,

(vl) securing approval of the proposed
research prior to initiation of work, (vil)

submitting information on purported
EK2 and EK3 systems to the NIH Re-
combinant DNA Molecule Program Ad-
visory Committee and making the strains
available to others, (vlll) reporting to

the institutional biohazards committee
and the NIH OCBce of Recombinant DNA

See footnotes at end of article.

Activities new information bearing on
the guidelines, such as technical infor-
mation relating to hazards and new
safety procedures or innovations, (ix)

applying for approval from the NIH Re-
combinant DNA Molecule Program Ad-
visory Committee for large scale experi-
ments with recombinant DNAs known
to make harmful products (i.e., more
than 10 liters of culture)

,
and (x) apply-

ing to NIH for approval to lower con-
tainment levels when a cloned DNA re-
combinant derived from a shotgun ex-
periment has been rigorously character-
ized and there is sufficient evidence that
it is free of harmful genes.

Before work is begun, the principal in-
vestigator is responsible for: (1) Making
available to program and support staff

copies of those portions of the approved
grant application that describe the bio-
hazards and the precautions to be taken,
(ii) advising the program and support
staff of the nature and assessment of the
real and potential biohazards, (iii) in-

structing and training this staff in the
practices and techniques required to en-
sure safety, and in the procedures for
dealing with accidentally created bio-
hazards, and (iv) informing the staff of
the reasons and provisions for any ad-
vised or requested precautionary medical
practices, vaccinations, or serum collec-

tion.

During the conduct of the research, the
principal investigator is responsible for:

(i) Supervising the safety performance
of the staff to ensure that the required
safety practices and techniques are em-
ployed, (ii) investigating and reporting
in writing to the NIH Office of Recom-
binant DNA Activities and the institu-

tional biohazards committee any serious

or extended illness of a worker or any
accident that results in (a) inoculation
of recombinant DNA materials through
cutaneous penetration, (b) ingestion of

recombinant DNA materials, (c) proba-
ble inhalation of recombinant DNA mate-
rials following gross aerosolization, or (d)

any incident causing serious exposure to

persormel or danger of environmental
contamination, (iii) investigating and
reporting in writing to the NIH Office of

Recombinant DNA Activities and the in-

stitutional biohazards committee any
problems pertaining to operation and im-
plementation of biological and physical
containment safety practices and pro-
cedures, or equipment or facility failure,

(iv) correcting work errors and condi-
tions that may result in the release of

recombinant DNA materials, and (v)

ensuring the integrity of the physical
containment (e.g., biological safety cab-
inets) and the biological containment
(e.g., genotypic and phenotypic charac-
teristics, purity, etc. )

.

B. Institution. Since in almost all cases,

NIH grants are made to Institutions

rather than to individuals, all the respon-

sibilities of the principal Inves'tlgator

listed above are the responsibilities of the

institution under the grant, fulfilled on
its behalf by the principal investigator.

In addition, the institution is responsi-

ble for establishing an Institutional bio-

hazards committee’ to: (1) Advise the

institution on policies, (ii) create and
maintain a central reference file and li-

brary of catalogs, books, articles, news-
letters, and other communications as a
source of advice and reference regarding,
for example, the availability and quality
of the safety equipment, the availability
and level of biological containment for
various host-vector systems, suitable
training of personnel and data on the
potential biohazards associated with cer-
tain recombinant DNAs, (iii) develop a
safety and operations manual for any
P4 facility maintained by the institu-
tion and used in support of recombinant
DNA research, (iv) certify to the NIH on
applications for research support and
annually thereafter, that facilities, pro-
cedures, and practices and the training
and expertise of the personnel involved
have been reviewed and approved by the
institutional biohazards committee.
The biohazards committee must be suf-

ficiently qualified through the experience
and expertise of its membership and the
diversity of its membership to ensure re-
spect for its advice and counsel. Its mem-
bership should include individuals from
the institution or consultants, selected
so as to provide a diversity of disciplines
relevant to recombinant DNA technology,
biological safety, and engineering. In ad-
dition to possessing the professional com-
petence necessary to assess and review
specific activities and facilities, the com-
mittee should possess or have available
to it, the competence to determine the
acceptability of its findings in terms of
applicable laws, regulations, standards of
practices, community attitudes, and
health and environmental considerations.
Minutes of the meetings should be kept
and made available for public inspection.
The institution is responsible for report-
ing names of and relevant background
information on the members of its bio-
hazards committee to the NIH.

C. NIH Initial Review Groups (Study
Sections). The NIH Study Sections, in
addition to reviewing the scientific merit
of each grant application involving re-
combinant DNA molecules, are responsi-
ble for: (1) Making an independent
evaluation of the real and potential bio-

hazards of the proposed research on the
basis of these guidelines, (ii) determin-
ing whether the proposed physical con-
tainment safeguards certified by the in-

stitutional biohazards committee are ap-
propriate for control of these biohazards,
(iii) determining whether the proposed
biological containment safeguards are
appropriate, (iv) referring to the NIH
Recombinant DNA Molecule Program
Advisory Committee or the NIH Office of
Recombinant DNA Activities those prob-
lems pertaining to assessment of biohaz-
ards or safeguard determination that
cannot be resolved by the Study Sections.

The membership of the Study Sections
will be selected in the usual manner. Bio-
logical safety expertise, however, will be
available to the Study Sections for con-
sultation and guidance.

D. NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule
Program Advisory Committee. The Re-
combinant DNA Molecule Program Ad-
visory Committee sidvlses the Secretary,

Department of Health, Education, and
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Welfare, the Assistant Secretary for
Health, Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, and the Director, Na-
tional Institutes of Health, on a progi’am
for the evaluation of potential biological
and ecological hazards of recombinant
DNAs (molecules resulting from differ-

ent segments of DNA that have been
joined together in cell-free systems, and
which have the capacity to infect and
replicate in some host cell, either au-
tonomously or as an integrated part of
their host’s genome) , on the development
of procedures which are designed to pre-
vent the spread of such molecules within
human and other populations, and on
guidelines to be followed by investigators
working with potentially hazardous re-

combinants.
The NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule

Program Advisory Committee has re-
sponsibility for: (i) Revising and updat-
ing guidelines to be followed by investi-

gators working with DNA recombinants,
(il) for the time being, receiving infor-

mation on purported EK2 and EK3 sys-

tems and evaluating and certifying that
host-vector systems meet EK2 or EK3
criteria, (iii) resolving questions con-
cerning potential biohazard and ade-
quacy of containment capability if NIH
staff or NIH Initial Review Group so

request, and (iv) reviewing and approv-
ing large scale experiments with re-

combinant DNAs known to make harm-
ful products (e.g., more than 10 liters of

culture)

.

E. NIH Staff. NIH Staff has responsi-

bility for: (i) Assuring that no NIH
grants or contracts are awarded for DNA
recombinant research tmless they (a)

conform to these guidelines, (b) have
been properly reviewed and recom-
mended for approval, and (c) include a
properly executed Memorandum of Un-
derstanding and Agreement, (ii) review-

ing and responding to questions or

problems or reports submitted by institu-

tional biohazards committees or princi-

pal Investigators, and disseminating
findings, as appropriate, (ill) receiving

and reviewing applications for approval

to lower containment levels when a
doned DNA recombinant derived from a
shotgun experiment has been rigorously

characterized and there is sufficient evi-

dence that it is free of harmful genes,

(iv) referring items covered under (11)

and (ill) above to the NIH Recombinant
DNA Molecule Program Advisory Com-
mittee, as deemed necessary, and (v)

performing site inspections of all P4
physical containment facilities, engaged
In DNA recombinant research, and of

other facilities as deemed necessary.

V. FOOTNOTES

1 Biological Safety Cabinets referred to In
this section are classified as Class I, Class II

or Class III cabinets. A Class I cabinet is a
ventilated cabinet for personnel protection
having an inward flow of air away from the
operator. The exhaust air from this cabinet
Is Altered through a high efllcienoy or high
eflaclency particulate air (HEPA) filter before
being discharged to the outside atmosphere.
This cabinet Is used In three operational
modes; (1) with an 8 Inch high full width
open front, (2) with an Installed front clos-
ure panel (having fotu: eight Inch dlametm

openings) without gloves, and (3) with an
in.stalled front closure panel equipped with
arm length rubber gloves. The face velocity
of the inward flow of air through the full

width open front Is 75 feet per minute or
greater. A Class II cabinet is a ventilated cab-
inet for personnel and product protection
having an open front with Inward air flow
for personnel protection, and HEPA filtered

mass recirculated air flow for product pro-
tection. The cabinet exhaust air Is filtered

through a HEPA filter. The face velocity of
the inward flow of air through the full width
open front Is 75 feet per minute or greater.

Design and performance specifications for
Class II cabinets have been adopted by the
National Sanitation Foundation, Ann Arbor,
Michigan. A Class III cabinet is a closed front
ventilated cabinet of gas tight construction
which provides the highest level of personnel
protection of all Biohazard Safety Cabinets.
The interior of the cabinet is protected from
contaminants exterior to the cabinet. The
cabinet is fitted with aim length rubber
gloves and is operated under a negative pres-
sure of at least 0.5 Inches water gauge. All
supply air filtered through HEPA filters. Ex-
haust air is filtered through HEPA filters or
incinerated before being discharged to the
outside environment.

‘ Defined as observable under optimal lab-
oratory conditions by transformation, trans-
duction, phage infection and/or conjugation
with transfer of phage, plasmid and/or chro-
mosomal genetic information.

^ The bacteria which constitute Class 2 of
ref. 5 (‘‘Agents of ordinary potential haz-
ard * • *.”) represent a broad spectrum of
etlologlc agents which possess different levels
of virulence and degrees of communicability.
We think it appropriate for our specific pur-
pose to further subdivide the agents of Class
2 into those which we believe to be of rel-

atively low pathogenicity and those which are
moderately pathogenic. ‘The several specific

examples given may suffice to Illustrate the
principle,

‘ The terms "characterized” and "free of
harmful genes” are unavoidably vague. But,
in this instance, before containment condi-
tions lower than the ones used to clone the
DNA can be adopted, the investigator must
obtain approval from the National Institutes
of Health. Such approval would be contin-
gent upon data concerning: (a) the absence
of potentially harmful genes (e.g., sequences
contained in indigenous tumor viruses or
which code for toxic substances), (b) the
relation between the recovered and desired
segment (e.g., hybridization and restriction
endonuclease fragmentation analysis where
applicable), and (c) maintenance of the bio-
logical properties of the vector.

^ A DNA preparation is defined as enriched
if the desired' DNA represents at least 99%
(w/w) of the total DNA in the preparation.
TTie reason fqr lowering the containment
level when this degree of enrichment has
been obtained is based on the fact that the
total number of clones that must be exam-
ined to obtain the desired clone is markedly
reduced. TTius, the probability of cloning a
harmful gene could, for example, be reduced
by more that l(F-fold when a rionrepetltlve
gene from mammals was being sought. Fur-
thermore, the level of purity specified here
makes it easier to establish that the desired
DNA does not contain harmful genes.

* ‘The DNA preparation is defined as puri-
fied if the desired DNA represents at least

99% (w/w) of the total DNA in the prepara-
tion, provided that it was verified by more
than one procedure.

‘'In special circumstances, in consultation
with the NIH Office of Recombinant DNA
Activities, an area biohazards committee may
be formed, composed of members firom the
institution and/or other organlzatlone be-

yond its own staff, as an alternative when ad-
ditional expertise outside the institution is

needed for the Indicated reviews.
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Appendix A to Appendix D
BTATEMENT ON THK T7SE OP BACILLUS SUBTILIS

IN XECOMBINANT AIOLECULK TECHNOLOGY
Unquestionably, Escherichia coli Is the

most well characterized unicellular orgahism.
Years of basic research have enabled Investi-
gators to develop a well characterized genetic
m^p, to obtain detailed knowledge of virulent
arid temperate bacteriophages, and to explore
the physiology, genetics, and regulation of
plasmids. More recently, the development of
DNA-medlated transformation has permitted
exogenous fragments or molecules of DNA
to be Incorporated Into the genome or to
reside as self-repllcatlng units. The dis-
covery of transformation of Bacillus subtilis
by Splzien (1) stimulated the development
of analternatlve model system. The purpose
of this report Is to summarize the current
status of this genetic system and to describe
the actual and potential vectors and vehicles
available . for recombinant molecule tech-
nology.

A. CURRENT KNOWLEGDE OF THE CHROMOSOMAL
ARCHITECTURE AND MECHANISMS OF GENETIC
EXCHANGE IN B. “SUBTILLS"

Two mechanisms of genetic exchange have
been utilized to establish the linkage map of
B. subtilis, DNA-medlated transformation
(capable of transferring approximately 1% of
the genome) and transduction with bacterio-
phage PBSI (capable of transferring 6-8% of
the chromosome) . Recent detailed genetic
studies with PBSI by Lepesant-Kejzlorovk et

al. (2) have resulted In the development of
a circular genetic map for this organism.
The current edition of the map (3) contains
196 loci. Biophysical analyses have estab-
lished .that the chromosome Is circular (4)
and replicates bidirectionally (6).
Transformation with purified fragments of

DNA Is a highly efiSclent process In B. subtilis

with frequencies of 1 to 4% usually attained
for any auxothrophlc or antibiotic resistance
markers. Frequencies of approximately 10%
transformation can be achieved with DNA
prepared from gently lysed L-forms or pro-
toplasts (6). These large fragments of DNA
are readily Incorporated by the recipient celL

Generallzed transduction occurs with bac-
teriophages SPIO (7), PBSI (8), and SPPl
(9), while a low frequency of specialized

transduction has been reported with bac-
teriophage ^105 (10).
Although transformation Is most efficient

In homologous crosses (B. subtilis Into B.
subtilis)

,

It has also been possible to exchange
DNA among closely related species (11). The
most extensively studied members of the B.
subtilis genospecles Include B. licheniformis,

B. pumilus, B. amyloliquefOdens, and B.
globigii (refer to reference 12 for a review and
references 13-16 for examples of this heterol-
ogous exchange) . This exchange occurs even
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though there Ls a surprisingly wide discrep-

ancy between DNA—DNA hybridization

among these organisms (16). Even though
the frequency of transformation is low in the

heterologous cross [e.g., B. amyloliquefacien*

(donor) /B subtilis (recipient)], the newly

acquired DNA from B. amyloliquefaciens in

the B. subtilis background can be readily

transferred at high efficiencies to other re-

cipient strains of B. subtilis (14). Therefore,

the extremely high frequency of transforma-

tion permits the recognition and selection of

rare events.

B. CtmRENT AND POTENTIAL VECTORS FOR
RECOMBINANT MOLECULE EXPERIMENTS

Lovett and coworkers have recently de-

scribed crytlc plasmids in B. pumilus (17)

and B. subtilis (18). Of these organisms, B.

subtilis ATCC 7003 appears to be the most
useful since it carries one to two copies of a

plasmid with a molecular weight of 46 X 10».

This strain is als closely related to B. subtilis

168. Another strain of B. subtilis (ATCC
16841) contains 16 copies of a plasmid with

a molecular weight of 4.6 X 10®. Currently it is

not known whether genetic markers can be

readily Introduced into these plasmids. To
date it has not been possible to readily stabil-

ize plasmids derived from B. pumilus in B.

subtilis even with heavy selective pressure

(P. Lovett, personal communication)

.

Two temperate bacteriophages are under
development as vectors in B. subtilis, 4>3T

and SP02. Lysogeny of thymine auxotrophs
(strains sarrylng thyA thyB) by bacte-

riophage 4>3T results in "conversion” to a

Thy+ phenotype. The attachment site for

this bacteriophage and the bacteriophage

gene for thymidylate synthetase (thyP) map
between the bacterial thyA and thyB loci in

the terminal region of the chromosome of

B. subtilis (19). The viral genome Is readily

cleaved by the site-specific endonuclease.

Bam 1 (20), to produce 6 fragments (one of

which carries the thyP gene) . The thyP car-

rying gene can be Integrated Into the bac-
terial genome in the absence of the Intact

viral genome. Because deletions are available

that Include the thyP region. It is theoreti-

cally possible to Introduce thyP at many
sites on the chromosome. The thyP gene can
be readily purified for insertion into plasmids
or utilized as a scaffold to Integrate other
heterolc^ous DNA into the chromosome of

B. subtilis. Alternatively, it is possible to
purify fragments of the chromosome by gel

electrophoresis (21, 22), for insertion into
bacteriophage 4>3T or SP02. At present, un-
fortunately, only the former carries a selec-

tive marker, l.e., the gene for thymidylate
synthetase, thyP.

C. DEVELOPMENT OF VEHICLES

B. subtilis is a Gram-positive sporulating
rod that usually inhabits soil. Although it

can exist on cutaneous surfaces of man (23)
and experimental animals, it rarely produces
disease. To develop a suitable vehicle it is

Imperative to have a host that is asporogenlc.
The most appropriate deletion mutation is

deletion 29 (clt D). In addition to a defi-

ciency in sporulatlon this mutant rapidly
lyses when it has reached the end of its

growth cycle. Presumably this is due to the
failure to inactivate one of the autolytlc
enzymes (24) . Through the Introduction of a
D-alanlne requirement (34 ug/ml) it is pos-
sible to block transport of compiounds that
are transported by active transport (25, 26).
The further introduction of thymine auxo-
trophy (defects in the thyA thyB loci) will

enable the strain to survive only with a
plasmid vector carrying the pmlfied thyP
gene from bacteriophage 4>3T or a defective
bacteriophage 4>3T cari*ying the thyP gene
but attached to the chromosome at an alter-

native site (due to the presence of deletion

29 in the host) . We have recently Isolated

temperatiure-sensltive thyP mutants. If we
can Isolate a temperature-dependent lysogen

that will grow only at 48°C it should be pos-

sible to make an unusual vehicle.

D. SITE-SPECIFIC ENDONUCLEASES

Recently two restriction modification sys-

tems have been observed between B. subtilis

168 and other bacilli. Trautner et al. have
isolated an effective system that inhibits in-

fection of the R strain of B. subtilis by bac-

teriophage SPPl propagated on B. subtilis

168 (27) . The site-specific nuclease recognizes

the sequence GGCC. Young, Radnay, and
CCGG

Wilson observed a resti’lctlon modification

sy.stem between B. amyloliquefaciens and
B. subtilis 168 (28). The endonuclease from
B. amyloliquefaciens (20) recognizes the
sequence GGATCC (29). More recently, two

CCTAGG
additional enzymes have been Isolated from
B. globigii (30). The recognition sequence is

not known.

E. ADVANTAGES AND LIABILITIES OF THE
B. "SUBTILIS SYSTEM”

0

,

Advantages

1. B. subtilis is nonpathogenlc. Asporo-
genic deletion mutants are available to pre-
clude the problem of persistence through
sporulatlon.

2. The circular chromosomal map is well

defined. At least 196 loci have been posi-
tioned.

3. The organism is commercially Important
in the feimentatlon industry.

4. Large numbers of organisms can be dis-

posed of readily with minimal environmental
Impact.

6. Unlike E. coli, it lacks endotoxin in the
cell wall. Therefore the cells can be used as
a single cell protein source.

6. The frequency of transformation is very
high, facilitating the detection of rare events.

7. A unique ba^iteriophage, ^3T, exists that
carries a gene that can be readily purified for
"scaffolding” experiments.

b. Disadvantages

1. The knowledge of genetics and physiol-
ogy of plasmids and viruses Is primitive com-
pared with E. coli.

2. High-frequency, specialized transduc-
tion is not available as a means of gene
enrichment.
Based on Its promise, it seems appropriate,

and not chauvinistic, to urge development of
this system.
Prepared by : Dr. Pank Young, University of

Rochester.
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POLTOMA AND SV40 VJKUB
Polyoma virus Is a virus of mice, and infec-

tion of wild mouse populations Is a common
event, for the virus has often been isolated
from a high proportion of healthly adult
animals, both wild and laboratory bred, of
many colonies (Gross, L., Proc. Soc. E.xp. Biol.

88, 362-368, 1955; Rowe, W. P., Bact. Rev. 25
18-31, 1961). As far as Is known the virus
almost never causes a disease In these
animals. However, when large quantities of

the virus are Inoculated Into newborn or

suckling mice or hamsters, a variety of solid

tumors Is induced (Gross, L.. Oncogenic
Viruses, Second Edition, Pergamon Press,

NY).
Polyoma virus grows lytlcally in mouse

cells in tissue culture. Thus mouse cells In
culture are probably transformed only by
virus particles that contain certain kinds of

defective genomes. Cells of other rodent spe-
cies, however, can be transformed by polyoma
virus particles that contain complete ge-

nomes (Folk, W.. J. Virol., 11, 424-431, 1973).
The virus does not replicate to a significant

extent In human cells In tissue culture
(Eddy, B. E.. Virol. Monogr., 7, 1-114, 1969;

Pollack, R. E. Salas, J„ Wang, R„ Kusano, T.,

and Green. H„ J. Cell Physiol. 77, 117-120,
197'' ) . The resistance of the cells seems to be
a consequence of the failure of the virus to
absorb or uncoat. However even when naked
viral DNA is Introduced into the cells only
an abortive cycle of replication ensues: early

viral proteins are made, there Is Induction of

cellular DNA synthesis, but no expression of

late viral proteins Is detectable (Gruen, R.,

Gra.ssmann, M. and Gras-smann, A.. Virology,

58, 290-293, 1974)

.

There Is no evidence that polyoma virus

can Infect humans (Hartley, J., Huebner, R..

Parker, J. and Rowe, W. P., unpublished
data). Thus no antibodies to the virus have
been detected in people living In buildings
that are Infested with vlrus-lnfected mice,
nor In laboratory workers who have been ex-

posed to the virus for a number of years.

At most, a small segment of polyoma virus
DNA shows weak homology with a portion of
the late region of SV40 DNA (Ferguson, J.

and Davis, R. W.. J. Bol. Biol., 94. 135-150,

1975). However, there appears to be no gene-
tic Interaction between the two viruses and
there Is no Immunological cro.ss-reactlon be-
tween the gene products of the two viruses.

SV40 causes persistent but apparently
harmless Infections of the kidneys of vir-

tually all adult rhesus monkeys (Hslung, G.
D., Bact. Revs. 32, 185-205, 1968), It causes
tumors when Injected Into newborn hamsters
(Glrardl, A. J., Sweet. B. H.. Slotnlck, V. B.

and Hlllemann, M. R., Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol.

Med.. 105, 420-427, 1964) and tran.sforms cells

of several mammalian species (Including hu-
man). SV40 Is able to Infect human since

antibodies to the virus are found In a small
proportion of the human population (Shah,
K. V., Goverdhan, M. K. and Ozer, H. L., Am.
J. Epld. .93, 291-298, 1970) and serum conver-
sions have been noted In many laboratory
personnel who have been exposed to the virus

(Horvath, L. B.. Acta Microbiol. Acta Scl.

Hung. 12, 201-206. 1966).

Isolations of SV40 have been reported from
humans, twice from patients suffering from
the rare demyellnatlng disease, progressive

multifocal leukoencephalopathy (Weiner, L.,

Herndon, R„ Narayon, O., Johnson, R. T.,

Shah, K., Rubinstein, L. G., Prezozisi, T. J.

and Conley, F. K., New England J. Med. 286,
385-390, 1972) and apparently from a tumor
of a person with metastatic melanoma (Sori-
ano, F., Shelburne, C. E. and Gokcen, M„
Nature, 249, 421-424, 1974). In other studies
a non-structural antigen characteristic of
papovavlruses, T antigen, has been detected
In the nuclei of cells cultured from 2 menin-
giomas, while another SV40-rpeclfic antigen,
U antigen, has been found in the cells of a
third tumor of the same type (Weiss, A. F.,

Portman, R., Fisher, H., Simon, J. and Zang.
K. D.. Proc. Nat. Acad. Scl. USA 72. 609-613,
1976). Furthermore new papovavlruses have
been Isolated from the brains of patients
with PML (JC virus—Padgett, B. L.. Walker,
D. L., zuRheln, G. M., Eckroade, R. I. and
Dessel, B. H., Lancet 1. 1257-1260, 1971) , from
the urine of a patient carrying a renal allo-

graft (BK virus—Gardner, S. D., Field, A. M..
Coleman, D. V. and Hulme, B. Lancet 1, 1253-
1257, 1971) and from a reticulum cell sar-

coma and the urine of patients with the sex-
linked recessive disorder, Wiscofct-Aldrlch
syndrome (Takemoto, K. K., Rabson, A. S„
Mullarkey, M. F., Blaese, R. M. Garon, C. F.

and Nelson, D. J., Nat. Cancer Inst., 53, 1205-
1207, 1974). All of these viruses which are
distributed widely throvighoiit human popu-
lations share antigenic and biological prop-
erties with SV40; the virus particles are
Identical in size and architecture (Madeley,
C. R., In Virus Morphology, Churchlll-Llv-
Ingstone, London, 134-135, 1972); the non-
structural Intracellular T antigen, which ap-
pears to be coded by the A gene of SV40 cross

reacts extensively with antigens found In
cells Infected or transformed by BK or JC
viruses; both JC or BK viruses Induce tumors
In newborn hamsters (Walter, D. L., Padgett.

B. L. zuRhein, B. M., Albert, A. E. and Marsh,
R. F., Science 181, 674-676, 1973; Shah, K. V.,

Daniel, R. W. and Strandberg, J., J. Nat. Can-
cer Inst. 54, 945-950, 1975) ; BK virus causes
transformation of hamster cells In culture
(Major, E. D., and DlMayorca, G., Proc. Nat.
Acad. Scl. US, 70, 3210-3212, 1973; Portolanl,

M.^ Barbantl, A., Brodano, G. and LaPiaca,
M. J., Virol. 15, 420-422, 1975) and Is able to
complement the growth of certain tempera-
ture-sensitive mutants of SV40 (Mason, D. H.
and Takemoto, K. K., submitted for publica-
tion) .

FURTHER WORK

At present, a potential eukaryotic vector
of choice Is polyoma virus. And while avail-

able Information Indicates that It fulfills all

the necessary criteria, we recommend that
the following subjects be further Investi-

gated:

1^ The molecular mechanism of resistance

of human cells to the virus.

2. The extent of homology between polyoma
virus DNA and the DNAs of human papova-
vlruses.

3. The ability of human papovavlruses to

complement defective polyoma virus ge-
nomes.

Report of a working group consisting of:

Dr. Bernard Fields, Harvard University School
of Medicine; Dr. Thomas J. Kelly, Jr., Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine; Dr.

Andrew Lewis, National Institute of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases: Dr. Malcolm Martin,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases: Dr. Robert Martin, National In-
stitute of Arthritis, Metabolism, and Dlgest-

tlve Diseases; Dr. Elmer Pfcfferkorn, Dart-
mouth Medical School; Dr. Wallace P. Rowe,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases; Dr. Aaron Shatkln, Roche Insti-

tute of Molecular Biology; Dr. Maxine Singer,

National Cancer Institute. Rapporteur; Dr.

Joe Sambrook, Cold Spring Harbor Labora-
tory.

Appendix C to Appendix D
SUMMART OP THE WORKSHOP ON THE DESIGN
AND TESTING OF SAFES PBOKARTOTIC VEHICLES
AND BACTERIAL ROSTS FOR RESEARCH ON RE-
COMBINANT DNA MOLECULES

TOar.EY PINES INN, LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA

The development of techniques for the
cloning Of DNA from both prokaryotic and

,

eukaryotic organisms in bacteria has had
|

great impact on research in biology and
medicine and promises extraordinary social
benefits. The biohazards involved In the use
of this technology in many Instances are
very difficult to assess. For this reason codes
of practice are being formulated In the
United States and other countries for the
conduct of those e.xperiments that present i

a potential biohazard. One of the require-
|

ments for conducting certain cloning ex-
|

periments Is the use of safer vector (bac-
teriophage or plasmid) -host systems, l.e., !

vector-bacterium "systems that have re-
stricted capacity to survive outside of con- ,

trolled conditions in the laboratory. Ap- 1

proximately sixty scientists from the United
i

States and several foreign countries partici-
pated In a workshop on the Design and Test-
ing of Safer Prokaryotic Vehicles and Bac-
terial Hosts for Research on Recombinant
DNA Molecules at La Jolla, California, on 1

to 3 December, 1975. The workshop was spon-
sored by the Research Resources Branch of
the National Institute of Allergy and In-
fectious Diseases. The purposes of the meet-
ing were the exchange of recent data on the
development of safer prokaryotic host-vector
systems, devising methods of testing the ’

level of containment provided by these sys- i

terns and exploring the various directions
that future research should take In the con-
struction of safer bacterial systems for the
cloning of foreign DNA. i

The first session of the workshop, chaired
by W. Szybalskl (University of Wisconsin)

,

was devoted to bacteriophage vectors. Szybal-
skl outlined the main safety features of the
two-component, phage-bacterlal system, in
which the host bacteria offer the safety fea-

,

ture of not carrying the cloned DNA, and the
phage vectors cannot be propagated In the '

absence of an appropriate host. There are 1

two primary escape routes for the clones of I

foreign DNA carried by the phage vector:

(1) establishment of a stable prophage or
plasmid In the laboratory host used for
phage propagation, and subsequent escape
of this self replicating lysogen or carrier

system, and (2) escape of the phage vector
j

which carries the cloned DNA and Its sub-
sequent productive encounter with a suit-
able host In the natural environment. The
general consensus was that to ensure safety,

both routes should be blocked by appropri-
ate genetic modifications. For phage \, route i

( 1 ) can be blocked by phage mutations that
Interfere with lysogenlzatlon (aff-. Inf-, cl-,

cIII-, vir) and plasmid formation (N*, ninR,
vS, ri’, cl 7, Ots, crots), and by mutations on ,

the Escherichia coli host that affect these
processes (affB-, dncAts) and host survival.

Route (2), [which Is of low probability since
X phages do not survive well In natural envi-
ronments (no Xcl phage was recovered after

Ingestion of 10*-10" particles), are killed by
desiccation, and have a low chance to en-

j

counter a naturally sensitive host] can be
blocked further by the following phage
modifications: (a) mutations which result

In extreme Instability of the Infectious

phage particles under all conditions other
than those specially designed for phage pro-
pagation In the laboratory (e.g., high con-
centrations of putresclre or some other com-
pound), or (b) employing phage vectors in
which the tall genes a*e deleted and wblcU
permit propagation of only the DNA-packed
heads; only ' under laboratory oonditlona
could such heads be made transiently Infee-
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tious by rejoining them with separately

prepared tails. The high Instability of the

phage would minimize the possibility of

transfer of the cloned genes into receptive

bacteria found In nature. Moreover, the pro-

pagation of the phage can be blocked by
many conditional mutations, which would
be designed to block any secondary route of

escapie, mainly depending on transfer of the
cloned DNA Into another phage or bacterial

host. It was recommended further that the

vector be designed In such a manner as to

permit easy Insertion and monitoring of the

foreign DNA and rapid assay of the safety

features and give a high yield of cloned DNA
(not less than 10‘* molecules per ml). There
also was general agreement that host-phage
systems other than E. coli should be con-
sidered. especially those restricted to very
rare and unusual environments. Also, plas-

mids derived from phage vectors and which
give very high DNA yields while exhibiting

safety features, e.g., Xdvcrots, should be
considered as vehicles for cloned DNA.
Szybalskl and S. Brenner (Cambridge Uni-

versity) stressed that research on recom-
binant DNA molecules may lend Itself to
very simple and inexpensive mechanical con-
tainment, e.g., a small sealed glove box. since

all the vectors that carry such recombinant
molecules possibly can be both created and
destroyed in such a box, while development
of special methods might permit study of

many properties of the recombinant DNA,
without ever removing it from the box.

These safety features were reflected in the
subsequent presentations. F. Blattner and
W. Williams (University of Wisconsin) de-
scribed four specially constructed X-080
phages which incorporate many of these
safety features, arid which they named
Charon phages, for the mythical boatman
of the river Styx. Some of these highly con-
tained phages give yields of over IQn par-
ticles/ml. R. Davis. J. Cameron and K.
Struhl (Stanford University) found that X

phages that carry foreign DNA never grow
as well as the parental vector, which would
select against their survival in nature. They
also reported that some eukaryotic genes
could be expressed in E. coli, partially com-
pensating for deflclencles in the histidine
pathway or in polA or Ug functions. These
investigators surveyed over 1000 strains of

E. coli isolated in the natural environment
and did not find a single strain that could
support propagation of the \vir vector.

V. Bode (Kansas State University) dis-

cussed the possibility of growing tall-free X
heads. Such heads, which are packed wfith

DNA, are very fragile, unless stored in 0.01

M putresclne buffer. Head yields close to
lOn/ml could easily be attained and, when
required, heads could be quantitatively re-

joined with separately supplied tails under
special laboratory conditions. W. Arber, D.
Scandella and J. Elliott (University of Basel)
described bacterial host mutants that per-
mit efficient infection only by phages with a
full complement of DNA. This permits select-
ing for vectors that carry lopg fragments of
foreign DNA.
K. Matsubara, T. Mukai and Y. Takagl

(University of Osaka and Kyushu Univer-
sity)

,
and G. Hobom and P. Phllllppsen (Uni-

versity of Freiburg and Stanford University)
described various defective X plasmids (Xdv)
that could be used as efficient vectors. Matsu-
bara has shown that temperature-sensitive
cro mutations permit obtaining between
1000 and 30(X) cloned molecules per cell and
at the same time result In killing of the
carrier cells at body temperature. The muta-
tions Ots and Pts were also evaluated as
safety features. Phllllppsen described many
new Xdv plasmids created by cutting X DNA
with HindUl and Baml restriction endonu-
cleases followed by ligation. The final talk

by F. Young, G. Wilson and M. Williams
(University of Rochester) summarized the
progress on the development of safer Bacillus

subtilis host mutants and phages, especially

03, as vectors. New restriction nucleases,

Bgl-1 and Bgi-2, were also described.

The morning session on bacteriophage vec-
tors was followed by a session on plasmid
vectors that was chaired by D. Helinskl
(University of California, San Diego).
Helinskl presented the following properties

as highly desirable characteristics of a safer

plasmid vehicle: (a) non-conjugatlve; (b)

non-mobilizable or poorly mobllizable by a
conjugative plasmid; (c) possesses little or

no extraneous genetic information; (d)

poorly recombines or does not recombine
with the chromosome of the host cell; (e)

provides no selective advantage to the host
celi or the selective property is conditional;

and (f) possesses mutations that restrict

its maintenance to a specific host, prevent
replication at mammalian body temperature
and/or provide the plasmid with the capa-
bility of killing any cell to which it might be
transmitted other than the host cell. V.

Hershfield (University of California, San
Diego) described the properties of a variety

of derivatives of the ColEl plasmid and the
broad-host range, P-type plasmid, RK2.
One of the ColEl derivatives, ColEl-frp, con-
structed in collaboration with C. Yanofsky
and N. Franklin (Stanford University) pro-
vides the means to use the tryptophan genes
of E. coli as a selective marker in trans-
formation with recombinant DNA in situa-

tions where it is desirable to avoid antibiotic

resistance genes. In addition, Hershfield
described collaborative work with H. Boyer
that resulted in the development of a mlnl-
ColEl plasmid and derivatives of this

plasmid (mini-ColEl-fcan and mlnl-ColEl-
trp) aa cloning vehicles. Finally, she de-
scribed the' temperature-sensltlllty prop-
ertlles of trp and kan derivatives of a tem-
perature sensitive replication mutant of
ColEl Isolated by J. Collins (Molecular
biology Institute, Stockhelm) and hybrid
ColEl plasmids carrying the EcoRI generated
Cts fragment of bacteriophage X-trp61.

J. Carbon (University of California, Santa
Barbara) described a replica plating method
that greatly facilitates the detection of
E. coli clones bearing CcrfEl plasmids. The
procedure, which utilizes the F, plasmid to
promote the transfer of a hybrid ColEl
plasmid to a suitable auxotrophic recipient,
was successful in identifying clones bearing
hybrid plasmids carrying a number of differ-
ent regions of the E. coli chromosome. The
contributions of A. J. Clark and collabora-
tors (University of California, Berkeley)
were relevant to the problem of the mobili-
zation and subsequent transfer of non-con-
Jugative plasmids carrying foreign DNA of a
potentially hazardous nature. Clark de-
scribed the variations in transmission fre-
quencies between the nonconjugatlve plas-
mids pSClOl, pMLSl, pSC138 and a number
of pSClOl hybrids containing various EcoRI
fragments of F when the conjugal transfer
of these plasmids was promoted by several
different cpnjugatlve plasmids.

I. C. Gunsalus and collaborators (Univer-
sity of Illinois) and A. Chakrabarty (Gen-
eral Electric Research and Development Cen-
ter) described the properties of .a variety of
plasmids Isolated from Pseudomonas putida.
These contributions were followed by a dis-
cussion on the merits of developing plasmid-
host systems involving Pseudomonas strains
that naturally exhibit unusual growth re-

quirements. Similar studies with plasmids
isolated from Bacillus megaterium by B.
Carlton (University of Georgia) from B.
suhtilis by P. Lovett (University of Mary-
land) and other naturally occurring Bacillus
species by W. Goebel and K. Bernhard (Mi-

crobiology Institute, Wurzburg) were dis-
cussed and their further development as
plasmid-host cloning systems was explored.
It was clear from these presentations that
considerable progress has been made re-
cently in the identification and characteri-
zation of a variety of plasmid elements that
occur naturally in Pseudomonas and Bacillus
species. Several of the plasmids described
show considerable promise as plasmid clon-
ing .systems involving a host other than
E. coli.

A third session on the ecology and epi-
demiology of vector-host systems was chaired
by S. Falkow (University of Washington).
This workshop emerged, in part, from ex-
pressed fears that microorganisms contain-
ing cloned fragments of foreign DNA poten-
tially pose a threat to health or disrupt the
normal ecological chain in some manner.
Consequently, this session was devoted to a
review of currently available information on
the ecology and epidemiology of E. coli and
related bacterial species since It was recog-
nized that E. coli K-12 would be the pro-
karyotic host most commonly employed In
the cloning of DNA molecules In the Imme-
diate future. F. Orskov (Escherichia Refer-
ence Center, Copenhagen) reviewed the state
of E. coli serotyplng and what has been
learned about the dlstrlbtulon of E. coli

types in health and disease. Only certain
E. coli types are generally recognized as good
colonizers of the human gut and such strains
come from a handful of the 160 well defined

0 (lipopolysaccharlde) antigen types and in-

variably posses K (acidic polysaccharide
capsule) antigens. Some serotypes appar-
ently have become disseminated worldwide
and possibly represent the proliferation of a
bacterial clone because of, as yet unkown,
selective pressures. In contrast, E. coli K-12
has no detectable O or K antigens and Is

considered to be rough. This may accoimt, at

least In part, for its demonstrable poor abil-

ity to colonize the human or animal gut.

However, R. Freter (University of Michigan)
point out that we still remain largely Ignor-
ant of the factors which control Intestinal
E. coli populations. Freter also noted that
while adherence to the mucosal surface of
the small intestine is Important in the path-
ogenesis of E. coli diarrheal disease, the “nor-
mal” long-lasting sjTnblotic relationship be-
tween a mammalian host and bacterium is

established in the cecum and colon. It is In
these locations that factors come into play
to determine whether an E. coli strain pass-
ing through the Intestine will become suc-
cessfully Implanted or whether It will be
quickly eliminated In the feces.

The factors controlling implantation In-
clude competition for substrates, inhibitors
and the physiological state of the orgarilsm
when It reaches the large bowel. For example.
Ingested E. coli previously grown under usual
laboratory conditions fare poorly while cells

of the same strain "pre-adapted” in Eh, pH,
etc., often colonize well. Freter has developed
a continuous flow culture model which may
be useful in studying the mechanisms of
Implantation. Falkow reviewed the patho-
genicity of E. coli. E. coli caioses diarrheal
disease either by- direct Invasion of the bowel
epithelium or by elaboration of entero-
'.oxin(s) . 'While Invasive E. coli appear to owe
their pathogenicity to a constellation of a
least five unlinked chromosomal gene clus-
ters, toxigenic E. coli species generally owe
their pathogenicity to the possession of two
species, Ent and K. The introduction of Ent
and K plasmids may be sufficient to convert
a normal wild-type E. coli Into a strain now
capable of causing overt clinical disease.
However, the Introduction of these plasmlda
Into E. coli K-12 sublines had no discernible
effect on their ability to cause disease, al-
though the K-12 strains could now better
colonize calves. Despite the observation that
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E. ooH K-12 did not appear to offer a signifi-

cant baeard as a potential enteric pathogen
even when It possessed well-defined determ-
inants of pathogenicity It was emphasized by
Orskov, Preter and Palkow that E. coU K-12
strains carrying recombinant DNA molecules
could still act as effective genetic donors in

vivo and still,posed a significant problem re-

quiring control. E. Geldrelch (U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, Ohio)
discussed the possible outcomes of the re-

lease of E. coli conteflnlng recombinant DNA
molecules Into the aquatic environment and
concluded that total reliance cannot be
placed on sewage treatment and the natural ,

self-purification capacity of receiving waters
to limit potential hazards. While these are

realistic barriers to the dissemination of E.

coli and associated fecal organisms via the
water route, they are not infallible because
of technological limitations. Improper op-
erational practices and system overloading.

Finally, M. Starr University of California,

Davis) described the numerous genera of
gram-negative bacteria found naturally oc-
curring in the soil and on plants. He stated
that most of these organisms do not appear
to be a reasonable alternative to E. coli K-12
as a host for recombinant DNA molecules.
Indeed, Starr pointed out that since such
genera as Erwinia, Rhizohium and Agrobac-
terium are known to conjugate with E. coli,

the potential dissemination of recombinant
DNA molecule Includes a greater spectrum
of microorganisms than just enteric species.

The fourth session of the workshop,
chaired by R. Curtiss III (University of Ala-
bama) , was concerned with the construction
of safer bacterial hosts for DNA cloning.
The goals hi constructing safer host strains

enumerated at the beginning of the session

Included Introduction of mutations that
would: (a) preclude colonization In normal
ecological niches; (b) preclude cell wall bio-

synthesis except In specially defined media;
(c) cause degradation of genetic Informa-
tion in normal ecological niches; (d) cause
vectors to be host-dependent; (e) minimize
transmission of recombinant DNA to other
strains In normal eeologrlcal niches; (f) In-

crease usefulness for recombinant DNA
molecule research; and (g) permit monitor-
ing.

Most of the progress In developing safer

hosts has been achieved with E. coli K-12, al-

though F. Young described a B. subtilis

strain with a deletion for sporulatlcn genes
which readily undergoes autolysls. The
strain also has defects In genes for purine
and TTP biosynthesis and a mutation con-
ferring a D-alsmlne requirement can be In-

troduced to cause cell wall biosynthesis to be
defective. This strain may be defective In

transformation, however, and therefore
might be useful only with a phage vector
which has yet to be developed and/or dis-

covered.
A. I. Bukhari (Cold Spring Harbor Labora-

tory) described the use of the dapDS muta-
tion In E. coli K-12 to block cell wall biosyn-
thesis and another non-reverting mutation
which causes sensitivity to bile salts and de-
tergents. The dapD8 allele Is the most stable

dap point mutation known, although It does
revert at frequencies of 10-* to 10-». The mu-
tation conferring bUe salts sensitivity was ob-
tained after Mu-1 Infection of an Hfr strain
and, although exhibiting the theoretically

useful properties of ease of DNA Isolation

and Inability to survive In the Intestinal

tract, might be due to Mu Insertion which
would compromise Its use for safe sti’aln

construction.

Curtiss reported on the work performed by
him and his coworkers in constructing and
testing numerous strains with different mu-
tations. Survival of strains in vivo was tested
by feeding rats 10^ cells In milk by stomach
tube. Al>ur mutations did not reduce strain

titers In feces whereas LthyA-, AthyA drm;
and i^thyA dra mutations gave 10*-fold, lO*-

fold and lO'-fold reductions, respectively, in

strain titers In feces. Strains with AthyA mu-
tations also exhibited thymineless death In
in vitro tests. Since strains with the dapDS
allele can revert to Dap* strains were con-
structed with both the dapDs and AbioH-
asd mutations. These strains have not been
observed to revert to Dap* but can survive
passage through the rat Intestine and In
growth media lacking diamlnoplmellc acid
but containing NaCl and 0.6% usable carbon
sources. This survival was due to the produc-
tion of the mucopolysaccharide, colanlc acid,

which permits many of the cells to grow and
survive as spheroplasts. A Agal-chl' muta-
tion (also deletes \att, bio and uvrB genes)
was introduced which blocks colanlc acid

biosynthesis and leads to no detectable sur-
vivors In media lacking diamlnoplmellc acid
or following passage through the rat in-

testine. The dapDS AbioH-asd Agal-chV
strains are more readily lysed, transform at
higher frequencies and are conjugation-de-
fective In matings with donors possessing
conjugatlve plasmids In the P, W and O In-

oompatiblllty groups but Con* as recipients

for F, I and T group plasmids when com-
pared to the dap* gal* parent strain. Strains
with endA mutations were also observed to
exhibit Increased transformation frequen-
cies. Attempts to introduce temperature-
sensitive polA alleles Into strains to block
replication of ColEl cloning vectors at ele-

vated temperatures and to cause DNA deg-
radation at elevated temperatures in the
presence of recA and AthyA alleles often do
not have the sanie properties in the con-
structed strains as in the strains in which
the allele was originally Induced. Many mu-
tations causing a Con- phenotype have been
investigated, but many of these revert or do
not exhibit a Con- phenotype In. matings
with donors possessing conjugatlve plasmids
of the Incompatibility groups commonly
found In enteric microorganisms. Some Con-
mutants exhibit increased sensitivity to bile

salts; thus, the mutant described by Bukhari
may also exhibit a Con- phenotype. All of the
strains Constructed by the Curtiss group are
Still* and most have mutations abolishing
restriction alone or both restriction and mod-
ification. Thus, sufficient Information is now
known to construct a usable safer E. coll K-
12 host. Curtiss and collaborators are now
Introducing the AthyA and dna mutations
Into their dapDS Abio-asd Agal-chV

-

uvtB
hsr nalA^ (for ase In monitoring) Su* X*

4>80* strain to accomplish this objective.
The final session Involved a general discus-

sion of some of the major points raised pre-
viously in the workshop. There was general
agreement at this session that both plasmid-
host and phage-host systems have been de-
veloped that should meet the criteria of an
EK2 system specified by the National In-
stitutes of Health guidelines for research on
recombinant DNA molecules. Additional test-

ing Is required to confirm the EK2 properties
of these available systems, but it Is an-
ticipated that these vector-host systems will

meet these tests.

Dr. Donald R. Hellnskl, University of Cali-
fornia, San Diego.

Dr. Stanley Falkow, University of Washing-
ton.

Dr. Roy Curtiss III, University of Alabama.

Dr. Waclaw Szybalskl, University of Wiscon-
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I. BIOLOGICAI. SAFETY CABINETS

Biological Safety Cabinets suitable for con-
fining operations Involving recombinant DNA
molecules are described below:

1. Class I. A ventilated cabinet for per-

sonnel protection only, with an unreclrcu-
lated Inward flow of air away from the op-
erator. The exhaust air from this cabinet
may be filtered through a hlgh-efflclency or

hlgh-efflclency particulate air (HEPA) filter

before being discharged to the outside at-

mosphere. This cabinet is suitable for re-

search work with the Center for Disease Con-
trol (CDC) classes of etldoglc agents 1, 2 and
3 where no product protection Is required.
This cabinet may be used In three opera-
tional modes; (1) with an eight-inch high,

full-width open front; (11) with an installed

front closure panel (having four, eight-inch
diameter openings) without gloves; and (111)

with an Installed front closure panel
equipped with arm length rubber gloves. See
Table I for ventilation requirements, agent
use limitations, and minimum performance
requirements.

a. Class II. A ventilated cabinet for per-
sonnel and product protection having an
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open front with Inward air flow for personnel

protection, and HEPA-flltered recirculated

mass air flow for product protection. The
cabinet exhaust air Is Altered through a

HEPA filter. Two models of this cabinet are

available. Type 1 and Type 2.

(I) Type 1. The Type 1 reclrculatps ap-

proximately 70% of the air. The exhaust

air from this cabinet may discharge into the

laboratory or be diverted out of the labora-

tory. This cabinet is suitable for CDC classes

of etlologlc agents 1, 2, and 3. Vapors or

gases which are hazardous from a toxic,

radioactive, or flammability standpoint

should not be used in this cabinet because of

the high quantity of recirculated air.

(II) Type 2. The Type 2 cabinet recircu-

lates approximately 30% of the air. The ex-

haust air from this cabinet is normally
ducted out of the laboratory through a
HEPA filter and, occasionally, an activated

charcoal filter depending on the operation.

The cabinet may be used with gases or

vapors that are hazardous from a toxic,

radioactive, or flammability standpoint. How-
ever, any consideration of use of such ma-
terials should be evaluated carefully from

the standpoint of bulld-up to dangerous
levels and problems of decontamination of

the cabinet. See Table I fbr ventilation re-

quirements, agent use limitations, and min-
imum perforniance requirements.

3. Class III. A closed front ventilated cabi-

net of gas-tight construction providing total

protection for personnel and product from
contaminants exterior to the cabinet. The
cabinet Is operated under a negative pressure

of at least 0.5 Inches water gauge. All supply
air Is HEPA-filtered. Exhaust air Is HEPA-
filtered or Incinerated to protect the envi-

ronment. This cabinet, fitted with arm length
rubber gloves, provides the highest contain-
ment of these three classes of cabinets and
Is utilized for all activities Involving high
risk agents (l.e., CDC etlologlc agents, class

4) . See Table I for ventilation requirements,
agent use limitations, and minimum per-

formance requirements.
The Integrity of any cabinet depends on

initial and periodic evaluation to meet es-

tablished performance tests. Table I outlines
the minimum performance required to as-

sure that the cabinets will provide protec-
tion of personnel and the environment.

Table 1—Biological safety cahinets, safety performance requirements, and specifica-

tions, June 1976

Performance requirements

Cabinet Use classification

Face velocity Exhaust air (cubic
feet per minute)

Leak tightness

filter

efficiency
(percent)

DNA> CDC • (linear feet

per minute)
4-ft hood 6-ft hood

Class I. P1-P3 1-3 75 200 300 Not applicable 99.97

Class II, type 1 P1-P3 1-3 75 260 400 Oas tight; leak cate
<1 by 10-* cm*^
2-in water gage
pressure.

99.97

Class II, type 2 P1-P3 1-3 100 250 360 Pressure tight ; no air/

soap bubble at 2-in

water gage pressure.
Gas tight; leak rate
<1 by 10-« cm>/s at
3-in water gage
pressure.

99.97

Class in P4 4 (>) (<) (*) 99.97

• For work with recombinant DNA molecules.
> Center tor Disease Control (U.S. Public Health Service).
> Not applicable.
‘ Based on 1 vol. of air change each 3 min. In the absence of unusual heat or moisture that would require more air

changes.

n. UNIVERSAL BIOHAZARD WARNING SYMBOL (1)

The biological hazard warning symbol
(biohazard symbol) specified herein shall be
used to signify the actual or pK>tentlal pres-
ence of a biohazard and to Identify equip-
ment, containers, rooms, materials, experi-
mental animals or combinations thereof
which contain or are contaminated with
viable hazardous agents.
The blohaaard symbol shall bo designed

and proportioned as Illustrated here;

The symbol shall be as prominent as prac-
tical, and of a size consistent with the size

of the equipment or material to which it is

afidxed, provided the proportions shown above
are maintained, and, in any case, that the
symbol can be easily seen from as many
directions as possible.

Except when circumstances do not permit,
the symbol shall b^ oriented with one of the
three open circles pointed up and the other
two forming a base.
The symbol color shall be a fluorescent

orange or orange-red color.* Background
color is optional as long as there is sufiaclent-

contrast for the symbol to be clearly defined.

BIOHAZAR
>••1 Ct*^ VlN Oraac* of th« Switaac Brother*, !*&. 1* elt*4 a* an axaapla,
a»C «a mBor*«Mac.

The biohazard symbol shall be used or dis-
played only to signify the actual or potential
presenc^f biological hazard.

Appropriate wording may be used in asso-
ciation with the symbol to Indicate the na-
ture or Identity of the hazard, name of indi-

vidual responsible for its control, precau-
tionary Information, etc., but never should
this Information be superimposed on the
symbol.

ADMinANa TO AUTHORUED PEISOIIEL ORIT
HoMrd id«nKry; .

ItMponiibl* lnv«fl*gotef;

tn COM of omorgoncy eofl;

Doytimo phono Homo phono ^

A^orizotion for ontronco moil bo obfoiood from
tho Itofponiiblo InvosHootor nomod obovo.

III. LABORATORY TECHNIQUES FOB BIOHAZARD
CONTROL

A. Pipetting
1. No Infectious or toxic materials should

be fdpetted by mouth ( 2 , 3, 4)

.

2. No infectious mixtures should bo pre-
pared by bubbling expiratory air through a
liquid with a pipette (2, 3, 4)

.

3. No infectious material should be blown
out of pipettes (2, 3, 4)

.

4. Pipettes used for the pipetting of infec-
tious or toxic materials should be plugged
with cotton (2, 3, 4)

.

5. Contaminated pipettes should be placed
horizontally In a pan containing enough
suitable disinfectant to allow complete im-
mersion (2, 4, 4) . They should not be placed
vertically In a cylinder.

6. The pan and pipettes should be auto-
claved as a unit and replaced by a clean pan
with fresh disinfectant (2, 3, 4)

.

7. Infectious material should not be mixed
by alternate suction and expulsion through
a pipette (2, 3, 4)

.

8. Mark-to-mark pipettes are preferable to
other types, as they do not require expulsion
of the last drop (6)

.

9. Discharge should be as close as possible
to the fluid or agar level, or the contents
should be allowed to run down the waU of
the tube or bottle whenever possible—^not

dropped from a height (6)

.

10. A disinfectant-wetted towel over the
immediate work surface is useful In some
cases to minimize the splash from accidental
droppage (9)

.

B. Syringes and Needles (9)

1. To lessen the chance of accidental In-
jection, aerosol production or spills, avoid
unnecessary use of the syringe and needle.
For Instance:

(I) Use the needle for parenteral injections
but use a blimt needle or a cannula on the
syringe for oral or Intranasal inoculations.

(II) Do not use a syringe and needle as a
substitute for a pipette In making dilutions
of dangerous fluids.

2. Use the syringe and needle in a Biologi-

cal Safety Cabinet only and avoid quick and
unnecessary movements of the hand holding
the syringe.

3. Examine glass syringes for chips and
cracks, and needles for barbs and plugs.
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Note: This should be done prior to steriliza-

tion before use.

4. Use needle-locking (Luer-Lokc® type)
syringes only, and be sure that the needle Is

locked securely Into the barrel. A disposable

syringe-needle unit (where the needle Is an
integral part of the unit) Is preferred.

5. Wear surgical or other type rubber glove.s

for all manipulations with needles and
syringes.

6. Fill the syringe caref>illy to minimize air

bubbles and frothing of the inoculum.
7. Expel excess air, liquid and bubbles from

a syringe vertically into a cotton pledget
moistened with the proper disinfectant, or

into a small bottle of sterile cotton.

8. Do not use the syringe to expel force-

fully a stream of Infectious fluid Into an
open vial or tube for the purpose of mixing.
Mixing with a syringe Is condoned only if

the tip of the needle is' held below the surface
of the fluid In the tube.

9. If syringes are fllled from test tubes, take
care not to contaminate the hub of the
needle, as this may result In transfer of

Infectious material to the fingers.

10. When removing a ssTlnge and needle
from a rubber-stoppered bottle, wrap the
needle and stopper In a cotton pledget mois-
tened with the proper disinfectant. If there
Is danger of the disinfectant contaminating
sensitive experiments, a sterile dry pledget
may be used and discarded Immediately into

disinfectant solution.
11. Inoculate animals with the hand "be-

hind” the needle to avoid punctures.
12. Be sure the animal Is properly restrained

prior to the inoculation, and be on the alert

for any unexpected movements of the ani-

mal.
13. Before and after injection of an animal,

swab the site of Injection with a disinfectant.

14. Discard syringes Into a pan of disin-

fectant without removing the needle. The
syringe first may be fllled with disinfectant

by immersing the needle and slowly with-
drawing the plunger, and finally removing
the plunger and placing It separately Into

the disinfectant. The filling action clears

the needle and dilutes the contents of the
syringe. Autoclave syringes and needles in the
pan of disinfectant.

15. Use separate pans of disinfectant for

disposable and nondisposable syringes and
needles to eliminate a sorting problem In the
service area.

16. Do not discard syringes and needles

into pans containing pipettes or other glass-

ware that must be sorted out from the
syringes and needles.

C. Opening Culture Plates, Tubes, Bottles,

and Ampoules

1. Plates, tubes and bottles of fungi may
release spores In large numbers when opened.

Such cultures should be manipulated In a
Biological Safety Cabinet (6, 16).

2. In the absence of definite accidents or

obvious spillage, it Is not certain that open-
ing of plates, tubes and bottles of other
microorganisms has caused laboratory Infec-

tion. However, It Is probable that among the
highly Infective agents, some Infections have
occurred by this means and are represented
in the 80% for which no known act or acci-

dent Is ascrlbable (3)

.

3. Water of syneresls In petri dish cultures
Is usually Infected and forms a film between
the rim and lid of the Inverted plate. Aerosols
are dispersed when this film Is broken by
opening the plate. Vented plastic petri dishes
where the lid touches the rim at only three
points are less likely to offer this hazard
(8, 19).

4. The risk may also be minimized by us-

ing properly dried plates, but even these

(when Incubated anaerobically) are likely to

be wet after removal from an anaerobic Jar.

Filter papers fitted Into the lids reduce, but
do not prevent, dispersal. If plates are ob-
viously wet they should be opened In the
Biological Safety Cabinet (8)

.

5. Less obvious Is the release of aerosols
when screw-capped bottles or plugged tubes
are opened. This happens when a film of
Infected' liquid which may collect between
the rim and the liner is broken during re-

moval of the closure (8)

.

6. Dried, infected culture material may
also collect at or near the rim or neck of
culture tubes and may be dispersed into the
air when disturbed (18). Containers of dry
powdered hazardous materials (e g.. Class 3

fungal agents in the spore phase of growth)
should be opened only in a Biological Safety
Cabinet (6, 14)

.

7. When the neck of an ampoule contain-
ing liquid Is broken after nicking with a file,

the snapping action creates aerosols. The
following methods have been recpmmended:

(i) After nicking the ampoule with a file,

wrap the ampoule in disinfectant-wetted
cotton before breaking. Wear gloves (2).

(il) The bottom of the ampoule should be
held in several layers of tissue paper to pro-
tect the hands, and a file mark made at the
neck. A hot glass rod should be carefully ap-
plied to the mark. The glass will crack, allow-
ing air to enter the ainpoule and equalize the
pressures. After a few seconds the ampoule
should be wrapped In a few layers of tissue
and broken along the crack. The tissues and
ampoule neck can then be discarded into dis-
infectant, and the contents of the ampoule
removed with a syringe. If the ampoule con-
tains dried cultures, about 0.5 cm= of broth
should be added slowly to avoid blowing dried
material out. The contents may then be
mixed without bubbling and withdrawn into
a culture tube (8)

.

(lii) The researcher uses an intense, but
tiny, gas-oxygen flame and heats the tip of
the hard glass ampoule until the expanding
internal air pressure blows a bubble. After
allowing this to cool, he breaks the bubble
while holding It In a large low temperature
flame; this immediately Incinerates any in-
fectious dust which may come from the
ampoule when the glass is broken (16). Pre-
liminary practice with a simulant ampoule of
the same type actually In use is necessary to
develop a technique that will not cause ex-
plosion of the ampoule.

(Iv) A simple device has been recom-
mended consisting of a sleeve of rubber tub-
ing Into which the ampoule Is In.serted before
It Is broken (17, 18).

D. Centrifuging

1. A safety centrifuge cabinet or safety
centrifuge cup (3. 7, 8, 14, 22) may be \ised

to house or safeguard all centrifuging of in-
fectious substances. When bench type cen-
trifuges are used In a Biological Safety Cabi-
net, the glove panel should be in place with
the glove ports covered. The centrifuge opera-
tion creates air currents that may cause
escape of agent from an open cabinet (2, 3,

4, 13).
2. In some situations. In the absence of

O-rlng cap sealed trunnion cups, specimens
can be enclosed in sealed plastic bags before
centrifugation ( 12 )

.

3. Before centrifuging, Inspect tubes for
cracks. Inspect the Inside of the trunnion cup
for rough walls caused by erosion or adhering
matter, and carefully remove bits of glass
from the rubber cushion (4, 10).

4. A germicidal solution should be added
between the tube and trunnion cup to disin-

fect the materials In case of accldentlal
breakage. This practice also provides an ex-
cellent cushion against shocks that might
otherwise break the tube (4, 10).

6. Avoid decanting centrifuge tubes. If you
must do so, afterwards wipe off the outer rim

with, a disinfectant; otherwise the Infectious
fluid will spin off as an aerosol (4, 10)

.

6. Avoid filling the tube to the point that
the rim, cap or cotton plug ever becomes wet
with culture (4, 10)

.

7. Screw caps, or caps which fit over the
rim outside the centrifuge tube are safer than
plug-in closures. Some fluid usually collects
between a plug-ln closure and the rim of the
tube. Even screw-capped bottles are not
without risk, however; If the rim Is soiled
.some fluid will escape down the outside of
the tube. Screw-capped bottles may Jam In
the bucket, and removing them Is hazardous.
Propping such bottles higher In the bucket
w'ith additional rubber buffers Is mechani-
cally unsound (8)

.

8. Kitchen foU is often used to cap centri-
fuge tubes. This creates more risk than the
.screw cap. Foil caps often become detached
in handling and centrifuging (8).

9. The balancing of buckets is often mis-
inaanged. Care must be taken to ensure that
matched sets of trunnions, buckets and
plastic inserts do not become mixed. If the
components are not Inscribed with their
weights by the manufacturer, colored stains
can be applied to avoid confusion. When the
tubes are balanced, the buckets, trunnions
and inserts should be Included In the pro-
cedure; and care must be taken to ensure
tha.t the centers of gravity of the tubes are
equidistant from the axis of rotation. To
illustrate the Importance of this, two identi-
cal tubes containing 20 g of mercury and 20 g
of water respectively will balance perfectly on
the scales; but their performance in motion
Is totally different, leading to violent vibra-
tion with all Its attendant hazards (5).

10. Fill and open centrifuge tubes or trun-
nion cups in a Biological Safety Cabinet (10)

.

E. High-Speed Centrifuges (22)

1. In (high-speed centrifuges the bowl Is

connected to a vacuum pump. If there Is a
breakage or accidental dispersion of Infected
particles the pump and the oil In It will be-
come contaminated. A high efficiency filter

should be placed between the centrifuge and
the pump (8).

2. High speed rotor heads are prone to
metal fatigue, and where there Is a chance
that they may be used on more than one
machine each rotor sihould be accompanied
by its own log book indicating the number
of hours run at top or de-rated speeds. Fail-
ure to observe this precaution can result In
dangerous and expensive disintegration. Fre-
quent Inspection, cleaning and drying are
important to ensure absence of corrosion or
other traumata which may lead to creeping
cracks. Rubber O-rlngs and tube closures
must be examined for deterioration and be
kept lubricated with the material recom-
mended by the makers. Where tubes of dif-

ferent materials are provided (e.g., celluloid,

polypropylene, stainless steel), care must be
taken that the tube closures designed spe-
cifically for the type of tube In use are em-
ployed. These caps are often similar in ap-
pearance, but are prone to leakage If ap-
plied to tubes of the wrong material. When
properly designed tubes and rotors are well

mabitained and bandied, leaking should
never occur (6).

3. Cleaning and disinfection of tubes, ro-

tors and other components requires consid-
erable care. It Is unfortunate that no single

process Is suitable for all Items, and the vari-

ous manufacturers’ recommendations must
be followed meticulously If fatigue, distor-

tion and corrosion are to be avoided. This is

not the place to catalogue recommended
methods, but one less well appreciated fact Is

worthy of mention. Celluloid (cellulose ni-
trate) centrifuge tubes are not only highly
Inflammable and prone to shrinkage with
age and distortion on boiling, but can be-
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have as high explosive in an autoclave (5).

Large-scale zonal centrifugation requires

special attention (11)

.

F. Blenders, Ultrasonic Disintegrators, Col-
loid Mills, Ball Mills, Jet Mills, Grinders,

Mortar and Pestle.

All these devices release considerable aero-

sols during their operation. For maximum
protection to the operator during the blend-
ing of infectious materials, the following
practices should be observed:

1. Operate blending and cell -disruption
and grinding equipment in a Biological Safe-
ty Cabinet (9)

.

2. Use safety blenders designed to prevent
leakage from the rotor bearing at the bottom
of the bowl (9)

.

3. In the absence of a leak-proof rotor, in-

spect the rotor bearing at the bottom of the
blender bowl for leakage prior to operation.

Test It in a preliminary run with sterile

saline or methylene blue solution prior to use
with infected material (9)

.

4. Sterilize the device and residual in-

fectious contents promptly after vise. Use a

towel moistened with disinfectant over the
top of the blender (9)

.

5. Glass blender bowls are undesirable for

use with infectious material because of po-
tential breakage. If used, they should be
covered with a polypropylene jar to prevent
dispersal of glass (8).

6. A new machine, the Colworth Stomacker
(England)

,
in which material is homogenized

in a plastic bag in a closed container, would
appear to be safer than some of the other
blenders (8).

7. A heat-sealed flexible plastic film en-
closure for a grinder or blender can be used,

but It must be opened in a Biological Safety
Cabinet (7)

.

8. Blender bowls sometimes require supple-
mental cooling to prevent destruction of the
bearings and to minimize thermal efforts on
the product (7)

.

9. Before opening the safety blender bowl,
permit the blender to rest for at least one
minute to allow settling of the aerosol cloud.

10. Clinical or other laboratories handling
human blood should be aware of the aerosols
produced by the micrphaematocrit centri-
fuge, the autoanalyzer stirrer, and the mi-
crotonometer, inasmuch as it seems that
airborne transmission of infectious hepatitis
may occur in the laboratory (20)

.

G. Miscellaneous Precautions and Recom-
mendations

1. Water baths and Warburg baths used to
inactive, incubate, or test infectious sub-
stances should contain a disinfectant. For
cold water baths, 70% propylene glycol is

recommended (4, 10).
2. Deepfreeze, liquid nitrogen, and dry ice

chests and refrigerators should be checked
and cleaned out periodically to remove any
broken ampoules, tubes, etc., containing in-
fectious material, and decontaminated. Use
rubber gloves and respiratory protection dur-
ing this cleaning. All infectious or toxic
material stored in refrigerators or deepfreezes
should be properly labelled. Security meas-
ures should be commensurate with the haz-
ards (4, 10, 21).

3. Freeze-dried culture ampoules should
always be opened in a Biological Safety Cabi-
net. The ampoule should be wrapped in a
disinfectant-soaked swab before breaking it
open to minimize the risk of cutting the
hands, and to a lesser extent of releasing
aerosol of dried material. Whenever possible,
ampoules should be filled with dry nitrogen
after freeze-drying, thus avoiding implosion
that may occur during the sealing as well
as opening of evacuated ampoules. The whole
process of freeze-drying Itself should be per-

formed in a Biological Safety Cabinet. Filtra-

tion of the effluent air from the vacvium
pump is desirable either up (preferably), or

down stream of the pump (5)

.

4. Ensure that all virulent fluid cultures
or viable powdered infectious materials in
glass vessels are transported, incubated, and
stored in easily handled, nonbreakable leak-
proof containers that are large enough to

contain all the fluid or powder in case of
leakage or breakage of the glass vessel (4, 10)

.

5. All inoculated pctri plates or other
inoculated solid media should be transported
and incubated in leak -proof pans or leak-

proof containers (4, 10)

.

6. Care must be exercised in the use of
membrane filters to obtain sterile filtrates

of infectious materials. Because of the fragil-

ity of the membrane and other factors, such
filtrates cannot be handled as noninfectlous
until culture or other tests have proved their
sterility (4, 10)

.

7. Shaking machines should be examined
carefully for potential breakage of flasks or
other containers being shaken. Screw capped
durable plastic or heavy walled glass flasks
should be used. These should be securely
fastened to the shaker platform. An addi-
tional precaution would be to enclose the
flask in a plastic bag with or without an
absorbent material.

8. No person should work alone on an
extremely hazardous operation (4, 10).

IV. PERSONAL HYGIENE, HABITS, AND PRACTICES

Personal hygienic practices in the labora-
tory are directed, in most part, toward the
prevention of occupationally acquired phys-
ical injury or disease. To a less obvious
extent, they can raise the quality of the
laboratory work by reducing the possibilities
for contamination of experimental materials.
The reasons for many of the recommended
precautions and practices are obvious, but,
in some instances, amplification will permit
a better review of the applicability to any
one specific laboratory.

Consequently, what might be forbidden
in one laboratory might be only discouraged
in another, and be permissible in a third.
Nevertheless, adherence to safe practices that
become habitual, even when seemingly not
essential, provides a margin of safety in sit-
uations where the hazard Is unrecognized.
The history of occupational Injury Is re-
plete with examples of hazards unrecognized
until too late. The following guidelines, rec-
ommendations, and comments are presented
with this in mind:

1. Food, candy, gum, and beverages for
human consumption will be stored and con-
sumed only outside the laboratory (5, 10).

2. Foot-operated drinking fountains
should be the sole source of water for drink-
ing by human occupants of the laboratory
(27).

3. Smoking is not permitted in the lab-
oratory or animal quarters. Cigarettes, pipes,
and tobabco will be kept only in clean areas
(5, 10, 26) .

4. Shaving and brushing of teeth are not
permitted in the laboratory. Razors, tooth-
brushes, toiletry supplies, and cosmetics are
permissible only in clean change rooms or
other clean areas, and should never be used
until after showering or thorough washing
of the face and hands (27).

5. A beard may be undesirable in the lab-
oratory in the presence of actual or potential
airborne contamination, because it retains
particulate contamination more persistently
than clean-shaven skin. A clean-shaven face
is essential to the adequate facial fit of a
face mask or respirator when the work re-
quires respiratory protection (10, 27, 31).

6. Develop the habdt of keeping hands
away from mouth, nose, eyes, face, and hair.
This may prevent self-inoculation (10, 27)

.

7. For product protection, persons with
long hair should wear a suitable hair net
or head cover that can be decontaminated.
This has long been a requirements in hos-
pital operating ^ooIns and in the manufac-
ture of biological pharmaceutical products.
A head cover also will protect the hair from
fluid splashes, from swinging into Bunsen
flames and petrl dishes, and will reduce
facial contamination caused by habitual re-
petitive manual adjustment of the hair (5).

8. Long-flowing hair and loose-flapping
clothing are dangerous in the presence of
open flame or moving machinery. Rings and
wrist watches also are a mechanical hazard
during operation of some types of machines
(5. 10).

9. Contact lenses do not provide eye pro-
tection. The capillary space between the con-
tact lenses and the'kornea may trap any ma-
terial present on the surface of the eye. Caus-
tic chemicals trapped in this space cannot
be washed off the surface of the cornea. If

the material in the eye is painful or the con-
tact lens is displaced, muscle spasms will
make it very difficult, if not Impossible, to
remove the lens. For this reason, contact
lense^ must not be worn by persons exposed
to caustic chemicals unless safety glasses
with side shields, goggles. Or plastic face
masks are also worn to provide full protec-
tion. It is the responsibility of supervisors to
identifv employees who wear contact lenses
(25, 26)

.

10. Personal items, such as coats, hats,
storm rubbers or overshoes, umbrellas, purses,
etc., do not belong in the laboratory. These
articles .should be kept elsewhere (25).

11. Plants, cut flowers, an aquarium, and
pets of any kind are undesirable sources of
yeast, molds, and other potential microbial
contaminants of biological experimental ma-
terials (25).

12. Books and journals returnable to the
institutional library should be jused only in
the clean areas as much as possible (10, 27).

13. When change rooms with showers are
provided, the employer should furnish skin
lotion (27)

.

14. When employees are subject to potential
occupational Infection, the shower and/or
face/hand-washlng facilities should be pro-
vided with germicidal soap (8, 27)

.

15. Personal cloth handkerchiefs should not
be used in the laboratory. Cleansing tissue
should be available instead.

16. Hand washing for personal protection:
(i) This should be done promptly after re-

moving protective gloves. Tests show It Is not
unusual for microbial or chemical contami-
nation to be present despite use of gloves,
due to unrecognized small holes, abrasions,
tears, or entry at the wrist.

(il) Throughout the day, at intervals dic-
tated by the nature of the work, the hands
should be washed. Presence of a wrist watch
discourages adequate washing of the wrist
(10,25).

(Hi) Hands should be washed after remov-
ing soiled protective clothing, before leaving
laboratory arpa, before eating, and before
smoking. The provision of hand cream by the
employer encourages these practices (5, 8,
10 ). '

(iv) A disinfectant wash or dip may be de-
Eir'able in some cases, but its use must not
be carried to the point of causing roughen-
ing, -desiccation or sensitization of the skin.

17. Anyone wltlf a fresh pr healing cut.
abrasion, or skin lesion should not work
with infective material unless the injured
area is completely protected (8, 25).

18. Persons vaccinated for smallpox may be
shedders of vaccinia virus during the phase
of cutaneous reaction. Therefore, vaccination
requires permission of the appropriate super-
visor, because two weeks’ absence may be
necessary before returning to work with
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normal cell cultures or with susceptible ani-

mals, especially the normal mouse colony

(25).
19. The surgeon’s mask o^ gauze or filter

paper Is of little value for personal respira-

tory protection (29). It Is designed to pre-

vent escape of droplets from the nose or

mouth (23G). If biohazards demand respira-

tory protection, then nothing but a full face

respirator or ventilated hood will suffice. A
half-mask respirator does not protect the
eyes, which are an unevaluated avenue of in-

fection through the, conjunctiva and the

nasolacrimal duct (5, 8)

.

20. Nonspecific contamination by environ-

mental organisms from humans, animals,

equipment, containers for specimens or sup-
plies, and outside air is a complication that

may affect or Invalidate the results of an
experiment. The human sources of this con-

tamination are evaluated as follows

:

(i) Sneezing, coughing and talking (23A,

24A). Sneezing, variously reported to gen-

erate as many 32,000 or 1,000,000 droplets be-

low 100 microns In diameter; coughing, which
produces fewer and larger droplets; and
talking, which has, been reported to average

only 250 droplets when speaking 100 words,

show great differences between persons In

regard to the number of microorganisms
aerosolized. As a general rule. It may be said

that these actions by normal healthy per-

sons may play a less Important role in trans-

mission or airborne Infection to humans or

experimental materials than does liberation

of microorganisms from human skin.

(II) Dispersal of bacteria from human skin.

There Is a tremendous variation in the num-
ber of bacteria shed from the skin by a

clothed subject. For instance, in one study,

the number varied from 6,000 to 60,000 per

minute (23C). These bacteria were released

on skin scales which were of a size that

could penetrate the coarse fabric used for the

laboratory and surgical clothing hi the test

(23D) . Dispersal of skin bacteria was several

times greater from below the waist than from
upper parts of the body (24D). Effective re-

duction Is accomplished by use of closely-

woven or impervious clothing fitted tightly

at the neck, wrists, and ankles to prevent the

clothing from acting as a bellows that dis-

perses air carrying skhi scales laden with
bacteria (23B) . Such clothing sometimes
Is too warm to work In. It was found that a

significant reduction in dispersal of bacteria

occurred with the wearing of close-fitting

and closely-woven underpants beneath the

usual laboratory clothing (23D) . The purpose

of this summary is to alert laboratory per-

sonnel to the existence of this source of con-

tamination (9).

(III) Prolific dispersal of bacteria occurs

from Infected abrasions, small pustles, bolls,

and skin disease (23P, 24B). Washing the le-

sions with germicidal soap will greatly de-

crease the number of organisms on the skin

and dispersal Into the air. Healthy nasal car-

riers who generate aerosolized staphylococ-

ci usually can be Identified by the presence

of heavy contamination of their fingers, face,

and hair (23E). This point may be useful

In investigating the source of staphylococcal

contamination of cell lines.

(Iv) Footwear. In moderate and high risk

situations, shoes reserved for only laboratory

use have been recommended as a precaution

against transp>ortlng spilled infectious agents

outside the laboratory. However, In experi-

ments during which reduction of potential

contamination of experimental materials Is

Important, laboratory-only shoes can reduce

the microbial load brought into the labora-

tory each day by street shoes. Shoes are ef-

ficient transporters. In one study, there were
4 to 850 times as many bacteria per square

centimeter on the laboratory footwear as on

the fioor Itself (3<H.

V. CARE AND USE OF LABORATORY ANIMALS
(10,32-37)

A. Care and Handling

1. Special attention must be given to the
humane treatment of all laboratory animals
in accordance with the Animal Welfare Act
of 1970. The Implementing rules and regula-
tions appear in the Code of Federal Regula-
tions (CFR) Title 9, Chapter 1, Subchapter
A, parts 1, 2. 3. Recommended provisions and
practices that meet the requirements of the
Act have been published by the U.S. Public
Health Service (32).

2. There are specific minimum require-
ments (33) concerning the caging, feeding,

watering, and sanitation for dogs, cats,

guinea pigs, hamsters, rabbits, and non-
humap primates. To meet these require-
ments, the animal room supervisor must
have a copy of 9 CFR Chapter 1. Subchapter
A, Parts 1, 2, 3.

3. Each laboratory should establish pro-
cedures to ensure the use of animals that
are free of disease prejudicial to the proposed
experiments and free from carriers of dis-

ease or vectors, such as ectoparasites, which,
endanger other experimental animals or per-
sonnel (10).

B. Cages Housing Infected Animals (10)

1. Careful handling procedures should be
employed to minimize the dissemination of
dust from cage refuse and animals.

2. Cages should be sterilized by autoclav-
ing. Refuse, bowls and watering devices
should remain in the cage during steriliza-

tion.

3. All watering devices should be of the
"non-drip” type.

4. Cages should be examined each morning
and at each feeding time so that dead ani-
mals can be removed.

5. Heavy gloves should be worn when feed-
ing, watering, handling, or removing infected
animals. Bare hands should NEVER be placed
in the cage to move any object therein.

6. When animals are to be injected with
biohazardous material, the animal caretaker
should wear protective gloves and the labora-
tory workers should wear surgeons gloves.

Animals should be properly restrained to

avoid accidents that might result In dissemi-
nating biohazardous material, as well as to

prevent injury to the animal and to person-
nel.

7. Animals exposed' to biohazardous aero-
sols should be housed In ventilated cages. In
gas-tight cabinet systems, or In rooms de-
signed for protection of personnel by use of

ventilated suits.

8. Animals inoculated by means other than
by aerosols should be housed in equipment
suitable for the level of risk involved.

9. Infected animals to be transferred be-
tween buildings should be placed In venti-
lated cages or other aerosol-proof containers.

10. The oversize canine teeth of large mon-
keys present a particular biting hazard; these

are important in the potential transmission
of naturally-occurring, and very dangerous,
monkey virus Infections. Such teeth should
be blunted or surgically removed by a veteri-

narian.
11. Presently available epidemiological evi-

dence Indicates that Infectious hepatitis may
be transmitted from nonhuman primates
(typically chimpanzees) to man. Newly Im-
ported animals may be naturally Infected

with this disease, and persons In close con-
tact with such animals may become Infected.

After six months residence In this country,
chimpanzees apparently no longer transmit
the disease. A record should be' maintained
for each newly Imported animal. A sign

should be posted at rooms housing these ani-

mals to warn that the animals are poten-
tially Infectious.

C. General Guidelines that Apply to Animal
Room Maintenance (10)

1. Doors to animal rooms should be kept
closed at all times except for necessary en-
trance and exit.

2. Unauthorized persons should not be per-
mitted to enter animal rooms.

3. A container of disinfectant should be
kept In each animal room for disinfecting
gloves and hands, and for general decontam-
ination, even though no infectious animals
are present. Hands, floors, walls, and cage
racks should be washed with an approved
disinfectant at the recommended streng^th as
frequently as the supervisor directs.

4. Floor drains In animal rooms, as well
as floor drains throughout the building
should be flooded with water or dlninfectant
periodically to prevent backup of sewer gases.

5. Shavings or other refuse on floors

should not be washed down the floor drain
because such refuse clogs the sewer lines.

6. An Insect and rodent control program
should be maintained In all animal rooms
and in animal food storage areas.

7. Special care should be taken to prevent
live animals, especially mice, from finding
their way Into disposable trash.

D. Necropsy Rules for Infected Animals (10)

1. Necropsy of Infected animals should be
carried out by trained personnel In Biological

Safety Cabinets with the binged glass panel
down. The glove port panel with or without
attached gloves, and a respirator should be
used at the discretion of the supervisor.

2. Surgeons gowns should be worn over
laboratory clothing during necropsies.

3. Rubber gloves should be worn when
performing necropsies.

4. The fur of the animal should be wetted
with a suitable disinfectant.

5. Small animals should be pinned down
or fastened on wood or metal In a metal tray.

6. Upon completion of necropsy, all po-
tentially biohazardous material should be
placed In suitable containers and sterilized

immediately.
7. Contaminated instruments should be

placed in a horizontal bath containing a suit-

able disinfectant.

8. The Inside of the Biological Safety Cab-
inets and other potentially contaminated
surfaces should be disinfected with a suit-

able germicide.
9. Grossly contaminated rubber gloves

should be cleaned in disinfectant before re-

moval from the hands, preparatory to sterili-

zation.
10. Dead animals should be placed In

proper leak-proof containers, autoclaved and
properly tagged before being placed outside
for removal and Incineration.

VI. DECONTAMINATION AND DISPOSAL

( 7 , 10 , 38-42 )

A. Introduction

Available date on the efficacy of various
decontaminants for etlologlc agents Indicate

that no major surprises will be forthcoming
regarding the susceptibility of organisms
containing recombinant DNA molecules. In

the absence of adequate Information, tests to

determine the efficacy of candidate decon-
taminants should be conducted with the

specific agent of interest. The goal of de-

contamination Is not only the protection of

personnel and the environment from ex-

posure to Infectious agents, but also the

prevention of contamination of experimental

materials by a variable, persistent, and un-

wanted background of microorganisms. This

additional factor should be considered In

selecting decontamination materials and

methods.
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B. Decontamination Methods

Physical and chemical means of decontam-
ination fall into four main categories: Heat;

Liquid Decontaminants; Vapors and Gases;

and UV Radiation.
1. Heat. The application or heat, either

moist or dry, is recommended as the most
effective method of sterilization. Steam at

121 C under pressure in the autoclave is the

most convenient method of rapidly achiev-

ing sterility. Dry heat at 160 to 170 C for

periods to 2 to 4 hours is suitable for

destruction of viable agents on impermeable
nonorganic material such as glass, but is not

reliable in even shallow layers of organic or

inorganic material that can act as insulation.

Incineration is another use of heat in the

decontamination of microorganisms and also

serves as an efficient means for disposal.

2. Liquid Decontaminants. In general, the^

liquid decotamlnants And their most prac-

tical use in surface decontamination and, at

sufficient concentration, as decontaminants
of liquid wastes for final disposal in sanitary

sewer systems.
There are many misconceptions concerning

the use of liquid decontaminants. This is

due largely to a characteristic capacity of

such liquids to perform dramatically in the

test tube and to fall miserably in a practical

situation. Such failures often occur because
proper consideration was not given to such

factors as temperature, time of contact, pH.
concentration, and the presence and state of

dispersion, penetrability and reactivity of

organic material at the site of application.

Small variations in the above factors may
make large differences in effectiveness of de-

contamination. For this reason, even when
used under highly favorable conditions, com-
plete reliance should not be placed on liquid

decontanlmants when the end result must
be sterility.

There are many liquid decontaminants
available under a wide variety of trade names.
In general, these can be categorized as halo-

gens, acids or alkalies, heavy metal salts,

quaternary ammonium compounds, phenolic

compounds, aldehydes, ketons, alcohols and
amines. Unfortunately, the more active the

decontaminant the more likely it is th'at the

decontaminant will possess undesirable char-

acterlsticg, such as the possession of corrosive

propertle. None is equally useful or effective

under all conditions.
3. Vapors and Gases. A variety of vapors

and gases possess decontamination properties.

The most useful of these are formaldehyde
and ethylene oxide. When these can be em-
ployed in closed systems and under controlled

conditions of temperature and humidity, ex-

cellent decontamination can result. Vapor
and gas decontaminants are primarily useful

in decontaminating: (1) Biological Safety
Cabinets and associated effluent air-handling
systems and air filters; (il) bulky or station-

ary equipment that resists penetration by
liquid surface decontaminants; (ill) instru-
ments and optics that might be damaged
by other decontamination methods; and (Iv)

rooms and buildings and associated airhan-
dling systems.

4. Badiation. The usefulness of ultraviolet

(UV) irradiation as a decontaminant is lim-
ited by its low penetrating power. No infor-

mation is available regarding the effective-

ness of UV irradiation for decontaminating
microorganisms containing recombinant DNA
molecules. Dependence on UV must be based
on the results of experiments imitating par-
ticular anticipated environmental conditions
and applications. Ultraviolet light is gen-
erally of limited application and is primarily
useful in air locks and animal holding areas
for controlling low levels of airborne con-
taminants.
No one procediire or material will solve

all decontamination problems. The only

method of assuring the efficacy of selected

methodologies is to critically examine the

results obtained in practical tests with the

microorganism (s) of Interest.

C. Laboratory Spills

A troublesome problem that may occur

in the laboratory Is'the decontamination of

an overt biological spill. The occurence of a

spill poses less of a problem if it occurs

in a Biological Safety Cabinet provided splat-

tering to the outside of the cabinet does

not occur. Direct application of concentrated

liquid decontaminant and a thorough wipe

down of the internal surfaces of such cab-

inetry will usually be effective for decon-

taminating the work ozne but gaseous de-

contaminants would be required to rid the

interior sections of the cabinet of contam-
inants. Each researcher must realize that

in the event of an overt accident, research

materials such as tissue cultures, media, and
animals within such cabinets may well be

lost to the experiment.
The greater problem arises if the incident

occurs in the open laboratory. All laboratory

(protocols should be designed to prevent such
'occurrences. The first action in the event

of an overt Isiboratory spill is evacuation of

thD affected area to minimize the exposure

of personnel involved. Next, the spill area

must be isolated to prevent exposure of per-

sonnel and experimental materials beyond
those involved in the immediate area of the

spill. The procedures adopted must be rap-

idly effective and must not create additional

aerosol or foster mechanical transfer of ma-
terials to unaffected areas. Personnel carry-

ing out the procedures must be provided

with protective clothing and equipment, in-

cluding respiratory protection. Consideration

must be given to the safe disposal of all ma-
terials and liquids resulting from cleanup
procedures. Reentry of personnel to the area

.should be avoided until it can be reasonably

established that the area has been effectively

idecontaminated. Further specific details are

provided in Section VIII.

D. Disposal

Decontamination and disposal in infec-

tious disease laboratories are closely interre-

lated acts in which decontamination con-
stitutes the introductory phase of disposal.

All materials and equipment used in re-

search on recombinant DNA molecules will

uRimately be disposed of; however, in the
sense of dally use, only a portion of these

will require actual removal from the lab-

oratory complex or on-slte destruction. The
remainder will be recycled for use either

within the same laboratory or in other lab-

oratories that may or may not engage in DNA
recombinant research. Examples of the latter

that immediately come to mind are; re-

usable laboratory glassware, instruments
used in necropsy of infected animals, and
laboratory clothing. Disposal should there-
fore be interpreted in the broadest sense of

the word, rather than in the restrictive sense
of dealing solely with a destructive process.

The principal questions to be answered
prior to disposal of any objects or materials
from laboratories dealing with potentially
infectious microorganisms or animal tissues
are:

1. Have the objects or materials been ef-

fectively decontaminated by an approved
procedure?

2. If not, have the objects or materials
been packaged in an approved manner for
immediate on-sdte incineration or transfer
to another labora'tory?

3. Does dlsp>o3€d of the decontaminated
objects or materials involve any additional
potential hazards, biological or otherwise, to

personnel either:

(i) Those carrying out the immediate dis-

posal procedures or

(li) Those who might come into contact
with the objects or materials outside the
laboratory complex?

Laboratory materials requiring disposal

will normally occur as liquid, solid, and ani-

mal room wastes. The volume of these can
become a major problem when there is the
requirement that all wastes be decontami-
nated prior to disposal. It is most evident

that a significant portion of this problem
can be eliminated if the kinds of materials

initially entering the laboratory are reduced
In any case, and wherever possible, material!

not essential to the research should be re^*

tained in the nonresearch areas for dis-

posal by conventional methods. Examples are

the packaging materials in which goods are

delivered, disposable carton-cages for trans-

port of animals, and large carboys or tanks

of fiuids which can be left outside and drawn
from as required. Reduction of this bulk will

free autoclaves and other decontamination
and disposal processes within the laboratory

for the more rapid and efficient handling of

materials known to be contaminated.
Inevitably, disposal of materials raises the

question, “How can we be sure that the
materials have been treated adequately to

assure that their disposal does not constitute

a hazard?" In the small laboratory, the prob-
lem is often solved by requiring that each
investigator decontaminate all contaminated
materials not of immediate use at the end
of each day and place them in suitable con-
tainers for routine disposal. In larger lab-
oratories where the mass of materials for

disposal becomes much greater and sterili-

zation and decontamination bottlenecks
occur, materials handling and disposal will

likely be the chore of personnel not engaged
in the actual research. In either situation,

a case can be made for establishing a posi-

tive method of designating the state of mate-
rials to be disposed of. This may consist of a
tagging system stating that the materials
are either sterile or contaminated.

DisfKDsal of materials from the laboratory
and animal holding areas will be required for

research projects, ranging in size from an in-
dividual researcher to those involving large

numbers of researchers of many disciplines.

Procedures and facilities to accomplish this

will range from the simplest to the most
elaborate. The primary consideration in any
of these is to dispel the notion that labora-
tory wastes can be disposed of in the sarhe
manner and with as little thought as house-
hold wastes. Selection and enforcement of
safe procedures for disposal of laboratory
materials are of no less Importance than the
consideration given to any other methodol-
ogy for the accomplishment of research ob-
jectives.

Materials of dissimilar nature will be
common in laboratories studying recombi-
nant DNA molecules. Examples are combi-
nations of common flammable solvents,
chemical carcinogens, radioactive Isotopes,

and concentrated viruses or nucleic acids.

These may require input from a number of
disciplines in arriving at the most practical
approach for their decontamination.

E. Characteristics of Chemical Decontami-
nants An Common Use in Laboratory
Operations

Every person actively working with viable
microorganisms, no matter how remote the
field of specialization, will, from time to
time, find it necessary to decontaminate by
chemical methods work areas and- materials,
equipment, and specialized Instruments.
Chemical decontamination is necessary be-
cause the use of pressurized steam, the most
rapid and reliable method of sterilization.

Is not normally feasible for decontaminating
large spaces, surfaces, and stationary equip-
ment. Moreover, high temperatures and
moisture often damage delicate Instruments,
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particularly those having complex optical

and electronic components.
Chemicals with decontaminant properties

are. lor the most part, available as powders,
crystals, and liquid concentrates. These may
be added to tap water for application as sur-
face decontaminants, and some, when added
la sufiSclent quantity, find use as decontam-
inants of bulk liquid wastes. Chemical de-
contaminants that are^aseous at room tem-
peratures are useful as space-penetrating de-
contaminants. Others become gases at rea-
sonably elevated temperatures and can act
as either aqueous surface or gaseous space-
penetrating decontaminants.

Inactivation of microorganisms by chemi-
cal decontaminants may occur in one or more
of the following ways

;

1. Coagulation and denaturation of protein.
2. Lysis.

3. Binding to enzymes, or inactivation of an
essential enzyme by either oxidation, bind-
ing, or destruction of enzyme substrate.

The relative resistance to the action of chemi-
cal decontaminants can be substantially al-

tered by such factors as: concentration of ac-
tive ingredient, duration of contact, pH, tem-
perature, humidity, and presence of extrinsic

organic matter. Depending upon how these
factors are manipulated, the degree of suc-
cess achieved, with chemical decontaminants
may range from minimal Inactivation of tar-
get microorganisms to an indicated sterility

within the limits of sensitivity of the assay
systems employed.
There are dozens of decohtamlnants availa-

ble \mder a wide variety of trade names. In
general, these^decontaminants can be cleissl-

fied as halogens, acids or alkalies, heavy metal
salts, quaternary ammonium compounds,
phenolic compounds, aldehydes, ketones, al-

cohols, and amines. Unfortunately, the more
active the decontaminant the more likely it

will possess undesirable characteristics. For
example, peracetic acid is a fast-acting, uni-
versal decontaminant. However, in the con-
centrated state it is a hazardous compound
that can readily decompose with explosive
violence. When diluted for use, it has a short
half-life, produces strong, pungent. Irritating

odors, and is extremely corrosive to metals.
Nevertheless, it is such an outstanding de-
contaminant that it is commonly used in

germ-free animal studies despite these un-
desirable characteristics.

The halogens are probably the second most
active group of decontaminants. Chlorine,

Iodine, bromine, and fluorine will rapidly kill

bacterial spores, viruses, rickettsiae, £ind

fungi. These decontaminants are effective

over a wide range of temperatures. In fact,

chlorine has been shown to be effective at

—40 P. (On the other hand, phenols and
formaldehyde have high temperature coef-

ficients) . The halogens have several undesira-
ble features. They readily combine with pro-
tein, so that an excess of the halogen must
be used if proteins are present. Also, the halo-
gens are relatively unstable so that fresh

solutions must be prepared at frequent in-

tervals. Finally, the halogens corrode metals.

A number of manufacturers of decontami-
nants have treated the halogens to remove
some of the undesirable features. For exam-
ple. sodium hypochlorite reacts with p-tolu-
enesulfonamlde to form Chloramine T, and
iodine reacts with certain surface-active

agents to form the popular lodophors. These

“tamed” halogens are stable, non-toxic, odor-

less, and relatively noncorrosive to metals.

However, the halogens are highly reactive

elements, and, because they are reactive they

are good germicides. When a halogen acts

as a decontaminant, free halogen la the ef-

fective agent. Rising the pH or combining
the halogen with other compotinds to de-

crease the corrosive effect will also decrease

the germicidal power. A trade-off situation
occurs.

Ineffectiveness of a decontaminant is due
primarily to the failure of the decontaminant
to contact the microorganisms rather than
failure of the decontaminant to act. If one
places an item in a liquid decontaminant, one
can see that the item is covered with tiny
bubbles. Of course, the area under the
bubbles is dry, and microorganisms In these
dry areas will not be affected by the decon-
taminant. Also, If there are spots of grease,
rust or dirt on the object, microorganisms
under these protective coatings will not be
contacted by the decontaminant. Scrubbing
an Item when immersed in a decontaminant
is helpful, and a decontaminant should have,
and most do have, incorporated surface-
active agents.

F. PropeTties of Some Common Decontam-
inants

1. Alcohol. Ethyl or isopropyl alcohol in a
concentration of 70-85% by weight is often
used. Alcohols denature proteins and are
somewhat slow in their germicidal action.
However, they are effective decontaminants
against lipid-containing viruses.

2. Ether and Chloroform. These compounds
are not ordinarily used as decontaminants,
but they do demonstrate the fact that llpid-
cqntalning viruses are Inactivated by these
organic solvents, whereas non-lipid-contain-
ing viruses are quite resistant.

3. Formaldehyde. Formaldehyde for use as
a decontaminant is usually marketed as a
solution of about 37% concentration referred
to as formalin or as a solid polymerized com-
pound called paraformaldehyde. Formalde-
hyde in a concentration of 6% active in-
gredient is an effective liquid decontaminant.
It loses considerable activity at refrigeration
tempyeratvu-es and the pungent, irritating
odors make formaldehyde solutions difficult

to use In the laboratory. Formaldehyde vapor
generated from formaldehyde solution is an
effective space decontaminant for decontam-
inating rooms or buildings, but in the vapor
state with water it tends to polymerize out
on surfaces to form paraformaldehyde, which
is persistent and unpleasant. Formaldehyde
gas can be liberated by heating paraformalde-
hyde to depolymerize it. In the absence of
high moisture content in the air, formalde-
hyde released in the gaseous state forms less

polymerized residues on surfaces and less

time is required to Clear treated areas of
fumes than formaldehyde released in the
vapor state.

4. Phenol. Phenol Itself is not often used
as a decontaminant. The odor is somewhat
unpleasant and a sticky, gummy residue re-
mains on treated surfaces. This is especially
true during steam sterilization. Although
phenol Itself may not be In widespread use,
phenol homologs and phenolic compounds
are basic to a number of popular decontam-
inants. The phenolic compounds are effective

decontaminants against some viruses, ric-

kettsiae, fimgl and vegetative bacteria. The
phenollcs are not effective in ordinary usage
against bacterial spores.

5. Quaternary Ammonium Compounds or
Quats. After 30 years of testing and use, there
is still a considerable controversy about the
efficacy of the Quats as decontaminants.
These cationic detergents are strongly sur-
face-active and are effective against llpld-

contalnlng viruses. The Quats will attach to

protein so that dilute solutions of Quats
will quickly lose effectiveness In the presence
of proteins. The Quats tend to clump micro-
organisms and are neutralized by anionic de-
tergents, such as soap. The Quats have the

advantages of being nontoxic, odorless, non-
stalnlng, noncorrosive to metals, stable, and

Inexpensive.

6. Chlorine. This halogen Is a universal

decontaminant active against all micro-

organisms, including bacterial spores. Chlo-
rine combines with protein and rapidly de-
creases in concentration In Its presence. Free,
available chlorine is an active element. It
is a strong oxidizing agent, corrosive to
metals. Chlorine solutions will gradually lose
strength so that fresh solutions must be pre-
pared frequently. Sodium hypochlorite is

usually used as a base for chlorine decon-
taminants. An excellent decontaminant can
be prepared from household or laundry
bleach. These bleaches usually contain 5.25
percent available chlorine or 52,500 ppm. If

one dilutes them to 1 to ioo, the solution will

contain 525 ppm of available chlorine, and,
if a nonionic detergent such as Naccanol is

added In a concentration of about 0.7 per-
cent, a very good decontaminant Is created.

7.

Iodine. The characteristics of chlorine
and iodine are similar. One of the most popu-
lar groups of decontaminants used In the
laboratory is the lodophors, and Wescodyne
Is perhaps the most popular. The range of
dilution of Wescodyne recommended by the
manufacturer is 1 oz. in 6 gal. of water giving
25 ppm of available iodine to 3 oz. In 5 gal.

giving 775 ppm. At 75 ppm, the concentra-
tion of free iodine is .0075 percent. This small
amount can be rapidly taken up by any ex-
traneous protein present. Clean surfaces or
clear water can be effectively treated by 75
ppm available Iodine, but difficulties may be
experienced if any appreciable amount of
protein is present. For bacterial spores, a
dilution of 1 to 40 giving 750 ppm Is recom-
mended by the manufacturer. For washing
the hands, it Is recommeflded that Wesco-
dyne be diluted 1 to 10 or 10% In 50% ethyl
alcohol (a reasonably good decontaminant
Itself) which will give 1,600 ppm of avail-
able Iodine, at which concentration rela-
tively rapid Inactivation of any and all mi-
croorganisms will occur.

G. Vapors and Gases

The use of formaldehyde as a vapor or gas
has already been discussed. Other chemical
decontaminants which have been used this
way Included ethylene oxide, peracetic acid,

beta-propiolactone (BPL), methyl bromide,
and ethylene amine. When these can be used
in closed systems and under controlled con-
ditions of temperature and humidity, ex-
cellent decontamination can be obtained.
Residues from ethylene oxide must be re-

moved by aeration; but otherwise It is con-
venient to use, versatile, and noncorrosive.
Peracetic acid Is corrosive for metals and
rubber. BPL In the vapor form acts rapidly
against bacteria, rickettsiae, and viruses. It

has a half-life of 3.5 hours when mixed with
water. Is easily neutralized with water, and
lends itself to removal by aeration. The Na-
tional Institutes of Health does not recom-
mend BPL as a decontaminant because It

has been identified as a suspect carcinogen.

H. Residual Action of Decontaminants

As noted in the preceding discussion of
decontaminant properties, many of the
chemical decontaminants often have residual

properties that may be considered a desirable

feature in terms of aiding In the control of

background contamination. One Is cau-
tioned, however, to consider residual prop-
erties carefully. Ethylene oxide used to
sterilize laboratory shoes can leave residues

which cause skin irritation. Animal cell cul-

tures, as well as viruses of interest, are also

inhibited or Inactivated by the decontami-
nants persisting after routine cleaning pro-
cedures. Therefore, reusable items that are

routinely held in liquid decontaminant prior

to autoclaving and cleaning should receive

particular attention In rinse cycles. Sim-
ilarly, during general area decontamination
with gases or vapors. It may be necessary

to protect new and used clean Items by re-

moving them from the area or by enclosing
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them in gastlght bags or by insuring ade-

quate aeration following decontamination.

I. Selecting Chemical Decontaminants for

Research on Recombinant DNA Mole-

cules

No single chemical decontaminant or

method will be effective or practical for all

situations In which decontamination Is re-

quired. Selection of chemical decontaminants
and procedures must be preceded by prac-

tical consideration of the purposes for the

decontamination and the Interacting factors

that will ultimately determine how that pur-

pose Is to be achieved. Selection of any given

procedure will be influenced by the informa-

tion derived from answers to the following

questions

;

1. V^hat Is the target microorganism (s) ?

2. What decontaminants in what form are

known to, or can be expected to, inactivate

the target microorganlsms(s) ?

3. What degree of Inactivation is required?

4. In what menstruum Is the microorga-
nism suspended: l.e., simple or complex, on
solid or porous surfaces, and/or airborne?

6.

What Is the highest concentration of

cells anticipated to be encountered?
6. Can the decontaminant either as an

aqueous solution, a vapor, or a gas reason-
ably be expected to contact the microorgan-
isms, and can effective duration of contact
be maintained?

7. What restrictions apply with respect t«
compatibility of materials?

8. Does the anticipated use situation re-

quire Immediate availability of an effective

concentration of the decontaminant or will

sufficient time be available for preparation of

the working concentration shortly before its

anticipated use? v

The primary target of decontamination Ini

the Infectious disease laboratory Is the mi-
croorganism under active Investigation,

Laboratory preparations or infectious agents
usually have titers grossly In excess of those

normally observed In nature. The decontam-
ination of these hlgh-tlter materials presents

certain problems. Maintenance systems for

bacteria or viruses are specifically selected to

preserve viability of the agent. Agar, protei-

naceous nutrients, and cellular materials can

be extremely effective In physically retMdlng

or chemically binding active moieties of

chemical decontaminants. Such interferences

with the desired action of decontaminants

may require the use of decontaminant con-

centrations and contact times In excess of

those shown'to be effective In the test tube.

Similarly, a major portion of decontaminant

contact time required to achieve a given level

of ^ent Inactivation may be expended In

inactivating a relatively small number of the

more resistant members of the population.

The current state of the art provides little

information on which to predict the prob-

able virulence of these survivors. These prob-

lems are, however, coipmon to all potentially

pathogenic agents and must always be con-

sidered In selecting decontaminants and

procedures for their use.

Microorganisms exhibit a range of resist-

ance to chemical decontaminants. In terms

of practical decontamination, most vegeta-

tive bacteria, fungi and llpld-contalnlng

viruses, are relatively susceptible to chemical

decontamination. The non-llpld-contalnlng

viruses and bacteria with a waxy coating

such as tubercle baqlllus occupy a mid-range

of resistance. Spore forms are the most
resistant.

A decontaminant selected on the basis of

its effectiveness against microorganisms oa
any range of the resistance scale will be ef-

fective against microorganisms lower on the

scale. Therefore, if decontaminants that ef-

fectively control spore forms are selected for

routine laboratory decontamination, It can
be assumed that any other microorganisms
generated by laboratory operations, even In

high concentrations, would also be Inacti-

vated.

An additional area that must be consid-

ered and for which there is little definitive

Information available Is the "Inactivation”

of nucleic acid. Nucleic acids often have bet-

ter survival characteristics under adverse

conditions than do the Intact virions and
cells from which they were derived. Strong
oxidizers, strong acids and bases, and either

gaseous or aqueous formaldehyde should re-

act readily with nucleic acids. Their ability

to destroy the nucleic acid being studied,

however, should be confirmed In the experl-

menterT laboratory. Because of Innate dif-

ferences In the chemistry of RNA and DNA
the effectiveness of a decontaminant for one
cannot be extrapolated to the other. For
example, RNA molecules are susceptible to
mild alkaline hydrolysis by virtue of the free

hydroxyl group in the 2' position, whereas
DNA molecules are not susceptible to mild
alkaline hydrolysis.

Table II summarizes pertinent characteris-
tics and potential applications for several
categories of chemical decontaminants most
likely to be used In the biological laboratory.
Practical concentrations and contact times
that may differ markedly from the recom-
mendations of manufacturers of proprietary
products are suggested. It has been assumed
that microorganisms will be afforded a high
degree of potential protection by organic
menstruums. It has not been assumed that
a sterile state will result from application
of the indicated concentrations and contact
times. It should be emphasized that these
data are only Indicative of etScacy imder
artificial test conditions. The efficacy of any
of the decontaminants- should be conclus-
slvely determined by Individual Investlga-

tOTs. It Is readily evident that each of the
decontaminants has a range of advantages
and disadvantages as well as a range of

potential for Inactivation of a diverse micro-
flora. Equally evident Is the need for com-
promise as an alternative to maintaining a

veritable "drug store” of decontamlnants.
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VII. HOUSEKEEPING

A. Introduction

Well-defined housekeeping procedures and
schedules are essential In reducing the risks

of working with etlologlc agents and In pro-
tecting the Integrity of the research program.
This is particularly true In the biological
laboratory operating under less than total
containment conc^ts and in all areas used

for the housing of animals, whether or not
they have been In-tentlonally Infected. A well-

conceived and well-executed housekeeping
program limits physical clutter that could
distract the attention and interfere with the
activities of laboratory personnel afra critical

moment In a potentially hazardous proce-
dure, provides a work area that will not In
itself be a source of physical Injury or con-
tamination, and provides an area that pro-

md’fes the efficient use of decontamlnants In
the event of the Inadvertent release of a
harmful agent. Less immediately evident are
the benefits of establishing, Among person-
nel of widely varying levels of education, an
appreciation of the nature and sources of
biological contamination.
Housekeeping Is an omnibus term that can

be Interpreted as broadly or as narrowly as
one chooses. It can be seen that many of the
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procedures found under special headings,
such as decontamination, disposal, and ani-
mal care, are, in reality, specific Instructions
for safely accomplishing otherwise routine
housekeeping chores. In these safety sug-
gestions for research on recombinant DNA
molecules, it has been elected to address
specifically only tasks of a Janitorial nature
under the subject of housekeeping.
The objectives of housekeeping in the bio-

logical laboratory arp to:
1. Provide an orderly work area conducive

to the accomplishment of the research pro-
gram.

2. Provide work areas devoid of physical
hazards.

3. Provide a clean work area with back-
ground contamination ideally held to a zero
level but more realistically to a level such
that extraordinary measures in sterile tech-
niques are not required to maintain Integrity
of the biological systems being researched.

4. Prevent the accumulation of materials
from current and past experiments that con-
stitute a hazard to laboratory personnel.

5. Prevent the creation of aerosols of haz-
ardous materials as a result of the house-
keeping procedures used.

Procedures developed In the area of house-
keeping should be based on the highest level
of risk to which the personnel and Integrity
of the experiments will be subject. Such an
approach avoids the confusion of multiple
practices and retraining of personnel. The
primary function, then, of routine house-
keeping procedures Is to jjrevent the ac-
cumulation of organic debris that (1) may
harbor microorganisms that are a potential
threat to the integrity of the biological sys-
tems under Investigation, (11) may enhance
the survival of microorganisms inadvert-
ently released In experimental procedures,
(ill) may retard penetration of decontamin-
ants. (Iv) may be transferable from one
area to another on clothing and shoes, (v)
may, with sufflcent buildup, become a bio-
hazard as a consequence of secondary aero-
sollzatlon by personnel and air movement,
and (vl) may cause allergenic sensitization
of personnel, e.g., to animal danders.
Housekeeping In animal care units has

the same primary function as that stated
for the laboratory and should. In addition,
be as meticulously carried out in quarantine
and conditioning areas as In areas used to
house experimentally Infected animals. No
other areas In the laboratory have the con-
stant potential for creation of significant
quantities of contaminated organl9_ debris
than do animal care facilities.

In all laboratories, efforts to achieve total

decontamination and to conduct a major
cleanup of the biological complex are nor-
mally undertaken at relatively long time
Intervals. Routine housekeeping must be
relied on to provide a work area free of sig-

nificant sources of background contamina-
tion. The provision of such a work area is

not simply a matter of Indicating In a gen-
eral way what htis to be done, who will do
It, and how often. The supervisor must view
each task critically In terms of the poten-
tial biohazard Involved, decide on a detailed
procedure for Its accomplishment, and pro-
vide Instructions to laboratory personnel In a
manner that minimizes the opportunity for

misunderstanding

.

The following checklist outlines a portion
of the Items requiring critical review by the
laboratory supervisor. It Is not Intended to
be complete but Is presented as an example
of the detailed manner In which housekeep-

ing In the biological laboratory complex
must be viewed.

Administration Areas
Aisles
Animal Food Storage
Animal Bedding Storage

Biological Safety Cabinets
Bench Tops and Other Work Surfaces
Ceilings
Change Rooms
Cleaning Solution Disposal
Cages and Cage Racks
Dry Ice Chests
Deep Freeze Chests
Entry and Exit Ways
Equipment Storage
Floors
Glassware
General Laboratory Equipment Cleanup
Hallways
Incubators
Instruments
Insect and Rodent Control
Light Fixtures
Mechanical Equipment Areas
Mops
Pipes—Wall and Celling Hung
Refrigerators
Showers
Supply Storage
UV Lamps
Vacuum Cleaners
Waste Accumulations
Waste Water Disposal
Others

Housekeeping In the laboratory Is one of

the avenues that leads to accomplishing the
research program safely. It Is Important that
housekeeping tasks be assigned to personnel
who are knowledgeable of the research pro-
gram and special hazards of the research
environment. The recommended approach
to housekeeping Is the assignment of house-
keeping tasks to the research teams on an
individual basis for their Immediate work
areas and on a cooperative basis for areas

of common usage. Similarly, animal care-
taker personnel should be responsible for

housekeeping in animal care areas. The labo-
ratory supervisor must determine the
frequency with which the Individual and
cooperative housekeeping chores need be ac-
complished. He should provide schedules and
perform frequent Inspection to assure com-
pliance. This approach assures that research
work flow patterns will not be Interrupted by
an alien cleanup crew, delicate laboratory
equipment will be handled only by those
most knowledgeable of Its particular require-
ments, and the location of concentrated bio-
logical preparations and contaminated equip-
ment used In their preparation and appllca

tion will be known.

B. Floor Care

Avoidance of dry sweeping and dusting will

reduce the formation of nonspecific environ-
mental aerosols. Wet mopping or vacuum
cleaning with a hlgh-efficlency particulate air

(HEPA) filter on the exhaust Is recom-
mended.

Careful consideration must be given to de-
sign and quality In the selection of cleaning
equipment and materials and In their use
to prevent the substitution of one hazard for
another.

In the absence of overt hazardous spills,

the cleaning process commonly will consist
of an Initial vacuuming to remove all gross
particulate matter and a follow-up wet mop-
ping with a solution of chemical decontami-
nant containing a detergent. Depending on
the nature of the surfaces to be cleaned and
availability of floor drains, removal of resid-

ual cleaning solutions can be accomplished
by a number of methods. Among these are:

pickup with a partially dry mop, pickup with
a wet vacuum that has an adequately filtered

exhaust, or removal to a convenient floor

drain by use of a floor squeegee.

After cleaning up a spill of Infected ma-
terial, the residual solution should not be
discharged to a sanitary sewer until it has

been autoclaved or given further chemical
treatment, such as by the addition of sodium
hypochlorite sufficient to provide a final con-
centration of 600 ppm chlorine. Most house-
hold bleaches are marketed with a chlorine
content of 5.25%. These In a final dilution
of 1:100, yield 625 ppm of available chlorine.
After allowing a contact time of 15 minutes,
these solutions may be flushed down any
available drain. Chlorine solutions In these
high concentrations may be too corrosive for
general application to floors and equipment.
In any event. If solutions are used In this
way, after the contact time the area should
be rinsed with water.

While it is recommended that dry sweeping
be minimized, this may be the only method
available or practicable under certain cir-
cumstances. In such cases, sweeping com-
pounds used with push brooms and dry-dust
mop heads treated to suppress aerosolizatlon
of dust should be used.
Sweeping compounds available from the

usual Janitorial supply firms fall in three
categories

:

Wax-based compounds used on vinyl floors
and waxed floor coverings.
Oil-based compounds for concrete floors.
Oil-based compounds with abrasives (such

as sand) to achieve a dry scouring action
where much soil Is present.
Dry-dust mop heads can be purchased as

treated disposable units or as reusable,
washable heads that must be treated with
appropriate sprays or by other means to Im-
prove their dust-capturing property.
D. Vacuum Cleaning
In the absence of a HEPA filter on the

exhaust, the usual wet and dry industrial-
type vacuum cleaner Is a potent aerosol gen-
erator. The HEPA-filtered exhaust used In
conjunction with a well-sealed vacuum unit,
however, can negate this factor because of Its
ability to pass large volumes of exhaust air
while retaining particles with a minimum
efficiency of 99.97%. Wet and dry units In-
corporating a HEPA filter on the exhaust
are available from a number of manufac-
turers.

There are no particular requirements with
respect to the manner In which the dry
vacuuming Is accomplished other than to

J
emphasize that the objective Is to remove all

debris and particulate matter. The manu-
facturer’s directions adequately detail the
frequency of bag changes, filter changes,
and mechanical adjustments.
Dry material vacuum-collected during

these floor-cleaning activities Is potentially
contaminated, but the nature of the risk
Is probably greater to the experiment than (

to the experimenter. It Is wise to effect bag
|

and filter changes and to clean out collec- j

tion tanks In a manner that will avoid or
'

minimize aerosolizing the contents of the i

vacuum cleaner.
|A vacuum machine that collects debris In
;

a disposable bag Is preferable to machines ^

that collect the major debris In a tank and
on an exposed primary filter. Even though

?

It may serve as a primary filter, the dlspos-
E

able bag must be removed with caution. A ^

bellows effect may pump dust out of the bag
j

If Its Intake opening Is not sealed before I

moving It to a plastic bag for transfer out
|

of the area. In any event, the outer surface of 1

the disp>osable bag will probably bear some
dust contamination, which also may occur I

on inner surfaces of the machine.
^

To avoid contaminating experimental ma-
j

terials, the emptying of vacuum collection
,

tanks and changing of bags and filters are ‘

best done away from the Immediate labora-
tory area, for example. In a small area that
can be easily cleaned afterwards. The use

of heavy rubber gloves Is recommended when

C. Dry Sweeping
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I removing wastes from tanks In case broken
glass Is preset. After making the ,

filter

I changes, all external surfaces of the Im-
mediate work area and the equipment should

j

be wiped with a cloth moistened in decon-
tamlnant. The operator might plan for a

I

change of laboratory clothing afterwards so

as to nflnlmlze carrying contamination Into

I

other areas of the laboratory.

I
Avoid use of dry Vacuum cleaning equlp-

|l ment In work with high risk agents In the

I
open laboratory. Should Jt be necessary to

use It, It Is recommended that gaseous

I
sterilization be used to minimize aerosoll-

'j
zatlon of microorganisms before waste Is

I

emptied from the vacuum container. Be-
cause complete penetration of sterilizing

!

gases Into the collected dry dust may be a

j!
problem, all wastes should be placed In a

I

plastic bag, which then Is tightly closed and
Incinerated or disposed of In an approved
manner.

I

When dry vacuum cleaning eqrloment has
been used within a gastlght safety cabinet

I
system. It can be treated In an attached
double-door carboxyclave (an autoclave
equipped with an ethylene oxide gas sterili-

zation system) to allow for removal and
I emptying of the collection tank.

I

If a wet vacuum Is to be used for pickup
I of the detergent-germicide solution from the
I fioor, the manufacturer’s recommendations

on filter life should be followed. In addition,

the -operation of the vacuum should be
closely observed Jfer evldeT’ce of operating
changing Indicating restricted airflow or,

conversely. Increased fiow Indicating filter

, failure. Liquids collected in the vacuum

I

cleaner after; fioor mopping will contain de-
> contaminant material. These liquids may be
1 poured down a convenient fioor drain, ex-

cept In the case of cleanup wastes from an
overt spill. The collected liquid should then
be autoclaved or treated with chlorine solu-
tion before disposal.

Provisions should be made for regular de-
contamination of the entire vacuum cleaner
with formaldehyde gas or vapor, or ethylene
oxide. This should be done after use ij the
vacuum Is used In any manner for cleanup
of overt spills of Infectious material.

E. Selection of a Cleaning Solution

The selection of a detergent-decontam-
inant combination for routine cleaning of
the laboratory complex should be based on
the requirements of the area of greatest po-
tential for contamination by the wld^t
spectrum of microorganisms. With rare -ex-
ception, this will b6 Identified as the animal
holding area and the expected -microorga-
nisms. With rare exception, this will be Iden-
tified as the animal holding area and the
expected microorganisms may well include
fungi, viruses, and the vegetative and spore
forms of bacteria. A decontaminating solu-
tion for such a range of microorganisms
would, however, be expensive and excessively
corrosive for routine use. Except In those rare
instances where it can be assumed that path-
ogenic spores are being shed by laboratory
animals, the risks from the spores are more
likely to affect the experiments than the
personnel. The spores tend to be associated
with organic debris from bedding and food,
thus offering potential for removal or at
least a large initial reduction In their num-
bers by vacuum cleaning. A wide range of
cleaning solutions that are mildly sporlcldal,
reasonably residual, and arq^not destructive
to the physical plant are available. Phenol
derivatives in combination with a deter-
,gent have these characteristics and have been
selected for routine use In a number of
research facilities. There are numerous de-
tergent-phenolic combinations available on
the market. The phenols are one type of a
broad spectrum of biocidal substances that

includes the mercurials, quaternary am-
monium compounds, chloride compounds,
lodophores, alcohols, formaldehyde, glutar-
aldehyde, and combinations of alcohol vidth
either Iodine or formaldehyde. These have
been discussed In Section VI.

The laboratory supervisor should make a
selection from those types most readily avail-
able which meet the general criteria of
effectiveness, residual properties, and low
corrosiveness.

F Wet Mopping—Two-Bucket Method

Wet mopping of fioors in laboratory and
animal care areas Is, from a safety stand-
point most conveniently and efficiently ac-
complished using a two-bucket system. The
principal feature of such a system Is that
fresh- detergent-decontamlnant solution Is

always applied to the fioor from one bucket,
while all spent cleaning solution wrung from
the mop is collected In the second bucket.
Compact dolly-mounted double-bucket units
with foot-operated wringers are available
from most Janitorial supply houses. A freshly
laundered mop head of the cotton string
type should be used dally. This requires that
a mop with removable head be provided as

opposed to a fixed-head type. In practice,

the mop Is saturated with fresh solution,
very lightly wrung Into the second bucket
and applied to the fioor using a figure eight
motion of the mop head. After every four
or five_strokes, the mop head Is turned over
and the process continued until an area of
approximately 100 ft“ has been covered. After
allowing a contact time of five minutes, the
solution is removed with either a wet vacuum
cleaner with HEPA-filtered exhaust or with
the wrung-out mop. The mopping Is con-
tinued In 100 ft^ Increments until the total

fioor area has been covered. Floor-cleaning
procedures are most effectively completed
after the majority of the work force has
departed and should progress from areas of

least potential contamination to those of
greatest potential. Before a mop head Is sent
to a laundry. It should be autoclaved. Spent
cleaning fluids are disposed of by flushing
down the drain.

If the cleanup follows an overt spill of

Infectious material, the spent cleaning .so-

lution, after removal from the floor, should
be 'autoclaved or treated with chlorine solu-
tion. Chlorine (as household bleach) should
be added to give 600 ppm and held for a con-
tact time of 15 minutes before dumping in

the sanitary sewer.

G. Alternative Floor Cleaning Method for
Animal Care Areas and Areas with Mono-
lithic Floors

The absence of permanently placed labora-
tory benches and fixed equipment, coupled
with the mobility of modern cage racks,
makes possible alternate floor-cleaning pro-
cedures In animal care facilities. As In all

considerations of methodologies In biomedi-
cal laboratory facilities. It Is necessary to
assess the compatibility of procedures and
facilities from the hazard point of view. The
alternative floor-cleaning procedure to be
discussed requires that floors are completely
sealed or of monolithic construction so that
liquid leakage to adjacent areas does not
occur and that floor drains or wet vacuum
cleaners are available.

Subsequent to the removal of all debris by
dry vacuum, move the cage racks to one side
of the room. Cover the floor of the remaining
cleared portion of the room with detergent-
decontamlnant solution applied at a rate of
approximately one gallon per 144 ft“ from a
one-gallon tank sprayer, using a setting of
the nozzle which will cause the solution to
flow on and not create a spray. The nozzle Is

placed close to the floor. Allow a fifteen-
minute contact period; then push the clean-

ing solution to the floor drain with a large
floor squeegee or pick It up with a wet
vacuum. Allow the flow to air dry; move the
cage racks Into the cleaned area, and repeat
the process for the remaining floor area.
Floor drains In these areas should be rlm-
fiush, at least six Inches In diameter, and
fitted with a screen or porous trap bucket td
catch large debris that escapes the Initial
dry cleaning. Such screens and baskets
should be emptied after treatment with a
decontaminant. If space utilization does not
require frequent floor washdown, pour a
half-gallon of detergent-decontamlnant so-
lution Into the drain each week to keep the
trap In the waste line filled against backup
of sewer gases.

vm. CLEAN-UP OP mOHAZAROOUS SPILLS
(S, 9, 10)

A. Biohazards Spill in a Biological Safety
Cabinet

Chemical decontamination procedures
should be Initiated at once while -the cabinet
continues to operate to prevent escape of
contaminants from the cabinet.

1. Spray or wipe walls, work surfaces, and
equipment with a 2% solution of an lodo-
phor-decontamlnant (Wescodyne or equiva-
lent) . A decontaminant detergent has the
advantage of detergent activity, which Is Im-
portant because extraneous organic sub-
stances frequently Interfere with the reac-
tion between the microorganisms and the
active agent of the decontaminant. Operator
should we^^r gloves during this procedure,

2. Flood the top work surface tray, and, If a
Class II cabinet, the drain pans alfS catch
basins below the work surface, with a de-
contamlnant and allows to stapd 10-16
minutes.

3. Remove excess decontaminant from the
tray by wiping with a sponge or cloth soaked
In a decontaminant. For Class II cabinets,
drain the tray Into the cabinet base, lift out
tray and removable exhaust grille work, and
wljie off top and bottom (underside) surfaces
with a sponge br cloth soaked In a decon-
tamlant. Then replace In position and drain
decontaminant from cabinet base Into ap-
propriate container and autoclave according
to standard procedures. Gloves, cloth or
sponge should be discarded In an autoclave
pan and autoclaved.

B. Biohazard Spill Outside a Biological
Safety Cabinet

1. Hold yqifr breath, leave the roorti Im-
mediately, and close the door.

2. Warn others not to enter the contami-
nated area.

3. Remove and pul Into a container con-
taminated garments for autoclaving and
thoroughly wash hands and face.

4. Walt 30 minutes to allow dissipation
of aerosols created by the spill.

5. Put on a long-sleeve gown, mask, and
rubber gloves before reentering the room.
For a high risk agent, a Jumpsuit with tlght-
flttlhg wrists and use of a respirator should
be considered).

6. Pour a decontaminant solution (5%
iodophor or 5% hypochlorite are recom-
mended) around the spill and allow to flow
Into the spill. Phper towels soaked with tlie
decontaminant may be used Jo cover the
area. To minimize aerosollzatlon, avoid
pouring the decontamljiant solution directly
onto the spill.

7. Let stand 20 minutes to allow an ade-
quate contact time.

8. Using an autoclavable dust pan and
squeegee, transfer all contaminated mate-
rials (paper towels, glass, liquid, gloves, etc.)
into a deep autoclave pan. Cover the pan
with aluminum foU or other suitable cover
and autoclave according to standard direc-
tions.
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9. The dust pan and squeegee should be
placed In an autoclavable bag and auto-
claved according to standard directions.
Contact of reusable Items with non auto-
clavable plastic bags should be avoided

—

separation of the plastic after autoclaving
can be very difficult.

C. Radioactive Biohazard Spill Outside a
Biological Safety Cabinet

In the event that a biohazardous spill also
involves a radiation hazard, the clee.n-up
procedure may have to be modified, depend-
ing on an evaluation of the risk assessment
of relative biological and radiological
hazard.

Laboratories handling radioactive sub-
stances must have the services of a desig-
nated radiation protection officer available
for consultation.
The following procedure indicates sug-

gested variations from the biohazard spill

procedure (above) that should be considered
when a radioactive biohazard spill occurs
outside a Biological Safety Cabinet.*

1. Holding your breath, leave the room
Immediately and close the door.

2. Warn others not to enter the contami-
nated area.

3. Remove and put in a container con-
tai^nated garments for autoclaving and
thoroughly wash hands and face.

4. Walt thirty-minutes to allow dissipation
of aerosols created by the spill.

•Before clean-up procedures begin, a radia-
tion protection officer should survey the spill

for external radiation hazard to determine
the relative degree of risk.

6.

Put on a long-sleeve gown, mask, and
rubber gloves before reentering the room.
(For a high risk agent, a Jumpsuit with tight-
fitting sleeves and a respirator should be
considered)

.

6. Pour a decontaminant solution (5%
lodophor or 6% hypochlorite are recom-
mended) around the spill and allow to flow
into the spill. Paper towels soaked with the
decontaminant may be used to cover the
area. To minimize aerosollzatlon, avoid pour-
ing the decontaminant solution directly onto
the spill.

7. Let stand 20 minutes to allow adequate
disinfectant contact time.

8. */n most cases, the spill will involve
'•C or ‘H. which present no external hazard.
However, if more energetic beta or gamma
emitters are involved, care must be taken
to prevent hand and body radiation ex-
posure. The radiation protection officer must
make this determination before the clean-up
operation is begun.

If the radiation protection officer approves,
the biohazard-handling procedure may be-
gin: Using an autoclavable dust pan and
squeegee, transfer all contaminated mate-
rials (paper towels, glass, liquid, gloves, etc.)

Into a deep autoclave pan. Cover the pan with
aluminum foil or other suitable cover and
autoclave according to standard directions.

•If the radiation protection officer deter-
mines that radioactive vapors may be released
and thereby contaminate the autoclave, the
material must not be autoclaved. In that
case, sufficient decontaminant solution to
immerse the contents should be added to the
waste container. The cover should be sealed
with waterproof tape, and the container
stored and handled for disposal as radioactive

•Changes In procedures have been starred

and underlined.

waste. Radioactive and biohazard warning
symbols should be affixed to the waste con-
tainer. As a general rule, autoclaving should
be avoided.

9.

If autoclaving has been approved, the
dust pan and squeegee should be placed In
an autoclavable bag and autoclaved accord-
ing to standard directions. Contact of re-
usable Items with plastic bags should be
avoided—separation of the plastic after auto-
claving can be very difficult.

•A final radioactive survey should be made
of the spill area, dust pan, and squeegee with
a Geiger counter, or a smear should be taken
and counted in a liquid scintillation counter.

IX. A SECONDARY RESERVOIR AND FILTRATION
APPARATUS FOR VACUUM SYSTEMS

The aspiration of tissue culture media from
monolayer cultures and of supernatants from
centrifuged samples into collection vessels or
reservoirs is a common procedure In many
laboratories. To prevent the accidental con-
tamination by aerosols or fluids of house vac-
uum systems or laboratory pumps, some In-

vestigators have Installed side arm flasks

containing cotton, sulfuric acid or decontam-
inant between the reservoir and the vacuum
line. Cotton Is not completely effective as a
filtering agent, sulfuric acid will corrode
pipes, and decontaminants may lose their

inactivating ability upon standing. The in-

troduction of a cartridge-type filter that is

moisture resistant and has a rated capacity
to remove particles 350 nm (0.36u) or larger

in size provides an effective barrier to virus

aerosols.

The secondary reservoir and filtration ap-
paratus can be assembled from readily avail-

able units as shown in Figure 1. A length of
plastic tubing V4 Inch I.D. X inch wall

is attached at one end of the reservoir and at

the other end to the lower arm of a filtration

and media storage flask. These flasks vary in

capacity from 250 to 4000 ml, the choice of

flask depending on available space and
amount of fluid that could be accidentally
aspirated. A second tube of the same di-

mensions is attached from the upper arm of

the flask to the inlet port of the disposable
filter assembly. The third tube Is attached
from the filter assembly to a vacuum source.

The tubes are securely held to the filter by
fittings supplied with the filter and the
other tubing connections can be secured by
worm drive hose clamps.

Ideally the flask should be placed higher
than the reservoir of collection vessel. If fluid

is accidentally drawn into the flask, the liq-

uid can drain b€ick Into the reservoir by
gravity If the connection at the vacuum line

Is broken. This prevents the loss of fluid

which the Investigator needs to retain.

Should the flask be used only for the re-

covery and storage of waste fluids, then the
addition of a few grams of Dow Corning
Antifoam A to the flask will reduce violent

foaming of fluids aspirated into It. Such flu-

ids can be decontaminated by Introducing
Into the reservoir a final 5% concentration
of an lodophor or other appropriate decon-
taminant, holding for 30 minutes and drain-

ing as above.

If the filter becomes contaminated or re-

quires changing, the filter and flask can be
safely removed by clamping the line between
filter and vacuum source. The filter an^ flask

should be autoclaved before the filter is dis-

carded. A new filter can then be Installed and

the assembly replaced.
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A SECONDARY RESERVOIR AND FILTRATION APPARATUS

X. PACKAGING AND SHIPPING

A. Introduction

Federal regulations and carrier tariffs have
been promulgated to ensure the safe trans-
port of hazardous biological materials. The
NIH Guidelines specify that all DNA re-

combinant materials will be packaged and
shipped In containers that meet the require-
ments of these regulations and carrier tariffs.

In addition when any jwrtion of the recom-
binant DNA material is derived from an
etlologic agent listed In paragraph (c) of 42
CFR 72.25 (which Is Included at the end of
this section, page D-85) the labeling require-
ments In these regulations and carrier tariffs

shall apply.

B. Packaging of Recombinant DNA Materials

1.

Volume less than 50 ml.
Material shall be placed In a securely

closed, watertight container [primary con-
tainer (test tube, vial, etc.) ] which shall be
enclosed In a second, durable watertight con-
tainer (secondary container) . Several primary
containers may be enclosed in a single sec-
ondary container, if the total volume of all

the primary containers so enclosed does not
exceed 60 ml. The space at the top, bottom,
and sides between the primary and secondary
containers shall contain sufficient non-
partlculate absorbent material to absorb the
entire contents of the primary container (s)

In case of breakage or leakage. Each set of

primary and secondary containers shall then
be enclosed In an outer shipping container
constructed of corrugated flberboard, card-
board, wood, or other material of equivalent
strength.

If dry Ice Is used as a refrigerant. It must
be placed outside the secondary container (s)

.

Descriptions of this packaging method are
given in Table III.

2.

Volumes of 50 ml. or Greater.
Material shall be placed In a securely

closed, watertight container (primary con-
tainer) which shall be enclosed in a second,
durable watertight container (secondary
container) . Single primary containers shaU
not contain more than 500 ml. of material.
However, two or more primary containers
whose combined volumes do not exceed 500
ml. may be placed In a single secondary con-
tainer. The space at the top, bottom, and
sides between the primary and secondary
containers shall contain sufficient non-par-
tlculate absorbent material to absorb the en-
tire contents <fi the primary contalner(s) In
case of breakage or leakage. Each set of prim-
ary and secondary containers shall then bo
enclosed In an outer shipping container con-
structed of corrugated flberboard, cardboard,
wood, or other material of equivalent
strength. A shock absorbent material. In
volume at least equal to that of the absorbent
material between the primary and' secondary
containers, shall be placed at the top, bot-
tom, and sides between the secondary con-

tainer and the outer shipping container. Not
more than eight secondary shipping con-
tainers may be enclosed in a single outer
shipping container. (The maximum amount
of materials which may be enclosed within
a single outer shipping container should not
exceed 4,000 ml.).

If dry Ice is used as a refrigerant. It must
be placed outside the secondary container (s)

.

If dry Ice Is used between the secondary con-
tainer and the outer shipping container, the
shock absorbent material shall be placed so
that the secondary container does not become
loose inside the outer shipping container as
the dry ice sublimates.

Descriptions of packages which comply
with the regulations of the Department of
Transportation (DOT) are given In Table IV.

C. Labeling of Packages Containing Recom-
binant DNA Materials

1. Materials which do not contain any
portion of an etlologic agent listed In para-
graph (c) of 42 CFR 72.25.

Material data forms, letters, and other In-
formation Identifying or describing the mate-
rial should be placed around the outside of
the secondary container. Place only the ad-
dress label on the outer shipping container.
DO NOT USE THE LABEL FOR ETIOLOGIC
AGENTS/BIOMEDICAL MATERIAL.

2. Materials which contain any portion of
an etlologic agent listed In paragraph (c) of
42 CFR 72.25.

Material data forms, letters, and other In-
formation identifying or describing the mate-
rial should be placed around the outside of
the secondary container. In addition to the
address label, the label for Etlologic Agents/
Biomedical Material must be affixed to the
outer shipping container. This label is de-
scribed in paragraph (c) (4) of 42 CFR 72.25.

3. Materials which contain any portion of
a plant pest (plant pathogens) which are so
deflned by the Department of Agriculture
(USDA)

.

Material data forms, letters, and other
information identifying or describing the
material should be placed around the out-
side of the secondary container. In addition
to the address label, the shipping labels fur-
nished by the USDA as part of the General,
Courtesy, or Special Permits required for
research with and shipment of such agents
shall be affixed to the outer shipping con-

tainer.

D. Additional Shipping Requirements and
Limitations for Recombinant DNA
Materials

1. Domestic Transportation.

Civil Aeronautics Board Rule No. 82 (Air

Transport Association Restricted Articles Tar-

iff 6-D) requires that a Shipper’s Certiflcate,

depicted below, be. completed and affixed to

all shipments which bear the ETTOLOGIO
AGENT/BIOMEDICAL MATERIALS label re-

quired under the provisions of the Interstat®

Quarantine regulations [42 CFR Section
72.25(c) ]. The Certiflcate must be completed
in duplicate and affixed to the outer shlp-

poig container.
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TTjfs Is to certify that the contents of this consignment are properly classified, described by proper
shipping name and arc packed, marked and labelled and are In proper condition for carriaftc by air
ccordinfi to all applicable carrier and Kovernment regulations. (For international shii^mcnts iiJd
**and to the lATA Restricted Articles Rcftulations".] This consignment is within the liiuitutiuns
prescribed for; PASSENGER AJRCRAFTKilARGO ONLY (cross out nonapplicablei.

Number of
Packages

Specify Each Article Separately
(Proper Shipping Name) Classification

Net Quantity
per Package

ETIOLOGIC AGLN"', . - r ETiO. AG.

Shipper:

Shipments of recombinant DNA Materials
exceeding 60 ml in volume and containing
any portion of an etlologlc agent listed In
paragraph (c) of 42 CFR 72.26 are restricted,
by DOT regulations, to transport, by cargo
only alraraft. When the voltime of a slhgle
primary container exceeds the 60 ml limita-
tion, this restriction must be Indicated on
the Shipper’s Certificate by crossing out "Pas-
senger Aircraft”.
When dry Ice Is used as a refrigerant an

"ORA-Group A-DBY ICE LABEL” should be
affixed to the outer shipping container. The
amount of dry ice used and the date packed
should be designated on the label.

2. International Transportation.
In addition to the packaging and labeling

requirements of the regulations previously
cited, international shipments of recombin-
ant DNA materials In which any portion of

‘SisnatuTC ol Shipper)

tile material Is derived from an etlologlc
agent listed In paragraph (c) of 42 CPR
72.25 must have one or more of the follow-
ing documents—depending on the country
of destination;

(1) Parcel Post Cu-stoms Declaration (PS
2966) tag.

(2) Parcel Post Customs Declaration (PS
2966-A) label.

(3) International Parcel Post—^Instruc-
tions Given by Sender (POD 2922) label.

(4) Dispatch note (POD 2972) tag.

(5) "Violet Label”.

(6) Shipper’s Certificate specified In the
current International Air ’Ti-ansport Associa-
tion Tariff.

Individual country requirements are listed

In "International Postage Rates and Pees”
(USPO Publication 61).

Table III.

—

Description of packages for material in rotunit- less than 50 ml.

Vrtume
(miUiliter) Primary container Packing Secondary container Packing Outer shipping container >

16 maximum. . Sealed viaKs) or small glass
test tube, screw cap or
stopper, taped.’

Nonparticulate absorbent ma-
terial at top, bottom, and
sides that will completely
absorb contents of the pri-

mary container(s).

Metal can 1-in diameter by
7-in outside dimensions
metal screw c.ap.

None required . . Fiberbody; metal screw cap,

top and bottom; IVJ-ln diam-
eter by 7-to 7)^-in outside di-

mensions.

60 or less . One 20 by 150 mm test tube,
taped stopper or multiple
small vials.’

Metal can 2)-^in diameter liy

6yi-in high outside dimen-
sions screw cap.

do Fiberbody; metal screw cap,

top and bottom; 3>^-in

diameter by 7-to 7M! in

outside dimensions.
Do. . . Plastic screw cap bottle oi

Pyrex gliiss with skirt rub-
ber stopper.’

...do do. do Do.

Do Multiple watertight vials or
tubes, taped stopper.3.’

-do ... 1 or more Iricl ion-se.al tin

cans 306 by 400 or larger >

None required, but witli the
306 by 400 cans or larger
cans use .sufficient non-
particulate shock-absorbent
material to prevent rattling.

Fiberboard box

• If materials are to be refrigerated, it is recommended that an overpack be used to
contain the refrigerant and the secured (original) outer shipping container. A leak-
proof outer container must be used for water ice. If dr; ice is used the outer container
must permit release ol carbon dioxide. Interior supports must be provided to hold
the contalner(s) in the original position(s) after wet or dr; ice has dissipated.

• The fleilbiuty of the plastic bottle requires that a stopper or screw cap he secured
In place by adhesive tape. The usual equivalent-size glass flat-sided prescription

bottle too fragile for use. For air transport, all stoppers, corks, and caps on primary
containers must be secured in place with vi^e, ta^, or other means, and aU screw-

capped containers of unfrozen liquid must be placed in 6- or d-mil polyvinyl tubing,

heat sealed at botti ends to prevent atmospheric decompression that may result in

leakage past the screw cap.
• 610 by 708 and 804 by 908 arc trade designations for outside dimensions of 0'«io-

In diameter by 71ie-in height, and 8<io-in by 9Me-in.
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Department of Health, Education, and Wei-
fare; Public Health Service; Center for
Disease Control; Atlanta, Georgia 30333;
Telephone; (404) 633-3311, Ext 3883

TITl.E 42 PUBLIC HEALTH; CHAPTER I PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; SUBCHAPTER F
QUARANTINE, INSPECTION, LICENSING; PART
7 2 INTERSTATE QUARANTINE; SUPPART C

—

SHIPMENT OF CERTAIN THINGS

Section 72.25 of Part 72, Title 42. Code of
Federal Regulations, Is amended to read as
follows;

i 72.25 Etiologic agents.'

(a) Definitions. As used In this section:

(1) An "etiologic agent” means a viable
microorganism or its toxin which causes, or
may cause, human disease.

(2) "diagnostic specimen” means any hu-
man or animal material Including, but not
limited to, excreta, secreta, blood and Its

components, tissue, and tissue fluids being
shipped for purposes of diagnosis.

(3) A "biological product” means a bio-
logical product prepared and manufactured
In accordance with the provisions of 9 CFR
Part 10, Licensed Veterinary Biological Prod-
ucts, 42 CFR Part 73, Licensed Human Bio-
logical Products, 21 CFR 130.3, New drugs
for investigational use in humans, 9 CFR, Part
103, Biological Products for Experimental
Treatment of Animals, or 21 CFR 130.3(a),
New drugs for investigational use in animals.
and which. In accordance with such provi-
sions may be shipped In Interstate traffic.

(b) Transportation; etiologic agent mini-
mum packaging requirements. No person
may knowingly transport or cause to be
transported In Interstate traffic, directly or
Indirectly, any material. Including but not
limited to, diagnostic specimens and biologi-
cal products, containing, or reasonably be-
lieved by such person to contain an etiologic
agent unless such material Is packaged to
withstand leakage of contents, shocks, pres-
sure changes, and other conditions Incident
to ordinary handling In transportation.

(c) Transportation; etiologic agents sub-
ject to additional requirements. No person
may knowingly transport or cause to be
transpiorted In Interstate traffic, directly or
Indirectly, any material, other than diag-
nostic specimens and biological products,
containing, or reasonably believed by such
person to contain, one or more of the fol-
lowing etiologic agents unless such material
Is packaged In accordance with the require-
ments specified in paragraph (b) of this
section, and imless. In addition, such ma-
terial Is packaged and shipped In accordance
with the requirements specified in subpara-
graphs (l)-(6) of this pai'agraph;

• The requirements of this section are In

addition to and not In lieu of any other pack-
aging or other requirements for the trans-
portation of etiologic agents In interstate
traffic prescribed by the Department of

Transportation and other agencies of the

Federal Government.

Bactehiaj. Agents

Actinabacillus—all species.
Arizona hinshawii—all serotypes.
Bacillus anihracis.
Bartonella—all species.
Bordetella—all species.
Borrelia recurrentis, B. vinccnti.
Brucella—all species.

Clostridium botulinum, Cl. chauvoei, Cl.

haemolyticum. Cl. histolyticum. Cl. novyi.
Cl. septicum. Cl. tetani.

Corynebacterium diphtheriae C, equi, C.
haemolyticum. C. pseudotuberculosis. C.
pyogenes. C. renale.

Diplococcus (Streptococcus) pneumoniae.
Erysipelothrix insidiosa.

Escherichia colt, all enteropathogenio .sero-

types.
Francisella (Pasteurella) tularensis.
Haemophilus ducreyi. H. influenzae.
Herellea vaginicola.
Klebsiella—all species and all serotypes.
Leptospira interrogans—all serotypes.
Listeria—all species.
Mima polymorpha.
Moraxella—all species.

Mycobacterium—all species.
Mycoplasma—all species.
Neisseria gonorrhoeae. N. meningitidis.
Pasteurella—all species.

Pseudomonas pseudomallei.
Salmonella—all species and all serotypes.
Shigella—all species and all serotypes
Sphaerophorus necrophorus.
Staphylococcus aureus.
Streptobacillus moniliformis.
Streptococcus pyogenes.
Treponema careteum. T. pallidum, and T.
pertenue.

Vibrio fetus. V. comma. Including biotype
El Tor, and V. parahemolyticus.

Yersenia (Pasteurella) pestls.

Fungal Agents

Actinomycetes (Including Nocardia species.

Actinomyces species and Arachnia propi-
onica)

.

Blastomyces dermatitidis.
Coccidioides immitis.
Cryptococcus neoformans.
Histoplasma capsulatum.
Paracoccidioides brasiliensis.

Viral, Rickettsial, and Chlamydial Agents

Adenoviruses—human—all types.
Arboviruses.
Coxiella burnetii.
Coxsackie A and B viruses—all types.
Cytomegaloviruses.
Dengue virus.

Echoviruses—all types.
Encephalomyocarditis virus.

Hemorrhagic fever agents, including Crimean
hemorrhagic fever (Congo), Junin, and
Machupo viruses, and others ae yet un-
defined.

Hepatitis-associated antigen.
Herpesvirus—all members.
Infectious bronchitis-like viru.s.

Influenza viruses—all types.

Lassa virus.

Lymphocytic chorlotneningitis virus.

Marburg virus.

Measles virus.

Mumps virus.

Parainfluenza viruses—all types.
Polioviruses—all types.
Poxviruses—all members.
Psittacosis-Ornithosis-Trachoma-Lympho-
granuloma group of agents.

Rabies virus—all strains.
Reoviruses—all types.
Respiratory syncytial virus
Rhinoviruses—all types.
Rickettsia—all species.
Rubella virus.

Simian viruses—all types
Tick-borne encephalitis virus complex. In-
cluding Russian spring-summer encepha-
litis. Kyasanur forest disease. Omsk hemor-
rhagic fever, and Central European en-
cephalitis viruses.

Vaccinia virus.

Varicella virus.

Variola major and Variola minor viruses
Vesicular stomatis virus.

Yellow fever virus.

(1) Volume less than 50 ml. Material
shall be placed In a securely closed, water-
tight container (primary container (test
tube, vial, etc.) ) which shall be enclosed In
a second, durable watertight container (sec-
ondary container). Several primary contain-
ers may be enclosed in a single secondary
container. If the total volume of all the pri-
mary containers so enclosed does not exceed
.50 ml. The space at the top, bottom, and
sides between the primary and secondary
containers shall contain sufficient nonpar-
ticulate absorbent material to absorb the
entire contents of the primary contalner(s)
in case of breakage or leakage. Each set of
primary and secondary containers shall then
be enclosed In an outer shipping container
constructed or corrugated fiberboard, card-
board, wood, or other material of equivalent
strength.

(2) Volume 50 ml. or greater. Packaging
of material in volumes of 60 ml. or more
shall include. In addition, a shock absorbent
material. In volume at least equal to that of
the absorbent material between the primary
and secondary containers at the top, bottom,
and sides between the secondary container
and the outer shipping container. Single
primary containers shall not contain more
than 600 ml. of material. However, two or
more primary containers whose combined
volumes do not exceed 600 ml. may be placed
In a single, secondary container. Not more
than eight secondary shipping containers
may be enclosed In a single outer shipping
container. (The maximum amount of etio-
logic agent which may be enclosed within a
single outer shipping container shall not ex-
ceed 4,000 ml.)

(3) Dry ice. If dry Ice Is used as a refrig-

erant, It must be placed outside the second-
ary coutalner(s) . If dry Ice Is used between
the secondary container and the outer ship-
ping container, the shock absorbent material
shall be so placed that the secondary con-
tainer does not become loose inside the outer
shipping container as the dry Ice sublimates.

(4) Labels. The label for Etiologic Agents/
Biomedical Material, except for size and color,

must be shown;
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In CASE OF 0AMAGf
OR leakage

NOTIf V OIAECTOR COC
' ATLANTA. CCORGtA

404/6)3 53T3

(i) The color of material on which the label

is printed must be white and the symbol and
printing in red.

(il) The label must be a rectangle meas-
uring 51 mm. (2 inches) high by 102.5 mm.
(4 inches) long.

(Hi) The red symbol measuring 38 mm.
(I 1/2 Inches) in diameter must be centered

in a white square measuring 51 mm. (2

Inches) on each side.

(iv) Type size of the letters of label shall

be as follows;

ETIOLOGIC AGENT 10 pt, rev,

BIOMEDICAL MATERIAL 14 pt.

IN CASE OF DAMAGE OR
LEAKAGE 10 pt. rev.

NOTIFY DIRECTOR CDC AT-
LANTA. GA 8 pt. rev.

404 633 5313 10 pt. rev.

(5) Damaged packages. Carriers shall

promptly, upon discovery of damage to the
package that indicates damage to the pri-

mary container, isolate the package and no-
tify the Director, Center for Disease Control.

1600 Clifton Road NE., Atlanta. GA 30333
(telephone (404) 633-5313), and the sender.

(6) Registered mail or equivalent system.
Transportation of the following etiologic

agents shall be by registered mail or an
equivalent system which requires or provides
for sending notification to the shipper imme-
diately upon delivery:

Actinobacillus mallet.
Coccidioides immitis.
Francisella (Pasteurella) tularensis.

Hemorrhagic fever agents, including, but not
limited to, Crimean hemorrhagic fever
(Congo ) ,

Junin, Machupo viruses.

Herpesvirus simiae (B virus).
Histoplasma capsulatum.
Lassia virus.

Marburg virus.

Pseudomonas pseudomallei.
Tick-borne encephalitis virus complex. In-

cluding, but not limited to, Russian spring-
summer encephalitis, Kyasanur forest dis-

ease, Omsk hemorrhagic fever, and Central
European encephalitis viruses. Variola
minor and Variola major.
Yersenia (Pasteurella) pestis.

(d) Notice of delivery; failure to receive.

When notice of delivery of agents containing,
or suspected of containing, etiologic agents
listed In paragraph (c) (6) of this section Is

not, received by the sender within 5 days fol-

lowing anticipated delivery of the package,
the shipper shall notify the Director, Center
for Disease Control, 1600 Clifton Road NE..
Atlanta. GA 30333 (telephone (404) 633-
6313).

(e) Requirements; variations. The Ad-
ministrator may approve variations from
the requirements of this section if, upon re-

I

view and evaluation, he finds that such varia-
I tlons provide protection at least equivalent

to that provided by compliance with the re-

quirements specified In this section and
makes such findings a matter pf official

1
record.

I

(Sec. 361, 58 Stat. 703; 42 U.S.C. 264)

I

(PR Doc.72-9887 Plied 6-29-72:8:45 am)

Effective July 30, 1972

PACKAGING AND
LABELING OF

ETIOLOGIC

AGENTS

FIGURE 2

Th? Inicrit.iic OiLi'uiiIiiie Regiiljiifjnj !42 CFH, P.iil 72 2D

Etiologic Agents! was revised July 31. 1972 to |miYi:lti Iff

p.ickngiog iind labeling requirements fur iMioloijic .ujents tiul

certain other materials shipiKxt in interstate tr.ilfic.

Figures 1 and 7 dingram the pAckogmg iiiu! (abelnuj uf etiu

logic agents in volumes of less than 50 ml. in accordunce with

the provisions of subparagraph (C| (1) of thr: cited regdlatioii.

Figure 3 illustrates the color and size of tlie Ul>el, described

in subparagraph (C) (4) of the regubitiuns, which shiilt be

affixed to all shipments of etiologic agents.

For fufth.'' iiifornol -.n on any provision of lliii fcijuliilioil

co'U.ict;

Center for Disease Control

Attn: Biohazards Coiitrut OMice
1600 Chfion Road
Atlanta. Geoiyu 30333

Ti-lc-phime; 404 033 33 M

Figure 3

ETIOLOGIC AGENTS

llOMEDICAL
MATiRIAL

IN CASE OE DAMAGE
OR leakage

404/633.5313

PACKAGING AND LABELING OF ETIOLOGIC AGENTS

ABSORBENT PACKING MATERIAL

PRIMARY CONTAINER (Bottle, hhod huj. etc.l’

•NOTE; Single primary conlalncrs may not exceed 500
ml. of material. Two or more primary containers whoye
combined volumes do not exceed 500 ml. may be en-

closed in a single, secondary container. The maximum
volume of etiologic agent which may be enclosed In a

single outer shipping container shall not exceed 4000 ml..

SHOCK ABSORBENT MATERIAL

SECONDARY CONTAINER (Cmketed screwccp
with waterproof tape or hermetically seated can)

OUTER SHIPPING CONTAINER

MAILING LABEL

ETIOLOGIC AGENT LABEL

The Interstate Quarantine Regulations (42 CFR, Pan
72.25, Etiologic^Agents) was revised |uly 3t, 1972, W
provide for packaging and labeling requirements for eti»
logic agents and certain other materials shipped in inter-

state traffic. The illustration shows acceptable packaging
and labeling of etiologic agents in accordance with sub-

paragraphs (c) (2) and (4) of the cited regulation.

For further information on any provision of this regulation contact:

Center for Disease Control

Attn: Biohaiardt Control Office

1600 Clifton Road

Atlanta, Georgia 30331

Telephone 404.633 3311
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XI. TRAINING AIDS, MATERIALS AND COURSES

A. Slide-Tape Cassettes
1. Assessment of Risk In the Cancer Vims

Laboratory ($10).
2. Effective Use of The Laminar Flow Bi-

ological Safety Cabinet ($10).
3. Formaldehyde Decontamination of Lam-

inar Flow Biological Safety Cabinets ($10).
4. Certification of Class II (Laminar Flow)

Biological Safety Cabinets ($13).
5. Hazard Control in the Animal Labora-

tory ($10)

.

6. Basic Principles of Contamination Con-
trol (In preparation)

.

7. Selection of a Biological Safety Cabinet
(In preparation). These slide tape cassettes
are available for purchase from the National
Audiovisual Center. The price for each Is

given above after the title. Send your order
prepaid with a check or money order made
payable to National Archives Trust Fund and
mall to; Sales Branch, National Audiovisual
Center (GSA), Washington, D.C. 20409.

8. Research Laboratory Safety. This slide

tape cassette, stock number 176.79, Is avail-

able for $75 from the National Safety Coun-
cil, 426 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois 60611.
B. Films

1. Air Sampling for Microbiological Par-
ticulates (M-026).

2. Handling the Laboratory Guinea Pig
(T261S-X)

.

3. Handling the Laboratory Mouse (T2617-
X).

4. Infectious Hazards of Bacteriological

Techniques (M-382).
5. Laboratory Design for Microbiological

Safety (M-1091).
6. Plastic Isolators: New Tools for Medical

Research (M-599).
7. Safe Handling of Laboratory Animals

(M-455).
8. Surface Sampling for Microorganisms

(Rodac Method) (M-924)

.

9. Surface Sampling for Microorganisms
(Swab Method) (M-926).
These films are available on loan without

charge from: Media Resources Branch, Na-
tional Medical Audiovisual Center (Annex),
Station K, Atlanta, Georgia 30324.

The same films (except 2 and 3) can be
rented or bought from: National Audiovis-
ual Center (GSA) (Rental Branch) = (Sales

Branch), Washington, D.C. 20409.

C. Courses

1. Biohazard and Injury Control In the
Biomedical Laboratory. Presented by the
University of Minnesota. School of Public
Health and the National Cancer Institute,

Office of Research Safety. Direct Inquiries to

Dr. Donald Vesley, University of Minnesota,
School of Public Health, 1325 Mayo Memo-
rial Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.

June 22-24, 1976, Los Angeles, CA; October
26-28, 1976, Boston, MA; December 7-9, 1976,

Bethesda, MD.
2. Biohazard Containment and Control for

Recombinant DNA Molecules. Presented by
the University of Minnesota. School of Pub-
lic Health and the National Cancer Institute,

Office of Research Safety. Direct Inquiries as

above. September 8-9, 1976, Stanford, CA;
September 21-11, 1976; Cold Spring Harbor,
NT.

3. Safety In Laboratory. Presented by Na-
tional Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health, Division of Training and Manpower
Development, by special arrangement. Rob-
ert A. Taft Laboratories, 4676 Columbia Park-
way, Cincinnati, Ohio 45226.

4. Laboratory Safety Management. Present-
ed by the Laboratory and Training Division,
Bureau of Laboratories, Center for Disease
Control, Atlanta, Georgia. September 14-16,

1976, September 13-16, 1977.

xn. OUTLINE OF A SAFETT AND OPXRATION
MANUEL FOR A P4 FACILITT

A. Purpose
B. Policy
C. Responsibility and Authority

1. Management.
2. Supervisor.
3. Each Employee.
4. Facility Safety Officer.

5. Biohazard Safety Committee.
D. Facility Assignment Procedures
E. Reporting of Major and Minor Accidents

and Injuries, Exposure to Toxic or In-
fectious Materials, Unsafe Conditions
and Property Damages, and Rendering
First-Aid

F. General Laboratory Safety
1. Fire.

2. Equipment.
3. Physical.
4. Chemical.
5. Radiological.

G. Safety Procedures Associated with Bio-
hazard Activities of the Laboratory

1. Personnel Practices.
2. Operational Practices.

H. Medical Surveillance
I. Facility Operations

1. Personnel Access Procedures.
2. Access Procedures for Equipment Mate-

rials and Supplies.
3. Maintenance and Support.
4. Zone Classification.
5. Facility Monitoring Procedures.
6. Housekeeping.

J. Others
1. Packaging and Shipment of Biohazard-

ous Materials.
2. Emergency Procedures.
3. Insect and Rodent Control.
4. Orientation and Training.
Appendix D was prepared by a Working

Group Consisting of

:

W. Emmett Barkley .(Chairman), National
Cancer Institute, NIH.

Manuel S. Barbeito, National Cancer Insti-
tute, NIH.

Everett Hanel, Jr., Frederick Cancer Research
Center.

George S. Michaelsen, School of Public
Health, University of Minnesota.

Vinson R. Oviatt, Division of Research Serv-
ices, NIH.

Warren V. Powell, Division of Research Serv-
ices, NIH.

John Richardson, Center for Disease Control.
James F. Sullivan, National Animal Disease

Laboratories.
Arnold O. Wedum, Frederick Cancer Re-

search Center.
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APPENDIX E

On June 23, 1976, Donald S. Fredrickson, Director, National Institutes

\J
of Health, announced pubi ication of guidel ines designed to el iminate or

minimize any potentially hazardous consequences of what has been called

recombinant DNA research. The guidelines were subsequently published in

the United States Government publication, the Federal Register (Part II for

7 July 1976)

.

The promulgated guidelines are the result of a year and a half of

intensive work by the NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee

(hereafter called the Advisory Committee) as well as consideration of a variety

of views expressed to the Director either in writing or at a public hearing in

February 1976. A summary of the history of the development of the guidelines

as well as the various views expressed by many commentators is given in the

1/
Director's Decision Statement , which accompanied publication of the guidelines.

For the purposes of the guidelines recombinant DNA experiments are defined

as those involving molecules that consist of different segments of DNA which

have been joined together in cell-free systems, and which have the capacity

to infect and replicate in some host cell, either autonomously or as an

integrated part of the host's genome. Figure 1 depicts a generalized recom-

binant DNA experiment and defines certain terms as they are used in the

guidel i nes

.
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At tne upper left is a cell containing chromosomal DNA and several small

independent genetic elements. These small independent DNA molecules are isolated

from the cel I and serve as one portion of the recombined DNA, the segment

termed the vector. Such elements may be circular DNA molecules such as

plasmids, or viral DNAs, and they can be cleaved, as shown, by restriction

endonuclease (or by other tneans) to yiela linear duplex DNA strands with either

sticky ends, or ends that can be made sticky by appropriate modification.

In most experiments, the recombinant DNA will finally be reinserted into cells

of the same species from which the vector was isolated. It is the genetic

information encoded in the DNA of the vector which ultimately will be respon-

sible for the continued existence and replication of the recombined DNA in

the recipient cell. At the upper right of Figure I another cell is shown as

a rectang I e . Th i s ce I I will serve as the source of DN^ to be joined to the

vector. Tnis DNA is termed the foreign DNA, and the rectangular cell can

represent a cell from any living species. As shown here, the foreign DNA

might contain chromosomal DNA or independent DNA elements, or both. It too

can be cleaved to yield fragments of various lengths with sticky ends, or

ends that can be made sticky. The foreign DivlA fragments are then Joined

to the vector DNA, usually by duplex formation at the sticky ends, followed by

closure of the internucleotide bonds with polynucleotide ligase. The recombinant

DNA is subsequently inserted into a recipient cell, wnich is called the host.

Again, the host cell will most likely be of the same species as that used

for the isolation of the vector. The cells are then placed under conditions

where either they or the recombined DNA can replicate.
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In the experiments discussed in the guidelines the host cells are

generally single living cells, either microorganisms such as bacteria, or

animal or plant cells grown as single cells In tissue culture.

General Principles . The guidelines start with a statement of general

principles and these are consistent with the general conclusions published

in the report of the International Conference on Recombinant DNA at Asiiomar,
2 /

California, in February of 1975 . (1) The first principle is that there are

certain experiments which, in the I ight of currently available information,

may be judged to present potential hazards of so serious a nature, that they

should not be attempted at this time. (2) A large group of feasible experi-

ments appear to pose lesser or no potential hazard, and can therefore be

performed provided that the information to be obtained, or the practical

benefits anticipated, cannot be obtained by conventional methods, and provided

that appropriate safeguards for containment of potentially hazardous organisms

are incorporated into the design and execution of the experiment. (3) That

the more serious the nature of any possible hazardous event, the more stringent

should be the safeguards against escape of the potentially hazardous agents.

The safeguards should be at least as stringent as those generally used to handle

the most hazardous parent of the recombinant. Since the estimation of potential

hazards is conjectural and speculative, the levels of containment required for

potentially hazardous organisms should be set high initially, and modified only

when there is substantial relevant Information to advise such modifications.

(4) That the guidelines are to be reviewed at least annually in order to account

for new information.

Containment Methods : Three approaches to the problem of containing

potentially hazardous organisms form the basis of the safeguards recommended by

the guidelines. Each of the three may be viewed as setting up barriers to the
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dissemination of potentially hazardous organisms from the laboratory

situation, and as setting up barriers between the I aboratory worker and

the organisms. Two of these approaches involve the limitation of the actual

physical escape of the organisms, and are referred to as physical containment.

The first such approach is the set of standard microbiological practices,

that have been developed over a period of many years, and are widely used for

handling pathogenic organisms both in research and clinical I aborator i es

.

In the hands of well trained personnel, these procedures have proven to De

effective in safeguarding both the worker and the environment from the spread

of pathogenic agents. The second approach to physical containment involves

the use of special kinds of equipment and facilities I) to limit spread of

aerosols, 2) for decontamination and containment of I aboratory air and wastes, a

3) limitation of access to I aborator i es . As with the standard microbiological

techniques the type of equipment and facilities are not new, but have been

developed and used previously for containment of known pathogenic organisms.

The guidelines go into some detail concerning the practices and facilities

required for physical containment: four levels of physical containment are

specified. They are termed PI, P2, P3 and P4 in the document, in the order of

increasing levels of containment. PI, the lowest level, consists of the use of

the standard microbiological practices mentioned before. The P2 and the next

higher level P3, each require special procedures and facilities (including

vertical laminar flow biological safety cabinets and laboratories maintained

at lower air pressure than the surrounding building) designed to limit to

increasing extents any possible accidental escape of potentially hazardous

organisms. Finally, P4 , the maximum level of containment requires sophisticated
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and isolated facilities designed for maximum containment. Each of the

levels, P2 through PA, assumes that the techniques demanded by PI, the

standard microbiological practices, will be followed. Furthermore, for

each level, relevant training of personnel is mandatory. The training is

to include the nature of the potential hazards, the technical manipulations,

and instruction in the biology of the relevant organisms and systems.

Specific emergency plans, to be used in case of accident, are required and

serological monitoring, where appropriate, is to be provided.

The third approach to the problem of containing potentially hazardous

organisms within the laboratory is the use of biological barriers. Biological

containment is defined as the use of host cells and vectors with limited

ability to survive outside of very special and fastidious laboratory conditions

that are unlikely to be encountered by escaped organisms in natural environments.

Biological containment is an integral part of the experimental design, since

the host and vector wil

I

need to be chosen, in any given experiment, with a

view both to the purpose of the experiment and to containment. The guidelines

stress that physical and biologic containment procedures are complementary to

one another each one serving to control any possible failure in the other. The

use of both in a given experiment affords much higher levels of containment than

either one alone. Therefore, the guidelines always recommend both a particular

level of physical containment, and a level of biological containment for any

given experiment. The guidelines explicitly recognize that techniques which

enhance physical containment capabilities are likely to be evolved as research

proceeds and may reduce the needs for the standard physical containment pro-

cedures. Such innovations are to be considered as part of the on-going review
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of the guidelines for appropriate revision.

Pub I i cat i on ; The guidelines recommend that publications describing work

on recombinant DNA include a description of the containment procedures used.

Experiments to be Deferred ; The first class of experiments described in

the guidel ines are those which are not to be carried out at the present time.

While it may be argued that a combination of P4 physical containment and a

high level of biological containment could essentially contain these recom-

binants, the magnitude of the possible dangers, were containment to fail,

dictates that these experiments be deferred. This class of experiments

includes the following.

(1) Any experiments in which a portion of the recombinant DNA derives

from pathogenic organisms listed under classes 3, 4 and 5 of the document

entitled Classification of Etiologic Agents on the basis of Hazard, as

published by the Center for Disease Control, (CDC) United States Public

Health Service or from oncogenic viruses classified by the National Cancer

Institute as moderate risk. The CDC document categorizes naturally occurring

organisms and viruses known to be pathogenic to man and agr icu I tura II y important

species on a scale of increasing hazard, going from 1 to 5. Class 5 agents are

excluded from the U. S. by law. Class 4 includes such agents as wild type small

pox virus, wild type yellow fever virus. Herpesvirus simiae, and Lassa virus.

Class 3 includes Brucella, arboviruses and agents causing encephalitis,

psittacosis agents, rickettsiae and vesicular stomatitis virus. Class 2 includes

agents which may produce diseases of varying degrees of severity if accidentally

inoculated into laboratory workers, but which are considered normally containable
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by standard laboratory practices. Examples of class 2 agents are various

species of salmonella, agents causing ameobic dysentery, and mumps, measles and

rubella viruses. Class 2 agents may be used in recombinant DNA experiments.

The NCI classifies agents such as feline sarcoma and leukemia viruses, and

woolly monkey fibrosarcoma virus as moderate risk.

(2) Deliberate formation of recombinants containing the genes for

toxins of very high toxicity. Examples of this class are botu I inus toxin

or diphtheria toxin, and venoms from insects and snakes.

(3) Deliberate creation from plant pathogens of recombinant DNAs that

are likely to increase either the virulence of the pathogenic material or the

range of species susceptible to the disease.

(4) Certain of the possible beneficial applications of DNA recombinant

research involve the creation of organisms with the ability to carry out

useful environmental functions. Release of such organisms into the environ-

ment may at some point be required to test their efficacy, and certainly

to make use of them. The guidelines state that deliberate release of any

organism containing a recombinant DNA molecule is not to be undertaken at present.

(5) Transfer of a drug resistance trait to m icroorgan i sms that are not

known to acquire it naturally if such acquisition could compromise the use

of a drug to control disease agents in human or veterinary medicine or agricul-

ture .

(6) Experiments must be limited in scale to quantities of fluid less

than 10 liters with recombinant DNAs known to make harmful products. The

guidel ines state that the Advisory Committee may make exceptions to this

rule for particular experiments deemed to be of direct societal benefit if
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appropriate equipment is used.

The use of bacterial hosts and vectors : Recognizing the relation

between the host-vector system required by the experiment and the design of

suitable biological containment, experiments using the same host-vector system

are grouped together. At present, the system of choice for many experiments

is the common laboratory bacterium coi

i

,
strain K12, and independent

genetic elements (plasmids and bacteriophage) known to reside or replicate

in this strain. There are several factors contributing to this conclusion.

Strain K12 has been studied extensively and can be readily manioulated for

recombinant DNA experiments. This same extensive experience and ease of

manipulation permits modification of E. col

i

K12 and the vectors by classical

genetic techniques, for the purpose of establishing biological containment.

The guidel ines also discuss arguments against the use of E. col

i

K12, in

particular the intimate association of various other strains of E. col

i

with

humans. For this reason the guidel ines urge that efforts be made to develop

alternate bacterial host-vector systems. For this reason also, the guidelines

recommend the cautious use of E. col

i

K12 host-vector systems.

The nature and manner of achieving biological containment with this

system is described in the guidel ines. E. col

i

K12 appears to be harmless

itself, it does not usually either establish itself in the normal bowel, or

multiply significantly in the alimentary tract. These facts suggest that

accidental injestion of a small number of bacteria by a laboratory worker

would not result in extensive spread of the bacterium outside the laboratory.

The normal situation may be altered when people are either taking antibiotics,

or have certain abnormal digestive conditions and it is recommended that such
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individuals refrain from work for the duration of the abnormal situation.

However, while col

i

K1 2 does not establish itself as a growing strain

in normal bowels, it does remain alive during its passage through the tract.

Therefore transfer of plasmid or bacteriophage vectors containing foreign

DNA from the original col

i

K12 host to bacteria resident in the intestines

or bacteria encountered after excretion must be considered. The guidelines

specify the use of nonconjugat ive plasmids as vectors in recombinant research,

because they cannot promote their own transfer. However transfer of a
'

resident nonconjugative plasmid is possible in nature if the recombinant-

containing host acquires a conjugative plasmid that is derepressed for

transfer For any given host-plasmid combination used in a recombinant DNA

experiment it will be necessary to assess the possibilities for transfer of the

recombinant DNA in order to evaluate the degree of biological containment.

While we are missing some relevant information, the available data suggest that

the probability of transfer can be quite low, depending on the particular

nonconjugative plasmid used, on whether or not the conjugative plasmid is repressed

with respect to expression of donor fertility, and on the viability of the host

cell in natural environments. With certain known and useful plasmids, triparental

matings involving first the acquisition of a conjugative plasmid and second,

transfer of the nonconjugative plasmid to a third cell occur at freauencies
9

that are less than one in 10 and in fact are usually undetectable under laboratory

conditions designed to resemble natural conditions. Host-vector systems made up

of E. col

i

K12 and such plasmids therefore appear to have only very I imited

ability to spread recombinant DNA molecules.

Analogous considerations apply when bacteriophage are to be used as vectors
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j

for foreign DNA. Bacteriophage vectors could be spread either as mature

:

phage, or in cells either lysogenic for the phage or carrying the phage as a

Ij

plasmid. The bacteriophage lambda can be used to illustrate relevant considera-

1

tions since this widely studied bacteriophage is most likely to be used for recom-

I
binant experiments at the present time.

,|i Considering first escape as a phage particle, lambda is sensitive to the

' acidity of the stomach and is likely to be destroyed there. Normal intestinal

strains of co I

i

are usually not susceptible to infection by lambda and in

fact, susceptible strains are rare in nature. Further, in at least one case,
1

1

injestion of 10 lambda particles yielded no detectable lambda in resulting feces.

j

Lambda is also readily destroyed by drying in air. Dissemination of lambda

recombinants through I ysogen formation, a frequent event with susceptible

I

E. col i strains, can be minimized by use of mutant varieties of lambda which
!

lack genes necessary for I ysogen formation: with such ohage the freauency of
-5

'

-6

integration into the host chromosome is reduced to 1 0 or 1 0 . Finally,

conversion of lambda DNA to a stable plasmid is also a relatively unlikely event,
-6

occur ing at a frequency of about 10

Considering then the properties of E. col

i

K-12, as well as those of the

existing plasmid and bacteriophage vectors, the proposed guidelines conclude

that, using such host-vector systems, recombinant DNAs are unlikely to be

spread by the ingestion or dissemination of the few hundred or thousand bacteria,

such as might be involved in laboratory accidents, given standard microbiological

practice. Therefore, these existing systems, and analogous combinations of E. col

i

K-12 with other vectors and bacteriophage are judged to offer a moderate level of

biological containment and are defined as EK1 , the lowest level of biological
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containment for experiments with E. col i systems. Other prokaryote host-

vector systems need to be evaluated using the same general principles as

those appi ied to the E. col

i

K12 situation.

As with physical containment levels, increasing numbers specify increasing

levels of biological containment for E. col

i

systems. The next level is called

EK2. EK2 host-vector combinations must be demonstrated to provide a high level

of biological containment by suitable laboratory tests. They are obtained by

genetic modification of either E. co I

i

K12 host cel Is or the relevant plasmids

and bacteriophage or both. More specifically, the guidelines state that in

order to qualify as EK2 the modified system composed of derivatives of E. col

i

K12 combined with a particular vector should not permit survival of a genetic

marker carried on the vector in other than specially designed I aboratory environ
-8

ments at a frequency greater than 10 . Various examples of the types of

necessary modifications are suggested in the guidelines. For example, modifi-

cations of the host might be mutations which result in special nutritional

requirements for growth or sensitivity to naturally occuring materials such as

bile salts, or elimination of host-controlled restriction and modification.

Suggested modifications of plasmid vectors include mutations making essential

plasmid functions sensitive to normal body temperatures or dependent on a specif

host. Mutations which make native phage particles containing a recombinant DNA

unstable in natural environments and therefore unlikely to infect new E. col

i

cells should they escape can be considered.

One additional level of contained E. col

i

host-vector systems is defined

in the guidelines and is called EK3. EK3 systems are EK2 systems for which the

specified containment properties have been demonstrated not only by micro-

biological and genetic anaylsis but by appropriate tests in animals including
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humans or primates and other relevant environments.

Ek2 and EK3 host vector systems must be certified as such by the

Director, NIH, after evaluation and recommendation by the Advisory Committee.

Detailed data on the relevant properties of the system must be submitted

for consideration by the Committee. Thus far (January, 1977) the following

EK2 systems have been certified: col

i

strain XI 776 with either plasmid

pSCIOl or plasmid pCRI , a derivative of colEI. One lambda phage derivative

(6) was certified in April, 1976 and several others, to be used in conjunction

with specified E. col

i

K12 host cells, are under consideration by the Committee.

No EK3 systems have been submitted for certification as yet. Information concernin

certified systems and their ava il ability can be obtained from the office mentioned
3/

i n footnote 1

Classification of Experiments Currently permissible with E. col i K12

host-vector systems .

Having defined the several levels of physical containment and biological

containment the specific recommendations for experiments using the E. col

i

K12

host-vector systems can be described. Each type of experiment is assigned both

a physical containment level, that is a P level, and a biological containment

level, that is an EK level and the particular combination of the two reflects

the severity of the estimated potential hazard. The Guidelines are organized,

for the col

i

systems, according to the source and nature of the foreign

DNA, as outlined in Fig. 2. A samp I e of DNA conta i n i ng essent i a I I y all

the genetic information of an organism can be isolated and fragmented.

If the experiment involves such a mixture of DNA fragments, it is referred

to as a "shotgun" and will call for a certain level of containment. Exoeriments
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involving such mixtures of DNA fragments are assumed to be of relatively

high potential hazard because of the greater likelihood of dangerous and

unknown genes being introduced into a recipient cell compared to experiments

with a single, highly purified fragment. Purified fragments containing

mainly genes whose properties are known and are not harmful, offer less

potential hazard than a shotgun experiment. In some instances the foreign

DNA will itself be derived from extrachromosoma I genetic elements. Such

extrachromosoma I elements include the DNA of animal viruses, plant viruses,

other eukaryote organelles such as mitochondria and ch I orop I asts , as well as

prokaryote plasmids or bacteriophages, of the same type used as vectors.

Each of these cases is treated separately in the guidelines. The prokaryote

sources are treated differently, depending on whether the source of the

"foreign" DNA is an organism that does or does not exchange genetic information

with E. CO I

i

in nature.

Guidelines for experiments with E. col i host-vector systems . Table 1

shows the containment required for shotgun experiments when the foreign DNA

is a mixture of fragments derived from eukaryotes. The physical and biological

containment is listed for various possible DNA sources: both must be used as

they complement each other. For example, DNA from primates requires the most

stringent containment, since the estimated potential hazard either from genes

that might function in humans with untoward effects, or from pathogenic viral

DNAs residing in primate tissue is judged to be most serious. The experiments

require either P3 and EK3, or P4 and EK2, and it should be recalled that only

the latter combination, P4 and EK2, is feasible at present and even then only

at the limited number of P4 facilities. Another point of interest is that in

two instances, primates and cold blooded vertebrates, containment requirements
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are lower if the DNA is isolated from embryonic tissue, or germ I i ne mater i a I

,

since such material is less likely to be contaminated by pathogenic viruses

or other adventitious agents than is adult tissue. Thus, if the foreign DNA

is from cold-blooded vertebrates, P2 and EK2 are required but P2 and EK1 can

be used if the DNA is from embryonic or germ I ine tissues. If the cold

blooded vertebrate is known to produce a potent toxin, P3 and EK2 must be

used. In some instances, lower eukaryotes for example, the guidelines require

more or less stringent conditions depending on whether or not the source of

foreign DNA is known to be pathogenic or toxigenic, or might be infected

with a pathogen, or is known to make a harmful product.

Table I I summarizes the guidel ines for shotgun experiments when the source

of the DNA is a prokaryotic organism. First, those prokaryotes which are known

to exchange genetic information with E. col

i

in nature are considered. The

containment requirements are low for this group and vary with the pathogenicity

of the source of foreign DNA. When the source of foreign DNA is a prokaryote

that does not naturally exchange genetic material with E. co I

i

, the contain-

ment recommendations are high. It is assumed that the more similar the DNAs

of donor and host, the greater the probability of expression of foreign DNA,

or of possible derepression of host genes. In those cases where the donor

exchanges DNA with E. co I

i

in nature, it is unlikely that recombination

experiments will create new genetic combinations. When prokaryote donors

hot known to exchange DNA with E. col

i

in nature are used, however, there

is a greater potential for new genetic combinations to be formed and expressed.

Character i zed clones obtained from shotgun experiments may not be as

potentially hazardous as the original mixture of cells. Cloning of the
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recipient host cel I containing the DNA fragment of i nterest will be one

of the normal aims of any recombinant experiment. The guidelines state

that when a clone has been obtained from a shotgun experiment, and has

been rigorously characterized, and when there is sufficient evidence that

it is free of harmful genes, then experiments involving the clone can

be carried out under P1 and EK1 conditions if the foreign DNA was from a

species that exchanges genes with E. col

i

in nature, and under P2 and EK1

conditions if it does not.

Similarly, when the initial recombination involves a purified segment

of the foreign chromosomal DNA, rather than a mixture, the potential for

growth of a hazardous organism will be less, since the number of clones

that must be examined to obtain the desired clone is markedly reduced. The

guidelines define purified (or enriched) as meaning that the desired segment

represents at least 99$ of the total DNA in the preparation, by weight, and

further, they require evidence that no harmful genes are present. Under such

circumstances the investigator may lower the containment conditions from these

recommended for shotgun experiments with DNA of the same source, either by one

step in physical containment or one step in biological containment, thus,

for example, shotgun experiments with DNA from birds require P3 and EK2. A DNA

fragment from birds that is free from harmful genes, and purified to 99$ purity

prior to joining to a vector, would require either P2 and EK2 or P3 and EK1

.

The final group of experiments utilizing E. col

i

host-vector systems

that are considered are those in which the foreign DNA is itself from an

extrachromosoma I element. As indicated in Figure 2 it is assumed that such

DNA is purified away from chromosomal DNA prior to recombination. Various
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possible sources of extrachromosoma I DNA are listed in Table 3 and the

recommended combined containment given. For example, DNA from all or part

of the genome of an animal virus requires P4 physical containment and

an EK2 host vector system, or, alternatively, P3 and EK3. When the

recombinants have been purified by cloning, and shown to be free of harmful

regions of the viral genome, then experiments can be moved to P3 and EK2.

When complementary DMAs, synthesized _i_n v itro from RNA preparations, are

used in recombination experiments, the containment requirements are as

described for isolated DNA preparat ions . Thus, for example, if the cDNA is less

than 99 per cent pure, shotgun conditions are required.

Guidelines for experiments with animal host-vector systems . Many recom-

i b inant DNA experiments will involve the use of systems in which the host cells

si!

'j are eukaryote cells grown as single cells in tissue culture: useful vectors

may include extrachromosoma I DNA elements such as organelle DNA, or the DNA

: of viruses that infect the particular cells of interest. Given the current

1
state of technology, viral DNAs are most I ikely to be used as vectors in the

j

near future. The cells themselves are fragile and fastidious and there is

’ little or no chance that a living cell could escape from a laboratory in the

i way that an E. col

i

cell might. Therefore containment considerations focus

Ij

on the viruses. Animal viruses can escape a laboratory in a viable form,

ii especially if laboratory workers become infected. There are two animal viruses
’i

j

whose DNAs are, now, technically useful as vectors; polyoma and simian virus 40

I

(SV40). The cleavage of these molecules with restriction endonucleases has been

studied extensively. In their respective normal hosts, mouse for polyoma, rhesus

I

monkeys for SV40, neither virus causes a known disease. Polyoma does not infect
1

I

I

!

I

I
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human cells grown as single cells in the lab and also does not appear to infect

humans, since humans exposed to polyoma do not produce antibodies. SV40

does infect both human cells grown as single cells in the laboratory, and

whole human beings, as evidenced by the active production of antibodies and

the reports of isolation of SV40 from humans. This virus contaminated the

early Salk polio vaccines and millions of people were inadvertently inoculated

with it in the middle 1950s. To date, there is no indication that the recipient

of the vaccine suffered any related difficulty. Both polyoma and SV40 are

oncogenic, that is they cause tumor formation in newborn small laboratory

mammals, and both can transform a variety of cells of mammalian origin.

They are classified as low risk oncogenic viruses by the National Cancer

Institute, and the viruses themselves must be handled under conditions

equivalent to P2. Because SV40 infects human beings, and also because SV40

and related viruses have been isolated in connection with several human

disease states, the proposed guidelines assume that polyoma inherently

affords a higher level of biological containment: therefore more stringent

physical containment is required for SV40 than for polyoma.

The guidelines require that the viral DNA used for recombination with

a foreign DNA must itself be defective, that is, its propagation as a virus

must be dependent on the presence of helper virus which supplies the genes for

the missing functions. This helper can be another defective or an appropriate

conditional lethal mutant virus. Alternatively the helper might be previously

integrated into the genome of a stable line of host cells. The use of a

non-defective genome as a helper is permissible if the alternatives are
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unavailable. In certain kinds of experiments, no production of viral

particles is required, and no helper may be needed: biological containment

is inherently greater in the absence of virus particles since, as pointed

out before, cells themselves are relatively easy to contain.

With these aspects of biological containment in mind, the guidel ines

specify required physical containment for these experiments, as summarized

in Table 4. The particular levels of physical containment depend on the

source of the foreign DNA, whether defective polyoma or defective SV40 is

the chosen vector, and finally on whether or not virus particles are produced.

Considering first experiments with defective polyoma vectors, under

conditions where viral particles are produced ... i f the foreign DNA is from

a nonpathogen ic agent, P3 conditions are required, even if the DNA fragment

was purified first and does not contain harmful genes. If the foreign DNA is

from an organism with low pathogenicity, P4 must be used until such time as

suitable tests indicate that only harmless genes are present and then experiments

can be continued at the P3 level. Still considering polyoma vectors, P3

conditions are required for experiments in which no virus particles are

produced. When defective SV40 is the vector, and virus particles are produced,

P4 conditions must be used and the foreign DNA must be from a nonpathogen ic

organism. Experiments can be done in P3 only after extensive and specified

kinds of purification of the DNA and demonstration that no genes for toxic products

are present. SV40 can not be used at all for experiments with DNA from pathogenic

organisms. When no SV40 virus particles are produced, experiments with recombinant

derived from nonpathogen ic agents can be carried out in P3 conditions.
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Guidelines for experiments with plant host vector systems . The

Guidelines also contain recommendations for experiments in which plant

cells will serve as hosts for recomb i nant DNA . The cells might be single

plant cells grown under laboratory conditions, or seedlings, plant parts,

or small whole plants. This is in fact the only instance where the

guidelines address the question of recombinant DNA experiments with whole

organisms. Directions are given for modification of the specifications for

PI, P2, and P3 physical containment in order to provide conditions appro-

priate for work with plants.

Vectors for use in experiments with plants include plant organelle DNA

such as the DNA of ch I orop I asts , and DNA of viruses of low pathogenicity and

restricted host ranges. These vectors offer moderate levels of biological

containment, and the guidel ines specify the physical containment levels

outlined in Table 5. As before, the requirements are organized according

to the source of the foreign DNA. If the foreign DNA is derived from a

species in which the vector DNA is known to be able to replicate, P2 condi-

tions are required, unless the source of foreign DNA is pathogenic or produces

products dangerous to p I ants. . .then P3 is required. If the foreign DNA is

derived from a species in which the vector is not known to replicate then

more stringent requirements govern and vary from P2 to P4 depending on

whether the DNA is purified, and whether it contains harmful genes.

Other host-vector systems . Theoretically, there are a variety of organisms,

both prokaryotes and lower eukaryotes such as fungi and yeast which will be

interesting and useful hosts for experiments with recombinant DNAs. Some may

offer the special advantage of not infecting humans, animals or important ecoloqica
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niches. However, a variety of technical developments are needed before

useful vectors are available for these systems. The growth characteristics

of such hosts indicate that containment problems will be like those for

E. CO I

i

K12 hosts. The guidelines urge development of these systems and

point out that the detailed recommendations made for E. col

i

K12 systems

can be used as a guide in determining biological and physical containment

requirements for these systems when that is required.

I mp I ementat ion of the Gu i de I i nes . The guidel ines contain a large

section defining the roles and responsibilities of individuals and institu-

tions in assuring compliance with required containment levels. The procedures,

as described, are primarily directed at grantees of the National Institutes

of Health. Similar procedures are in force for work carried out within the

NIH laboratories themselves, and for work carried out under contract arrange-

ments with the NIH.

The principal investigator is required to assess any potential

biohazards, to institute appropriate safeguards and procedures, to minimize

effects of possible accidents by planning, to train and inform all personnel,

to report any serious or extended illness of a worker or any accidents, and

all of these must be carried out on a continuing basis. Thus, the primary

responsibility for conducting experiments according to the gu idel ines is in his

hands. Further, in applying for grants to carry out experiments with recombinant

DNA, the investigator must include an estimate of the potential biohazards as

well as a statement as to the containment procedures that will be used. The

app I i cat ion must include cert i f i cat ion as to the ex i stence and ava i I ab i I i ty of

appropriate facilities, procedures, and training. The guidelines indicate
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that institutions in which recombinant DNA experiments are carried out

must establish biohazard committees which can serve to examine eauipment

and facilities and certify their compliance with the requ irements . Such

committees will also serve as a source of advice and reference on physical

containment facilities, on properties of biological containment, and on

training of personnel.

According to the proposed guidelines review of the certification and

of the investigators judgment concerning the extent of potential hazard and

the required containment would be by NIH study sections, during the normal

scientific review of the appi ication. The guidel ines leave flexible the

question of resolving any differences between the evaluation of the investi-

gator and that of the study section. The guidelines do state, however, that

in instances where resolution of differences cannot be made, the matter

should be referred to the Advisory Committee or the NIH Office of Recombinant

DNA Activities.

Application of the guidelines to work not supported by the National

Institutes of Heqlth . Several agencies of the U.S. government other than the

National Institutes of Health provide support for biological and medical

research . Some of these agencies are currently, or may in the future,

sponsor recombinant DNA experiments. Adoption of the NIH guidelines is being

considered by these agencies. At this writing (January 1977) the following

have stated that the Guidelines will be applicable to their grantees:

the National Science Foundation, the Energy Research and Development Adminis-

tration, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Department of

Defense

.

Efforts are also underway to develop appropriate and effective ways to
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extend the requirements in the guidelines to research supported by private

funds. In the meanwhile it is anticipated that voluntary compliance by the

private sector will be extensive.
4/

Guidelines in other countries . The United Kingdom has independently

developed guidelines for research with recombinant DMA. Comparison of the

American and British guidelines suggests that they are similar, although

precise comparison is difficult because of different definitions of physical

containment categories and because of differing approaches to implementation,

required by differing national procedures. The British document has somewhat

more stringent definitions than the NIH guidelines for the lower levels

of physical containment (PI through P3): the NIH P4 specifications appear

to be more stringent than the comparable level in the British document.

No experiments are specifically prohibited by the British Report.

More precise comparison will be possible as specific experiences accumu-
5/

I ate .
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\J
Copies of this document may be obtained from the Director,

Office of Recombinant DNA Activities, Building 31, National Institutes

of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014, USA.

2 /

Berg, P., Baltimore, D., Brenner, S. and Singer, M. F. (1975),

Science 1 88 , 991; Nature, 225 , 442; Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., U.S.A., 72, 1981.

3/

Scientists involved in recombinant DNA research may keep informed of further

developments concerning host-vector systems as well as other aspects of the

field by subscribing (no charge) to the “Nucleic Acid Recombinant Scientific

Memoranda". Inquiries should be addressed to; Dr. E. C. Chamberl ayne,

Proj ect Officer, FI C, Building 31, Room 2C 1 5 ,
Nat iona 1 Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 20014.

4/
Report of the Working Party on the Practice of Genetic Manipulation, June,

1976 London, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office.

5/

A detailed review of activities in many countries has been prepared by Dr.

John Tooze, European Molecular Biology Organization, 69, Heidelberg, Germany.

6 /

Enquist, L., Tiemeier, D., Leder, P., Weisberg, R., Sternberg, N., 1976

Nature 259 596-598.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

LEGENDS

A typical recombinant DNA experiment.

Source and nature of the foreign DNA.

0

0
0

N
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Figure 1

Host Call

Figure 2

Experiments with £ coS "Host-Vector" Systems

Nature of the 'Foreign' ONA
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Table 1 . Guidel ines for experiments with E. col

i

host-vector systems using foreign DNA derived

from eukaryotes. "Shotgun" experiments

Conta i nment

Fore ign

DNA source Phys i ca

1

3 io 1 og ica

1

Pr i mates P3
or

EK3

P4 EK2

Embryon ic P3 EK2

Other mammals P3 EK2

Birds P3 EK2

Cold-blooded vertebrates P2 EK2

Embryon ic P2 EK1

Tox i n P3 EK2

Lower eukaryotes P2 EK1

If pathogenic or toxigenic P3 EK2

P 1 ants P2 EK1

If pathogenic or toxigenic P3 EK2
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Table 2. Guidelines for experiments with E. col

i

host-vector systems using DNA derived from

prokaryotes. "Shotgun" experiments

Conta i nment

Fore ign

DNA source Physical Biological

Prokaryotes

:

"Exchangers"
a/

Cl ass 1 (CDC) PI EK1

b/
C 1 ass 2 (CDC) P2 EK1 -EK2

b/
P 1 ant pathogens P2 EK1 -EK2

Non-exchangers"

Class 1 (CDC) P2
or

EK2

P3 EK1

Class 2 (CDC) P3 EK2

Plant pathogen P3 EK2

a/

CDC refers to the classification of Etiologic Agents on the Basis of

Hazard, as Published by the Center for Disease Control (CDC), United

States Public Health Service,

b/

EK1 or EK2, depending on whether the species is of I ow or moderate

pathogen icity.
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Table 3. Guide! ines for experiments with col

i

host-vector systems in which the foreign DNA

is from an extrachromosoma I element

Conta i nment

"Fore
i
gn"

DNA source Phys i ca

1

B iol og ical

Animal viruses P4
or

EK2

P3 EK3

1 f c 1 oned , free of
harmful genes P3 EK2

P 1 ant V i ruses P3
or

EK1

P2 EK2

a/

Eukaryote organelles
Pr i mates P3

or
EK1

P2 EK2

Other P2 EK1

Prokaryote (plasmids and phage)

"Exchangers"

Non-pathogens P1 EK1

Pathogen As for shotgun

"Non-exchangers" As for shotgun

The organelle DNA must be purified from isolated organelles. Otherwise

conditions indicated for shotgun experiments apply.
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Table 4. Guidelines for use of polyoma and SV40 as vectors

"Foreign" DNA

Phys ica

1

conta i nment

Pol yoma SV40

With virion production

Non-pathogen P3 P4

If purified, cloned, harmless P3 P3

Low pathogenicity P4

No virion production

Non-pathogen P3 P3

Low pathogenicity P3 -
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Table 5. Experiments with plant host-vector systems

Source of "foreign" DNA

Phys ica

1

conta i nment

Species in which vector can replicate P2

If harmful products possible P3

Other species

Foreign DNA purified { 99%), and

no harmful genes P2

Foreign DNA not purified, and

no harmful genes P3

Foreign DNA contains harmful genes P4

Appendix E—31
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APPENDIX F

INSTITUTIONS WITH BIOHAZARDS COMMITTEES,
WHOSE MEMBERSHIP IS ON FILE WITH THE

OFFICE OF RECOMBINANT DNA ACTIVITIES (ORDA)
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

As of

JULY 25, 1977

ALABAMA

Birmingham University of Alabama

University University of Alabama

ARIZONA

Tucson University of Arizona

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley University of California

Davis University of California

Duarte City of Hope National Medical Center

Irvine University of California

La Jolla Scripps Clinic & Research Foundation

Los Angeles University of California

University of Southern California

Menlo Park Stanford Research Institute

Pasadena California Institute of Technology

Riverside University of California

San Diego/La Jolla University of California, San Diego

San Francisco University of California

Santa Barbara University of California

Santa Cruz University of California

Stanford Stanford University
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COLORADO

Boulder University of Colorado

Denver Nat'l Jewish Hospital & Research Center

University of Colorado Medical Center

CCWNECTICUT

Farmington University of Connecticut Health Center

New Haven Yale University

Storrs University of Connecticut

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington George Washington University

FLORIDA

Gainesville University of Florida

GEORGIA

Athens University of Georgia

Atlanta Emory University School of Medicine

HAWAII

Honolulu University of Hawaii at Manoa

IDAHO

Moscow University of Idaho

ILLINOIS

Chicago University of Chicago

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

University of Illinois at the Medical Center

Urbana University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign
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INDIANA

Bloomington Indiana University

West Lafayette Purdue University

IOWA

Iowa City University of Iowa

KENTUCKY

Lexington University of Kentucky

LOUSIANA

New Orleans Tulane University

MARYLAND

Baltimore Carnegie Institution of Washington

Bethesda

Johns Hopkins University

National Institutes of Health

Catonsville University of Maryland Baltimore County

College Park University of Maryland

Frederick Frederick Cancer Research Center

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston Children’s Hospital Medical Center

Harvard Medical School

Cambridge Harvard University

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Shrewsbury The Worcester Foundation for

Experimental Biology

Waltham Brandeis University

Worcester University of Massachusetts Medical
Center
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MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor University of Michigan

Detroit Wayne State University

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis University of Minnesota

Rochester Mayo Foundation

MISSOURI

Columbia University of Missouri

Saint Louis Saint Louis University

Washington University

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hanover Dartmouth College

NEW JERSEY

Princeton Princeton University

New Brunswick Rutgers - The State University of
New Jersey

NEW YORK

Bronx Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Brooklyn State University of New York Downstate
Medical Center

Buffalo Rosewell Park Memorial Institute

Cold Spring Harbor Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Ithaca Cornell University

New York Columbia University in the City of
New York

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
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New York Mount Sinai School of Medicine of The
City University of New York

New York University

Public Health Research Institute of
the City of New York, Inc.

Rockefeller University

Rochester University of Rochester

Stony Brook State University of New York

NORTH CAROLINA

Chapel Hill University of North Carolina

Durham Duke University

OHIO

Cleveland Case Western Reserve University

Columbus Ohio State University

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City The University of Oklahoma Health
Sciences Center

Stillwater Oklahoma State University

OREGON

Corvallis Oregon State University

Eugene University of Oregon

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia Institute of Cancer Research

Medical College of Pennsylvania

Temple University
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Philadelphia University of Pennsylvania

Wistar Institute

RHODE ISLAND

Providence Brown University

SOUTH CAROLINA

Charleston Medical University of South Carolina

TENNESSEE

Knoxville University of Tennessee

TEXAS

Austin University of Texas at Austin

Dallas Baylor College of Dentistry

Southern Methodist University

University of Texas Health Science
Center at Dallas

Houston Baylor College of Medicine

University of Texas System Cancer
Center

Lubbock Texas Tech University

Richardson University of Texas at Dallas

San Antonio University of Texas Health Science
Center of San Antonio

UTAH

Salt Lake City University of Utah

VIRGINIA

Charlottesville University of Virginia

Richmond Virginia Commonwealth University
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WASHINGTON

Pullman Washington State University

Seattle University of Washington

WISCONSIN

Madison University of Wisconsin

FOREIGN

AUSTRALIA

Melbourne- Victoria The Walter and Eliza Hall

Institute of Medical Research
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APPENDIX G

ONGOING NIH-SUPPORTED PROJECTS INVOLVING RECOMBINANT DNA,

WITH MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING AND AGREEMENT (MUA)

,

ON FILE WITH THE NIH OFFICE OF RECOMBINANT DNA ACTIVITIES

A. Intramural Projects (as of July 25, 1977 )

Physical
Containment

Institute Description Level

NIAID IMUA-10 - Cloning of DNA from E. coli K-12 in mutants PI

and derivatives of E. coli K-12 using either an EK2
lambda phage or nonconjugative plasmid vector.

NIAMDD IMUA-4 - Examination of the genetic composition of Pi

Col El - E. coli DNA hybrids in various colonies by
standard mating techniques with F~E . coli .

IMUA-6 - Study of a DNA fragment from a restriction Pi
endonuclease digest of total E. coli DNA inserted
into the nontransmissable plasmid Col El.

IMUA-7 - Study of DNA sequences which engage in site- PI
specific recombination events. Analysis of recombinants
of bacteriophage (|> 80d3ilv+ su-?'*’ DNA fragments and Eco
Rl-treated DNA of the plasmid vector pSClOl for the
presence of the sequence in chimeric plasmids.

IWUA-15 - Study of integrative recombination of Pi
bacteriophage lambda.

IMUA-20 - Study of the yS sequence of the F plasmid of Pi
E. coil K-12, in particular the genetic (functional and
structural) requirements of _ specific reccrabination.

IMUA-21 - Study of the mechanism of initiation of the PI
E. coli genome by construction of a hybrid plasmid
containing Col El and a piece of the E. coli gencxne

which contains the E. coH origin of replication.

IMUA-25 - Cloning and purification of DNA Ligase in E. coli PI

NCI IMUA-9 - Cloning of a number of E . coli and bacteriophage Pi
IWA se^ents in plasmid DNA vectors using E. coli K-12
as a host.

IMUA-13 - Initiation and control of transcription in SV40. P3

IMUA-16 - Effect of steroid hormones on the transcription P3
of the vitellogenin and albumin genes in chickens.

IMUA-17 - Study of the organization and expression of P2
yeast genes.
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Physical
Containment

Institution Description Level

NCI IMUA-22 - Regulation and gene expression in virus- P3
transformed animal cells: The roles of CSP or LETTS

protein and of cyclic AMP.

I1^A223 - Control of macromolecular synthesis in E. col i Pi
and bacteriophage lambda.

NICHD IMUA-1 - Organization and regulated expression of mouse P3
and rabbit globin and immunoglobulin genes.

IMUA-la - Insertion of a double stranded reverse P2
transcript of iramunoglobin and globin mRNAs.

IMUA-lb - Insertion of sea urchin Lytechinus varigatus P2
DNA from germ line-sperm.

IMUA-lc - Optimization of systems for cloning Eco R1 PI
cleaved DNA in coliphage lambda.

IMUA-ld - Isolation of lambda phage clones containing P2
chick ribosomal DNA fragments.

IMUA-5 & 14 - Mechanisms of ppGpp regulation of gene PI

expression.

IMUA-19 - Study of the production and efficiency of P2

processing of chick ribosomal DNA.

NIMH IMUA-2 & 2a - Genetic analysis and study of gene P2

expression of chloroplast DNA from the unicellar
alga Chlamydomonas

.

IMUA-8 Isolation of recombinant plasmids carrying Pi

various E. coli genes.
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APPENDIX H

CERTIFICATION OF EK2 HOST-VECTORSYSTEMS**

I. REPORT TO THE RECOMBINANT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FROM THE WORKING GROUP ON SAFER HOSTS AND VECTORS:

LAMBDA PHAGE SYSTEMS
Unanimously Accepted by the

Recombinant Advisory Committee on
January 15, 1977

I. Standardized Laboratory Tests for EK2 Certification

Based, in part, on the written suggestions of various members of

the Working Group, four criteria were proposed to embody the essential

requirements for certification. These criteria were approved unanimously

by the Working Group to be recommended for adoption by the Advisory

Committee in certification of X EK2 vector systems.

A. Yield of Vector Phage

The yield of vector phage (+ or - a model cloned fragment)
10

propagated under laboratory conditions should be no less than 10 /ml

of unconcentrated crude lysate.

B. The probability that a fragment cloned on the vector will form

a persistent association with the permissive host used for its propagation

and that this complex will then survive for 24 hours, outside the laboratory

should be less than 10 This probability is calculated as the product

of (1) and (2) below.

(1) Number of fragment -containing surviving bacteria per

output fragment -containing phage in the lysate.

(2) Survival of bacteria after 24 hours under non-permissive

test conditions as determined in a separate experiment

carried out in the absence of phage.

*A Workshop on Design of Tests for EK3 Host-Phage -Vector Systems

was held at NIH July 19, 1977. A forthcoming report will be available

from the NIH Office of Recombinant DNA Activities.
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Comments on:

(I ) This fraction should be measured both at the time of lysis and

at 24 hours after lysis with the culture maintained under optimal growing

-conditions. The denominator in both cases is the titer of phage at

the time of lysis . The numiber of fragmient -containing bacteria should be

measured in an appropriate manner with justification by reconstitution

experiments. The test at 24 hours is intended to represent a worst

possible case, which should not normally arise. The requirement for

a 2 4-hour test applies only to the host used for propagation, but not

necessarily to the host used in procedures at the scale of individual

plaques.
+

As an example, such a test might measure the number of gal

bacteria formed after infection of permissive host bacteria (lacking

the gal base sequence homology with the cloned fragment) with a phage
+

vector containing a gal (model cloned DNA ) fragment. Demonstration
+

that authentic gal colonies could be detected at the frequency measured

in the test would constitute appropriate justification.

(2) The Working Group does not wish to specify at this time non-

permissive conditions that must be met in this test for all cases.

The two tests suggested in current applications: "survival in raw

sewage" and "survival in tap water, " though useful, refer to survival

in nature and are therefore more appropriately considered in the context

of EK3 certifications.

For the present, the safety factor characteristic of any particular

host can be considered independently for each application. An example

of the application of this principle is the host for a current A EK2
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candidate, which in case of culture overgrowth for 24 hours may reach
- 6

a level of persistent association of about 10 associations per fragment-

containing vector. Thus, production of fragments with these vectors
-2

should be limited to hosts offering a factor of safety of at least 10

A minimal test for any proposed partially disabled host, however, will

include a measure of the reversion frequencies for each of the relevant

mutations.

Although killing by chloroform decreases the probability of survival

of any clone -containing bacteria by many orders of magnitude, this

factor is not included in calculating the degree of biological containment

measured in this test.

C. The frequency of survival of fragment -transferring capacity_
of a vector phage carrying a model fragment should be less than 1

0

in the tests specified below .

It is understood that this value (as in B) should represent the

product of the following probabilities:

(1 ) The probability that the phage will survive until it meets a

sensitive host.

(2) The probability that (a) the fragment will persist in a non-

permissive X -sensitive heteroimmune lysogen or (b) that the fragment-

containing vector phage will acquire genetic material from a related

prophage that will serve to negate the safety features of Lhe vector.

Comments:
-3

Data available for wild -type ^ suggest that (1) is less than 10
-5

Theoretically then, the value for (2) must be 10 or less.
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Nevertheless, the Working Group considers it essential that there

be some experimental estimation of the "worst possible case. " We

can very conservatively estimate that the worst possible case (specified
-1

below) will actually arise in less than one of ten (10 ) x -sensitive

strains encountered in nature. This brings the required value for
-4

test (2) to 10 We therefore recommend that the following "worst-

case" tests be included and show:

(a) The number of fragment -containing bacteria per adsorbed
-4

input fragment -containing phage should be less than 10 and

(b) The number of fragment -containing rearmed (wild-type) phage
-4

per adsorbed input fragment -containing phage should be less than 10
-3

Values of less than 10 for each of two genetic safety features one

located to the left of the cloned fragment and the other to the right,

are also acceptable.

It is understood that the host in this worst possible case should

be a non-permissive lysogen bearing a heteroimmune prophage which

has base -sequence homology with the input phage and a compatible

late gene regulatory system.

D. The product of reversion frequencies of "disarming" mutations

should be less than 10

Comment :

This test should be done in a non-permissive, non-lysogenic bacte-

ria. Separate determination of the reversion frequencies of individual
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mutations should be made wherever possible and the product of these
-8

should be less than 10 . Restriction-modification barriers should not

be included in this test.

II. Modifications in the definition of EK2 phage vectors

The Working Group recommends specifically that: Lysogens of

any EK2 vector carrying a cloned fragment formed in vitro should be

considered as EKl systems.
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II. INSTRUCTIONS TO INVESTIGATORS CONCERNING DATA TO BE
SUBMITTED ON HOST-PLASMID SYSTEMS PROPOSED FOR

EK2 CERTIFICATION

I. Survival

(A) Time -course experiments must show that survival of the
-8

host -plasmid falls to 10 or lower within 24 hours of incubation

in vitro under non-permissive conditions (i.e., conditions that have

been demonstrated to obtain in the mammalian intestinal tract).

(B) The above loss of survival must depend on at least two

phenotypic traits which contribute independently to the overall contain-
-8

ment (i.e., either one alone must be demonstrated to produce 10

survival within 24 hours under non-permissive conditions). At least

one trait must be non-revertible, and the reversion rate of the others
-8

must be shown to be equal or less than 1x10 per cell per generation

II. Transmission

Although only non-conjugative plasmids may be used in EK2 system

the flora of the intestinal tract include bacteria that harbor conjugative

plasmids; transfer of the latter to an EK2 cell may result in the

mobilization of the EK2 plasmid* for transfer to a third, recipient

bacterium.

The probability of this occurring will be the product of four

independent probabilities:

*We will refer to the separate components of the EK2 system as the
"EK2 plasmid" and the "EK2 cell.

"
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The probability (P ) that the EK2 cell will encounter a
1

bacterium that harbors a mobilizing plasmid and is capable of con-

jugating under the prevailing environmental conditions.

(2) The probability that the mobilizing plasmid will be trans-

ferred to the EK2 cell. This can be measured experimentally under

optimal mating conditions in vitro , and expressed as the transfer

rate, R .

1

(3) The probability (P ) that an EK2 cell which has received a
2

mobilizing plasmid will encounter a competent recipient bacterium,

and conjugate with it under prevailing environmental conditions.

(4)

The probability that the EK2 plasmid will be mobilized and

transferred to the recipient. This can be measured under optimal

mating conditions in vitro, and expressed as the transfer rate, R .

2

In actual experiments* on transfer between E. coli strains in

vivo using host-plasmids for which R and R are both very high
1 2

-2

(>10 ), the observed transfer frequencies (roughly corresponding
-9

to P X R , and P x R , respectively) were less than 1x10 ,11 2 2

-7

suggesting that P and P are each less than 1x10 . Since,
1 2

however, much higher values might obtain under other conditions

(e.g., in sewage, or in animals fed antibiotics), it would seem

*S. Falkow, personal communication.
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prudent to demand that a significant degree of containment be contributed

by the factors R and R ,

1 2

-6

A maximal value of 1 x 10 for the product R x R , for example,
1 2

-8

would give a figure of less than 1x10 for the overall rate of transfer
-2

(P X R X P X R ), even if P x P were as high as 1 x 10 ,112 2 12
-14

rather than the observed value of less than 1x10

In view of these considerations, the investigator is required to

furnish data from the following types of experiments:

(A) The rate of transfer (R ) of each of several mobilizing plasmids
1

(see below) from their respective donors to the proposed EK2 system

must be measured under optimal, permissive conditions, using 90-

minute matings in vitro .

(B) The rate of transfer (R ) of the EK2 plasmid from the EK2
2

system harboring each mobilizing plasmid must be measured under

optimal, permissive conditions using six -hour matings in vitro .

(C) The above tests must be done with one mobilizing plasmid

from each of the following compatibility groups: FII, N, and I. A

genetically derepressed plasmid should be used in each case, if such

exists. The product, R x R , must be equal to or less than
1 2

-6

1x10 in the case of derepressed mobilizing plasmids, and must
-8

be equal to or less than 1x10 in the case of repressed mobilizing

plasmids.
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(D) For each mobilizing plasmid, a positive control must be carried

out under permissive conditions to confirm the efficacy of the test. In

these control experiments, the donor-mobilizing plasmid system and the

third, recipient bacterial strain must be the same as used in the above

experiments; the intermediate host must be a conjugation-proficient

cell containing an efficiently mobilizable plasmid, such that R x R
1 2

-3

(separately measured) must be equal to or greater than 1x10 in

the case of derepressed mobilizing plasmids and must be equal to or
-5

greater than 1x10 in the case of repressed mobilizing plasmids.

(E) Six -hour triparental matings must be done in parallel with

each of the above experiments, and must yield transfer rates (R )

3

for the EK2 plasmid which, in each case, are equal to or less than

the observed products of R x R
1 2

(F) The survival of the EK2 and control hosts during the mating

periods must be measured, and the transfer rates described above

must be calculated in terms of the final number of viable EK2 or control

intermediate hosts.
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III. CERTIFIED EK2 HOST-VECTOR SYSTEMS

Date Dates of review Date
Vector Host submi tted by Committee certi Tied

Plasmid systems

pSClOl Xl776 3/30/76 4/1/76
6/9/76
9/13/76

12/6/76

pCRl Xl776 3/30/76 4/1/76
6/9/76
9/13/76

12/6/76

pMB9 Xl776 12/20/76 1/14/77
1/16/77
3/21/77

4/18/77

pBR313 Xl776 12/20/76 1/14/77
1/16/77
3/21/77
6/23/77

7/7/77

pBR322 Xl776 12/20/76 1/14/77 7/7/77
1/16/77
3/21/77
6/23/77

Bacteriophage
systems

AWES.AB DPSOsupF 8/9/76 9/12/76
9/14/76
12/13/76
1/15/77

2/22/77

AgtvJZ-AB E. coli-K12 12/3/76 12/13/76 2/22/77
1/15/77

Charon 3A, DP50 4/19/76 6/9/76 3/1/77
Charon 4A, or 9/12/76
Charon 316A DPSOsupF 9/14/76

12/12/76
1/15/77

Literature
references

1 , 2

1, 3, 4

1, 5, 6,

7

1, 7

1, 7

8, 9

10

11
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Literature References

1. Curtiss III, R. , et al. (1977). In Recombinant Molecules ; Impact
on Science and Society. R.R. Beers, Jr., andE.G. Bassett (ed. ):

Proceedings of the lOth Miles International Symposium, 45-56.

2. Cohen, S.N., A. C.Y. Chang, H. Boyer and R. Helling (1973).
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 70:3240-3244.

3. Covey, C, D. Richardson and J. Carbon (1976). Molecular and
Genetics 145:155.
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9. Leder, P., D. Tiemeier and L. Enquist (1977). Science 196:
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11. Blattner, F.R., et al (1977). Science 196:163-169.
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INTERIM REPORT OF THE
FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH:

SUGGESTED ELEMENTS FOR LEGISLATION
March 15, 1977

I , Introduction

Recent scientific developments in genetics, particularly in the last

four years, have culminated in the ability to join together genetic

material from different sources in cell-free systems to form recombinant

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules. DNA is the material that determines

hereditary characteristics of all known cells. Recombinant DNA research

offers great promise for better understanding and improved treatment of

human diseases. Medical advances through use of this technology include

the opportunity to explore complicated diseases and the functioning of

cells, to better understand a variety of hereditary defects, and possibly

in the future, to create microorganisms useful in producing medically

important compounds for the treatment and control of disease. Aside from

the potential medical benefits, a variety of other applications in science

and technology are envisioned. An example is the large-scale production

of enzymes for industrial use. Potential benefits in agriculture include

the enhancement of nitrogen fixation in certain plants and the biological

control of pests, permitting increased food production.

There are risks in this new research area as well as anticipated

benefits. A potential hazard, for example, is that the foreign DNA in "

a microorganism may alter it in unpredictable and undesirable ways. Should

the altered microorganism escape from containment, it might infect human

beings, animals, or plants, causing disease or modifying the environment.
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Or the altered bacteria might have a competitive advantage, enhancing

their survival in some niche within the ecosystem.

Until the potential risks are better delineated and evaluated in

light of developing scientific knowledge, the public should expect

such research to be conducted under strict conditions ensuring safety.

This was the fundamental principle that guided the Federal Interagency

Committee on Recombinant DNA Research in its deliberations—that is, the

desire to allow this significant research to continue while simultaneously

protecting, as much as humanly possible, man and the environment from

effects of potential hazards whose nature is as yet unknown.

The Committee formally adopted this interim report by unanimous con-

sent, save for abstentions by the representatives from the Council on

Environmental Quality and the Department of Justice.

II . Development of the NIH Guidelines on Recombinant DNA Research

Approximately three years ago, because of the perceived potential

hazards, scientists engaged in this research voluntarily called for a

moratorium on certain experiments pending an assessment of risk and the

development of appropriate guidelines. These scientists called upon the

National Institutes of Health (NIH)
,
of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, to create an advisory committee to develop such

guidelines. After what NIH considered to be extensive scientific and

public review, it released guidelines on June 23, 1976, which established

strict conditions for the conduct of NIH-supported research in this

area. The NIH Guidelines prohibit certain types of experiments and

require special safety conditions for other types. The provisions
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are designed to afford protection with a wide margin of safety to workers

and the environment. The NIH Guidelines were published in the Federal

Register on July 7, 1976, for public comment.

The NIH also prepared and filed in the Federal Register on

September 9, 1976, a Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Guidelines

for public comment. The final NIH Environmental Impact Statement will be

published shortly. In August 1976 the NIH published a volume containing

the transcript of a public hearing held on the Guidelines as well as the

correspondence received by the NIH Director on this matter prior to the

release of the Guidelines in June.

III. Federal Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research

The Interagency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research was created to

address extension of the NIH Guidelines beyond the NIH to the public

and private sectors. The Committee was convened by the Secretary of Health

Education, and Welfare with the approval of the President. Dr. Donald S.

Fredrickson, Director of NIH, serves as chairman at the Secretary's request

The Interagency Committee is composed of representatives of Federal

Departments and agencies that support or conduct recombinant DNA research,

or that may do so in the future, and representatives of Federal Departments

and agencies that have present or potential regulatory authority in this

area. (The membership of the Committee is included in Appendix I.) The

mandate of the Committee is to

(1) review the nature and scope of Federal- and private-sector

activities relating to recombinant DNA research;
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(2) determine the extent to which the NIH Guidelines may

currently be applied to research in the public and

private sectors;

(3) recommend, if appropriate, legislative or executive actions

necessary to ensure compliance with the standards set for this

research; and

(4) provide for the full communication and necessary exchange of

information on recombinant-DNA-research programs and activities

throughout the Federal sector.

Two meetings of the Committee were held in November 1976. The first

of these, on November 4, was devoted to a review of the development of

the NIH Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules. The

Committee also reviewed activities in other countries on the development

of guidelines for this research. Recombinant DNA research is being conducted

in a number of countries, including Canada, the United Kingdom, most of

Western Europe, the Scandinavian countries, Eastern Europe, the Soviet

Union, and Japan.

In many countries appropriate governmental or scientific bodies have

reviewed the research and have agreed that it should proceed. Several

of the countries have acted to establish guidelines to govern the conduct

of this research, including the United Kingdom and Canada. In the

United Kingdom a parliamentary committee addressed the issue and indicated

that work in this area should continue under appropriate safety conditions.

Scientific advisory committees of international organizations, such as

the World Health Organization, the International Councils of Scientific
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Unions, and the European Molecular Biology Organization, have made similar

recommendations

.

The European Science Foundation, representing member nations from

Western Europe and Scandinavia, has recommended to its members that they

follow the guidelines of the United Kingdom. These guidelines are, in intent

and substance, very similar to those of the National Institutes of Health.

The NIH is currently working closely with the United Kingdom and the European

Science Foundation to ensure a commonality of standards in the conduct of this

research. Thus far, there has been very close cooperation and coordination

among the various international and national scientific bodies, with a view

to reaching a consensus on safety practices, programs, and procedures.

At the meeting of the Committee held on November 23, the Federal research

agencies discussed their activities and possible roles in the implementation

of the NIH Guidelines. All Federal research agencies endorsed the Guidelines

to govern recombinant DNA research. At present, the NIH, the National

Science Foundation, the Veterans Administration, and the U.S. Department

of Agriculture are supporting or conducting such research. The NIH has

123 grants in which recombinant DNA research is involved. The National

Science Foundation has 52 grants supporting such research in whole or

in part. The Veterans Administration has eight projects. The Department

of Agriculture and Agricultural Experiment Stations will soon have an

estimate of the number of projects in their area. The Department of Defense,

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Energy Research

and Development Administration do not at present conduct such research,

but all have endorsed the NIH Guidelines to govern future research should

it be undertaken.
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IV . Subconmiittee Review of Existing Legislation

At the November 23 meeting of the Interagency Committee, the Federal

regulatory agencies also reported on their regulatory functions. Following

that review, a special Subcommittee was formed to analyze the relevant

statutory authorities for the possible regulation of recombinant DNA research.

All regulatory agencies were represented on the Subcommittee, assisted

by attorneys from their offices of general counsel. (See Appendix II for

the membership of the Subcommittee.) The Subcommittee held meetings on

December 13, 1976, and on January 11 and February 8, 1977.

The Subcommittee was charged to determine whether existing legislative

authority would permit the regulation of all recombinant DNA research in the

United States (whether or not Federally funded) and would include at least the

following regulatory requirements:

(1) review of such research by an institutional biohazards committee

before it is undertaken,

(2) compliance with physical and biological containment standards

and prohibitions in the NIH Guidelines,

(3) registration of such research with a national registry at the

time the research is undertaken (subject to appropriate

safeguards to protect proprietary interests), and

(4) enforcement of the above requirements through monitoring,

inspection, and sanctions.

It was the conclusion of the Subcommittee that present law could

permit imposition of some of the above requirements on much recombinant DNA

laboratory research, but that no single legal authority or combination of
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authorities currently exists that would clearly reach all research

and other uses of recombinant DNA techniques and meet all the requirements.

The complete Subcommittee analysis is included in Appendix III. The

Subcommittee, in reaching this conclusion, reviewed the following laws

that were deemed most deserving of detailed consideration:

(1) the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (Public Law

91-596)
,

(2) the Toxic Substances Control Act (Public Law 94-469),

(3) the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (Public Law 93-633),

(4) Section 361 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 264).

The Occupational Safety and Health Act gives the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA) broad powers to require employers to

provide a safe workplace for their employees. The term "employer" in the

Act, however, is defined in such a way as to exclude States and their

political subdivisions unless the OSHA standards are voluntarily adopted.

Twenty-four States have adopted the standards, but twenty-six states are not

subject to them. Further, the OSHA standards do not cover self-employed

persons. For these reasons it was determined that OSHA at present could

not regulate all recombinant DNA research.

The Environmental Protection Agency, under the Toxic Substances

Control Act, is directed to control chemicals that may present an

"unreasonable risk of injury to the health or the environment." The Sub-

committee determined that the materials used in recombinant DNA research
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would appear to be covered in most cases by the Act's definition of

"chemical substance." Section 5 of the Act, however, explicitly exempts

registration of chemical substances used in small quantities for the

purposes of scientific experimentation or analysis. This represents

a most serious deficiency, as the registration of activities was thought

to be an essential element of any regulatory effort. Also, in order

to meet the specifications of the Act, recombinant DNA research would

have to be found to present "an unreasonable risk of injury to health

or the environment."

The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) and Section 361

of the Public Health Service (PHS) Act give the Department of Transporta-

tion (dot) and the Center for Disease Control (CDC), respectively,

authority to regulate the shipment of hazardous materials in interstate

commerce. Both the DOT and the CDC, in implementing these acts with

respect to biological products, have essentially aimed at imposing

labeling, packaging, and shipping requirements, and were found to

be wanting for regulation of all recombinant DNA research.

The Environmental Defense Fund, in November 1976, petitioned the

DHEW to regulate recombinant DNA research under Section 361 of the PHS Act.

(The petition is included in Appendix IV.) The Subcommittee carefully

reviewed this section, which is directed to organisms that are communicable

and cause human disease. Thus, under this section, there would have to

be a reasonable basis for concluding that the products of all recombinant

DNA research may cause human disease and are communicable. Further, Section
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361 does not apply to plants, animals, or the general environment. It was

the conclusion of the Subcommittee that Section 361 lacked the requisite

authority to meet all of the requirements set for the regulation of this

research

.

The Subcommittee also considered the authority of the CDC to license

and control the operation of clinical laboratories under Section 353 of

the PHS Act, but this provision was not considered to be applicable to

research laboratories .

Other authorities of EPA under the Clean Air Act, the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act, and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

of 1976 were considered briefly and thought only to apply, if at all, to

isolated aspects of recombinant DNA research. The authorities of the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) were also reviewed, but it was concluded that

recombinant DNA research has not yet reached the stage of commercial appli-

cation that comes under the FDA's jurisdiction. The regulatory powers

of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) were also reviewed and found

applicable solely to nonhuman animals and plants.

In summary, the group concluded that no single legal authority, or

combination of authorities, currently exists which would clearly reach

all recombinant DNA research in a manner deemed necessary by the Committee.

Although there is existing authority that might be broadly interpreted to

cover most of the research at issue, it was generally agreed that

regulatory actions taken on the basis of any such interpretation would

probably be subject to legal challenge.

After completing an analysis of existing legislation, the Sub-

committee on February 8, 1977, considered elements which might be
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included in legislation to regulate recombinant DNA research. The Sub-

committee referred the analysis of existing legislation and elements

for new legislation to the full Committee at a meeting held on February 25,

1977. The full Committee adopted the report of the Subcommittee on existing

legislation and agreed that new legislation was required.

V . Suggested Elements for Legislation

In considering the elements for legislation, the Committee reviewed

Federal, State, and local activities bearing on the regulation of recombinant

DNA research. Among congressional proposals reviewed were Senate Bill 621,

"The DNA Research Act of 1977," introduced by Senator Dale Bumpers, and the

companion measure introduced by Representative Richard L. Ottinger in the

House (H.R. 3591). The Committee also noted the resolution (H. Res. 131)

introduced by Representative Ottinger on January 19, 1977, requesting DHEW

to regulate recombinant DNA research under Section 361 of the PHS Act.

Hearings held by State and local governments, including State legis-

latures, were among State and local activities reviewed. Recommendations

for State regulation by the New York State Attorney General's Environmental

Health Bureau, and for city regulation by the Cambridge (Massachusetts) City

Council, were also considered.

Several committee representatives also reported on meetings with

other interested parties whose views had been solicited on legislation

to regulate recombinant DNA research. Those who were contacted include

agricultural scientists, biomedical scientists, environmentalists, labor
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unions, and private industry. At the request of the Chairman of the

Committee, the Industrial Research Institute and the Pharmaceutical

Manufacturers Association are surveying their member firms to determine

the scope of the research efforts in the private sector. The Pharma-

ceutical Manufacturers Association has adopted the NIH Guidelines

for safe conduct of this research.

In light of this review, the full Committee recommends that the

following elements should be included in proposed legislation for the

regulation of recombinant DNA research:

( 1 ) Definitions :

"Recombinant DNA molecules" should be defined in a manner consistent

with the NIH Guidelines.

Through an appropriate definition of the term "person," the legisla-

tion should cover any individual, corporation, association. Federal,

State, or local institution or agency, or other legal entity.

"Secretary" should mean the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(2) General requirements :

The legislation should bar any person from engaging in the production

or use of recombinant DNA molecules in a State of the United States, in

the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin

Islands, American Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

Wake Island, Outer Continental Shelf Lands as defined in the Outer Continen-

tal Shelf Lands Act, Johnston Island, or the Canal Zone, unless (a) such

production or use is permissible under standards promulgated by the

Secretary, (b) such production or use is in compliance with any such
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standards, (c) the licensing requirements prescribed in the legislation

have been satisfied, and (d) the registration requirements prescribed

in the legislation have been satisfied.

The legislation should permit the Secretary to exempt activities

from these requirements (a) where the activity is for specific commercial

purposes found by the Secretary, after consultation with the regulating

agency, to be regulated under other Federal law, or (b) where the Secretary

determines that the activity poses no unreasonable risk to health or the

environment

.

(3) Standards :

The Secretary should be directed, as soon as practicable after passage

of the legislation, to promulgate the NIH Guidelines for Research Involving

Recombinant DNA Molecules as initial standards, with such clarifications

and modifications as the Secretary determines to be necessary. Standards

should assure, on the basis of the best currently available evidence,

that no employee will suffer material impairment of health or functional

capacity even if such employee engages in the production or use of recombinant

DNA molecules for an entire working lifetime.

The legislation should authorize the Secretary to modify and revoke

any of these initial standards and to promulgate new standards.

The legislation should include an appropriate provision for judicial

review.
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(4) Licensure of laboratories:

The legislation should bar any person from engaging in the production

or use of recombinant DNA molecules except at a facility licensed by the

Secretary. A license should not be issued unless the Secretary determines

that the facility will be operated in accordance with standards promulgated

under the legislation and such other conditions as the Secretary deems

appropriate

.

The Secretary should have authority to exempt from the licensure

requirement categories of activity which he determines pose no unreasonable

risk to health or the environment. He should also, at his discretion,

be able to utilize qualified accreditation or licensing bodies to assist

him in carrying out this licensing function.

The legislation should have appropriate provisions for revocation,

suspension, and limitation of licenses and for judicial review.

(5) Registration :

The legislation should bar any person from engaging in the production

or use of recombinant DNA molecules unless the activity has been registered

with the Secretary, provided that the Secretary should be able to exempt from

the provisions of this section categories of production or use which he

determines pose no unreasonable risk to health or the environment.

(6) Imminent hazards :

The Secretary should have authority to sue to enjoin the production

or use of recombinant DNA molecules where he believes the activity would

constitute an imminent hazard to health or the environment.
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(7) Inspections
,
subpoenas

,
record-keeping

,
and reports :

The Secretary, in carrying out the legislation, should have authority

to inspect facilities, make environmental measurements, conduct medical

investigations, inspect medical records, issue subpoenas and citations,

and require record-keeping and reports.

(8) Disclosure of information :

The legislation should provide that all records submitted to, or

otherwise obtained by, the Secretary or his representatives under the

legislation shall be available to the public upon request, except

(a) information now exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Informa-

tion Act, and (b) other information the disclosure of which would cause

the loss of proprietary rights.

At the time of request, persons who have submitted records should

be given an opportunity to identify those portions which they believe

to be excepted from disclosure under the preceding paragraph. The Secretary

should not release such portions unless (a) he has found the portions

so identified not to be excepted and has given the submitter advance

notice of this finding and an opportunity to rebut it, or (b) the public

need to know so outweighs the interest of the submitter as to require

release. Where the Secretary releases records or portions thereof because

of the public need to know, he should notify the submitter, setting

forth the urgent health or environmental needs which serve as the basis

for his action.

(9) Coordination :

The legislation should provide specifically for interagency coordination

in setting standards and avoiding duplicative requirements.
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(10) Preemption :

The legislation should specifically preempt all State and local

laws regulating the production or use of recombinant DNA molecules;

except that where a State passes a law imposing requirements identical

to those contained in the Federal legislation, the Secretary should

have discretion to enter into an agreement with the State to carry out

the Secretary's responsibilities under the legislation.

(11) Enforcement;

The legislation should contain provisions for enforcement and sanctions.

(12) Employee rights :

The legislation should contain protections for employees who cooperate

in the enforcement of these provisions.

(13) Sunset :

The legislation should remain in effect for a period of five years

from the date of enactment, unless further action is taken by Congress.

VI . Suggested Elements for Legislation: Committee Analysis

In considering these elements for proposed legislation, a number of

issues were raised and discussed by the Committee. The issues that the

Committee considered of importance are described below.

(1) Definition of the Term " Secretary "

:

The Committee considered the appropriate locus in the Government for

the regulation of the use and production of recombinant DNA molecules.

It determined that the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
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is the appropriate locus in light of

(a) NIH's role as a lead agency in setting the standards,

(b) the petition by the Environmental Defense Fund to DHEW

to issue regulations in this area,

(c) the congressional proposals that placed regulatory responsibility

in DHEW, and

(d) the experiences of DHEW' s Center for Disease Control in regulating

infectious agents, and of its Bureau of Biologies (FDA) in licensing

the production of biological products, in close cooperation

with other Federal Departments and agencies.

This recommendation was formally approved by all members of the Committee.

The Committee also urges close cooperation and coordination in DHEW between

the NIH and regulatory agencies to ensure effective implementation of the

standards set for this research.

(2) The Scope of Regulation :

The Committee reviewed at great length the nature and scope of

regulation. Consideration was given to regulation of all laboratory

research where hazardous or potentially hazardous substances were employed.

Dr. Fredrickson reviewed the activities of committees at the NIH other

than the Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee which have

been created to study and recommend, if necessary, safety standards

for other research involving actual or potential biohazards.

There was general Committee agreement that, for the present, legislation

should be restricted to recombinant DNA techniques, allowing for sound

administrative and scientific expertise in developing safety standards
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and regulation in other areas. The Committee considered whether, in

the proposed legislation, the regulations should be limited to research.

As noted above in the analysis of existing legislation, no current single,

legal authority reaches all research under requirements set for regulation

by the Committee. However, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

and the Environmental Protection Agency do have authority for regulation

of commercial applications of recombinant DNA molecules.

Regulation of research alone presents a problem because of the

difficulty in determining the border between research and pilot production.

Therefore, the Committee recommends that regulation cover the production

or use of recombinant DNA molecules. Such language would include research

activity, and makes immaterial any consideration of whether a given

activity constitutes research, pilot production, or manufacture. The

Committee recommends that the Secretary, in consultation with appropriate

regulatory agencies, be allowed to determine the nature of the activity

and should defer to a regulatory body he determines is better empowered

and equipped to deal with it.

The Committee also recommends as a suggested element for legislation a

"sunset provision" for the regulatory authority. This provision is intended

to mandate a review of regulation in light of accumulated scientific and

safety information. This provision, the Committee wishes to emphasize,

does not refer to records and other data relevant, for example, to medical,

occupational, or environmental surveillance.

(3) Registration :

There was general agreement by the Committee that registration of

projects and other activities involving the use or production of recombinant
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DNA molecules was an important element of regulation. It was the consensus

of the Committee that registration should occur prior to the initiation

of the project, but that approval before commencing the project should

not be required. Further, the Committee recommends that the Secretary

have the authority to exempt certain classes of projects from this

requirement

.

(4) Licensure of Facilities :

It was the consensus of the Committee that the licensure provision

should apply only to facilities, and that the facility would, under the

terms of its license, accept responsibility for the particular activities

and individuals at the facility. The Committee concluded that licensure

of the facility and registration of projects would meet the needs for

safety monitoring without extension of licensure to the projects themselves.

The Committee discussed the possibility of revoking a license for serious

and willful violations of the regulations. There was concern expressed that

revocation was a very punitive measure, but it was agreed that the Secretary

may wish to consider it for serious violations of the standards.

(5) Disclosure of Information :

It was the scientific community that brought to public attention

potential hazards of recombinant DNA research, and the NIH Guidelines, in

that spirit, promote disclosure and dissemination of scientific and safety

information. The Committee urges full disclosure to the appropriate

regulatory body of all relevant safety and scientific information on the

use or production of recombinant DNA molecules. However, the Committee
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recognizes the important world-wide commercial potential of recombinant

DNA molecules in medicine, agriculture, and other areas of science and

technology. It believes that the potential commercial uses of recombinant

DNA techniques require that information of a proprietary nature and

patent rights be given appropriate protection from disclosure by the

regulatory agency receiving such information. Some Committee members

expressed concern that universities and inventors with limited resources

may be unable to adequately protect data of a proprietary nature if

the regulatory agency acts to disclose such information. The regulatory

agency should consider the burden of its action on these inventors.

(6) Preemption of State/Local Laws :

The potential hazards posed by the use of recombinant DNA techniques

extend beyond the local to the national and international levels. There-

fore, the Committee recommends that a single set of national standards

must govern and that, accordingly, local law should be preempted to

ensure national standards and regulations. The Committee, however, took

into account the activities at the State and local levels on regulation

of recombinant DNA research. It was agreed that if a State passes a

law imposing requirements identical to those contained in the Federal

legislation, then the Secretary may enter into an agreement with the

State to utilize its resources to assist the Secretary in carrying out

his duties.

(7) Inspection and Enforcement :

The Committee proposes that there be inspection and enforcement

requirements to ensure that standards are being met. In order to protect
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the public health from an imminent potential hazard, the Committee also

recommends that the Secretary have authority to enjoin the use or production

of recombinant DNA molecules when he deems it necessary.

The Committee also reviewed the question of civil liability in

the event of injury to humans or the environment. It believes that actions

for damages should be left to State and local law. It is concerned that

the inclusion of standards for strict liability as proposed in S. 621

could place a severe constraint on the ability of an institution to obtain

liability insurance. It was predicted that, without insurance, institutions

might have to terminate their research efforts unless national legislation

were passed to indemnify them against adverse judgments.

(8) Interagency Cooperation :

Because of the wide potential use and production of recombinant

DNA molecules and the need for uniform development and implementation

of standards, the Committee recommends that mechanisms be established

by the Secretary to ensure cooperation and coordination among appropriate

Federal Departments and agencies. The National Institutes of Health is

developing appropriate liaison between its Recombinant DNA Molecule Program

Advisory Committee and relevant Federal research agencies, such as the

Department of Agriculture, the National Science Foundation, and the Energy

Research and Development Administration.

VII. Future Agenda

Pending action on possible legislation, the Committee stands ready to

assist DHEW or whatever agency is made responsible for regulation of

activities involving the use or production of recombinant DNA molecules.
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For example, research agencies on the Committee are working in coordination

with the National Institutes of Health and its Recombinant DNA Molecule

Program Advisory Committee on setting standards and certifying new host-vector

systems. The research agencies have also been developing a registry of

projects supported by Federal funds. The survey being taken in the private

sector by the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association and the Industrial

Research Institute will provide data on the industry, in anticipation of

registration under a new law.

The Committee will consider suggestions by the representatives from

the State Department concerning further means to ensure international

control in the use and production of recombinant DNA molecules. At

present, there is voluntary coordination and cooperation among national

scientific bodies. The Biological Weapons Convention is considered by

the State Department to prohibit development, production, or stockpiling

of recombinant DNA molecules for purposes of biological warfare. The

Committee will review whether other measures need to be considered for

international control.

The Committee will also be reviewing current Federal policies on

the matter of patenting recombinant DNA inventions and other matters of

concern that may need to be addressed before the Committee concludes its

business and files a final report.
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Document 1

THE ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITY
1230 YORKAVENUE NEWYORK, NEW YORK 100 21

September 7, 1976

Dr. Donald Fredrickson, Director
National Institute of Health
Bethesda, Md. 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

I must say that I am very happy and impressed with the
environmental impact statement on in vitro recombinant DNA
experiments. Particularly relevant is the argument on the
breakdown of the homeostasis (of some kind) that occurs when
a plasmid is added to a bacterium such that it grows more
slowly and is often lost. This includes natural, unmodified
plasmids such as that F agent which is maintained solely on
basis of its conjugal potential. Also the argument that
when one inserts or deletes a piece of DNA into plasmids or
phage DNA, it grows more slowly. This is probably more then
just the disruption of gene function but depends rather on
organization of an unknown kind of the nucleotide sequences.
The last argument which is really not referred to other than
in the context of K-12 having been a laboratory strain for
30 years is the deadaptation to the natural host and the
adaptation to laboratory conditions of biological organisms.
This principle first described and used by Pasteur in his
attenuation of the rabies virus to make a vaccine is, as you
know, the procedure that has been used to make all of our
live vaccines.

In general the statement is the most carefully and calmly
reasoned presentation of the benefits and risks of this new
technology and its potential effect on the environment,
since the original Berg e^ al, letter.

I also want to note that although like many others I

might nitpick at the details of the guidelines, on the whole
they represent a very solid and thoughtful piece of work.
They should be more than sufficient, to protect everyone. I

am sure that given experience, they will be able to become
much less stringent.
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Since you will probably be receiving a lot of flak
from all sides I enclose a bit of levity that I wrote while
reading and thinking about the environment impact statement.

Yours sincerely.

Professor Norton u. Zinder

am

- 2 -
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Document 2

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
^ASAOKNA. CALIFORNIA OtiaS

DIVISION OF StOLOOY 180-as

September 7* 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Office of the Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 200114-

Dear Don:

I hare read with considerable interest the draft of the Environmental Impact
Statement on the rules of the NIH "Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant
DNA Molecules." Let me say first that it is an exceptionally well written and
lucid document; it has atten5>ted, in my opinion, to provide a fairly complete
catalog of the potential benefits and hazards of the recombinant DNA technology
and to present these in an objective manner.

I would, however, take issue with a few of the conclusions or Judgments made.
In particular I refer to Section C la (pp. l8-20) to which frequent reference
is made subsequently in the text.

I would agree that in the visual parlance organisms sure generally "well adapted"
relative to their competitors in their present ecological niches — that is,

their adaptation is as good as they have been able to achieve in the evolutionary
time available to them and by the mechanisms (principally single mutations and
genetic recombinations, within species) available to them. Therefore, it is

probably unlikely that any single mutation will markedly improve their fitness

or expand their ecological range. However, conversely I see no reason to

believe that the evolutionary process has at any given time exhausted the possi-
bilities latent in the existing mechanisms. Furthermore, we certainly could
say the same when another novel evolutionary route is opened to such organisms

through the sudden addition of large pieces of genome of a character not normally
available to them.

Indeed, I would think it unlikely that Nature will not take advantage of the new
evolutionary potentials thus provided to produce better adapted orgeinisms of
wider ecological range.

On another topic relative to the rather brief discussion of possible deliberate
misuse on p. 31, I feel the treatment is unduly sanguine. While it is true
(I hope) that no one has produced intentionally hazardous agents, I know of no

scientists in the recombinant DNA field who do not believe that such agents

most likely could be produced.
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Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Page 2

September 7» 1976

I would also suggest concerning the discussion of the spread of possibly
hazardous agents (pp. 62-65) that the WEDUM report to which reference is made
is subject to a rather different interpretation than that given — i.e. that

the more favorable experience of recent years at thf Detrick installation is

the consequence principally of the development of means of vaccinating the

personnel against the agents under study, rather than the development of more
effective containment facilities. While the issue may be debatable, I do not

see how the two possibilities can be disentangled at this date.

Finally, I would suggest that the discussion of "Possible Undesirable Impact"

Cpp. 68-7^) is incomplete in that it does not consider the possible longer-
range consequences that may evolve in Nature subsequent to transfer (intrinsic

to these experiments) of genetic material across species lines. In this regard
I would point out that while any one evolutionairy scenario will seem qiiite

unlikely. Evolution as we know it is the outcome of what would seem to be, in

each instance, an unlikely series of events.

With best wishes.

Robert L. Sinsheimer
Chairman

cc: Dr. Dewitt Stetten
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Document 3

INSTITUTE OF SOCIETY, ETHICS AND THE LIFE SCIENCES

Donald S. Fredrickson, M.D.

Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda

^
Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

Enclosed is a copy of my commentary on the NIH guide-
lines for recombinant DNA research and the Environmental
Impact Statement, which I am sending to MAN AND MEDICINE.

I wanted to share these remarks with you prior to

publication. I would welcome any critical comments.

Hastings Center

MARC lAPPE
Associate for the Biological Sciences

September 9, 1976

Sincerely yours

ML: eva

Enclosure

Marc Lappi, Ph.D
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INSTITUTE OF SOCIETY, ETHICS AND THE LIFE SCIENCES

Hastings Center

MARC LAPPE
Associate for the Biological Sciences

September 8, 1976

Dr . Michael Meyer
Executive Editor
MAN AND MEDICINE
630 West 168th Street
New York, New York 10032

Dear Michael:

Enclosed please find a commentary on the NIH Guidelines
for recombinant DNA research and the Environmental
Impact Statement. I hope this is suitable for your
purposes.

I welcome the opportunity to share my views with your
readership.

Sincerely yours.

ML:eva
Enclosure : ms

Marc Lapp&, Ph.D
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Marc Lappi, Ph.D.

REGULATING RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH: PULLING BACK FROM THE APOCALYPSE

By early 1972, molecular biologist Paul Berg at Stanford and

a small group of colleagues at the leading Institutions In the United

States knew that they were standing on the brink of something momentous:

for the first time, they had succeeded in producing a whole new category

of microorganisms which previously had not existed In nature. The

potential benefits to be reaped appeared enormous: the block they had

all encountered In breaking into the genetic material of higher

organisms had now been surmounted. They could simply take E. coll ,

their old workhorse, and Jam it full of the DNA segments which they

wished to study from higher organisms. Let the bacteria replicate 20

or 30 times and you would have all the material you could ever wish

for analysis. Moreover, the possibilities for application once this

technique was perfected promised a veritable cornucopia of unforeseen

possibilities: human insulin or growth hormone genes could be Inserted

and their now rare product collected; plants currently unable to break

down nitrogen could be conferred with nltrogen-f Ixlng ability, and

enhanced quantities and quality pf plant protein genetically en-

gineered Into previously recalcitrant hosts. Yet, Berg end his

fellow researchers also recognized the enormity of the risks which

some of this work entailed. Some hazardous experiments had In fact

already been undertaken.
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It was against this background of concern that the present

guidelines emerged. On July 7, 1976, after over two years of care-

ful deliberation and debate, the National Institutes of Health

published Its final recommendations for Guidelines under which DNA

recombinant research could be conducted. Shortly afterwards, on

August 19th, the first draft on an Environmental Impact Statement

appeared under Che signature of NIH Director Donald Fredrickson.

The reasons for this enterprise are spelled out In the very first

page of the Impact statement: "The scientific community must have

Che public's confidence that the goals of this profoundly Important

research accord respect to important ethical, legal, and social

values of our society."

How fully do the accompanying dociiments and their support

sections fulfill this charge? In a phrase, not at all. Instead

of a carefully weighed consideration of social goals In science and

the appropriateness of different stratagems of risk-taking to reach

them, the authors present a carefully constructed scenario for pro-

ceeding towards the very research ends which were their objectives

In the first place. The ostensible neutrality of the position

statement Is compromised by the language used. In the environmental

impact statement, a sentence appears which declares that "It Is

widely anticipated that a variety of research—Impacting on health

and other areas of human concern—will benefit from recombinant

DNA .cchnology." No documentation Is given.
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Indeed, the environmental impact statement mentions the

environment only once. Risk estimates are consistently downgraded

by such misleading assertions as "there is no known Instance in

which a hazardous agent has been created by recombinant DNA tech-

nology." Exactly the same statement would have applied to uranium

enrichment prior to the summer of 1945 when the first nuclear bomb

was actually tested. (Recall that the whole era of recombinant DNA

work Is no more than five years old!)

In contrast, the guidelines represent a self-admitted

compromise between caution and progress. To the credit of the

drafting members, several categories of research which were deemed

Intrinsically dangerous are barred outright. They Include (1) ex-

periments In which recombinant DNA would be derived from certain

pathogenic organisms or tumor-producing viruses; (2) deliberate use

of DNA containing genes capable of producing toxins; (3) deliberate

creation of recombinant DNAs from plant pathogens which would poten-

tially Increase host range or virulence; (4) deliberate transfer of

drug resistance of microorganisms which do not acquire It naturally.

As a fifth caveat, the cosignatories banned any experiment using

recombinant DNA technology which entailed release of the newly

created organism Into the environment.

It Is not clear whether this last proscription would In fact

preclude doing the work to engineer new varieties of nltrogen-f Ixlng

bacteria or put organisms Into human hosts which might synthesize

critical biological molecules. Certainly the prohibitions of large
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scale (greater than 10 liter) production of recombinant micro-

organisms limits their use (under federal aegis) for the production

of vat-quantIt les of Insulin, factor VIII (for treating hemophilia)

or human growth hormone.

Protection for permissible experiments Is achieved by

simultaneous use of biological and physical mechanisms for at-

tenuating risk. Genetically crippled potential hosts and physical

containment facilities are proposed for experimentation Involving

different forms of recombinant DNA. In the guidelines themselves,

these procedures appear extremely well thought out.

But a sense of urgency to "get on with It" colors the tone

of the Impact statement. In It, a strong sense of advocacy conflicts

sharply with the otlierwlse objective tone of the guidelines.

In the Impact statement, three critical arguments undergird

the reasoning behind the strong advocacy towards proceeding with

research: 1) any possible hazard of such research Is purely specu-

lative (reiterated at least three times); 2) extrapolation from our

existing knowledge base strongly suggests that the process of creating

•uch organisms will In fact lead to diminished viability and risk;

3) Che potential gains are enormous. The casual reader Is readily

led Into a sense of comfort at the extraordinary ends to which the

researchers have apparently gone to ensure that the genetically

engineered bacteria and their associated plasmids will be rendered

genetic cripples. Incapable of surviving outside of the laboratory.
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The bald fact Is that there is probably no more Inappropriate

organism to use than E. coll for such work. It readily exchanges

DNA with other bacteria, and Is Intimately associated with humans

and other living things throughout the biota of tne planet.

Conversion of the present strains of E. coll into a less

viable form (K12) and the most likely phage vehicle into a more

fragile organism (EKL2 host-vector) was an afterthought following the

first Berg declaration. There Is no assurance that this conversion Is In

fact an adequate safety precaution , nor Is there any reference to pre-

vious experience to make such "Judgment" acceptable. One Is reminded

of the attempt to use Serratla marascens as a genetically "innocuous"

trace organism for the early aerosol biological warfare research,

only to find that it produced a pneumonia with clinically serious

complications. Only a few experiments to test the Innocuousness

of EK-12 have been performed, and these under only the most normal

conditions. The conditions xmder which accidents occur are notable

for their non-normality.

The only valid calculus of benefits and risks Is one which

recognizes that in the entirely new realm of recombinant DMA research,

both the prospects for beneficial application and for biological dis-

aster remain undetermined. The public then has a right to be asked what

rlska It would be willing to accept In the face of such uncertain benefits.

This Issue was never Joined. The range of responsibility In the face

of unforeseen risks Is only recently being explored. Traditionally,
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scientific accountability was heavily circumscribed and respon-

sibility for unforeseen, adverse consequences downplayed. But

some of the risks with recombinant molecules are foreseeable, in

the broadest sense. ^We can review the safety record of Fort

Oetrick in Frederick, Maryland, where most of our biological

warfare research was conducted. There we readily find instances

of laboratory accidents which were not predicted by the containment

precautions which were taken. Researchers were almost routinely

exposed to sub-clinical doses of the agents with which they worked,

and like the present-day workers with SV40 and Shope papilloma

viruses, developed the tell-tale antibodies indicating exposure to

potentially lethal agents. Biological excursions in which aerosols

of tularemia or other pathogenic organisms escaped from the laboratory

provide ample precedent for the unpredictability of much of yet to

be experienced hazards. Research at Detrick, in fact, provides the

only real basis against which to equate health risks; yet it is not

mentioned once in either document.

VIhat does an actual risk estimation in the report look like?

As a thought exercise, the environmental impact statement walks the

reader through a complex series of hypothetical events which would

have to happen simultaneously to create a biohazard. The genetically

engineered organism which possesses a potentially harmful gene must

first escape from the experimental situation (risk: 1 in 100) ; it

must survive after escape (risk: 1 in 10,000); it must grow and
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reproduce In Its new environment (risk: 1 In a million). Successful

epidemic conditions would then require that the first Infected or-

ganisms contact other hosts, that the bacteria leave the first host

in infectious form, and grow and multiply once again. The aggregate

risk (which the authors consider conservative) Is given as 1 In a

-12
trillion (1 x 10 ) . Let me review some actual experience which

may help the reader decide what weight a reasonable person might

wish to assign to this comforting figure.

I will deal with only two probability estimates: the chances

that an organism will escape a containment facility and Infect a

human host. The two facilities which might be used for work with

the potentially harmful organism are designated P3 and P4. A P3

facility Is separated from areas open to the general public by

controlled access corridors and air locks or locker rooms. Bio-

logical safety cabinets are available within the building and

environmental protection Insured by waste sterilization techniques.

All surfaces are easily cleaned and the ventilation system provides

a positive pressure which vents the air from within the building

into a sterilizer or scrubber. All work Is conducted in bio-

logical safety cabinets. A P4 facility has all of the above

features plus "monolithic" walls, floors and ceilings; airlocks;

clothing exchange and shower rooms; double-door autoclaves for

sterilizing materials within the facility; and a blowaste treat-

ment system to sterilize fluid effluents.
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In all of these precautions, no mention is made of the specific

training and protection of the personnel which would be required

to ensure the effective operation of the facility. In the final

section of the NIH appendices which review these issues, a cursory

reading of the newly uncovered potentials for miscalculation or

human error is literally hair-raising.

Even with the genetically impoverished K12 strain, the pos-

sibility of colonization and transfer of inadvertently ingested

bacteria are tremendously increased if the personnel have been

treated with antibiotics, or have diarrhea or any other condition

23
which upsets their normal flora. (A staggering 10 microorganisms,

mostly E. coli, are shed from the gut each day in human feces!)

Anyone who has achlorhydria, surgical removal of part of the stomach

—

or any other procedure which reduces gastric acidity (even taking

antacids!) will be at heightened risk for infection with the normally

acid-sensitive phage particles (lambda phage) which would be likely

recombinant DNA vectors. In truth, no one knows the probability of

survival of lambda phage or its likelihood of infection of resident

E. coll in the human gut—under these or even more normal conditions.

Naive technicians may not know that cellulose nitrate tubes,

favorites for centrifugation work, are liable to be converted to

high explosives when sterilized in an autoclave, or that high-speed

rotors on centrifuges that are switched from one machine to another

are more subject to metal fatigue and explosion and disintegration.
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or that pipettes which are stood upright in sterilizing medium

or blown out to clear the last drop are high-risk devices for

creating Infectious aerosols. Nor will they necessarily recognize

that snapping the neck of an ampoule of stored biological material,

or merely lifting the lid of a petri dish will generate potentially

infectious aerosols of the agents they contain.

These and a host of as yet unrecognized sources of human error

and hazard have undoubtedly contributed to the contamination of an

Incredibly high percentage of all the cell cultures in the world

with one single line of fibroblast cells known as HeLa. The bottom

line of any risk estimate must certainly take into account that 80%

of all reported laboratory accidents have no known cause. Neither

the NIH guidelines nor the environmental impact statement satis-

factorily acknowledge the element of human error or incorporate it

into their risk equations.

So where are we? Somehow it all sounds familiar. We are

faced with a high technology which promises unforeseeable benefits.

Ostensibly, to reap them, all that need be done is to ensure that

the immediate hazards of its use be regulated to the satisfaction

of the scientific community. Yet the large-scale, second-order

consequences of mishaps are ill-considered. Once an error has been

made, cessation of a recombinant DNA experiment in no sense ensures

that the diffusion of the hazardous agent will stop. Unlike any

other risk estimation techniques we have used in the past, recombinant
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molecules have the Sorcerer apprentice-like capacity for un-

limited proliferation. For DNA recombinant experiments, the only

appropriate moral restraint is prior restraint. Unfortunately, we

will not know if the stove is hot until we have tested it.

Perhaps the most chilling realization is that for all of

its own care in these deliberations, the NIH guidelines provide no

guidance or sanctions against any private sector use. And that is

where all of our trouble with this new technology is likely to come.

It doesn't help to have the National Institutes of Health so praise

the as yet unrealized advantages of this technology that any reason-

able profit-motivated corporation would be foolish not to rush to

the laboratory bench. As long as public funds are not involved,

the Pandora's box of biohazards has now been effectively thrown

open. VJhat is needed is a federal proscription of research in

any sector of the economy which does not meet the most stringent

guidelines—and which has demonstrated scientific or public goods

to offer a public which has freely assented to its exposure to the

risks necessarily entailed.

In recombinant DNA research, as In more circumscribed research

generally
,

the principle of providing a consensual mechanism to

afford any at-risk subjects a full description of the benefits,

hazards and alternatives to a particular line of Inquiry is sacro-

sanct. Not to provide that mechanism, nor to allow refusal of
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participation breaks a hard-won canon of medical ethics. Un-

fortunately, by being forced to advocate presumptive public

benefits of their own research, many of the scientists involved com-

promised their own integrity. The environmental impact statement

and NIH guidelines on recombinant DNA research represents a con-

scientious and remarkable effort at self-regulation . Unfortunately,

the same documents advocate hypothetical research benefits and

downplay risks in order to champion the cause of basic research.

In a sense, it is a shame. This basic work is Important enough

to stand on its own merits.
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20426

September 9, 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Mr. Fredrickson:

I am replying to your request for comments on
the Draft Enviroomental Impact Statement relating to
Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA
Molecules

.

Our review concentrated basically on those areas
of the electric power and natural gas industries for
which the Federal Power Commission has jurisdiction by
law, or where the staff has special expertise in
evaluating environmental impacts involved with the pro-
posed action. It does not appear that there would be
any significant impacts in our areas of concern nor
serious conflicts with Federal Power Commission
responsibilities should this action be undertaken.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this state
ment.

Sincerely,

i- . . . - £.
/ rt
/Jack M. Heinemann
V Acting Advisor onActing Advisor on Environmental

Quality
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Document 5

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON. D C. 20220

September 13, 1976

Dear Mr. Custard:

Thank you for forwarding the enclosed copy of the
draft environmental impact statement concerning the
proposed Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant
DNA Molecules for our review and commenting. The
Department has no comment on this Statement.

Anthony V. DiSiTvestre
Assistant Director (Environmental Programs)

Office^ of Administrative Programs

Mr. Charles Custard
Director, Office of Environmental Affairs
Office of the Secretary
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Enclosure
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Document 6

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590

SEP 1 3 1976

Mr. Charles Custard
Director, Office of Environmental Affairs
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Custard:

We appreciate receiving copies of the draft environmental impact

statement concerning Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant

DNA Molecules. The Department of Transportation has no comments to

offer on this statement.

Sincerely

,

Martin Convisser, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Environment, Safety, and

Consumer Affairs
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6724 Towne Lane Court
McLean, Virginia 22101
29 September 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

The draft Environmental Impact Statement on Guidelines for Research
Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules is a very lucid, complete, and
useful document. The description of potential risks and benefits of
such research is clear and impartial.

It might be useful to have a very brief discussion on modes of
spread of enteric organisms such as coli , and mention of epidemiology
of diseases caused by enteric organisms in the section on p. 52, part b

(Sanction of the iise of the bacterium Escherichia coll as a recipient
for recombinant IWIA molecules). While it is true that coli strains
are Intimately associated with humans and other animals, this association
is potentially harmful. It might be helpful to state clearly that E. coli
K-12 is very attenuated in this regard. It is also a bit disappointing
(but not unexpected) that EK-2 organisms have not been developed rapidly.
Some of the same arguments used in the discussion on pages 18-19 (The

effect of foreign DNA on the survival of recipient species (host cells or
viruses)) that foreign MJA is likely to reduce survival and multiplication
of recipient organisms, apply to organisms containing many mutations such
as "disarmed" K-12. Thus the EK-2 candidates are likely to have much
longer generation times and stringent growth conditions than the parent
strains. These features, required for reducing risk, may also ultimately
reduce the usefulness of EK-2 and EK-3 strains.

On the whole the Impact statement is a fine document. I appreciate
your sending it to me for comment.

Sincerely,

Elena 0. Nightingale, M.D. , Ph.D.

EON :1m
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Document 8

«- illlllii /

OCT 5

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20410

1976

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT IN REPLY REFER TOl

Mr. Ch arles C ustar

d

Direc t or
Offic e of Env ir onment al Affairs
Depar t ment of Health, Education,
and W e If are

200 I ndep endence Av enue , S .U
.

,

Room 52AF 2

Washi ngto n , D . C . 2 0201

Dear Mr . Custard

i

Sub je ct : Draft Env ironmenta

1

Impact Sta teme nt

Guide IjLne s for Resea rch Involv ing
Recomb

j

Lna nt DNA Mole cu les

We ha ve r eviewed th e subject d raft e nv ir onme ntal

impac t st atement an d find it a ccepta b le .

Sincerely,

Environmental Quality
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United States Department of the Interior

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

In Reply Refer To:

FWS/EC

OCT 6 1976

Dear Mr. Custard:

This is in regard to your request of Septenber 2, 1976, for the
Department of the Interior's review and comments on the draft
environmental statement for proposed Guidelines for Research
Involving Recombinant ENA ^blecules

.

This is to inform you that the Department has no substantive
coimients to offer.

Sincerely yours,

/

Oopiity Asstatant Secretary of the Interior

ori/yyi^

Charles Custard, Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
200 Independence Avenue, SW. - Room 524F2

Washington, D.C. 20201

coNseRve
AMERICA'S
ENERGY

Save Energy and You Serve America!
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Document 10

Solomon Garb. m.d.

C40I .^CST COLFAX AVENUE
DENVER. COLORADO >0214

October 8, 1976

Dr. Rudolph G. Wanner
Assoc. Director for Environmental

Health and Safety
Building 12A Room 4051

National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike

Bethesda, MD 20014

Dear Dr. Wanner,

I find the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for NIH Guidelines for
Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules totally unacceptable and deficient.
I will list a few of the obvious omissions and criticisms.

1. The statement does not include any useful quantitation of the number
of laboratories that will engage in this research, the number of square feet
involved, the number of personnel involved, or anything else that can give us

a way to judge the true environmental impact. Obviously, if the research were
to be carried out only at Fort Detrick, the environmental impact (and risk)
would be considerably less than if 100 laboratories throughout the nation do
this research.

2. Absolutely no provisions are made for inspection by outside agencies
to insure compliance. Only committees from the same institution make inspections.
The inspection requirements for these exceedingly dangerous experiments are
weaker in this respect than the inspection requirements for hospitals, pharma-
ceutical manufacturers, meat-packers, restaurants, and even barbershops I

3. No provisions are made for identifying epidemics that may result from
escaped organisms, or to deal with such epidemics.

4. Nowhere is there any provision for meaningful participation by epi-
demiologists, disaster experts, public health officials, veterinarians, nurses,
plant pathologists or the general public. The entire program was designed,
manipulated, certified and promulgated almost entirely by scientists who have
much to gain financially and professionally from the research.

5. No provision is made to regulate the entry of new organisms into
commerce. If a scientist produces a new organism which he considers useful com-

mercially, what or who exercises any restraint on his decision to go ahead and
produce and use commercial quantities outside the containment facilities?

There are many other points and details in which the statement is deficient.
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Dr. Wanner
October 8, 1976

The ones above, however, should be enough to Indicate that the statement is

not useful, is not valid, is not in compliance with the law, and is basically
a smokescreen to lull the American people into an unjustified sense of safety.

Yours truly

Solomon Garb, H.O
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UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195

Department of Zoology October 12, 1976

Dr. Donald S, Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson,

I am writing to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for the "Guidelines for research involving recombinant DNA molecules." My
specific comment on the Impact Statement is that no mention (p 40-45) is

made of the requirement that "An insect and rodent control program should
be provided" for P-1 through P-4 levels (P 27912-27912, Federal Register
Vol. 41, No. 131). The need to have such animal control programs is, I feel,
a real one. I would like to see more emphasis given in the Impact Statement
to the effects of such programs. This would serve to bring public and
scientific attention to this important precaution.

In general, I like the purpose and direction of the guidelines. However,
I would prefer to see several additional safeguards in the next revision:

(1) A requirement that recombinant DNAs be tested in animal models or in
population competition experiments

(2) that "antidotes" such as bacterial viruses be readily available to

workers who become exposed to moderate or high risk recombinant DNAs

(3) a recommendation that all recombinant DNA work in the United States
be subject to regulation;

(4) that provisions be made to verify that no work is being carried out
for biological warfare with recombinant DNAs.

Si

Charles D. Laird

CDL/hw
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES

f
525 EAST UNIVERSITY

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48109

(313) 764-1420

October 12, 1976

Dr. Donald Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

We have read carefully the Guidelines for Recombinant DNA
Research^ and the Draft Environmental Impact Statement^ written
as a justification for that action. As you know, we have been
involved in the issues raised by genetic manipulation experi-
ments for some time, and have advocated a very conservative
policy for this area of research and development. The supporting
papers enclosed give a detailed analysis of the reasons for our
position.

Genetic manipulation initiates a new era of synthetic bi-
ology. Techniques for gene transplantation are not simply novel
research tools, but instruments for the manufacture of novel
organisms. Few doubt that these techniques have the potential
for deliberate misuse to produce highly pathogenic organisms
capable of disrupting the ecosystem or initiating deadly forms
of disease. 3 Given our present ignorance of the biological impli-
cations of novel combinations of genes, it is also possible that
comparably disastrous effects might result from "peaceful" re-
search and development . 4 As in the case of other hazardous
activities, the guiding principle for policy formation must be
human well-being and security. This must take precedence over all
other concerns.

As you have acknowledged, all recombinant DNA experiments
funded by the government fall within the scope of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. This act requires that before
undertaking any "major federal action significantly affecting
the quality of the human environment," the responsible federal
official shall prepare and circulate to other agencies and to the
public a "detailed statement" which describes the environmental
impacts of the proposed action and alternatives to it.'^^

The publication of guidelines prior to the release and con-
sideration of an environmental impact statement appears to contra-
vene the provisions of this law.
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This action has been justified on the grounds that since
the research was already in progress, "the escape of potentially
hazardous organisms was more likely in the absence of NIH
action, jf that is the case, federally supported research
conducted before publication of the guidelines would appear to
have been technically illegal. It obviously cannot be used to
justify further actions. That would establish a precedent which
would make the operation of NEPA meaningless.

The publication of the guidelines has been justified further
through the claim that their "development . . . was in large part
tantamount to conducting an environmental impact assessment

.

This claim is not justified because an essential element of the
process required by NEPA has been lacking.

NEPA requires consideration of "all reasonable courses of
action, particularly those that might avoid adverse environmental
effects . . . including, where relevant, those not within the
existing authority of the responsible agency."'*'^ The process by
which the guidelines have been formulated has effectively circum-
vented this critical procedure. The only body that has had
substantial impact on policy in this area has been the committee
charged with the formulation of guidelines. But this committee
was designed specifically as a technical rather than a policy-
making body and has not considered policy alternatives explicitly
However, it has assumed that the traditional mode of science,
in which facilities proliferate and institutions compete in
exploiting new and promising techniques, is also appropriate for
this type of genetic manipulation. In the absence of action by
any other decision-making body and in the presence of continuing
research, a de facto policy of proliferation has come into
existence

.

At the February 1976 hearing before your advisory committee,
members of the public who attended and who had no involvement
with the use of gene transplantation techniques either for them-
selves or for laboratories in which they have an interest, were
strongly critical of the present policy and the conditions under
which it is being pursued. Furthermore, members of the committee
such as Robert Sinsheimer, adopted a similar position. 5 Given
your expressed desire to take into account the views of members
of the public, we had hoped to see a thorough examination of
policy issues initiated. In fact, the question of broad policy
alternatives were not considered by the national guidelines
committee, which met two months after the public hearing. That
committee continued to make policy by default.

A major argument that has been advanced to justify this
continuation of the status quo has been that it "strike (s) a
reasonable balance . . . between concerns to 'go slow' and those
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to progress rapidly."® In judging this position, it must be
borne in mind that gene transplantation may result in irreversible
damage to ourselves, to future generations, and to the biosphere
on which we all depend. Policy decisions in this area cannot be
given responsible form through compromise. For compromise evades
the question of whether proliferation increases risk and which
values must take precedence.

We conclude that the central question of policy for genetic
manipulation research and development has not yet been faced,
and that real participation by the public in policy decisions
has yet to occur. Under the present conditions—proliferation
of facilities under the guidelines—policy continues to be made
by default. The longer this situation continues, the more diffi-
cult it will be to effect a change of policy, should that be
judged necessary. Only an immediate moratorium will leave open
policy options so that the public has the freedom to make a mean-
ingful decision on a matter which vitally affects its interests.

The following discussion addresses the implications of the
present proliferation, and considers alternatives, and the role
of the public in making the final decision.

J. Inadequacy of the present policy of proliferation
under the guidelines

According to the Draft Environment Impact Statement, the aim
of the guidelines is "the protection of laboratory workers, the
general public, and the environment from infection by possibly
hazardous agents that may result from recombinant DNA experiments."
Supporters of the guidelines are confident that this objective
has been met. Implicit in the introduction to the guidelines is
the claim that the classification of the risks has been appropriate
and the precautions for the containment adequate.® But what is
the foundation for this claim? Not, it would seem, the assurance
that the guidelines are based on firm knowledge of the risks and
well established principles of classification and containment.
As we show in the accompanying position paper, each of those
principles lacks scientific confirmation.® Nor has either princi-
ple been subjected to the scrutiny, involving full publicattion
of results and thorough empirical and theoretical consideration
of alternatives by the entire scientific community, usually re-
quired in science. The votes of the NIH guidelines committee
on containment levels and authenticity of "weakened" strains for
biological containment—which appear to be the source of confi-
dence in the guidelines—are no substitute for normal scientific
practice

.

Furthermore, despite the absence of hard facts about the
risks, the guidelines allow many experiments to proceed with
minimal precautions. The notorious classification of experiments
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with DNA from insects is hardly an isolated case. Through pro-
visions such as the use of embryonic tissue and 99% pure DNA
that allow reductions in the stipulated containment level, broad
classes of experiments involving the transfer of unknown genes
into bacteria can be carried out at low levels of containment.
Like the classification itself, the validity of these provisions
has been widely questioned

.

But an even more critical factor with respect to possible
harm to the public is the number of facilities engaged in gene
transplantation. Even if the guidelines represented ideal pro-
cedures, it is unrealistic to hope that the ideal will be univer-
sally attained in hundreds of institutions across the country.
The history of other hazardous enterprises which have proliferated
shows that people have fallen short of the ideal, or the hardware
has. People have off days, or they are under pressure (it must
be remembered that this is a "hot" area of science) , and mistakes
are made. Or mistakes are made even under ideal conditions,
simply because nature is more complex and we are more fallible
than we realize. The Draft Environmental Impact Statements states
that infections that occurred at the army's biological warfare
facility at Fort Detrick during the period 1925-1975 occurred as
a result of "the absence of genuine efforts to control contami-
nated air, liquid wastes, refuse, and laundry. "H If "genuine
efforts" can be absent in a national biological warfare facility
dealing with known pathogens, is it realistic to expect that they
will be constantly present in hundreds of gene transplantation
laboratories across the country when the risks are unknown to
practitioners of the art?

In the introduction to the guidelines, it is claimed that
they "allow the research to go forward in a manner responsive and
appropriate to the hazards that may be realized in the future.
We conclude, on the contrary, that public safety is simply incom-
patible with a policy of proliferation under the guidelines. The
latter protects research to a much greater extent than they pro-
tect the public. It may be argued that the guidelines will slow
down the pace of research, or cause it to proceed "under a yellow
light. But it is clear that the public would not tolerate
unrestricted inquiry in this area any more than it would tolerate
the free manufacture of nuclear devices. The guidelines generate
an image of responsible science which may allay the fears of
the public, but there are serious reasons for doubting that the
precautions taken will be effective.

II. Consideration of alternative courses of action

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement considers some pos-
sible alternative courses of action for this area of research and
development. Our comments on the general characteristics of these
alternatives follow.
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1. Increases in the stringency of the guidelines (considered in
VI.C.l)

Increasing the stringency of the guidelines will not, by
itself, provide adequate protection because it will not solve
the problems which arise specifically from proliferation, namely,
variations in the behavior of researchers and in the hardware
they use. As the numbers of laboratories and students trained
in gene transplantation techniques grow, it will be impossible
to maintain the same order of control possible in a small number.
Moreover, the advisability of training large numbers of people
in a hazardous technique is itself a major policy question which
should be debated at length in public.

2. Establishment of national P3 facilities openly available to
all investigators (considered in VI. C. 2)

Again, this option does not solve the problems generated by
proliferation. In the first place, it does not apply to the
large number of experiments that may be carried out in P2 con-
tainment. Thus, this option assumes precisely what many biolo-
gists doubt, namely, the safety of "low-risk" experiments.
Second, it apparently does not assume any significant cut in
the number of experiments performed: the fundamental problem of
control remains. Third, given our present ignorance of the bio-
logical implications of gene transplantation, P3 may not be suf-
ficient to contain the hazards.

3. General federal regulation of gene transplantation (considered
in VI. E)

The futility of any policy (including the present one) that
does not apply uniformly to all institutions which practice gene
transplantation, both inside and outside the purview of the NIH,
is self-evident. The present policy, which applies only to
recipients of NIH funds, means that high school students can
transplant genes without guidelines while graduate students cannot,
and industries can use cultures larger than 10 liters whereas
universities cannot, without special permission. It is hardly
necessary to point out that microbes will not respect institutional
differences. The NIH and the U.S. government should follow the
recommendation of the British Health and Safety Commission that
guidelines be translated into statutory regulations.^^

4. Proposal : all recombinant DNA work to be conducted in a
national facility^^

A number of considerations lead us to believe that in order
to adequately protect society from the risks entailed by this
research, it is essential to develop a policy which will be re-
versible, if necessary, in the light of future experience. Our
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position paper speaks to these considerations more fully. To
summarize our conclusions from these more detailed analyses:
the risks from the use of recombinant DNA techniques are real,
if not fully understood at present; the theoretical basis on
which levels of containment have been assigned to experiments is
questionable; the efficacy of biological containment is not yet
assured; the adequacy of monitoring for vectors carrying foreign
genes is not known and has not been generally instituted; monitor-
ing methods have not been articulated in relation to the legal
system.

In this light, the most prudent course of action is to con-
fine research in the immediate future to a single facility, oper-
ated under the highest containment conditions and with the most
extensive monitoring possible.

The proliferation of laboratories naturally entails a mode
of supervision and monitoring which relies on principal researchers
and their colleagues. This is the method of supervision suggested
by the guildlines. It is essential that the safety of any
facility engaged in such novel and risky research be under the
supervision of well trained, full time, professional safety of-
ficers who are not themselves involved in biological research.
These officers must have the authority and the will to shut down
any project which does not comply with rigorous safety standards.
It is unrealistic in the extreme to expect researchers, or their
colleagues, to thoroughly enforce safety regulations in their
spare time, upon themselves.

It should be noted that the use of a small number of national
laboratories with professional supervision of safety has proven
very successful in the field of high energy research.

Furthermore, the research effort should first be directed to
the following areas:

a) the development of a host organism that is not a resident
of the normal human environment and does not exchange DNA with
organisms in that environment.

b) determination of the effectiveness of biological contain-
ment with this new host organism.

c) determination of the nature and level of the risks in-
herent in gene transplantation.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement states that a policy
alternative such as this one would make no distinction among
experiments. That is true. With the possible exceptions noted,
our present ignorance both of the risks of gene transplantation
and of the effectiveness of precautions for containing them makes
most distinctions meaningless.
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It is clear that this possibility would curtail much gene
transplantation work. On the other hand, it seems the only way
to ensure that a disaster does not occur. It must be remembered
that the "benefits" of work in this area will turn into "costs"
should research release novel microbes which disrupt the balance
of the biosphere, or infect its human components.

Furthermore, we note that the order of procedure we recommend
is in fact that which was prescribed in the charge to the NIH
committee which has drawn up guidelines:

The goal of the Committee is to investigate the current
state of knowledge and technology regarding DNA recombinants,
their survival in nature, and transferability to other
organisms; to recommend programs of research to assess the
possibility of spread of specific DNA recombinants and the
possible hazards to public health and the environment; and
to recommend guidelines on the basis of the research
results

.

In fact, guidelines have appeared, but research aimed spe-
cifically at defining the hazards is only just beginning. Why
was the order of procedure reversed? There may be circumstances
that explain this reversal. Nevertheless, this major change
in policy was not decided by the public and now requires a public
inquiry.

III. Role of the public in the decision-
making process

Proliferation of gene transplantation work at this point
means that a vast social and ecological experiment will be carried
out on the public—without its informed consent. The Draft En-
vironmental Impact Statement claims that the public participated
in the decision-making process that resulted in the present
policy. Let it be clear that providing input to a decision-
making process is a quite different matter from participating in
one. Decisions on gene transplantation policy have been made
without representation from those who will be most at risk— for
example, technicians, maintenance personnel, and graduate students,
without representation from public interest and environmental
groups, and without representation from the public at large.

Through the mechanism of a technical committee, decision-
making in this area has been concentrated in the hands of re-
searchers and directors of research establishments, many of
whom have a clear interest in gene transplantation techniques.
The efforts of members of the committee and of other scientists
in the field to control risks have been commendable. But it
is questionable whether self-regulation of this type can be relied
on as a means of making public policy. In areas of hazardous
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human activity, from nuclear power generation to cigarette manu-
facture, society has found it wise to separate promotion from
regulation

.

The public must decide whether the risks from gene transplan
tation are acceptable or not, and under what circumstances use
of the technique should be permitted. We do not yet have the
procedures necessary to make such decisions democratically. We
might do so, for example, through a national commission, estab-
lished by Congress to formulate policy for all work that poses
biological hazards. Such a body would clearly require access
to the widest possible range of technical perspectives from both
advocates and critics of a hazardous technology. But its mem-
bership should reflect the fact that its fundamental decisions
would be on matters of public policy. As in other areas of
government, it would be necessary to institute appropriate checks
and balances to ensure wide representation of viewpoints and
independence from academic and industrial interests in promotion
of the techniques under consideration.

Until a properly accountable body comes into existence, and
acts, we should accept the counsel of such eminent scientists
as Erwin Chargaff and Robert Sinsheimer^^ that use of the tech-
nique be suspended or confined to a single facility. As frus-
trating as this proposal may seem to scientists and industrial-
ists eager to proceed, nothing less will protect the right of
the public to its own determination of a solution to this problem

Sincerelv

Susan Wright '

Assistant Professor of Humanities
College of Engineering

John Wright
Associate Professor of English

Language and Literature

Marc Ross
Professor of Physics
Director, Residential College

Arthur Schwartz
Associate Professor of Mathematics

Richard N. L. Andrews
Assoc. Professor of Natural Resource

& Urban and Regional Planning

ds Mary Sinclair
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FOOTNOTES

1. National Institutes of Health, "Guidelines for Research In-
volving Recombinant DNA Molecules," Federal Register,
Vol. 41, No. 131, July 7, 1976, p. 27911. Referred to in
the following as "Guidelines."

2. National Institutes of Health, "Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant
DNA Molecules," August 19, 1976. Referred to in the fol-
lowing as "EIS."

3. Federation of American Scientists, "Public Interest Report:
Recombinant DNA," April, 1976, p. 1. (Position Paper,
Document 9 .

)

4. We welcome the admission of the authors of the EIS that the
present absence of hard facts on the risks precludes ruling
out this possibility. As they state:

(i) Current knowledge does not permit accurate assess-
ment of risks from particular recombinant DNA
experiments (EIS, p. 18).

(ii) Different assessments of the hazards could have been
made and consequently more stringent precautions
could have been taken (EIS, pp. 50, 51-52).

(iii) Measures for physical containment reduce but do not
prevent the potential for leaks (EIS, pp. 61-62)

.

(iv) Lack of knowledge about the risks makes it impossible
to know to what extent laboratory personnel and the
public will be endangered by exposure to organisms
carrying novel combinations of genes (EIS, p. 60).

4a. Quoted in letter of Richard Andrews to Donald Fredrickson,
April 16, 1976, p. 1. (Position Paper, Document 10.)

4b. EIS, p. 2.

4c. Donald Fredrickson, "Decision of the Director, National Inst
tutes of Health, to Release Guidelines for Research on Re-
combinant DNA Molecules," Federal Register, Vol. 41, No. 131
July 7, 1976, p. 27906, col. 2. Hereafter referred to as
"Decision .

"

4d. Quoted in letter of Richard Andrews to Donald Fredrickson,
p. 3. (Position Paper, Document 10.)
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6. Donald Fredrickson, "Decision of the Director, National
Institutes of Health, to Release Guidelines for Research
on Recombinant DNA Molecules," Federal Register, Vol. 41,
No. 131, July 7, 1976, p. 27904, col. 1. Referred to in the
following as "Decision."

7. EIS, p. 6.

8. Fredrickson, "Decision," pp. 27906-27910. See also Donald
Fredrickson, Letter to Science 193 (September 24, 1976),
p. 1192.

9. Position Paper, Document 1, parts 2-4; Document 2.

10. Ibid., Document 1, part 4.

11. EIS, p. 64.

12. Fredrickson, "Decision," p. 27904, col. 2.

13. Paul Berg to Donald Fredrickson, February 17, 1976, and testi-
mony to The University of Michigan Board of Regents, May 12,
1976.

14. British Health and Safety Commission, "Compulsory Notification
of Proposed Experiments in the Genetic Manipulation of Micro-
organisms," (Consultative document), August 25, 1976.

15. This proposal is more restrictive than that considered in
the EIS, VI. C. 3, since the latter might foster a prolifera-
tion of P4 facilities.

16. Document 1.

17. There might be some minor exceptions to this generalization,
namely, experiments using DNA from prokaryotes which are
known to exchange genetic information with E.coli and when
the DNA contains no pathogenic properties. It should be noted
that a decision on this matter contains an important policy
element: it would determine the number of students trained
in a hazardous technique.

18. EIS, p. 51.

19. Federal Register, Vol. 39, No. 215, November 6, 1974, p. 39306.

20. EIS, p. 2. See also Donald Fredrickson, Letter to Science
193 (September 24, 1976), p. 1192.

21. Erwin Chargaff, Letter to Science 192 (June 4, 1976) , p. 938
(Position Paper, Document 4); Robert Sinsheimer to Donald
Fredrickson, February 5, 1976 (position Paper, Document 7).
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October 13, 1 j76

Dr. Donald Fredrickson
Director, National Institutes

of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

As you know, F.A.S. discussed the recombinant DNA guidelines
in our F.A.S. Public Interest Report of April. Our members were
polled as to their reactions. Although only a small percent re-
sponded (about 5%), their reactions seemed significant. Between
50% and 64% thought the guidelines "about right" but a sizeable
minority of 30% to 25% thought them "probably insufficiently cautious.
(The ranges reflect differences between whether biologists or non-bio-
logists are polled). A small percentage thought the guidelines "pro-
bably too restrictive," The exact table looks like this;

biologists non-bioloqists total

A. "probably too restrictive" 12 11 23

B. "probably about right" 83 98 181

C. "probably insufficiently
cautious"

32 61 93

0. "insufficient information" 2 23 25

129 193 322

Although these respondents had the benefit of our April analysis
of alternative points of view, they did not, of course, have the
benefit of the draft impact statement you released on September 9.

We therefore welcomed the action of NIH in circulating this statement
to us for comment.

Responding to NIH's request we decided to circulate the document
to our 30 elected officials and to those 30 of our 70 Sponsors whose
field of specialty covered biology, chemistry and biochemistry. In
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order to stimulate comments, and finding most of our specialists already involved
in one fashion or another in DNA decision-making, I called upon my own experience
in writing our April Report on the subject, formulated some conclusions of my own,

and circulated them to the sixty persons in question. (This also served the impor-
tant purpose of advising our officers of the views their Director is thinking and

espousing, even when these are provided, as in this case, in a personal capacity).

As the summary indicates, few of the 70 persons solicited responded and, of
these, few perused the draft impact statement carefully. In most instances, they

contented themselves with responding favorably or unfavorably on the points I felt

were raised by the impact statement. In other cases, they simply reiterated their
view.

Nevertheless, recognizing that there are very few persons interested in this

matter who are not already co-opted by the process of promulgating guidelines, we

felt that you would have an interest in the reactions (or non-reactions) of our
officers and send you the results as e part of your record.

With cordial regards.

JJS: jes

Enclosures:

Letter to Council Members[and Sponsor^
Comments from Council Members
Comments from Sponsors
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Board ofSponsors
(Partial List)

•Christian B. Anl'insen

•Kenneth J. Arrow
•Julius Axelrod

Leona Baumgartner

Paul Beeson

•Hans A. Bethe

•Konrad Bloch

•Norman E. Borlaug

Anne Pitts Carter

•Owen Chamberlain

Abram Chayes
Mildred Cohn
•Leon N. Cooper
•Carl F. Cori

Paul B. Comely
•Andre’ Cournand
•Max Delbruck

•Renato Dulbecco
Paul R. Ehrlich

•John F. Enders

Adrian Fisher

•Paul J. Flory

John Kenneth Galbraith

Richard L. Garwin
Edward L. Girtzton

•Donald A. Glaser

•H. K. HartUne

Walter W. HeUer

•Alfred D. Hershey
Hudson Hoagland
•Robert W. Holley

Marc Kac
Henry S. Kaplan

Carl Kaysen
•H. Gobind Khorana
George B. Kistiakowsky

•Arthur Kornberg
•Polykarp Kusch
•WUlis E. Lamb, Jr.

•Wassily W. Leontief

•Fritz Lipmann
•S. E. Luria

Roy W. .Menninger

Robert Merton
Matthew S. Meselson

Neal E. .MiUer

Hans J. Morgenthau
Marston Morse
•Robert S. .Mulliken

Franklin A. Neva
•Marshall Nirenberg

•Severn Ochoa
Charles E. Osgood
•Linus Pauling

George Polya

Oscar Rice

David Riesman, Jr.

•J. Robert Schrieffer

•Julian Schwinger

Herbert Scoville. Jr.

Stanley Sheinbaum
Alice Kimball Smith
Cyril S. Smith
Robert M. Solow
•William H. Stein

•Albert Szent-Gyorgyi

•Howard M. Temin
James Tobin

•Charles H. Townes
•Harold C. Urey
•George Wald
Myron E. Wegman
Victor F. Weisskopf

Jerome B. Wiesner

Robert R. W ilson

C. S. Wu
Alfred Yankauer
Herbert F. York

FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS
307 Massachusetts Avenue. N.E.

Washington, D C. 20002 (202) 546-3300

George W. Rathjens John T. Edsall Jerome D. Frank Frank Von Hippel Jeremy J. Stone
Chairman Secretary Vice-Chairman Treasurer Director

Dear Council Manber: Stfi.

Enclosed is a copy of a Draft Environmental Impact State-
ment for which NIH has asked for cemment and which FAS has been urged

to circulate and examine. It is lucid, candid, unsparing, relatively
easy to read and deserving of reading. I pre^se to relay the cemrents
of (Council members and other FAS officicils as a contribution to its

review.

F.A.S.

In order to stimulate your thought, and to indicate my cwn
reactions, I have compiled some reflections with which you might join
or which you oould comment upon or reject.

Itie Inpact Statement opens by observing that;

"the indicated confidence in the Guidelines rests essentially
upon the judgement of scientists", (pg. 389427}

All right. But is not the real issue what public health standards the
scientists are applying in forming their judgement? Just as jurors
are instructed on the standards for determining guilt, so must scientists
be instructed on the standards acceptable for public health. As page 5

of our Jpril Report on DMA revealed, there are quite a few questionable
and unexamined premises in the public health standards iiplicitly
adopted by very senior biomedical researchers.

I. THE ONLY SOIUTION LIES IN EVEN-HANDEDNESS

DMA regulations should receive neither less nor more precautions
than the Nation accepts and donands in other areas of known
or potential risk. FAS, in particular, should be especially
careful not to acquiesce in less.

Obviously no standards can be considered either ccnpletely safe
or oonpletely unsafe. All that can be concluded is that cne set of
standards may be consistent with, and ccnparable to, standards acceptable
in other fields while another set of standards is not.

Precisely because FAS contains many more biologists than
it does, for example, nuclear engineers, we must be sure that we do
not accept Inpact Statements that would be considered unsupportable
from the latter sinply because they come from the former.

II. INEDRMED RBGUIATION MUST NOT BEXXME SELF-REGULATION

Biologists not involved in recombinant DNA research should
inform themselves concerning Recombinant DNA safety issues
to ensure that the broadest possible base of expertly informed
opinion is brought to bear on the evolving guidelines.
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Unless and until something goes badly, and identifiably, wrong in

a recombinant DNA experiment, the regulation of this rapidly moving field is

likely to be dominated by biologists. It becomes very important that the base
for concerned biologists not be only those deeply involved in recombinant work.
Wherever it is applied, regulation produces anguish. FAS sees this in every
field in which it urges regulation v^ether it be in the Defense Department,
HEW, State, Industry or wherever. It would be naive to conclude that the recombinant-
interested biologists will not tend to apply a special standard to regulation
that affects themselves.

III. oonveniq«:e is not a public health standard

Recombinant DNA safety standards should not weigh heavily the inconvenience
to involved biologists of traveling to, or functioning in, high containment
facilities.

FPS does not weigh heavily — nor should the Nation — the onerous
obligations placed on reactor operators or those which should be placed on industrial
creators of toxic substances. It is counterargued that biological experiments
restricted to inconvenient containment will not be done, much as reactor engineers
considered that certain safety precautions would make nuclear power uneconomic.
But neither position is tenable in the calculus of public health considerations.
It is also argued that biologists wDuld go abroad to do experiments rather than
do them in high containment here. But surely containment at any plausible level
can be arranged geographically and institutionally so as to be more inviting
than moving abroad—for most scientists. In any case, again, reverse brain
drain is not a public health consideration.

IV. A HIGH PRIORITY SHOULD BE GIVEN TO RE>DVING UNCERTAINTIES

"Recombinant DNA regulation should give a very high priority to removing
uncertainties surrounding potential biohazards by funding and encouraging
suitable ejqjeriments."

A number of FAS expert advisers are suprisingly confident that critical
uncertainties can be resolved by experimentation. But especially because uncertainties
can often only be reduced by rather dull work, incentives and priorities may
be necessary to ensure that it is undertaken. The large number of uncertainties
involved can be gauged by reading pages 38429-38431 and 38938. We must combat the
human and institutional tendency to argue about speculations rather than to resolve
uncertainties.

V. IMPACT STATEMENT SHOUID BE MORE EXPLICIT ABOUT CONTAINMENT COSTS

"Permanent Recombinant DNA regulations should not be tacitly based
on the unavailability of suitable containment facilities if these
can, in due course, be constructed. Nor should it be explicitly based

on the expense of such facilities unless these costs are thoroughly
revealed to permit their review by Government officials sufficiently
high to obtain the necessary funds if they wish to do so.

For $50-60 million ten regional P-4 laboratories the size of that

at NIH (10,000 usable square feet) could be constructed. For another $50 million
many local P-3 labs could be built. The total sum here is the anticipated price

of a single B-1 bomber (in a fleet of 250) . It is entirely possible that

high Government officials would consider the investment in these laboratories

appropriate to the potential danger and possible benefit of this research.

I certainlv do. Nevertheless, it is evident from the Imoact Statement (see
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VI U.S. MUST DETERMINE ITS CWN STANDARDS

"Recombinant safety standards should not be based, tacitly
or explicitly, cn v^at our standards may, or may not, mean
for safety standards abroad "

NIH may be excused (if not lauded) for hastily promulgating its guide-
lines, in part to induce such guidelines abroad, without environmental irrpact

requirements that it is now undergoing. But, ultimately, the U. S. must distin-
guish sharply between what we require at home for public safety and what is
required abroad. Although public health is often a global problem:—as in small
pox or influenza—we do not lower our own standards of what is necessary here
by arguing that others will not take further precautions in parallel. It is
argued that others will be so turned off by our regulation as to adept less
stringent standards than might otherwise have been the case. But these (implaus-
ible?) speculations are, in any case, irrelevant to our public health process.

Sincerely,

remy J. Stone

In conveying comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
you may record me as follows on the points you mentioned:

I. For Against : The Only Solution lies in Even-Handedness.

OMyiENrS:

II. For Against ; Informed Regulation Must Not Become Self-Regulatiai.

CX>MENrS:

III.For Against : Convenience is not a Public Health Standard

CCMffiNTS:
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IV. For Against

CX3MMEOTS;

A High Priority Should be Given to Rarvoving

Uncertainties.

V. For Against : Impact Statement Should be More Explicit About
Containment Costs.

(In particular, I do , do not agree that $100 million is a justifiable
expense for high containment facilities in this matter

C0MMi2«S:

VI. For Against : U.S. Must Determine Its Own Standards.

OOMMEOTS;

OTHER CQ'S'^ENTS:

SIGNED:
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COUNCIL MEMBERS AND OFFICER RESPONDENTS

1.

Jerome Frank agreed with all of the points of the memorandum, saying he had been

persuaded some time ago that the potential damage was "permanently irreversible"

and that no safeguards can "completely exclude human failure." He felt the use

of E.Coli was "inexcusable" and said about the problems of finding a substitute:
"What's the hurry?"

Dr. Frank, our Vice Chairman, is a psychiatrist, a former President of the

Society for Psychological Study of Social Issues and the American Psychopatholo-
gical Association; he is professor at the Phipps Clinic, Jchn Hopkins Hospital,

Baltimore.

2.

Dr. Rose Frisch agreed with all of the points of the memorandum and noted that

she had been deeply influenced by a New York Times Magazine article in the begin-
ning of September.

Dr. Frisch is our Council Member and a Research Associate of the Harvard
Center for Population Biology. She has published extensively on the world food

problem and population growth.

3.

Dr. Raphael Littauer agreed with all of the points of the memorandum. He felt
that the costs of containment would, over the years, be a small fraction of

other related expenditures. He considered the memorandum "very important and
valuable" and emphasized especially points III, IV, V, and VI. He wondered if

something should not be said to discourage "shotgun" experiments; if scientists
did not have something special in mind to experiment about, what was the hurry?

Dr. Littauer is Chairman of the Department of Physics at Cornell University.

4.

Dr. Philip Morrison agreed with all of the points of the memorandum and did so

emphatically on point IV (High Priority to Removing Uncertainties). But Dr. Morri-
son did not think the memorandum "evenhanded." In particular, he felt that the
comparison between the possible detrimental effects of adding safety provisions
to reactors and that of higher containment was not fair. It was important to

avoid raising the precautions to the point where the research might not get done
and while the memorandum did notexceed the balance, there was a balance to be
struck and one should be careful on this point.

Dr. Morrison is our past chairman and Institute Professor at MIT. A reviewer
of books for Scientific American , and a famous astrophysicist, he is very well

informed on a wide range of science questions.

5.

Dr. John Edsall commented: "After a good deal of discussion and thought, I believe
that the guidelines of the NIH do provide an adequate framework for the prosecution
of research in this area, under suitable safeguards. I should add that I do not
hold the view that the increase of knowledge is necessarily good (compare the inter-

view with Robert Sinsheimer in Science , 15 October 1976). However, in this area
T believe that the increase of fundamental knowledge can be great and beneficial
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COUNCIL MEMBER RESPONDENTS
PAGE 2

and the risks are remote and improbable—extremely improbable, indeed. I cannot,
in this brief statement, provide supporting evidence for this statement, but it

does represent my convictions."

Dr. Edsall, our Secretary, is an eminent biochemist. He has been Chairman
of the division of biochemistry of the American Chemical Society, President of the
American Society of Biological Chemists. He is also the author of an important
AAAS brochure on Scientific Freedom and Responsibility.

6. Dr. Garrett Hardin, a biologist and ecologist, agreed with all of the points of

the memorandum and thought them d "good job."

Dr. Hardin has been professor of biology and human ecology at U.C. Santa Bar-

bara, was the Chairman of the Western Division of AAAS, and is the author of a

number of such books as "Nature and Man's Fate", "Exploring New Ethics for Sur-
vival" and others.
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SPONSOR RESPONDENTS

1,

Hudson Hoagland agreed with all the points mentioned and called them "very well

summarized" and congratulated the author on them.

Dr. Hoagland is one of FAS's oldest Sponsors, a physiologist, the co-founder
of the Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology, later its Director, Presi-

dent and now its President Emeritus. Among his awards are the Humanist of the

Year Award, and the Modern Medicine Award.

2.

Arthur Kornberg disagreed with all the points mentioned and felt that the position
they represented would "seriously impede research in nucleic acids, biology and
medicine. It will hamper the spirit of open and free inquiry of science in gen-

eral." He felt that the issue was "enormously overblown" and that recombinant DNA
would not make the "top 20 or even the top 100" existing and potential hazards.

Dr. Kornberg received the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1959, was for ten years
the Chairman of the Department of Biochemistry at Stanford University, and is the
holder of numerous awards for his work in this field.

3.

Christian Anfinsen agreed with all the points mentioned except point V (Impact
Statement Should be More Explicit About Containment Costs). He noted that "The
draft statement, as is, is an excellent and thorough labor of love."

Dr. Anfinsen received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1972 and is the Chief
of the Laboratory in chemical biology at the National Institute for Arthritis and
Metabolic Diseases in NIH.

4.

Matthew Meselson found it difficult to respond to the specific points because,
he felt, they appear to be charged with a fundamental misconception that there
is reason to perceive danger in recombinant DNA. In fact, the guidelines are
very responsible and the experiments are intrinsically without demonstrable danger.
This is the greatest safeguard of all. To superimpose biological and physical
constraint adds an even higher degree of protection. As a result, for all practi-
cal purposes of decision-making, the risk of recombinant DNA is negligible.

Professor Meselson is the Chairman of the Department of Biochemistry at
Harvard University and received in 1972, the FAS Annual Public Service Award for
his work against biological warfare and in support of the Geneva Protocol.

5.

Two other Sponsors responded less directly. Dr. David Baltimore felt that the obser-
vations in the memorandum would complicate rather than assist the present situation.
Dr. George Wald was sympathetic to them. Both of these Sponsors have Nobel prizes
in their fields and both are active in discussing the problem of recombinant DNA.
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October 14, 1976
Document 14

The Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda MD 20014

Dear Sir:

I would like to make the following brief comments on the
draft Environmental Impact Statement for the NIH "Guidelines
for Reseairch Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules".

1) In general, I see an EIS approach to guidelines which
themselves are of no legal significance and can be enforced
only by refusal or withdrawal of NIH funds as being absurd.
In fact, this may be worse than no EIS at all, in that it
may reassure the public that something is being done about
potential hazards of recombinant DNA research when such is
not the case.

2) I feel the EIS is also Inadequate in that it does not
evaluate the basic issues of the prospective risks and benefits
of such research, and whether the risks may far outweigh any
possible benefits.

3) The options of federal monopoly over recombinant DNA
activities and an international monopoly utilizing multi-
laterally supervised sites ought to be included.

4) I am particularly concerned that the possible use of recom-
binant DNA research for the design and production of biological
warfare weapons - and especially those which may be developed
to attack only persons with specific genotypes (expressed pheno-
typically as skin color, hair texture, etc.) - be discussed
fully and appropriate provisions to prevent such use be made.

5) In short - I think your guidelines and EIS are pure Mickey
Mouse in the face of hazards that may be even more likely to
occur and more devastating than nuclear warfare. What we have
got to have quickly is national and international legislative
control over all facets of this reseairch, with stringent
penalties for those who ignore matters of public safety and
the well-being of the biosphere.

Sincerely,

Margaret Puls
901 Sherman Apt, 906
Denver CO 80203
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Document 15

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014

October 15, 1976

Dr. Donald Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Building 1, Room 124
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

I would like to make a few comments concerning the Environmental
Impact Statement on Recombinant DNA Research Guidelines issued September
9, 1976.

My major concern is the absence of comment on what I consider to be
the most detrimental impact that these guidelines will have on society.

In many ways, reading the September 9 statement is very similar to
what I imagine it would be like to read an environmental impact statement
on a project to do away with the publishing media in order to reduce
paper consumption and hence to protect our forests and watershed. While
such protection is vital one would expect this imaginary impact statement
to assess or at least mention the cost to society from the losses of
free speech and individual freedoms that such a course of action would
entail

.

The September 9 statement makes no assessment of the damage that
will be done to intellectual freedom and hence society in the course of
applying these guidelines in order to protect individuals from the
"hazards" of recombinant DNA research.

Virtually all of the public discussion concerning this issue has
revolved around putative direct benefits (cheap antigens for vaccines,
pharmaceutical production, crop improvement, pollution control, etc.)
versus the putative direct hazards (pollution, novel disease organisms,
increased concentration of deleterious genetic material in the environment,
etc.). There are, of course, less direct consequences which our historical
experience should lead us to recognize as being at least as likely as
the so-called hazards associated with this work.
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Dr. Fredrickson -2 - October 15, 19/6

Consider the precedent that is being set by most of the guidelines.
The guidelines seriously constrain many experiments for which there is
neither documented evidence for hazard nor consensus within the community
that such inquiry would be hazardous. If we accept the principle that
recombinant DNA research can be prohibited or severely limited in the
absence of documentary evidence or the absence of consensus that such
inquiry would be harmful we would be forced by consistency to accept
this principle for any scientific inquiry. I claim that a scenario
leading to world-wide disaster can be constructed concerning any scientific
inquiry. Hence all science would, by accepting these principles, become
subject to political veto. While it is totally appropriate for society
via its political apparatus to decide on what it wishes to fund and not
fund it seems inappropriate to prevent everyone within the scientific
community from doing such work. I recognize that the guidelines technically
only apply to the NIH funded research but it is clear that the rules are
intended to apply to everyone doing science in the United States.

Let me give an example of how these regulations could be logically
extended to areas of research we currently feel should continue. Consider
research involved with synthetic chemistry. While one can project the
likely result of a given set of reactions it is not possible to be
certain what compound will be created in a new chemical reaction.
Therefore, one cannot be certain that the new reaction will not create a

powerful new toxin or mutagen. Such a new mutagen when released into
the sewage system could alter the genetic makeup of an existing disease
producing organism rendering that organism more virulent and less susceptible
to treatment with known drugs. If we follow the precedent of the recombinant
DNA research guidelines and ignor the likelihood of such an event,
shouldn't we establish a mori tori urn on all synthetic chemistry until we

can design containment laboratories and "suitable" protocols which will

be required for all such research?

While I could dwell on the more direct costs to our health-directed
research capacity caused by the abandonment of the consensus or documentable
definition of hazard, the most serious effects are likely to be more
subtle. We have historical experience with institutional regulation of
scientific inquiry in order to protect the public welfare. Two notorious
examples are the regulation of genetic research in Russia during the
40 's and 50 's and the regulation of scientific inquiry in Italy by the

Inquisition. It is popular to view these events as an example of villians
imposing their will on the innocent for purely tyrannical purposes and

therefore not applicable to our situation. I think the historical
evidence tells us that these institutions were in the end controlled by
such individuals but that in the beginning they were established by
sincere well-meaning people truly concerned with what they thought to be
the best interests of the public.
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Dr. Fredrickson -3- October 15, 1976

We have historical experience with institutionalized systems which
are not dependent on documentation or consensus for their "facts".
Witness the House Unamerican Activities Committee hunt for wrong-doers
or the Salem Witch trials. It is a dangerous precedent to institutionalize
a program to establish what can and can't be done ("right" and "wrong")
based on a political polling procedure without documentation or consensus.
Can we be confident that these historical precedents will not be repeated -

again, here in America?

These guidelines can be expected to expose society to real hazards
to their individual freedoms. If the putative hazards from recombinant
DNA research are thought to be real and large in magnitude, it is conceivable
that we should be willing to risk these freedoms to insure against such
a biological hazard. I think the NIH Environmental Impact Statement
should face this issue because of its gravity and should include the
NIH's assessment of the cost that these guidelines will impose on intellectual
freedom. It seems to me particularly important that the NIH spell out
why they feel this is an exceptional case which warrants the abandonment
of the normal criteria for documentation or consensus in the assessment
of a hazard.

Secondly, I think the NIH impact statement needs to acknowledge
that the guidelines represent a serious drag on the research in this
area. We should not deceive ourselves and think that this work can
proceed as vigorously under the severe constraints imposed by these
guidelines. Therefore, the impact statement should include the NIHs
assessment of the reduction in research vigor that these guidelines will
entail

.

Associate Professor
Department of Bacteriology
Curriculum in Genetics
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

on sabbatical
NIH, NICHD
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Document 16

National Academy of Sciences

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
UTION AVC NUE

WASHINGTON, D C 20AIS

October 18, 1976

Dr. Donald Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

I am writing in response to your request for comments regard-
ing the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the release of

NIH Guidelines for research involving recombinant DNA molecules.

On September 20-21, 1976, the Assembly of Life Sciences
Executive Committee, chaired by Dr. James Ebert, discussed the

Environmental Impact Statement and strongly endorsed the con-
tents of the document. The Executive Committee suggested that
the contributions of experts in the fields of epidemiology and
infectious disease might be of value to augment the discussion
of the risks of recombinant DNA research. However, they

believed that the statement as drafted stands in good relation
to the previously published guidelines and expresses the cur-
rent state of understanding in this area of research in a

remarkably clear and concise manner. The Executive Committee
believes that no substantive changes are required in the Envi-
ronmental Impact Statement.

Philip Handler
President
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Document 17

Environmental
Defense
Fund 1525 18th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036 • 202/833-1484

October 18, 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bldg. 1, Room 124
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson;

Enclosed is a copy of the Environmental Defense Fund's
Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for
NIH Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA
Molecules

.

Sincere ly

BKZ ;ms
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COMi'-lENTS Oi^ Tllii DR.A.FT EMVI RONMENTAL
IxMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE NTH GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH

INVOLVING PJiCOMLIHANT DNA MOLECULES

Subraitted to the Di^rector of NIH, 18 October, 19 76

by Burke K. Zimmerman, Ph.D.
Staff Scientist
Environmental Defense Fund
1525 IBLh Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the NIH Guide-

lines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules discusses,

among other topics, both the potential hazards and benefits of

recombinat.nt DNA research per se , the environmental impact of

recombinant DNA research performed as specified in the Guidelines,

and alternatives to the issuance of the Guidelines by NIH.

On page four of the introduction to the impact statement,

it is stated, "In issuing the Guidelines, the NIH Director pointed

out that they will be subject to continuous review and modification

in the light of changing circumstances." The implication of this

statement is that the Guidelines are the best we can do on the

basi.s of existing knowledge, and that various parts of the Guide-

lines may be either overly strict or not sufficiently stringent

to protect the public health and the environment from any untoward

effects resulting from recombinant DNA research.

The impact statement then goes on to develop the argument

that, in the absence of data, one must assume that recombinant DNA

research poses a wide spectrum of potential risks to human health

and the environment in general. It is further argued that if work

is performed as described in the NIH Guidelines, there will be
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little chance of a vixus or organism being created which is

rendered potentially harmful by the addition of recomljinan t DNA

to its genome, and that if such a harmful agent should arise, the

probability of the escape of such an organism or virus into the

environment, either directly or by the infection of laboratory

personnel, is extremely low. The statement on p. 64, "Any

potential release of high-risk materials to the environment

should be prevented by adherence to the NIH Guidelines," indeed

suggests that the Guidelines have adequately taken into account

all possible ways in which any potential biological hazard arising

from reconibinant DNA research could enter the environment, and

that there is no further need to improve them. This conclusion

would, thus, appear to be at odds with the statement in the

introduction quoted above. It is possible that this apparent

inconsistency reflects a measure of uncertainty on the part of

the authors of the impact statement. Nevertheless, most of the

impact statement expresses a great deal of confidence in the

Guidelines and it is the presumed basis for this confidence that

will be the subject of much of this discussion.

The conclusion of the impact statement, that the Guidelines,

if observed, do indeed afford sufficient safety to the environ-

ment, is necessarily based upon three implicit assumptions. If

any of these assumptions is not justified, then it follows that

neither is the belief that the Guidelines \\?ill provide the measure

of safety attributed to them in the impact statement. These

assumptions are:
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(1) That the Recombinant DN'A Molecule Proyram Advisory

Committee, which drafted the Guidelines, and the authors of the

impact statement have accurately imagined or anticipated all

possible kinds of potential hazardous situations resulting from

recombinant DNA research or technology. While there is clearly

insufficient data to accurately estimate the probability of

occurrence of any untoward event, it is essential that the nature

of the organisms or virus v;ith a potential for environmental

harm or disease be understood, in order that appropriate safety

and containment procedures may be designed.

(2) All parties engaged in recombinant DNA research or

technology will respect the NIH Guidelines and will comply with

the safety precautions outlined therein, whether or not they

are bound by law or regulation to do so.

(3) The safety procedures outlined in the Guidelines,

including the use of biological containment, will always be

faithfully executed. That is, it is assumed that there will be

no serious human errors committed, equipment failvires or accidents

which would negate their presumed effectiveness.

I would dispute the validity of each of the above assumptions

It is, at best, naive and idealistic to assume that we are wise

enough to be able to imagine all of the manifestations of the

infinite variety of possible genetic chimeras, when we don't

even understand much of the genetic function in existing organisms

At worst, it is preumptuous and arrogant. In no case, can it be

justified. And it is equally naive and idealistic to assume that
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all who contemplate doing recombinant DNA research will respect

and comply with the Guidelines, as it is to assume that serious

mistakes will never be made, or that accidents will not happen or

that equipment will not fail.

In challenging the validity of these underlying assumptions,

I do not wish to imply that the Guidelines, if strictly adhered to,

do not afford a considerable degree of containment of agents

containing recombinant DNA molecules. I would, however, conclude

that the authors of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, by

not being sufficiently imaginative and by not showing sufficient

respect for the unknovm , have underestimated the nature and

magnitude of some of the potential hazards ^ I would further conclude

that through naivity and an idealism which assumes only the best in

people, the effectiveness of the NIH Guidelines in reducing the

potential risk to the public and the environment has been

overestimated

.

I would now like to analyze each of these assumptions in

detail

.

Assumption (1) Those drafting the guidelines aid the imp act

statement were able to correctly imagine the nature and complete

scope fo the potential hazards of recombinant DNA research .

The Guidelines consider all of the anticipated types of

recombinant DNA experiments and assign a risk to each, dependent

on the presence of "harmful genes" (never adequately defined in

the Guidelines), the assumption that "the potential dangers are

considered to increase as the organisms providing the source

DNA approaches humans phylogeneti cally" although many have questioned
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why this must be so, and Ihc relative risJc posed by either tlic

host or the donor alone. A discussion ol the principal fallacies

of assumption (1) follows:

(a) One might well ask just what is meant by "harmful. "

The question was raised by commentators during and after the

open meeting in February, 1976 , of the Advisory Conrnittee to the

Director of NIH, at which time the working version of the Guide-

lines v;as made available to the public. A list of questions,

based on public comment, was presented to the recombinant DNA

Advisory Committee meeting on April 1-2, in which the Guidelines

were given final revision. This list included consideration of

the definition of "containing harm.ful genes." The Committee,

however, spent much more time worrying about the definition of

"contain" rather than "harmful" and the latter term remains in

the Guidelines v;ithout a sufficiently broad definition.

It is clear that "harmful" cannot be restricted to the effect

a gene may have on human health solely within the context of its

original orgaiiism. The Guidelines mention specifically the obvious

cases of genes coding for a toxin or a drug resistance factor,

or perhaps even allow that some may be involved in the cause of

viral ly induced cancer.

However, if expressed out of its normal context, one may

argue that any gene has the potential for being "harmful." For

example

:

(1) If a gene, carried by a viral vector, coding for a

normal metabolic enzyme, were to enter and be expressed in
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human cgIIs, there is a good chance that it would not be

subject to the host's regulatory mechanism. Thus there is

a real risk of completely disrupting some normal metabolic

pathv/ay, sirailar to instances of inborn metcxbolic diseases where

the defect appears to be in a control gene (or enzyme, such as

ATPase)
, resulting in a serious pathologic state.

(2) There is a ch£ince that a piece of "foreign" DNA,

even a relatively small piece, could exert a control function

in tlie host cell, also leading to the disruption of a metabolic

patJiway

.

(3) There is the risk that any foreign protein, even if

it has no enzymatic function, could, if expressed in or on the

surface of mammalian cells in sufficient quantity, elicit

an immune response from the host, leading to the destruction of

tlie cells, as in known auto immune diseases following certain

bacterial infections.

(4) The genetic basis of virulence in viruses or bacteria

is not understood. Why certain viruses infect some hosts readily,

but only to a benign degree in closely related hosts is not

known. There is not yet any evidence that SV 40 virus and polyoma

virus produce any pathologic symptoms in humans, although they

infect many animals and produce tumors in certain hosts. SV 40

virus has been found occasionally in patients suffering a variety

of serious diseases, inluding cancer, but no causal relationship

has been established. Papova virus is a himan pathogen and is

similar to SV 40 in niany ways. Just how subtle a genetic alteration
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would be required for SV 40 to acquire Uio capacity to produce

cancer in hiuiiann? Perhaps this could occur by the acquisition

of a piece of DNA not normally considered "harmful" rn the

donor organism, but spcocifying control signals coixmion to many

organisms. VJe have the example of influc:nza virus, which

undergoes a natural reassortment of its RI\’A containing
1/

subunits so as to produce strains which can cause effects

ranging from a case of the sniffles to a world-wide epidemic.

The genetic determ.inants of why influenza virus covers such a

wide spectrum of virulence are unknown. Thus v;e really have

absolutely no information to enable us to predict the effect

upon th,e infectivity, virulence or host specificity of adding

any DNA to a viral genome.

(5) A similar argument can be extended to bacteria. The

assumption is made in the Guidelines that the addition of almost

any functional piece of "foreign" DNA v;ill adversely affect its

capacity to survive in its normal host. The extent to which that

assumption is or is not valid is not known, with so little data

to go on. Again, any gene in the context of a new organism must

be considered to possess the potential for being "harmful," since

the production of toxic or ha3;mful gene products are by no means

the only ways in which recorabinant DNA containing bacteria could

exert pathologic effects.

1/ B. D. Davis, ct al . , Mic rob iology , 131B (2nd Ed., 1973).
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It should be noted here that the above five examples of

how a gene might be considered "harmful" were given little, if

any, attention in eitfier the Guidelines or the impact statement.

It would seem that in so expanding the defiiiition of "harmful

gene, "the probability of untoward effects occurring might oe

somev/hat greater tVian that assumed by the RecomJainant DNA

Advisory Committee or the authors of the impact statement.

(b) The decision to go ahead with the approval of E. coli

as the predominant host for recombinant DNA experiments on

bacteria, ignores the fact that E. coli , in addition to being a

conuTion and possibly beneficial denizen of the human colon, is

also a human pathogen . Although it is correctly asserted that

E. coli K-12 does not normally colonize the human colon, it

is incorrect to infer that this property renders it harmless

to humans. The primary vectors for inserting "foreign" DNA

into strains of E. coli K-12 are plasmid DNA's. The following

points, most of which received little of no discussion in either

the Guidelines or tlie impact statement would argue that the use of

E. coli as a recipient for recombinant DNA is inherently riskier

than either the NIII guidelines or the impact statement v/ould lead

us to believe:

(1) E. coli K-12 can colonize the bowels of a small fraction

of individuals, usually already debilitated by some other pathological

condition. In sucli individuals, recombinant DNA containing
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and cxchiinye planmids

CO li .

bacteria could multiply in laryc; nuinboru

v/ith other more ubiquitous strains o-f E.

(2) Genetic exchange of plasmids in E. col i is well

knov/n , both between strains of E. coli as well as with Shigella

and S a 1 raone 11a . Thus, v;hile a K-12 strain containing a recomb iniin

t

DNA plasmid, fiven one constructed so as to greatly reduce as

chances of survival in nature (EK2 or EK3) , could donate its

plasmid to one of the approximately 150 serotypes of E. co_lJ^

found in the gastrointestinal tracts of miost humans, most of

which are capable of accepting plasmids. Survival per se is

not the issue. Genetic exchange is.

(3) E. coli has, over the past eight years, emerged as
1/2/3/

one of the primary causes of gastroenteritis and diarrhea

The disease can be produced by any of several strains of E. coli

containing a plasmid which carries the genes for one of two toxins

(or both) , one of which resembles cholera toxin, plus the genes

for a surface factor required for colonization of the small bowel,

also carried by a plasmid.

(4) E. coli is responsib]e for nearly 100% of upper urinary

tract infections, including severe cases where the kidneys are

1/
involved, and most cases of cystitis. This type of infection

is independent of the capacity of E. coli to colonize the human

gut.

1/ R. W. Ryder , et al. , New England J. Med., 295, 859-853 (1976)

2/ R. B. Sack ,
NcV7 ):]ngl(an d J . Me d . , 2 9 5, 893-894 (1976)

.

V B. D. Davi s , cj.
ill.- <• Microbiology

,

768 (2nd Ed . , 1973).
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(5) E. col i ir> the etioJ.ogic agent for 30 - 40% of the
~T7

cases of sepsis (often fatal). This i.s also independent of the

ability of £. Coli to colonize llic gut.

It has been argued, in comments received by the Director

of NIH during and after the February, ]976, meeting of the

Advisory Committee to the Director of NIII, that E. coli , because

it is ubi.quitous in nature and resides in and infects humans

in a variety of ways, is an inherently poor choice as a safe

bacterial host for recombinant DNA research. The fact that it

is already a human pathogen would argue that modifications which

could possibly alter its infectivity or virulence should be

avoided. Yet there is no guarantee that the recombinant DNA's

which are now being added to E. coli via plasmids or bacteriophage

will not alter the infectious properitics of E. coli , the human

pathogen . I consider this to be a much more serious potential

threat to human health than the possibility of developing a

strain of E. coli which produces a speci.fic toxic gene product

in quantity in the human colon.

The drafters of the Guidelines considered the latter possibility,

and strict adlierence to the Guidelines should make the possibility

of E. coli producing a toxin from a foreign donor highly unlikely,

simply by avoiding the use of DNA donors containing such genes.

But E. coli as a human pathogen was not considered adequately,

hence the impact statement underestimates the full spectrum of

untoward events which could result from genetic modifications of

JL... Clill.

1/ Dr. Ilalstod Holman— Testimony before a hearing of the Svila-

committoe on Health of the Senate Comniitteo on Labor and Public

Welfare, Sept. 22 , 1976.
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(c) The possibility of the totally unexpected was not

considered. That an organism containiiig chimeric DMA could

possess properties exhbited by neither the host or the organism

providing the source of the recombinant DKA has not been con-

sidered. Yet, on page 27 of the impact statement, in discus-

sing potential benefits of recombinant DNA research, it is

stated, "It is important to stress that the most significant

resu].ts of this \\7ork, as with any truly innovative endeavor,

are likely to arise in unexpected v/ays and will almost certainly

not follow a predictable path." This is indeed a fitting way

to describe an endeavor as novel as recombinant DNA research

— one cannot predict what will happen. Why, then should not

a nearly identical statement be made concerning the potential

hazards? Are we so wise that we can accurately imagine all of

the possible undesirable effects but cannot, at the same tim.e

see the constructive uses of this area of research? I submit

that the statement quoted from page 27 is one of the more

insightful appearing in the impact statement and, because of

the unknown nature of the range of properties possible in recom-

binant DNA containing organisms, we must be as agnostic about

the hazards as we are about the benefits.

Our experience with atomic energy should give us aii example

of just hov; reliable our wisdom was in predicting the future

in 1941. When the decision was made to proceed with the

Manhattan project, very little was known about the biological
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effects of radiatJon, particularly 3 ov; level effects. DH/v

had just been discovered; the mechanism of mutation v;as un-

2
known. The designers of The Bomb knew that E = me , but did

not anticipate radioactive fallout from the atmosphere as

more than a trivial problem. "Allov/able" exposures to radia-

tion were many times higher than the current 5 rem/year,

itself under much attack for being toe high. No one imagined,

nor cared, that plutonium, would turn out to be a potent carcino

gen. In short, all of the hazards, the undersirable effects

and "environmental impacts" of the governmental action to

develop atomic energy have been much worse than anyone iiTiagined

in 1941. The benefits (calling The Bomb a "benefit" is ques-

tionable) , including nuclear power were fairly \s?ell anticipated

in 1941. Thus this case seems to be the opposite of the

sentiments expressed in the recombinant DNA impact statem.ent.

Just as the em.inent authorities of antiquity insisted that the

world v/as flat, the ooncept of a spherical earth being beyond

their wildest dreams, we run the danger of being too smug,

or too presumptuous. We must not be led into the trap of

believing that we know more than we actually do about any

manifestation of recombinant DNA research and technology.

Yet the impact statement, while admitting that "neither the bene

fits or the risks can be precisely identified or assessed"

implies that we know enough of the potential hazards so that

"strict adherence" to the Guidelines should render "harmful

effects from research with high risk recombinant DNA molecules

. . . extremely unlikely," (page 63). I would contend that
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in any situation as unprecedented and novel as this, one could

not possibly justify a statement as strong as the preceding one.

A number of important issues are discussed above, which received

little or no attention in either the Guidelines or the impact

statement, demonstrating that the assumption that the full range

of possible hazards had been adequately considered is false.

Assumption (2) . All parties engaged in Recombinant DIJA research

and technology will respect and comply v;ith the UIH Guidelines .

Clearly, in order for the impact on the environment of

recombinant DNA research conducted under the NIH Guidelines to

be as it is stated in the impact statement, it is a minimum

requirement that all such research be subject to the Guidelines.

While Dr. Fredrickson, the Director of NIH, has called upon all

government agencies, private institutions and industry to volun-

tarily adopt the Guidelines, only the National Science Foundation

has thus far given any formal commitment. The pharmiaceutical

industry has, in principal, agreed that the safety measures

outlined in the Guidelines are appropriate, but seemed unwilling

to disclose all of its activities to the public — or competitors

in the interests of the presumed right to secrecy of private com-

panies. The implications of this attitude would seem to be

rather serious if one assumes, as do I and a large segment of

the scientific community, that any form of research and tech-

nology should proceed only with the informed consent of the

public. This is especially true if there exists even a remote

possibility of undesirable
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effects on even a small segment of the environment on the

public, not to mention the potential for a global disaster.

But the presumed need or right of private industry to protect

its marketing and patent priorities by secrecy is in conflict

with the spirit of the Guidelines, in which all projects, at

the very least, require an impartial peer review as well as

scrutiny by an institutional biohazards committee.

The hearings held by the Senate Subcommittee on Health

of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, held on 22 Sept.

1973, illustrated, to the concern of many present, including

the committee chairman, Senator Edward Kennedy, that willing

compliance with the NIH Guidelines would probably not be

forthcoming. The failure of General Electric to send a repre-

sentative to the hearing was disturbing to many. General

Electric is known to be using recombinant DNA techniques to

develop petroleum degrading bacteria, and to add genes for

cellulase to E. coli as a means of providing a new source of

carbohydrate

.

There is an irony here which disturbs those of us who

have been contending with the questionable integrity and compe'

tence of private research and development in industry. The

basic research on recombinant DNA supported by NIH and NSF is

probably the most competent one will find in this cohntry.

The motivation and goals of such research are the acquisition
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of knowledge, specifically, the understanding of genetic mechanisms. A1

though there are able scientists v;ho have expressed disdain

for the Guidelines, which they consider overly stringent, it

is fairly certain that there will be sincere compliance V7ith

them by scientists supported by NIH or NSF.

However, it is my contention that the motives for under-

taking a particular line of research and development in an

industrial lab should properly be questioned by the public,

for they may well have bearing on the way the work is to be

carried out. In general, a drug company develops a pharma-

ceutical, or a product to sell it to the public and to make

a profit. There is considerable pressure to get it to a

marketable stage as soon as possible — the fear that a compe-

titor will get there first or the belief that the sooner

a product is sold, the sooner will profits be realized.

While someone engaged in basic research can afford to spend

the extra time and effort necessary to conduct recom.binant

DNA experiments according to the Guidelines, there is little

question that it would be much faster to conduct a particular

set of experiments without having to worry about stringent

safety precautions. It could be very tempting indeed for a

company to be less careful than the Guidelines require, if it

meant obtaining a patent potentially worth millions of dollars

before a competitor.
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It was also brought out before the Health Subcoirimittee

that NIII did not even knov; all of the companies engaged in

recombinant DMA technology. The Department of Agriculture

had not responded to Fredrickson ' s query at that time. And is

it not also possible that some of the many investigators sup-

ported by funds other than those from NIK or MSF at universi-

ties or other research institutions, including a small frac-

tion supported from personal funds, will choose not to con-

form to the Guidelines? One scientist told me personally that

he thought the Guidelines were ridiculous — that he believed

the unfettered freedom of inquiry and the acquisition knowl-

edge far outweighed the importance of subjecting the public

to even potentially serious risks to its collective health.

It would be extraordinarily idealistic to assume that all

will be as conscientious, responsible and respectful of the

Guidelines as assumed by those within NIH, who believe so much

in the inherent good in man to expect voluntary compliance

with the Guidelines from all quarters.

This tone of optimistic idealism v/hich runs through the

impact statement was also expressed to me in a letter of 17

March, 1976, from Dr. Maxine Singer of NIH, who is of the

opinion that I am incorrect in questioning the motives and

the effect they may have upon the performance and integrity

of those in private industry. However, the published

record of the testing of prescription drugs for both
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efficacy and safety is one of the worst examples of scientific

research to be found anyv;here. And there are volumes of testi-

mony given in various governmental hearings vvhich support the

contention that lying, doctoring data, and a variety of un-

savory practices have been common in the pharmaceutical industry.

What is the basis for Dr. Singer's optimism? It would seem

that if the potential risks are even no greater than those

expressed in the Guidelines on the impact statement, one cannot

rely simply on goodwill, the presumed pressure from, one's

peers, scientific journals or the concern over liability.

In order for the environmental impact of recombinant

DNA research under the Guidelines to have been realistically

assessed, it is at least necessary that all parties comply with

the Guidelines. The Senate hearing on 22 September and ex-

perience with the drug companies over the yea.rs argues against

that assumption. As Dr. Singer stated in her letter of 17

March, "However, the absence of sanctions will encourage

sloppiness on the part of even well-meaning individuals and

irresponsible behavior on the part of some others."

Thus, while the impact statement mentions extension of

the Guidelines by law, it is implicit that voluntary compliance

is to be expected. Yet, it would appear that at this time,

some six weeks after the impact statement was released, that

this likelihood is a very unrealistic expectation. Therefore,
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since the estimated impact depc^nds upon "strict adherence

to the NIH guidelines" (page 63), :i t cannot be expected that

the estimated environmental! impact of recombinant DNA research

performed with the guidelines in effect is at all realistic.

The foregoing analysis would argue that extension of the

Guidelines to all parties by Federal regulation on lav,’ may be

the only way maximum compliance may be expiected. But Dr.

Singer further points out "that neither a legislative nor non-

legislative approach can assure absolute compliance from those

who purposefully flout the Guidelines." A truly comprehensive

impact 'statement should have indeed considered the environunental

consequences of those who purposefully flout the Guidelines,

as well as the possible deliberate misuse of recombinant DNA

techniques. The impact statem,cnt on pages 31-32 only states

that an analysi.s of such unknown quantities is "hypothetical

and difficult." Yet the entire contents of the impact state-

ment dealing with potential risks and benefits is equally

speculative, a situation v;hich did not prevent conclusions

from being drawn concerning the effectiveness of the Guidelines.

Not only is this inconsistent, but, at a time of considerable

international tension, especially among smaller nations, it

is not out of the question at all to suppose that the relatively

easy and inexpensive development of possible biological weapons

through recombinant DNA technology might well be preferred

over the development of atomic weapons as a route to presumed

power. The impact statement avoids consideration of such

questions entirely.
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Also essential for the effectiveness of the Guidelines is

v>'orld-v/ide compliance. The more serious potential

hazards of recombinant DNA research, if they become realities,

will not recognize international boundaries. The environmental

consequences of unregulated recombinant DNA research taking place

outside the United States V7ere not analyzed in the impact state-

ment, as they properly should have been.

Assumption (3) The safety procedures outlined in the Guidelines ,

including the use of biological containment, v;ill always be

faithfully executed .

This important issue is to be distinguished from v;illful

flouting of the Guidelines or either individual or institutional

non-compliance. The question is whether or not the degree of

error-free performance required for the Guidelines to be as

effective as the impact statement ir.plies is a realistic expec-

tation.

There are many requirements which must be met, both by the

personnel carrying out recombinant DNA research and the facilities

in whicli such work is performed. From my own personal experience

of fourteen years of leiboratory research, it is apparent that

human nature contains enough v/eaknesses to render meaningless

any assximptions that errors will not be m.ade, and not be made

often. It is also well known that equipment failures are rela-

tively common. When human or mechanical failure results only
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in the loss of tine or materials, or invalidates an experiment,

the lack of perfection is tolerable. But when there are poten-

tially grave global consequences of even one error, then there

are grounds for concern. The impact statement makes no attempt

to assess the "impact" of human and mechanical failing with

respect to recombinant DNA research under the NIH Guidelines.

Among the difficulties is the fact that potentially hazard-

ous biological materials or infectious agents are insidious.

Their presence is kno\%Ti only by the proper label and a thorough

knowledge of v;hat has taken place in a laboratory. There is no

impingeirient of any such agents upon any of the five senses.

Hence, as with other invisible, silent and odorless hazards,

it is easy for personnel to underestimate the importance of

careful handling of such material.

Our experience with the use of radioactive materials in

the laboratory, a situation supposedly under strict government

regulation, shows us how many abuses occur due to the lack of

thorough training in safety procedures or a lack of understanding

of the nature of the hazard by personnel at all levels. Any

realistic assessment of the causes of unnecessary^ radiation

exposure in the laboratory must recognize the encouragement of

carelessness because hazardous radioactive materials do not

make their presence known.

But the situation is somewhat different in the case of

organism.s containing recombinant DNA. One error allowing the
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creation of, infection of personnel by, or escape from the labor-

atory of a harmful organism containing recomyj»inant DNA could have

a world-v/ide and irreversD^le effect. Radioactivity is diluted

in the environment; an organism capable of survival and repro-

duction could multiply and spread.

Is it to be assur>ed that a lab worker will never use a

culture of an EK-1 strain of E. col i K-12, when the Guidelines

specify an EK-2 strain? Or is it guaranteed that a culture

flask of cells containing recombinant DTIA will never be spilled

or dropped? Will tubes break in the ultra-centrifuge? Or an

autcclave fail and not kill potentially hazardous organisms

before disposal? Similar errors and mishaps occur under the

best of conditions with the most competent and best-trained

personnel. There is no reason to assume that they will not

happen with recombinant DIjA experim.ents . The impact statement

should properly have considered the consequences of human and

mechanical failure. This it has not done. Instead, conclusions

are drawTi on the basis of qualified statements expressing the

ideal: "...under standardized procedures employing stable,

v;ell-trained and well-disciplined personnel" (pg. 62)

.

To

assume this level of perfection in all cases is unrealistic.

Therefore, to conclude, as the impact statement does, that

adherence to the Guidelines w'ill essentially guarantee public

safety, must also be considered unrealistic.
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The foregoing discussion challenges the >)asic assumptions

underlying the arguments and conclusions drawn in the impact

stateraent, both regarding the nature and scope of potential

hazards, and the effectiveness of the Guidelines in dealing

v/ith these possible risks. There are i.''.any grounds upon v;hich

one m.ay assert that the analysis of environmental impacts set

forth in the impact statememt is incomplete, naive, idealistic,

and overly optimistic. I would, therefore, recommend that the

points raised above be thoroughly considered in preparing the

final version of the environmental impact statement.
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Document 18

ATjr G Tjr S T A N A COLLEGE
StOUX FALLS. S. D 57102

FOUNDED ISeO

OEPARTMENTOF BIOLOGY October 19, 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson, Director
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

I wish to thank you for a copy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
on Recombinant DNA Research Guidelines . Since you asked for opinions I shall
register mine even though it is a day or so late. As a biochemist and molecular
biologist I have given some thought to the question even though I am not directly
involved in such research. It is my opinion that Doctors Erwin Chargaff and
Robert Sinsheimer are basically correct in their position. It seems to me that
the potential danger to mankind Inherent in such research is indeed equivalent
to that resulting from the development of nuclear weaponry. Since we cannot fore-
tell the precise consequences of such experimentation or prevent illicit use of

such techniques, I am convinced that recombinant DNA research should not be per-
mitted in the foreseeable future. The results of applying technology without
proper thought and safeguards is already painfully obvious from past experience.

I hope you will see fit to establish a more or less permanent moratorium on
such research and discourage its spread to other countries. Thank you very much
for your attention in this matter.

Sincerely

,

Lansing M. Prescott, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology

LMP :cv
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Document 19

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON DC 20550

nsf

October 19, 1976
OFFICE OF THE

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
FOR ASTRONOMICAL
ATMOSPHERIC, EARTH
AND OCEAN SCIENCES

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health

9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

The draft EIS on "Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA
Molecules" has been reviewed by the Foundation's Directorate for
Biological, Behavioral, and Social Sciences. As Dr. Atkinson com-
municated to you by letter of August 30, 1976, those sections of the
NIH guidelines prescribing the conditions and conduct of research
and defining responsibilities were adopted by the National Science
Board on August 20, 1976, and will apply to all NSF-supported research
involving recombinant DNA molecules. We have these comments to offer
for your consideration in preparing the final EIS:

0 We are pleased that in the Foreword (p. 4) to the
EIS you emphasize that the guidelines will be sub-
ject to continuous review and modification in the
light of changing circumstances.

0 The draft EIS includes all pertinent major topics
with appropriate attention given to the details
which apply to each of the same topics.

0 The draft EIS (p. 71) points out that it is currently
impossible to assign specific probabilities to events
related to risk assessment and that NIH is supporting
research designed to improve this deficiency. We

feel the NIH efforts to generate new information per-
mitting better risk assessments merit a fuller discus-
sion in the draft EIS.

0 The draft EIS gives little attention to research
specifically dealing with recombinant DNA from plant
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sources and the possible environmental consequences
of its escape. Although we recognize that everything
presented in the draft is applicable to plant as well

as animal and prokaryotic DNA, containment in research
where the host cells are in whole plants presents dif-

ferent problems than microbial or tissue culture
research as stated in the guidelines. This matter should
be addressed in the draft EIS.

Sincerely yours,

Edward P. Todd
Deputy Assistant Director

cc: BBS/Dr. Clark
06C/Mr. Kusinski
BBS/PCM/Dr. Lewis
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Document 20

LOUIS J. LEFKOWIT2
ATTORNEY GENERAL

STATE OF NEW YORK

Department of Law
TWO WORLD TRADE CENTER

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10047

TCLIPMONIi
212-488-7561

PHILIP WEINBERG
AStllTANT ATTORNEY 9ENERAL

IN CHARGE OP
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

BUREAU

October 19, 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson, Director
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson;

Enclosed are the conunents of the Attorney General
of the State of New York on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement and the Guidelines for recombinant DNA research.
We hope they will aid in the preparation of the final EIS
and in promulgating final guidelines.

Very truly yours,

LOUIS J. LEFKOWITZ
Attorney General
By

•

RGB:DF/rab RICHARD G. BERGER ^
Assistant Attorney General

DEBORAH FEINBERG
Environmental Scientist
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COMMENTS OF LOUIS J. LEFKOWITZ , ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK ON THE
GUIDELINES AND DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT FOR RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH

I General Comments

;

A, PROCEDURAL COMPLIANCE WITH NEPA

The procedures by which the National Institute of

Health (NIH) issued the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

(DEIS) are at best unfortunate. Issuance of an impact statement

after grants have been made to conduct recombinant research and

after publication of guidelines was a per se violation of the

National Environmental Policy Act, (NEPA) 42 U.S.C. § 4321.

What is more, the policies which underly NEPA are, in this

instance, in danger of being totally frustrated unless N.I.H.

scrupulously adheres in the future to the letter cuid spirit

of the Act.

NEPA was enacted to insure that federal agencies

consider the environmental consequences of their actions emd

that in doing so, they consult with the public and other federal,

state and local governmental agencies . Impact statements

should be prepared early enough in the decision-making process

to aid the decisionmaker, and should not be "merely post hoc

environmental rationalizations of decisions already fully and
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finally made.” Jones v. D.C. Redevelopment Land Agency , 499

F. 2d 502, 511 (D.C. Cir. 1974) . If this EIS is to be of

significance, NIH must take an open position on the adequacy

of these guidelines, and indeed, on whether to fund recombinant

research at all. While it is laudable that N.I.H. consulted

the scientific community in establishing guidelines, only by

the NEPA process can the opinions of members of the general

public be integrated into the decision-making process. See

Greene County Planning Board v. FPC , 455 F. 2d 412, 422,

cert, denied 409 U.S. 849 (1972). We urge Director Fredrickson

to maintain an open position on the adequacy of the guidelines,

and to seriously consider their revision in light of comments

to the DEIS.

The procedure whereby the guidelines were issued was

also unusual. Federal regulations are normally not effective

xintil published in the Federal Register with a period for

comment. Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 553.

Nevertheless, we support the effectuation of the guidelines

in the interim period when comments on them and on the DEIS

are being considered, in light of existing grants for

recombinant research. We note that the period for comment on

the guidelines expires on November 1, 1976, and assume that

the Director will consider the current guidelines as subject

to revision.

-2 -
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B. THE MAJOR FEDERAL ACTION

The DEIS begins (p. 2) and maintains throughout that

the major federal action being considered by N.I.H. is the

issuance of guidelines for the conduct of federally funded

recombinamt DNA research. We disagree. The action taken by

N.I.H. which may significantly affect the environment is the

funding of recombinant research. The guidelines, important

as they are, are auneliorative measures to reduce the effect

of the action of funding. The distinction is more than semantic;

it affects the very objectivity of the DEIS.

First, considering the major action to be the issuance

of guidelines closes the transcendent question of whether this

research should be funded at all. This question is generally

ignored in the DEIS. Moreover, the entire discussion is

inevitcdsly slauited towards a favorable decision on the guidelines

since widespread recombinant research is assumed as a given.

In this light the "action" is invariably seen as improvement

over the status quo and as a prudent and cautious step. As an

example of such bias, one need only turn to the "Alternatives"

section. The first alternative of "No Action" is stated as

N.I.H. funding of recombinant research with no grant restrictions

on the conditions under which the research would progress. Of

course, given the potential biohazards, no action will be seen

-3-
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as unacceptable . We agree that the adequacy of the guidelines

should be discussed in detail, but unfortunately this was not

done either.

Additionally, the major action taken was federal

funding of recombinant research. NIH is the prime federal

agency with responsibility in this area, but other federal

agencies have funded such research as well. NIH is acting

as the lead federal agency for the NEPA process , and it has

a responsibility to include a discussion of other federal

involvement in the impact statement.

- 4 -
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C. The Adequacy of the DEIS

The DEIS does not satisfactorily discuss the ethical

cind biological implications of this research, the biological

and environmental hazards inherent in the research nor the

pertinent information on this research which is readily

availeible in the literature. The DEIS employs broad generalizations

to describe a technically complex area of research and as such

fails in its attempt to adequately evaluate the environmental

impacts of the program. Also, despite the very nzime of the

DEIS, the Statement never discusses the adequacies of the NIH

Guidelines themselves to afford protection of the researchers

and communities from bioligical hazards. Quite apart from the

issue of the adequacy of the Guidelines themselves, the DEIS simply

does not supply the kind and quality of information necessary

to inform the lay or scientific reader of the true implications

and dangers of the research it plans to fund amd therefore,

does not enable the reader to make a reasonaible amd informed

decision on the action to be taken. As such it does not

comply with the standards established by the National Environmental

Policy Act, and a revision and expansion is in order.

- 5 -
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D. Ciirrent Federal Funding.

As mentioned cQsove, the major action taken by NIH,

and other federal agencies with respect to recombinant DNA

research was funding and not the Guidelines. The "Description"

section must include a detailed explanation of both. It is

importamt for Congress and the public to know the extent of

Federal support for recombinant research todate. The DEIS is

deficient in this respect amd shall include a description of

outstanding NIH and other federal grants involving genetic

recombination/ the nxamber amd amounts of such grants as well as

their geographical locations. From such a survey, Congress and

State governments cam evaluate the extent of research in progress

and the need for immediate controls. This information will also

help NIH decide policies for the funding of expensive containment

facilities in different regions. For existing grants, the DEIS

should explain whether compliance with the Guidelines is required

in those contracts and whether grantees are in fact complying.

The nature amd number of pending grant applications proposing

recombinamt experiments should also be disclosed.

- 6 -
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II Comments j4dressed to Specific Sections of DEIS and Guidelines

A. DISCUSSION OF BIOLIGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH

The "Description of the Recombinant DMA Process"

pp 7-11 is overly simplistic in explaining the experiments

to be performed. No explauiation is made of shotgun experiments

versus purified gene transplant experiments and the hazards

involved in each. No cautionary statements are made describing

the uncertainties and risks of combining unknown DNA segments

or even identified purified genes with cinother organism.

Tramsfer of genes harmful amd non-harmful to the vector

organism can be toxic to the host organism. No mention is

made of the well known fact that most organisms contain a

variety of unexpressed viruses. Nor is it explained that there

are many viruses that are not pathogenic for their natural

host but which produce serious disease when introduced into

cinother host. For exeimple, Bolivian hemorrhagic fever virus

is harmless to rodents but produces serious illness in mein,

amd diptheria is a disease caused by a virus and a bacterium

both of which are nonpathogenic individually, but when

combined are extremely pathogenic. Recombination between

known amd unknown quantities have many risks yet the DEIS

leaves the lay reader in total ignoramce of the biological

possibilities of these damgers

.

The EIS is deficient in its discussion of the ecological

amd biological implications of recombinant research. Without full

disclosure of these implications, the reader remains

- 7 -
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misinformed of the ultimate dangers of the research.

For excimple:

1) The EIS states that the "recombinant might compete

successfully against organisms active to the niche . . . Also

if the native organism were performing beneficial functions,

those functions could be lost upon the successful establishment

of the recombinant in the niche." (p.20) The full impact of this

statement could well be lost on the reader unfcimiliar with the

concepts of ecological competition emd selection. The true

implication is that a recombinant organism could totally upset

our finely tuned ecological balance resulting in a decreased

agricultural diversity or perhaps even a mono-agricultural

ecology atotal change in food sources and therefore food

chains with a resultauit cheinge in cinimal diversity and animal

survival. Another implication of this could be the emergence

of a toxic or pathogenic orgemism with an expanded ecological

niche enaibling it to proliferate in an novel way and cause

widespread disease.

2) The EIS states that increased survival may be

conferred to a recombineuit by the existence of an R-factor. (p.20)

Said otherwise and without understatement, it mecms that a disease

currently auneneible to medical treatment could be made resistant

to antibiotics emd thereby inexorable. The statement continues:

"Such natural events are in fact responsible for the rapid cuid

wide spread of resistance to clinically important drugs that

has been observed during the last 20 years." (p. 20) The fact

is that the widespread resistance of some pathogens to

antibiotics which has been inadvertantly selected for by the

- 8 -
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extended use of penicillin and other amtibiotics has caused

great consternation on the part of medical clinicians who

fear that these antibiotics will soon be ineffective in

combatting disease. The DEIS should have discussed the

medical implications of tramsferring R-factors, especially

in view of the interest expressed on p.28 of assigning high

priority to recombinamt research involving immunoglobin

proteins. Reseaurch on R-factor transference and immunoglobin

reaction mechanism could through accidental escape or lc±)oratory

error spread drug resistance to an even greater extent than

found naturally today. In the use of antibiotics, it would

seem more important to have basic clinical application than

to engage in academic research which might i nadverteji^tly void

medical usuage of these drugs. A discussion of priorities in

the area is certainly in order.

3) In the discussion of accurate animal gene expression

in bacteria, the DEIS states that. " The protein products

characterized to date were not faithful products of the

information in the genes.... By and large, accurate expression

of the genes has not yet been demonstrated, although it may

occur at a low frequency" (p.22) These statements are alarming

for they suggest the possibility that the entire purpose of

the Guidelines in assigning hazard levels to various experiments

might be baseless. If we can never be assured that a purified

gene inserted into a host will not result in some totally

unpredictable characteristic, then every recombinant experiment

is potentially demgerous and should only be done under maximum

- 9 -
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security conditions. This lack of accurate expression is

a concept of central importance which is neither explained nor

evaluated in the EIS.

4l The full implications of using E. coli as the recipient

host is not made clear in the DEIS. Genetic transfer between

strains of like organisms is most common. E. coli are

ubiquitious in the mautunalian gut and many E. coli can be con-

verted into pathogenic forms by the tremsfer of certain plasmids.

A recombinant E. coli K12 or an enfeebled E. coli could transfer

pathogenic DNA to our gut bacteria even if they themselves would

not long survive. The use of E. coli as the host organism for

recombinant research is cause for great concern especially

because the risks of recombinant experimentation are so totally

unknown. If we do proceed with this technology and accept some

risks then a host organism should be selected whose niche is

not so intimately connected with human and mammalian bodies.

A full disclosure of the hazards and implications of using

E. coli should be included in the final EIS and a change in the

host organism should be considered.

- 10 -
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B. THE DEIS MINIMIZES THE RISKS OF RECOMBINANT RESEARCH

The statement is couched in language which tends

to minimize the risks and hazards of recombinant DNA research.

A few examples follow:

1. In the section on Possible Hazardous Situations

the DEIS states that . . . "It should be emphasized that there

is no known instance in which a hazardous agent has been

created by recombinant DNA technology" (p. 18) . As a result

of the moratorium agreed to at Asilomar, little recombinant

DNA research has been done so it is not surprising that dangers

have not yet been encountered. The claim, that we should rely

upon past experience in evaluating the risk factors of this

research is misleading and provides a false sense of security

to the uninformed reader.

2. In the description of recombinant experiments,

the DEIS claims that the DNA vector is usually derived from

the same species that will serve as host (p. 9). Again a

sense of false security is created because the reader may

assume that a host species will only receive DNA of its own

kind. However, even a superficial reading of the NIH

Guidelines shows that the Guidelines address themselves to the

relegation of host-rector experiments of different organisms

to various containment levels

.

-11-
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3. In the section entitled The Recombined DNA May

Itself Cause Pathogenic or Toxic Effects , the example given is

the . . . "increased virulence of a mildly pathogenic bacteria"

(p. 24)

.

The possibility of creating a new, strongly pathogenic

bacteria is not discussed nor is the possibility that a

recombinant might confer a selective advantage to the pathogen

with possible disastrous consequences.

C. NO DISCUSSION OF RELEVANT SCIEIITIFIC LITERATURE

The DEIS does not include relevant available

literature which either supports or contradicts some of its

claims regarding biological aspects of the research. Readers

cannot be expected to accept blanket statements on good faith.

Examples of this treatment are the following;

1. On p. 53, E. coli K 12 is said to most closely

approximate an ideal host for recombinant research and as such

is recommended for use in the Guidelines. No relevant

information on the K 12 strain is given such as its rates of

genetic exchange with other wild type E. coli , or the mechanisms

by which K 12 could be made pathogenic through recombinant

research both intentionally and unintentionally. There is

no discussion of the fact that many pathogenic E. coli strains

exist. Two out of every 1000 patients who enter Boston

hospitals die from E. coli infections (New England Journal

of Medicine, 1976)

.

-12-
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The hazard of using bacteria v;hose niche is the

mammalian gut and the possible repercussions of this are in no

way discussed in an adequate, informed manner.

2. The pathways by which free DNA combines v;ith

a living cell are not discussed and the only treatment of the

probabilities of such recombination is a brief statement that

such a reaction is "considered remote" (p. 24) . The mechanism

of transformation by which DNA enters an organism is well known,

yet the DEIS does not mention literature on the subject or

back up its statement. Also, survival times and viability of

these recombinants are not discussed. The DEIS claims that

the viability in air, water or other media, is not significant.

The definition of significant is never given. Even a few days

or hours of survival could be sufficient to transfer harmful

genes. The published literature on the viability of E. coli

should have been included.

3. In the discussion of laboratory safety the DEIS

states that "potentially harmful effects from research with

high risk recombinant DNA molecules should be extremely unlikely

given strict adherence to the NIH Guidelines" (p. 63)

.

No

literature is presented to support this statement. For example,

the well known Wedum report documenting 3 deaths and 423

infections in Fort Deitrich was not mentioned. No information

of past biohazard program success, human error risks in

Iciboratory practices, or history of containment failure

-13-
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is presented. The basis for the assumption that harmful

effects "should be extremely unlikely" (p. 63) is not supported

by past experience and the NIH should present a full discussion

and support its statements with empirical data from past

experience.

4. Again, there is a need for discussion of past

experience when the DEIS states that the "NIH is currently

supporting research designed to improve the ability to evaluate

certain of these (laboratory-acquired infection) probc±>ilities"

(p. 71) . VIhat does the literature to date suggest and what

kind of studies are proposed? What aspects of containment

failures are being investigated? These questions are never

answered.

D. CONTAINMENT TECHNIQUES

Despite the very name of this impact statement,

there is no discussion of the NIH Guidelines. There is no

discussion of why various experiments were assigned to

particular physical and biological categories. Indeed, the

DEIS contains no discussion of the merits and limitations of

physical and biological containment. The extent of the ability

of containment techniques to control the escape of recombinant

organisms is never discussed nor is their any mention of the

success rates and historical incidence of infection using

these techniques. Such a discussion is necessary because no

physical or biological containment facility is fool-proof.

-14-
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I PHYSICAL CONTAINMENT FACILITIES

In a physical containment facility the element of human

error can never be totally discounted. The proceedings of the

Asilomar Conference reported in the book Biohazards in Biological

Research (Cold Spring Harbor, 1973) points this out most clearly.

It states (p. 331) "There is a serious misconception that

containment facilities provide absolute protection for the

ladDoratory worker . . . Reported ladDoratory-acquired infections

among workers who occupy containment facilities attest to the

fact that these facilities provide only limited protection for

the investigators" (emphasis supplied) . Again, on p. 59 of

this book, it states "Even if all the physical safety measures of

proved efficacy are utilized and good laboratory practices

are adhered to, accidents v/ill occur. . .
" In short, there can be

no guarctntee that a recombinant molecule will not escape the

laboratory

.

Lciboratory workers are in the most precarious

positions because of their intimate contact with recombinant

molecules. Even when when protective clothing is recommended,

there is no scientific evidence that it is effective in

preventing infection via the respiratory route, and 79% of

all laboratory-acquired infections are contracted in this way

(Biohazards in Biological Research )

.
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T^y reduction in risks by physical containment is

only possible if the containment equipment is 1) properly

designed, 2) properly installed, 3) certified to be operating

correctly, 4) used in an efficient and safe manner, and 5)

inspected regularly. The Guidelines do not address this or

contain provisions to ensure that these practices will be

followed.

The discussion of physical containment should clearly

explain that such measures can only reduce risks to a limited

extent, and accidents resulting from error can never be

precluded.

Other questioncdsle aspects of the Guidelines which

should have been addressed in the DEIS include the following:

1. A P 3 Level Iciboratory makes the safety measure

of directional air flow and exhaust optional as long as a

Biological Safety Cabinet with gloves and glove ports is used.

Puncture rates of gloves can be quite high with subsequent

escape of organisms. The degree of safety in using cabinets

with gloves without directional air flow and negative air

pressure should be discussed.

2. The physical containment levels do not reauire the

decontamination of waste water. After a recombinant experiment,

a researcher washing his hands could wash away a recombinant

organism which would then escape to a sewer system and proliferate.

-16-
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2. BIOLOGICAL CONTAINMENT

Similarly the very brief discussion on p. 52-53

mentioning the ideal use of a strain of bacteria that could not

survive outside of the laboratory and an eaually brief mention

on p. 36 do not in any sense serve as a real discussion or the

important area of biological containment. The larger question

of whether or not there can ever be any biological containment

is never addressed. Even if disabled strain were developed,

we could never be sure of its safety, for by definition a

recombinant experiment would add new traits to the disabled strain

which might cancel out its disability. The DEIS presents a good

example of just this phenomenon. On pp. 22-23 it presents the

experiment in which a histidine deficient E. coli (a disarmed

host) lost its disability when recombined with yeast DNA. Since

after recombination a new organism is developed, the premise of

biological containment is possibly an invalid one.

Other problems with biological containment which

should have been discussed include the possibility that the

biologically enfeebled host organisms could spontaneously

revert to a wild type organism, or could survive and propagate

by otherwise circumventing the disa±>ling characteristics forced

upon it. The possibility also exists, never addressed in the

DEIS, that becuase the crippled organism will grow more slowly

due to its disability a contaminant might fall into the culture

and grow at a faster rate than the diseibled organism.

Thus, the researcher will unknowingly end up with a

culture not of the disabled host but of a wholly different

-17-
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viable organism. Another potentially hazardous situation would

occur if a non-pathogenic culture become contaminated with a

virulent species . The researcher could continue to treat

it as harmless, subjecting it to treatment causing aerosols

etc., and not subject it to the stricter containment care it

should receive. No periodic check for culture purity is

recommended in the DEIS or the Guidelines. The Guidelines must

require a continual checking of host organisms to ensure that

they always contain the full compliment of disabling characteristics.

Roy Curtiss' X 1776 strain was well known when the DEIS

was issued, yet no mention of it appears in the DEIS. An

objective discussion of this strain would have presented the reader

with a better understanding of what can and cannot be expected of

a disarmed host organism. One of the disabling characteristics of

this strain is its inedsility to manufacture a cell wall. The

DEIS never discuss alternate strategies for disabled organisms

to propagate. One such circumvention mechanism which should

have been mentioned is the ability of some bacteria that

have defective cell walls to spontaneously give rise to L form

variants that can replicate in the form of small filterable

elements without cell walls. Another diseibling characteristic

of the X 1776 strain which is claimed to ensure safety is its

bile salt sensitivity and other lysing traits in outside

environments . What should be pointed out is that the naked

DNA resulting from the lysed cell could act as a contaminant by

combining with amother cell by means of transformation.
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All of the above mentioned problems and limitations

of biological containment should have been thoroughly discussed.

An extensive review of microbiological strategies whereby host

organisms could lose their disabling characteristics plus a

risk analysis of the liklihood of this happening is an essential

requirement for an adequate impact statement.
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E. NO DISCUSSION OF ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH

A serious omission in the DEIS is the lack of a

section discussing the ethical implications of recombinant

DNA research. On p. 31 the DEIS admits that future discussions

of genetic corrections of defects will require social forums

because of the philosophical and moral problems involved.

However, there exists an equal need for a moral and philosophical

discussion of whether recombinant work itself should proceed. This

research can create wholly novel organisms which cross natural

boundaries between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. The DEIS

admits that, "it may be that specific manipulations will be

required to permit bacteria to express information of a foreign

DNA efficiently" (p. 22). Perhaps the fact that such a

procedure will have to be forced by researchers represents a

warning signal emitted by nature that such an unnatural

activity should not occur.

Another ethical issue not covered in the DEIS vrhich

directly relates to the program under considerations is that of

the public's right to protection against hazard imposed by

their fellow citizens. I'Hiile the researchers themselves may

voluntarily choose to expose themselves to risks by this

research, they have no moral right to subject others to risks

they have not agreed to accept. Assurances must be made that

under no circumstances will people in surrounding areas be

exposed to risks as a result of this research.
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The same rights of protection apply to other workers

in the laboratory building where the recombinant research is

being conducted. All workers should be informed of the research

underway including glass washers, maintenance workers, secretaries

in the building, etc. Informed consent by these people should

be required before any researcher begins a recombinant

experiment so that the workers can individually decide whether

they wish to continue their employment on the premises.
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F. ALTERtlATIVES (DEIS pp. 47~58)

The analysis of alternative courses of action for

NIH is seriously deficient and can hardly form the basis of

important policy planning decisions. As noted before the

"No Action" alternative is properly that the federal government

would give no recombinant research grants . This im.pact state-

ment applies not only to NIH , but to the entire federal

government for which NIH is acting as the lead agency under

NEPA. Recombinant research supported by other federal agencies

must be included in the DEIS as well.

The DEIS does mention the alternative of no NIH

finding, but only in a cursory manner. Alternatives should

be evaluated and weighed, not merely mentioned. V7hat is set

forth in the DEIS, is in essence a claim that "American leader-

ship" will be threatened if we do not fund this research.

This conclusion, without an in-depth discussion, cannot be

evaluated. If the United States decided not to fund because

potential health costs outweighed potential benefits, and because

other research methods could accomplish the same results, other

nations might be expected to follow suit. The argument of

competitive disadvantage for taking controversial actions is not

new. It has occurred in debates over weapons sales to smaller

nations and is now offered as a reason to sell nuclear technology

to developing countries . This argument occurs in each debate

over implementations of new technologies. These are the type of

important "historical precedents" that should be considered.
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The United States has conflicting policy objectives; to lead

in both technology and environmental protection. Jingoistic

statements will not contribute to an informed debate on this

subject.

Limiting federal funding of recombinant research is

an important alternative not discussed. One policy choice

v/ould be to fund certain experiments designed to develop

information on biological risks. As more information becomes

known, additional grants could be awarded. Initial work could

be limited to P 4 facilities. After hazards are more clearly

assessed, subsequent grants could assign experiments to

different risk categories with more assurance. In a research

area such as this, we can not afford to proceed blindly.

On pp. 50-51 an interesting list of factors is set out

which would bear on the decision to initially establish a few

research centers, Unfortianately , none of these factors are

discussed and more importantly, they are not weighed. We note

with concern that listed as a "disadvantage" is the need for

long-range planning. This office sees such planning is an

essential federal responsibility and a prime purpose of the

NEPA process.
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Finally, the impact statement must attempt to weigh

the alternatives in a serious manner. Each course will have

its risks and its monetary costs. It is necessary that an

analysis b© done of the costs of having multiple P3 and P4

centers throughout the country, given their high cost. This

cost would probably weigh heavily toward establishing regional

centers. Other factors will favor different alternatives, but they

should at least be given a thorough cost-benefit analysis.

The questions that should be considered in the final
also

EIS is not only the wisdom of recombinant research, but /the best

way to accomplish the goals which NIH seeks to sponsor by its

grants, namely disease prevention and care. Alternative methods of

accomplishing the objectives of recombinant research may be

cheaper and safer. If so, grants should reflect these facts.

Many medically valucible products presented in the DEIS as

potential benefits could by synthesized, and some already

are. These alternative methods of production should be evaluated

for the benefit of lay readers as well as for internal NIH

decision-making.
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G. Enforcement Procedvxres. (Guidelines , Part IV)

Implementation 2md enforcement of the Guidelines is

described on P . 39 of the DEIS. The two brief paragraphs on

that page euid other short references to part IV of the Guidelines

hardly deal with the difficult issues of ensuring compliance with

the Guidelines. The statement on page 63 that "harmful effects...

should be extremely unlikely given strict adherence to the NIH

Guidelines" is unsupported by amy data or studies and assumes

the Guidelines are fool-proof and will be perfectly followed.

This type of analysis or lack thereof, cannot inform this type of

legislatures or the public of actual problems and risks, nor aid in

the decisionmaking process

.

The Guidelines place primary responsibility for their adherence

with the "principal investigators." The concept of self-regulation

whan dealing with potentially pathogenic agents is not at all

acceptcdile. Due to a variety of causes including convenience,

eagerness to get -apid rusults , or lack of consientiousness , the

researcher's compliance may not be rigorous and therefor should be

monitored by an outside agency. If violations of the Guidelines occur,

a principle investigator concerned with retaining his grant might not

be inclined to report the violation. We realize that am inspector

camnot be in every laboratory where recombinamt research takes place.

However, additional precautions are necessary to ensure responsibility

on the part of principal researchers amd biohazards committees.

In New York State, the Public Health Law, Article 32 requires.
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"No person other than a licensed practitioner
of medicine, dentistry, or veterinary medicine or
a person under the direct supervision of a
licensed practitioner of medicine, dentistry,
or veterinary medicine shall posess or cultivate
live pathogenic microorgcinisms or viruses other
them vaccine virus"

without a registration number from the Department of Health or

the New York City Health Services Administrator, Article 32 also

prohibits the treinsfer of live pathogens and require Icibeling of

containers. All NIH grantees in New York must comply with

this article.

The Guidelines should simil rly require mimimum

qualifications for principal researchers which must be set forward

in euiy graint application. These qualifications should include

studies in toxicology and epidemiology, cind a detailed program

for Iciboratory maintenance euid inspection.

Under the existing Guidelines, the regulations for

medical surveillance emd reporting should be strenghened. The

Guidelines now require grantees to report accidents and infections

.

Realistically however, a report would only be made for severe

infections Since most laboratory-acquired infections are not

easily traced to their apparent source and since other illnesses

euid minor complaints caused by breathing accidently produced

aerosols are probably not considered to have such origin, they may

never be reported. Small infections would go unreported and

changes which are not immediately manifested would go unnoticed.

Some infectious agents picked up in the laboratory might lie
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dormeint for long periods so that when they are finally expressed,

the connection to the original cause might not be made. What is

needed and should be mcuidated by NIH is a program for thorough

constant medical surveillcuice of all personnel involved in

recombinant research and work areas to detect small chcmges before

they erupt into large problems. Under the present medical

surveillance program, medically detectaOsle hints would be ignored

until it is too late. A central bureau should be esteUblished by the

NIH to manage the medical surveillance progreim. Blood serum should be

obtained and stored from all individuals involved in recombinant

researcy at 6 to 12 month intervals. A prospective cohort stu^

should be done by ascertaining the exposure of the individuals with

a subsequent follow-up prograun recording their disease and mortality

experience. The collected blood serum should be kept frozen for

antibody determination in the future. All suspicious illness should

be promptly reported to the central agency which would then conduct

a thorough investigation and periodic medical exaims of personnel should

be carried out to detect early indications of problems. To quote

Michael Oxman at the Asilomar Conference, "The establishment of such

am independent agency is essential because it is extremely difficult for

an investigator to deal open-mindedly atnd unemotionally with illness

in his own laboratory" ( Biohazards in Biological Research p. 349).

The present system provides no adequate check on worker contamination

and we strongly recommend that an NIH surveillance prograun be

esta±»lished to carry out the activities described aibove.

The existence of biohazard committees for each grantee

institution provides a secondary check upon the activities of

-27-
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the researcher, but does not eliminate the potential conflict of

interest. The biohazard committee, interested in the institution's

prestige emd funding may be less than objective when violations come

to its attention. If a responsible local health official were a

member of such committees, cin additional safeguard would be added.

The biohazard committees should be required to conduct periodic

inspections , hold regular meetings , cuid maintain records and reports

of facility maintencuice emd inspection which should automatically be

submitted to NIH. A minimum schedule for inspections, meetings and

reports should be estciblished. In institutional settings, it may be

the institution and not the researcher who is in charge of laboratory

maintanance. The respective responsibilities of researcher amd

committee should be spelled out as part of every grant application.

Without specific requirements, a biohazard committee could exist for

appearances only.

The role of the NIH staff is enforcing compliance is critical,

yet this subject is left vague by the Guidelines. Inspections of P3 as

well as P4 facilities should be required by staff at frequent intervals.

Periodic research emd maintencuice reports should be submitted to a

central committee to inform the staff of containment success or la±>ora-

toiry problems . Reports of laboratory equipment malfunctions or worker

contamination would allow staff to evaluate the Guidelines for possible

revisions in the future.

The only true enforcement mechanism afforded by the cxirrent

Guidelines is graint termination. If ein accident should occur because

of unenforced or slack containment practices, grant termination would
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surely be a case of 'too little, too late' Violations disclosed

in the periodic reports made by the inspectors on equipment maintance

cuid containment practice adherence would alert the central agency to

recalcitrcuit grantees

.

The all-or-nothing approach of grant termination may maike any

enforcement difficult. More limited penalty options for violations

of grauits should be incorporated into the contracts. Such clauses

could require increasing the level of contciinment required or use of

additional safety equipment. Quarterly reports with grant reevaluation

would also be a useful tool.

NIH should consider establishing a federal program of cooperation

with state health departments to utilize state inspection capabilities.

Similar systems now operate in the areas of air and water pollution

control

.

Finally, the Guidelines should require minimum training stauidards

in biohazard control for all personnel working in recombincuit research

laboratories . Grantees should submit both employee progreun training

amd emergency procedure plans

.
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III. CONCLUSION

The New York State Attorney General's office

recognizes the great care and unprecedented procedures within

the scientific community which underlie the Guidelines for

recombinant DNA research. In general, they display the concern

and contributions of a wide variety of interested people.

The draft impact statement, however, does not maintain that same

high level of effort. It fails to provide the required

interdisciplinary discussion of this research and does not

address the Guidelines in any meaningful way. Significant

additions will have to be made in the final EIS to accomplish

the purposes of NEPA. The issue of recombinamt DNA research

surely requires a more complete treatment then currently

afforded by the DEIS.
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Document 21

Boylor College of Meolicine
DEPARTMENT OF VIROLOGY AND EPIDEMIOLOGY • 713 790-4443

October 21 , 1976

Dr. Donald S. Frederickson
Di rector
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Don:

Thank you for sending the copy of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. The Statement is couched in terms which should allay the
concerns of a wide variety of individuals who may be opposed to this

type of research.

However, I am personally concerned with the policies of the NIH
vis a vis those of Great Britain's Genetic Manipulation Advisory
Group (GMAG). According to the guidelines released last month by the
GMAG, it will be possible, for example, to perform "shotgun" cloning
experiments with DNAs of animal viruses non-pathogenic to man using
the equivalent of a P2 EK2 containment system. The GMAG has also
deliberately avoided the precise assignment of experiments with named
organisms to particular categories and has recommended that experiments
which they consider do not present a serious hazard, i.e., viruses
non-pathogenic to man, should go ahead without delay.

In view of Great Britain's stance, and the probability that the
international scientific community will follow suit, I feel that the
NIH should address itself immediately to these relaxed guidelines.
This can be done in the Environmental Impact Statement, which will
provide the first public forum on the regulation of recombinant DNA
experiments and their possible environmental implications. In so

doing, the NIH can still justify the stringency with which it formu-
lated the guidelines. On the other hand, we now have the decisions
reached by the GMAG which can serve as an independent yardstick for
gauging our courses of action with the further possibility of amending
them. Finally, the scientific and lay public alike will be made aware
of the fact that unless the NIH adopts a reasonable posture, recom-
binant DNA technology in the United States and the benefits which
shall accrue may lag behind those of other countries.

Sincerely yours.

Joseph L. Melnick

JLM/jg
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Document 22

COMMISSIONERS

OHANNA S. NORRIS
Chairman

dean h. hill
Viea Chairman

VERA M. BERKMAN
LOVO D. PETERSON

DREWM. VISLOSKY

X}E O. WOOORICK

•VVIft-SIillSrG-TOIT SXJBXJTtBAlSr
SAISriT-A^RTT

4017 HAMILTON STREET HYATTSVILLE. MARYLAND 20781 (301) 277-7700

i I At-r-

ROBERT J. McLEOD
General Manager

WILLIAM S. LINDUNG
Secretary

FAULT. SISSON
General Counsel

OdtjobzK 27, J976

Rudoil G. Wa/mcA, M.P.

A6&oc2xLtt VaazcXjok EnvVwnmejitaZ
Hexitth and Sa^eXy

VZv-ision RueMAch SeAvZcu
NaXXonaZ In&tXXutu o£ HzntXh
9000 RockviZJLe. P-cite

Bttkuda, UaJiytand 20014

VeaA Va. (ilanneA:

Thank you {^OA youA teXteJi SepicinbeA 23, 1976 conczAnlng
N1H'& acXTond to a^&uAz that the. ^eweAage. 6y6tem doe^ not Ae.cetve

hoAm^ut contaminants and also ^OA the VAa^t EnviAonaicntat Impact
Statement o^ the Recombinant PWA ReseoAch Guideiines and the Finai
EnviAonmentaZ Impact Statement o^ the Revised f^asteA Plan, Bethesda
ReseAvation.

The WSSC sta^^ has Aeviewed youA tetteA and the enviAonmentai
impact statements [EIS) and has the ^otiowing comments and questions
conceAning the biologicat, chemicaZ and Aadioactive substances in
NIH's ivastewateA.

The "GuideZines ^oA Recombinant WPA ReseoAch" expAess the
^oZZouiing NJH conceAn about disposaZ o^ potentiaZZy hoAm{^uZ micAc-
oAganismS:

"PAincipaZ questions to be onsweAed pAioA to disposaZ OjJ

any objects oA mateAtaZs £Aom ZaboAatoAies deaZtng uiith

PotentiaZZy infectious micAooAganisms oA animaZ tissues
one:

1. Have the objects oa mateAtaZs been effectiveZy decon-
taminated by an appAoved pAoceduAe?

2. Does disposaZ of the decontaminanted objects oa matcAiaZs
invoZve any adcUtionaZ potentioJCliazaAds , bioZogicaZ oa
otheAioise, to peASonneZ eitheA:

H) Those coAAying out the tmmediate dZsposaZ pAoceduAes

OA

(ii) Those who might come in contact with the objects oA
mateAtaZs outside the ZaboAotoAy compZex?"
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Rudolf G. WanneJL, M.P.

Page 2

OcXobeA 27, J976

The. WSSC iA aZso conceded about the potenttaZty hoAm^uZ
e^^ecti oi tn^ecttou6 mixiAooAgant&m to wa&tewateA peAAonnet (both
WSSC and V.C. government)

, to the treatment o£ the loaste, the
diApohal ol the &oLid woite, to the 6a£e dU,po&at o^ the e^^ent
into receiving mteJib and to the pubtie heatth. We Mould tike
complete a&&urjonee that all in^ec£iou6 organl6m6 are effectively
decontaminated prior to dupoiol to the sanitary heioer. Our concern
hoi been reinforced by the ducuiiion in the guidelines concerning
the effectiveness of decontaminants. It is our understanding, from
revieu) cf the guidelines, that the effectiveness of a decontaminant
is governed by many factors, such as 11) the concentration of active
ingredients, (2) duration of contact, (3) ph, 14) temperature,
1 5) humidity, and (6) presence of extrinsic organic matter. The
guidelines indicate that any variance in the above factors from
optimum conditions can cause the effectiveness of a decontaminant
to range from minimal inactivation of microorganisms to a high
degree of sterility. The guidelines also indicate that the effective-
ness of a decontaminant depends upon whether or not the decontaminant
actually contacts the microorganism. The dry areas under bubbles,
spots of grease and rust or dirt on the object may protect micro-
organisms from inactivation. Because the effectiveness of a decon-
taminant depends upon so many factors the guidelines do not recommend
complete reliance on liquid decontaminants , even when highly favorable
conditions exist, when the end result must be sterility. If the
effectiveness of inactivation of potentially harmful microorganisms
can vary so greatly, what assurance do we have the NW's wastewater
is not potentially harmful to WSSC’s concerns?

The WSSC is also concerned about the chemicals being dis-
charged into the sanitary sewer from NIH activities. Your guidelines
indCcate that NIH uses several types of chemical decontaminants for
cleaning laboratory equipment and facilities, for decontaminating
spills from experiments, and for decontaminating liquid wastes con-
taining recombinant VNA materials prior to disposal. All spent
cleaning fluids are disposed of by flushing down the drain and a
half-gallon of detergent-dexwntaminant solution is poured down some
of the floor drains once a week to prevent backup of sewer gases.
Chemical decontaminants mentioned in the guidelines include chlorine,
iodophor, hypochlorite, peracetic acid, alcohol, ether, chloroform,
formaldehyde, phenols, quaternary ammonium compounds, iodine,
mercurials, chloride compounds, glutaraldehyde, and combinations of

alcohol with iodine or formaldehyde. The WSSC is concerned that
these chemicals may be discharged into the sanitary sewer in
sufficient concentration to disrupt the biological or chemical
wastewater treatment process. Your letter indicates that acids and
bases are collected by the NIH Fire Department. After neutralization
and dilution by this fire department, what are the kinds and con-

centrations of chemicals discharged to the sanitary sewer?
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Hudot^ G. WanneA, U.V
Page 3

OcXobtA 27, 1976

1 .

4.

nadioaoZl\)e uku>tu u ^^ ^e.^eAence to
to be a&iuAed, beyond att AeoAonabto^^^’ ujould tike^ not contiu ^ umtewateA
tion to be hoAmlut to (DSSC

^^Hi<u.ent coneentfia-
handtek 6plUage ol Aadioar^'^^^l^' *

addAei6 how NIH
contAactotu do wtth the ^ ticejued
to then,?

^uuUoactAve mateAXaJU which oAe dUtAlbuted

«* fnuente-d above.,
ioUomOtg mUteuT 6o» <«loim<LUon aeUtioe to the

tlrf! by
ot<aZgoU ol HIH motemtea dS^g

oi the S" !StmuId o^^r^„r^-'^‘^‘^S Reguto-
a rnpi/ 0^ theAe Aamotina P^ov<ded with
radioactive iubitanccA ^ ^^tog^cal, chemical, and
tioM. Could we alAo be p^vidtT^l^ri^^

ptumbing Aegulo-
uyuipnmiXu oj uoua waUeu^eA? ^ d^AciUA^con on the

and ;t/ie Fiyial-ElS ^ the
not ju6t the quantitu

WIH'^ woAteioateA -

ifnpact on the waAtewauteA tAi^^^t °i & woAteioateA iA an
in thcAe impact 6tatementA.

^y^tem and should be addAeA6ed

Comr^4^„»4 cpmmentA in the

"•
njT

eoeoidoAotixm
toAy iewehi

aasteo pawn to doipooat to the oaoo-

JMuooceo- oo mentioned

3.
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RudoZi G. WanneA, M.P.

Page 4

OcXobzA. 27, 1976

6. VouA ZettzA Zndicatei that,the ^ZnaZ-ElS contatns a de&cjup-
tion 0(5 poZtctei and preventive measures to minimize adveue
e^iect6 on the dischajige wastes. Does this document speci^i-
chtty address the measures {or the discharge o{ wastewater into
the sewerage system? J{ so, where?

According to "The Plumbing and Gas{iXting Regutations o{
the WSSV" we have the authority to request data concerning the
quantity o{ {tow and an analysis o{ the waste discharged to the
sewerage system {fiom our non-domestic users. The plumbing regulations
also stipulate that the samples shalt be truty representative o{ the
actual quality o{ the wastes and that the analysis be made under the
direction o{ a quali{ied sanitary engineer, registered in the State
o{ lAaryland, or by another laboratory approved by the Commission.
Although we do not prescribe "complete and speci{ic sampling and
analysis protocols"

,
as requested in your letter, we do retain the

right to request such in{ormation as authorized in the plumbing regula
tions. We also do not distribute lists o{ our non-domestic users.

The WSSC appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Environ
mental Impact Statements and {or MIH's cooperation in providing us

with the requested in{ormation. 1{ you have any questions concerning
the above matters please contact Ur. Stephen B. Pro{ilet, Virector,

Project Planning Department at 501-277-7700, extension 473.

Sincerely,

Chairman

cc: The Honorable Win{ield M. Kelly, Jr.

The Honorable James P. Gleason
The Honorable David G. Hartlove, Jr.

The Honorable Norman L, Christeller
The Honorable Arthur Dorman
The Honorable Andrew Uothershead
The Honorable Donald Robertson
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Document 23

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

BUREAU OF OCEANS AND INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS

October 27, 1976

Dr. Charles Custard
Director
Office of Environmental Affairs
Office of the Secretary
Department of Health, Education

and Welfare
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr, Custard:

The Department of State appreciates the opportunity
provided by your letter of September 2, 1976, with enclosures,
to comment on the draft environmental impact statement con-
cerning the Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant
DNA Molecules, developed by the National Institutes of Health.

From a foreign policy standpoint we see no reason to object
to the Guidelines and the attached draft environmental impact
statement. However we would emphasize the continuing necessity
of taking into account the potentially global consequences of
research on recombinant DNA molecules.

All the more imperative then, in our view, is the need
for maintaining close U.S. consultation with foreign scientists,
international scientific bodies and other appropriate inter-
national organizations to ensure that guidelines, both our own
and those of others, developed in this field are fully adequate
and are kept under review.

As you know, the United States already has made the Guide-
lines available through Embassy and other channels to those
individuals known over the world to be working in this general
area. Also, through the U.S. Embassies, the report has been
made available to a number of ministries of health in other
countries. Some countries—the United Kingdom, Canada and
Australia—have promulgated their own guidelines; I understand
that NIH has checked these guidelines to see that, in essence,
they are consistent with our own.
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And I note that, as mentioned in the EIS, NIH has discussed all
or some of the Guidelines with the World Health Organization,
the European Molecular Biology Organization and the International
Council on Scientific Unions.

We do not believe at this time that the United States
should seek to negotiate an international agreement or other
arrangement of a binding nature internationally on this subject,
nor do we now suggest that the United States seek endorsement
by WHO or by the United Nations Environmental Program of the
NIH Guidelines. We do recoiomend, however, that NIH transmit
the final EIS, together with the Guidelines themselves if not
already provided, to all of the above mentioned international
organizations, including UNEP, as soon as possible. In addition
we recommend that NIH systematically advise these organizations
of revisions to the Guidelines and of advances in genetic engi-
neering technology having significant implications for world
health and the environment.

Openness on our part will help dispel whatever fears other
countries may have about recombinant DNA research in the U.S.
And we would urge direct NIH contact with researchers and
sponsoring organizations abroad as probably the best way to
achieve wide acceptance of U.S. safety procedures.

I hope that these comments will be useful to you.

Director
Office of Environmental Affairs

cc:CEQ C5)
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Document 24

HE WORCESTER FOUNDATION FOR EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY

Dr. Donald Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Frederickson,

I have read a copy of the letter of October 12, 1976 sent to
you by Dr. Susan Wright et and am writing to express my support
for this responsible and intelligent document. In particular, I

endorse the view that all recombinant DNA research should be con-
fined to a small number of strategically-located national labora-
tories. While I would argue that some of these could be P-3
facilities, and a few P-4, I strongly support the view that
experiments now classified as P-1 or P-2 be conducted in these
regional facilities as well. Not only would this largely eliminate
the proliferation of facilities of marginal reliability, it would
greatly improve the prospects for enforcement of the guidelines.
The mechanisnvy of enforcement currently in use represent the single
weakest component of the guidelines. The policy of restricting
recombinant DNA research to national facilities should, and probably
will, be reversible. It merely provides a prudent mechanism for
providing sound physical facilities and highly-competent personnel
for this important research, under sound regulation. As more is
learned, there is no reason why a national laboratory policy could
not be abolished for at least some forms of this research.

I know you will be giving the letter by Wright et and
related views careful consideration. You have acted most responsibly
in this area up to now, and I'm sure you will continue to be
responsive to the various points of view on this important matter.

With best regards.

»'U, 01545

Telephone (617) 842*0921

October 29, 1976

x"

Co-Director, Cancer Center

TP
: pjc
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Document 25

- 1 -

COMMENTS ON THE RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH GUIDELINES -

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The Recombinant DNA Research Guidelines represent a serious effort by many
responsible scientists to evaluate the possible hazards of recombinant DNA
research and to provide, before the fact, sensible methods for their control.
The fact that individuals involved in this research voluntarily, and without
outside pressure, temporarily stopped their work to develop methods for increas-
ing its safety, is without precedent, and is a considerable tribute to their
sense of responsibility and concern for human welfare.

It is therefore most unfortunate that the Guidelines as constituted seriously
underestimate, in my opinion, several risks: (1) The "catalytic function" served
by the scientist may create hybrids previously not tested for survival by natural
selection; (2) The hazard of vectors such as Escherichia coli and SV AO may be
much larger than estimated, for reasons to be outlined; (3) The use of physical
containment, while necessary, will provide only a slight increase in safety.
Thus, the use of safe vectors must be the main mechanism of hazard control. I

will try to amplify my concerns in the subsequent paragraphs and then indicate
some changes in the Guidelines which I believe would increase the safety of
recombinant DNA research.

I. The Creation and Survival of Interspecies Recombinants

It is stated in the Guidelines that "There are various indications that
bacteria . . . containing . . . foreign DNA are less likely to survive and mul-
tiply than are the original organisms." Similar statements, both in the Guide-
lines and in the scientific press, have noted that, because of the long period
of time allowed for natural selection of organisms uniquely suited to their
ecological niche, most genetic changes can be expected to be deleterious. How-
ever, as also noted in the Guidelines, recombinants between related species of

bacteria probably occur in nature, but recombination between bacteria and animal
DNA is likely to be extremely rare, or perhaps nonexistent, because of the low

homology between the DNA's involved. We must therefore re-examine the argument
that recombinants formed in the laboratory will be unlikely to survive, because
many of the recombinants of which we are speaking may not have had enough time

to occur in nature since the evolution of Homo sapiens . Lest it seem foolish to

state that a reaction that thermodynamically can occur will not occur over such

a long time span, consider the formation of a peptide bond. It has been calcu-
lated [Koshland and Neet, Annu. Rev. Blochem. 37 , 359 (1968)] that this reaction
is 10~20 to 10“24 as likely to occur in the absence of an enzyme as in its

presence. If an enzymatic reaction takes 10“2 seconds, then we can safely say

that peptide bond formation would not take place, in the absence of an enzyme,

during the length of time that Homo sapiens has been on earth (1-3 x 10^ years).

By analogy, it is quite possible that certain interspecies recombinations have

not taken place within that time span. We will now provide the catalyst—just

as the enzyme catalyzes peptide bond formation—and we cannot predict the

survival value of the untested product.
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II. Dangers Inherent In the Use of Escherichia coli,

and Its Phages and Plasmids

A great reliance is placed, in the Guidelines, on the use of ^ coli K-12
and lambda, because ostensibly these organisms are not suitable for survival in

vivo . In the case of more potentially dangerous experiments, the survival of
such organisms is reduced by mutation to only a small fraction of the original
potential (EK2 vectors). I believe, however, that several problems have been
ignored

:

(A) EKl Systems . The Guidelines suggest a frequency of either lysogeniza-
tion by lambda ( att ~ and int ~) or transfer of the nonconjugative plasmids, as

about 10~^ to 10”^. They also cite evidence that ^ coll K-12 can survive, but

not reproduce, in the gut of experimental animals and humans. From these argu-
ments, it is supposed that transfer of recombinant DNA from such plasmids,
phage, and bacteria would be small if they escaped the laboratory and were
ingested. Such assumptions minimize the probability of gene transfer by slight-
ly different mechanisms. It is well known that many ^ coll of the sort that
populate the gut can carry lambda-like phage, some of which are defective in

function, and it seems very probable that such defective phage could recombine
with lambda-carrying vectors. Other effective recombination mechanisms exist;
for Instance, we have recently discovered a defective transducing bacteriophage
present in a very common enteropathogenic ^ coli ; this phage transduces at

extremely high efficiency (as high as PI under laboratory conditions) into E.

ooli K-12 (W. G. Coleman, Jr., and L. Leive, manuscript in preparation). This
phage would certainly be capable of recombining genes (chromosomal or plasmid)
into an accidentally-ingested vector. It might also be capable (although this

possibility has not been tested) of transferring the recombinant DNA gene into

other ^ coll strains that inhabit the gut. It seems almost certain that a

large number of as-yet-undiscovered plasmids and phage exist in free-living E.

coli and related organisms. By such mechanisms these could easily catalyze
transfer of genes from EKl organisms. The relevant experiments to test such a

possibility apparently have not as yet been done.

The problem is compounded still further since some DNA's that may be hazard-
ous are permitted for use in conjunction with an EKl system. For instance,

mitochondrial DNA from primates can be used in an EKl system, even though I know
of no evidence that mitochondrial DNA is much less likely to be deleterious if

it escapes from its vector than is chromosomal DNA. Furthermore, continued
propagation by a vector or related strain might be easier for this DNA if, as

is thought by some workers, this DNA has greater homology to prokaryote DNA than

does eukaryote chromosomal DNA.

Recombination of DNA from virtually all cold-blooded and lower eukaryotes

(other than known pathogens) is permitted using EKl systems, although markers

rescued by the above mechanisms, when excreted, might be transferred to other

hosts. Any damage produced, while not directly lethal to man, might irreparably

change the environment.

(B) EK2 Systems . In EK2 systems, great reliance is placed on the vastly

reduced survival of E. coli K-12 and its plasmids and phage due to wltlple

mutations. Indeed, the lowered survival, of less than 10 ® to 10 ^ under non—

permissive conditions, is impressive. However, as admitted in the Guidelines
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(p38455) , experiments testing marker rescue by normal strains from such vectors
have yet to be performed. Even such experiments ignore the potential recombi-
nation by mechanisms such as I have detailed above. The transducing phage we
have found in a very common enteropathogenic ^ coli would easily repair, at
high efficiency, one or more of the defects in an ^ coli K-12 vector, and un-
doubtedly there are very many other such phages, and plasmids, in other common
gut coliforms. It is true that the requirement for a separate recombination
event for each of several markers drastically reduces the probability of repair-
ing all defects. However, complete repair of all mutant markers might not be
necessary to permit subsequent transfer of the recombinant DNA fragment to a

non-K-12 host.

All permissible recombinant experiments, including the most potentially
hazardous (shotgun experiments from primate DNA) are permissible with EK2 hosts,
providing containment is stringent enough. In my opinion, the probability of
marker rescue conferred by the above mechanisms is high enough to make the EK2

systems described in the Guidelines unsuitable for such use.

III. Dangers Inherent in the Use of Mammalian Viruses of Oncogenic Potential

I will comment less on this problem because of less familiarity with the

field, but certain points are apparent. At first blush, polyoma, which cannot
transform primate cells, and SV 40, made defective so that it has lost essential
functions, seems relatively safe because of the low probability of their survi-
val ^ vivo . But, as for ^ coli , the safety may well be only apparent because
recombinational events in vivo , as yet unassayed, may occur, especially if, as is

likely, a large number of as yet unidentified viruses. Including defective ones,

exist in normal tissues.

I view the situation as precisely analogous to the ^ coli one, but more
dangerous, because our ability to assay the many unknown viruses that might
rescue markers is very primitive, and our ability to design experiments to test

this rescue is very limited. For this reason, I believe that animal virus
vectors should be limited to non-mammalian viruses, with no oncogenic potential

in mammalian hosts or tissue culture systems.

IV . Containment Measures

I believe that stringent containment procedures, while necessary and commend-

able, will reduce only slightly (perhaps by a factor of 10“2 or so), the risk of

vector spread. My belief is based on observing the efficacy of radioactive

isotope control in biomedical research. As any laboratory worker can attest

from personal knowledge (especially if promised anonymity.'), there have been

innumerable instances of careless handling of isotopes. Even though isotopic

contamination is readily detectible, the vast majority of these escape the

attention of enforcing agents. This problem does not reflect any especial

wickedness or irresponsibility on the part of scientists: scientists are human,

and some are more human than others. Whether from error, the excitement of the

"scientific chase," underestimating the risks involved, or, only very rarely,

deliberate flouting of rules, such accidents will occur.
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It is especially important to note that radioisotope contamination can be
monitored, while escape and recombination of a vector will be difficult or
impossible to detect. The importance of this difference cannot be underesti-
mated. It is to be expected that the ratio of undetected violations will be
infinitely higher for recombinant DNA research than for radioisotope handling.

In summary, I believe that the containment regulations and rules outlined
are necessary and commendable, if only to continually emphasize the danger of

the materials involved to the scientists working with them, but I expect only
a slight increase in safety therefrom.

V. Recommendations

I believe that safety lies only in totally safe vectors, l.e. , those with
no chance of transferring or in any way permitting existence of their recombi-
nant DNA molecule outside the laboratory. While no vector totally safe may
exist on this planet, I feel it is completely unreasonable and unacceptable to

use a common human saprophyte/parasite and viruses of possible mammalian onco-
genic potential as vectors. I am well aware that the question has been con-
sidered before by the Recombinant Advisory Committee. Indeed, the Guidelines
show ambiguity on this question, because it is stated (p38A35) that:

"Theoretically, the most desirable bacterial recipient of

recombinant DNA would be a species uniquely adapted to carefully
controlled laboratory environments and unable to survive or trans-
mit DNA to other organisms in any natural environment. This means
that the bacteria should be unable to survive in normal ecological
niches, either in the laboratory or neighboring areas. It should
be unable to colonize or survive in or on other living things, or

in soil or water."

However, a paragraph later, it is said that:

"At present, no other bacterial species is known to approximate
the definition as closely as ^ coll K-12 and its derivatives."

These two statements are completely contradictory. The only reason that ^ coli

is being used is that there is a vast body of information on its genetics and

physiology available, matched by no other organism.

I do not believe this reason is sufficient, given the potentially high
stakes. I am well aware of the fervor and excitement with which scientists
contemplate the experiments possible with recombinant DNA, and the degree to

which they were chafing at the bit during the moratorium on such research. Al-
though it would mean an additional moratorium, I believe that before continuing
recombinant DNA research, we must develop comparable genetic and physiological
information for a different organism, one selected to have minimal genetic
relatedness to human saprophyte/parasite bacteria and whose whole physiology

(rather than several mutations) would be inimical to existence outside the

laboratory (e.g. , an extreme thermophlle) . While it took 30 years of pains-

taking research to develop coli to the well-understood system it now
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represents, those experiments constituted basic research, done for the first
time. To develop the same information about another organism is development,
and not research, and can be approached in a "crash" program, which will produce
results quickly.

The same argument applies, with even greater force, to finding an animal
virus vector. One may specifically select an animal virus which does not mul-
tiply in mammals at all or cause any transformation in mammals or mamnalian cell
culture under any conditions. Since the information obtained about SV 40 and
polyoma has been obtained, not in 30 years, but in approximately 10 years of

research, it should be possible to duplicate these experiments relatively
quickly for a potentially safer system. While it is difficult to estimate the
time it would take for a "crash" program to develop new vectors, when one con-
siders the rapid results one gets in developmental and applied projects, when
sufficient personnel and money are used (for instance, in the effort to put a

man on the moon) , I consider that 2-5 years is a reasonable figure.

I believe certain types of recombinant DNA research—those involving
insertion of genetic information from the bacterium into the same species (for

instance, vitro recombination of markers from coll and its plasmids into

E. coli ) is perfectly permissible, since such exchanges undoubtedly occur con-
tinually in nature. Thus, such research could be continuing during development
of the vectors described above.

I am aware that I am not unique in suggesting these alternatives, which
have probably been considered and rejected previously. But after the great

humanitarian effort involved in imposing a moratorium on recombinant research,

it would be ironic and tragic if it were lifted too soon. It will be argued
that the money needed for a "crash" program might be much more profitably spent
on the recombinant DNA research itself—basic research with exciting potential

—

than in a repetitious developmental project. But such an evaluation is correct
only if the dangers suggested above are incorrect. If they have a possibility
of being real, then the world can certainly postpone the benefits of clone-
synthesized hormones and enzymes for 5 years or less, if the delay insured that

these benefits would accrue with far less risk.

;

November 1, 1976

*
Laboratory of Biochemical Pharmacology
National Institute of Arthritis,

Metabolism, and Digestive Diseases

National Institutes of Health

* Given for purposes of Identification only.

The views herein are the author's and are not Intended to represent those

of the institution with which she is affiliated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In these comments the Natural Resources Defense

Council discusses both the National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules

(hereafter "the Guidelines") and the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement on the Guidelines (hereafter the draft EIS)

.

The comments on these two documents are combined because the

issues raised overlap. Although the draft EIS and the Guidelines

are discussed in separate sections the entire comment should

be considered applicable to both.

The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. (NRDC)

is a not-for-profit, tax-exempt corporation Organized under

the laws of the State of New York, with offices at 15 West

44th Street, New York, New York, 917 15th Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C, and 2345 Yale Street, Palo Alto, California. NRDC is

a national organization dedicated to protecting human health

and the environment. Among the methods NRDC uses to achieve

its objectives are: (1) monitoring the activities of federal

and state governmental agencies to insure that health and

environmental values are fully considered in decision-making;

(2) improving agency decision-making which affects public health

and the environment by submitting written comments on agency

programs, participating in administrative proceedings, and filing

lawsuits where legal duties are not being fulfilled; and
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(3) providing information and assistance —both legal and

technical — to individuals and organizations interested in

making governmental agencies more responsive to health and

environmental values. NRDC has 24,000 members in the United

States. These members and their families will be exposed to

the hazards of recombinant DNA activities.

The NIH Guidelines grew out of the concern of

scientists engaged in recombinant DNA research that their

research might, if not properly controlled, cause irreversible

harm to human health and the environment. In July of 1974,

a committee of the National Academy of Scientists, chaired by

Paul Berg of Stanford University called for a voluntary

moratorium on all recombinant activities. The committee also

proposed an international meeting of scientists to develop

guidelines for the safe conduct of such research. That meeting,

known as the Asilomar Conference, was sponsored by the

National Academy of Sciences with the support of NIH and was

held in February of 1975. Immediately after the Asilomar

Conference the NIH Advisory Committee on Recombinant DNA, which

had been formed in October of 1974, met to develop guidelines

based on the recommendations of the Asilomar Conference. After

meeting three more times, this advisory committee submitted

proposed Guidelines to the Director of NIH in December of 1975.

In February of 1976, the Director called a special meeting of

the Advisory Committee to the Director to review the proposed

Guidelines. The public was allowed to comment and participate

2
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at the meeting. After revisions in response to the comments

and meeting, the final Guidelines were released on June 23, 1976

with the Director's opinion; and the voluntary moratorium

on recombinant DNA research ended. The idraft EIS was released

September 2, 1976.

II. THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

A. Summary of Comments and Recommendations on
the Draft EIS

Nothing in this draft EIS explains the magnitude

of the environmental issues raised by recombinant DNA research,

which many scientists in the field have likened to the issues

raised by nuclear technology. Both the scope and detail of

this draft EIS are woefully inadequate. It falls far short

of being a document on which NIH, other government agencies and

society as a whole can make basic decisions on whether and

under what conditions recombinant DNA technology should be

developed and used.

The draft EIS as a whole conveys a false sense of

security. By ignoring the impact of recombinant activities

which are not supported by NIH and further ignoring the

possibility that the Guidelines may not be adequate or followed

in practice, the draft EIS gives the impression that the hazards

of recombinant DNA are now under control and no further action

is necessary. The environmental impacts of the Guidelines and

3
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the alternatives must be discussed much more specifically.

The hazards of experiments now being conducted or planned for

the near future must be described in detail. The hazards

foreseen by critics of the Guidelines should also be discussed.

The draft EIS does not discuss the impacts of recombinant DNA

as a major new technology which is just beginning. There is

no analysis of the long range consequences of proceedings with

recombinant research.

The draft EIS was issued after the final Guidelines

were promulgated. It therefore does not accomplish the primary

purposes of the impact statement process which is to assure that

environmental values and alternatives are fully considered in

the agency's decision-making. The discussion of alternatives

is so inadequate it seems clear that the draft EIS is merely

a post hoc justification of the Guidelines.

A new draft impact statement should be prepared and,

when the impact statement process has been completed, the NIH

Guidelines and alternatives to them should be considered ^ novo .

B. NIH Violated NEPA by Not Preparing a Final Impact
Statement in Time to Accompany the Proposed Guidelines
Through the Decision-Making Process .

Section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy

Act d2 U.S.C. §4332 (2) (O) requires that an environmental impact

4
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statement be prepared in time to accompany the proposal for

federal action through the agency's review procedures. The

U.S. Supreme Court in Aberdeen and Rockfish Railroad v. SCRAP ,

422 U.S, 289(1975) interpreted this to mean that a final

environmental impact statement must be prepared at the time

the agency publishes a proposal on which it plans to hold hearings

so that the impact statement can be considered at the hearing.

According to this rule, a final EIS should have been prepared

when the Director submitted the proposed Guidelines to his advisory

committee for review at the February 1976 meeting. Contrary

to what NEPA requires, NIH did not publish this draft EIS

until two months after the final Guidelines were issued.

In its introductory statement concerning the draft

EIS, NIH excuses this delay on the grounds that the Guidelines

had to be promulgated before the draft EIS was ready because

of the urgent need to protect the public from the hazards of

recombinant research and because the decision-making process

which preceded publication of the Guidelines was the functional

equivalent of the environmental review required by NEPA. The

claim that the Guidelines had to be published promptly to protect

the public is not accurate. Until the Guidelines were published

a voluntary moratorium was in effect and if anything the public

was better protected then it is now. Publication of the Guidelines

could have awaited completion of the impact statement process.

Furthermore, NIH had ample time to prepare a draft and final

5
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EIS while the Guidelines were being drafted; drafting began

in February of 1975 and was completed in February of 1976.

NIH is not exempt from strict compliance with the

procedural requirements of §102(2) (C) of the National Environmental

Policy Act. The process of drafting and reviewing the Guidelines

does not bring NIH within the narrow exception for agency actions

based on review procedures which substantially comply with NEPA.

This exception has been defined in a number of cases challenging

actions taken by the Environmental Protection Administration

under statutes designed to protect the environment. Environmental

Defense Fund v. EPA, 489 F2d 427 (D.C. Cir. 1973); Portland

Cement Ass '

n

v. Ruckleshaus , 486 F2d 375 (D.C. Cir. 1973) .

The exception has only been applied to EPA, because it is an

environmental protection agency, when it is acting to protect

the environment and its action was preceded by full environmental

review including public participation equivalent to what is

required under NEPA. NIH is not an environmental protection

agency; its purpose is to promote scientific research. Whatever

environmental review was conducted as the Guidelines were

being drafted would have been colored by NIH's primary purpose

of promoting research. Without the environmental impact statement,

we cannot be sure that the environmental impacts of the

Guidelines and alternatives were properly considered. Also NIH

did not provide an adequate opportunity for public participation.

Under the procedures followed by NIH, the general public had

no opportunity to participate in the promulgation of the

6
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Guidelines until the proposed Guidelines were released for

comment. NEPA requires an opportunity for public and agency

comment on a draft EIS before a formal proposal is made.

Also the public has never had an opportunity to comment on

alternatives to the Guidelines, because there was no EIS available

when the proposed Guidelines were published.

7
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C . The Draft EIS Does Not Adequately Describe The
Proposed Action (Section V, Draft EIS)

The description of the federal action which is the

subject of this draft impact statement is incomplete. Although

section V describes the purpose and specific provisions of the

Guidelines in detail, it does not describe the extent and nature

of recombinant research being conducted now or planned for the

near future. NIH should not limit the scope of the impact

statement by defining its action narrowly. NIH's action on

recombinant DNA activities includes awarding grants which promote

the development of this new technology and the decision not to

regulate non-NIH-supported research.

The award of grants for recombinant DNA research is

clearly major federal action which must be discussed in an

impact statement. The Guidelines have little meaning or impact

by themselves. Their significance comes from the fact that

they permit NIH-supported recombinant research to proceed if the

Guidelines are followed. The description of the federal action

must therefore describe the recombinant research now being

conducted with NIH funds and research for which grant applica-

tions are now pending.

When NIH promulgated the Guidelines with the approval

of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, it decided not

to regulate non-NIH-supported research, transportation or

8
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commercial use of recombinant DNA techniques, even though the

Secretary has the authority under section 361 of the Public

Health Services Act (42 U.S.C. §264) to regulate all recombinant

DNA activities. This decision not to regulate may well have

more impact on the environment than issuance of the Guidelines

because the environmental damage the Guidelines seek to prevent

may well be caused by researchers at corporations, private-

institutions or other federal agencies. Therefore the

exclusion of non-NIH research from the Guidelines is a

crucial part of the federal action which should be the subject

of this impact statement.

NIH has or can gather the information it needs to

describe the extent and nature of the recombinant DNA activities

not covered by the Guidelines. In his opinion which accompanied

the release of the Guidelines, Dr. Donald Frederickson stated

that he had met with representatives of other federal agencies

and industry to discuss their recombinant DNA activities. Partly

as a result of these meetings, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers

Association has formed a committee to review the possibility

of voluntary adoption of the Guidelines by the drug industry.

At least two private corporations are known to be investigating

commercial uses of recombinant techniques. General Electric

is trying to develop a bacteria which could consume crude

petroleum and be used to clean up oil spills. Imperial Chemical

Industries (ICI) is investigating the use of recombinant techniques

9
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to produce a bacteria which could produce insulin inexpensively

(Janice Crossland, "Hands on the Code, " Environment 18:6 (September

1976) . NIH should also consult with international organizations

to determine which recombinant DNA activities conducted by

foreign countries may be subject to regulation by the United

States

.

D • The Adverse Environmental Impacts of Promulgating
The Guidelines Are Not Adequately Described
(Section VII, Draft EIS)

1. The Impact of Uncontrolled Recombinant DNA
Activities

The impact of experiments which are not governed

by the Guidelines are not discussed at all. Because these

experiments are not subject to any safety procedures or prohi-

bitions against especially dangerous experiments, they pose

a much greater risk to the public health and environment than

NIH supported research. It is very likely that some of these

uncontrolled experiments will result in the intentional or

accidental release of organisms with recombinant DNA molecules

into the environment. If those organisms survive and multiply,

they could cause spreading and unstoppable disease or damage to

the environment. Even one release of such organisms could have

a substantial impact on the environment.

Section IV-C-1 of the draft EIS, which is entitled

"Description of Issues Raised by Recombinant DNA Research:

10
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Possible Hazardous Situations," provides some information

about the possible hazards of recombinant research but is not

the detailed discussion of impacts required by NEPA- This section

describes in a theoretical way the effects that foreign genetic

"'^tsrial may have on the host cell, or organisms the host cell

comes in contact with, but does not describe specific adverse

consequences. For example, this section states that foreign

genetic material might improve or impair the survival ability

of the host, but does not describe the kind of disease or environ-

mental damage which might be caused by increasing the survival

cibility of micro-organisms which are commonly used as host in

recombinant research.

The Final EIS should discuss in detail the biohazards

which NIH foresaw and sought to guard against in promulgating

the Guidelines. NIH considers some experiments so dangerous

that they should not be conducted at all. The prohibited experi-

ments are: 1) experiments with certain pathogenic organisms

or oncogenic viruses; 2) deliberate creation of recombinant

DNA containing genes for the biosynthesis of toxins; 3) experiments

which increase the virulence or range of plant pathogens; 4)

deliberate release of organisms with recombinant DNA into the

environment; and 5) experiments which pass antibiotic resistence

to non-resistent microorganisms. The danger of each of these

experiments to humans and the environment should be fully explained.

11
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The Guidelines also assume that experiments with Escheria

Coli pose a particular hazard to humans because E

.

Coli normally

inhabits the human intestine. The Guidelines specify detailed

biological containment requirements for experiments with E . Coli

host-vector systems. Although laboratory strains of E . Coli

differ from those found in humans, they may be able to colonize

in the human gut or pass their genetic material to the strains

which are found in humans. Also some strains of E.Coli are

pathogenic. Experiments with laboratory E . Coli might create

recombinant DNA which when passed to pathogenic strains increases

their virulence or range. The specific hazards of E . Coli , and

other micro-organisms, which are commonly used as host-vector

systems in recombinant DNA experiments must be discussed in the

final EIS.

The Guidelines also assume that experiments which take

genetic material from primates are more dangerous than those

which take it from lower organisms. Generally, higher levels of

biological containment are required for experiments with DNA

from higher organisms. The final EIS must explain the reasons

for this assumption and spell out the specific dangers NIH fore-

sees from experiments with primate DNA.

The final EIS should also discuss the specific hazards

foreseen by critics of the Guidelines. To assess the views of

12
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critics, NIH should consider both the comments that have been

filed on the Guidelines and the published literature on the

subject. NRDC attaches two articles which describe some of the

risks foreseen by these critics.

Finally, in discussing the impact of uncontrolled recom-

binant DNA activities, the final EIS should discuss the extent

to which the transportation of organisms with recombinant DNA

molecules is currently regulated. Section II-C of the Guidelines

states that transportation of recombinant materials is governed

by regulations of the Public Health Service, the Department of

Transportation, and the Civil Aeronautics Board. The final EIS

should describe these regulations and point out the gaps in

their coverage which might result in accidental release of these

micro-organisms into the environment. For example, the PHS regu-

lations (42 C.F.R. §72.25) apply only to etiologic agents listed

in the regulation. If a micro-organism which is not listed

were used as a host-vector in a recombinant experiment, it would

not be subject to the transportation regulations. The hazards

of transporting recombinant materials should be fully discussed.

2. Impact of the Guidelines and Experiments Conducted
Under the Guidelines (Sections VII-A and VII-B
Of the Draft EIS)

In considering the impact of the Guidelines and experi-

ments conducted under the Guidelines, NIH makes two crucial

13
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assumptions which must be discussed in the final EIS. Those

assumptions are:

1. That all NIK-supported research will be
conducted in accordance with NIH Guidelines.

2. That the Guidelines adequately protect the
public from the hazards of recombinant research.

NRDC does not agree with either of these assumptions.

It is unrealistic to expect that all NIH grantees will voluntarily

comply with the Guidelines fully, all of the time. Furthermore,

we do not believe that the enforcement mechanisms of the

Guidelines are adequate to insure a high level of compliance.

Experiments conducted in violation of the Guidelines will pose

the same hazards as experiments which are not covered by the

Guidelines. Even a few non-complying experiments pose a risk

to public health and the environment, because even one release

of an organism with recombinant DNA could, if it survives and

multiplies, cause spreading and unstoppable harm. The final

EIS must evaluate the likelihood that the Guidelines will be

followed and the risk to the public from non-complying experiments.

NRDC does not believe that we know enough about the

hazards of recombinant DNA to assume that the Guidelines, if

followed, will adequately protect the public. These inadequacies

of the Guidelines are discussed in detail in Parts II-B and III-C

of these comments.

14
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The draft EIS's discussion of impacts does not

inform the public, in terms a layman can readily understand,

of harm which may result from recombinant DNA research. The

section on impacts merely describes the theoretical/mathematical

bases for determining the probability that a particular hazard

will occur. The discussion lists all of the events which must

occur if an organism with recombinant DNA is to cause disease

or environmental damage and states that the probability of harm

occurring is the product of the probabilities of each listed

event. But the draft EIS never goes on to describe specific

damage which may be done to humans or the environment.

The discussion of impacts states repeatedly that

all of the hazards of recombinant DNA research are very speculative.

The mere fact that impacts are speculative does not excuse NIH

from discussing them in detail. As outlined above NIH can

describe the hazards it sought to guard against in promulgating

the Guidelines, and discuss hazards foreseen by critics of the

Guidelines, to give the public a clear picture of the real

impact of this new technology.

E . The Discussion of Alternatives is Inadequate
(Section VI, draft EIS)

The discussion of alternatives is very sketchy. It

reads like an after-the-fact justification of the Guidelines.

15
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So little detail is given about each alternative that it

seems very unlikely that any alternatives to the Guidelines

were seriously considered or will be considered in the future.

The draft EIS makes no attempt to do cost/benefit analyses or

weigh alternatives to determine which is best.

The alternatives themselves are barely described.

For example, the description of federal regulation does not

consider the types of regulation which could be adopted such as a

total moratorium on research or different safety standards. Possible

systems of enforcement are not discussed. The agencies which

might be able to regulate recombinant research are listed, but

the differences in their statutory authority are not discussed.

For example, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

is mentioned as an agency which could regulate recombinant

research, but the discussion does not mention that OSHA can

regulate laboratory conditions but not transportation of

recombinant materials. Regulation by each agency, the President,

and Congress must be discussed separately so that the public

and other government officials are fully informed of the options

for regulating recombinant DNA.

The environmental impacts of the alternatives are

not discussed in any detail. For example, the discussion of the

alternative of providing no NIH support for recombinant DNA

research, describes the impact this would have on American

16
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research in this field, but doesn't mention the environment. There

IS no discussion of whether this would protect the public

health and the environment better than the Guidelines.

Several reasonable and important alternatives are

not discussed at all. The possibility of a moratorium on

all recombinant research is not discussed. Such a moratorium

could be passed by Congress or by executive order governing

federal agencies and federal regulation governing industry

and other private parties. The alternatives of promulgating

the Guidelines or similar safety standards as regulations

binding on all parties conducting recombinant research is

not discussed , even though the Department of HEW has the

authority to promulgate such regulations. Section 361 of the

Public Health Services Act (42 U.S.C. §264) gives the Secretary

of HEW the authority to promulgate regulations to protect the

public from communicable diseases. The draft EIS repeatedly

recognizes that recombinant DNA activities may create or

increase the virulence of infectious agents, making regulation

under §361 appropriate.

F . The Draft EIS Does Not Discuss or Evaluate
Any of the Long-Range Impacts of Recombinant
DNA Technology

By funding recombinant DNA research NIH is helping

to launch a major new technology whose impact on man's environment

17
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will be as widespread and profound as the impact of nuclear

technology. Many scientists in the field have likened the

splicing together of DNA from different organisms to the

splitting of the atom. Yet the Draft EIS makes no attempt

to discuss or analyze these impacts.

Section 102(2) (C) of NEPA explicitly requires the

impact statement to discuss

" (iv) the relationship between short-term uses of
man's environment and the maintenance and
enhancement of long-term productivity, and

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments
of resources which would be involved in the proposed
action should it be implemented."

The final EIS must contain a major section which discusses long

range impacts and conducts the analysis required by (iv) and (v)

of §102(2) (C)

.

18
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III. COMMENTS ON THE NIH GUIDELINES

A. Suininary of Coitunents and Reconmendations On
The Guidelines

The Guidelines should be designed to prevent any release

of recombinant organisms into the environment. All recombinant

research should be conducted in P3 and P4 laboratories, since

NIH recognizes that PI and P2 laboratories are not designed to

prevent accidental release. The Guidelines' system for classifying

experiments on the basis of risk should be simplified. We do not

now know enough about the hazards of recombinant DNA to determine

which of thirteen containment systems a particular experiment should

be assigned to. No more than three categories of hazard should

be used. Finally, the enforcement provisions of the current

Guidelines are weak. HEW should adopt revised Guidelines, which

are regulations binding on all parties conducting recombinant

research and which use a licensing system of enforcement.

B . The Guidelines Should Be Designed to Prevent
Any Release of Organisms Containing Recombinant
DNA Into the Environment (Section II of the Guidelines )

At present we do not know enough about the behavior of

the novel organisms which will be created by recombinant DNA

techniques to predict the effects they will have on human health

or the environment. However, the scientists who first called

for a moratorium, abided by it and participated in the Asilomar
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Conference all assigned that some serious and widespread harm

might result from the use of recombinant DNA technology. Since

it is impossible to predict with any accuracy which organisms

are hazardous, all organisms with recombinant DNA must be pre-

sumed to pose a risk to humans and the environment if they

escape from the laboratory.

The role of the Guidelines must be to prevent any

release of recombinant DNA. Although the Guidelines prohibit

the intentional release of recombinant organisms, they assume

that a certain amount of accidental release can be expected in

PI and P2 facilities. The draft EIS in describing the protection

provided by PI and P2 facilities states:

"These measures do not provide absolute
protection from exposures and the required
primary barriers can be compromised by lack
of attention to technique, poor placement
of equipment and human error." 41 Fed. Reg.
38436.

The draft EIS goes on to explain that NIH assumes

that such exposure will not harm the laboratory worker because

only organisms which have been rated low or moderate-risk can

be handled in PI and P2 laboratories. There is no scientific

basis for assuming that organisms which are rated low-risk by the

NIH classification system will in fact prove harmless.

Since PI and P2 facilities are not designed to prevent

all accidental release of recombinant organisms, recombinant
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research should be restricted to P3 and P4 facilities. If NIH

believes that any recombinant organism is too hazardous to be

released into the environment intentionally, then it should not

permit research in facilities where accidental release is

inevitable

.

C . The System of Classifying Experiments On The
Basis of Risk is Too Elaborate to be Workable

Under the NIH Guidelines, a proposed recombinant DNA

experiment must be assigned to one of thirteen different contain-

ment levels depending on the hazard it poses to humans. It must

be assigned one of four physical containment levels and one of

three biological containment levels or it may be prohibited.

We do not know enough about the hazards of recombinant DNA to

make these finely tuned evaluations of risk. Since recombinant

DNA molecules are placed in living host cells, which have the

potential of surviving and multiplying in the environment, even

one experiment, which is mistakenly considered harmless, could

cause widespread, irreversible damage. Therefore, the classifica-

tion system should be designed to protect us against our ignorance

and recognize that our estimates of risk of different experiments

are very crude.

The draft EIS repeatedly states that we cannot predict

the effects of any particular genetic recombination.
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"Current knowledge does not permit accurate
assessment of whether such changes will be
advantageous, deterimental or neutral and
to what degree, when considering a particular
recombinant DNA. At present, it is only
possible to speculate on ways in which the
presense of recombinant DNA in a cell or
virus could bring about these effects."
41 Fed. Reg. 38429

The draft EIS also lists thirteen events which must occur for

a particular organism with recombinant DNA to cause harm.

(41 Fed. Reg. 38438)

.

The probability that such harm will

occur cannot be calculated unless the probability of each of

the thirteen events can be calculated. Such precise determina-

tions cannot now be made, but a classification system with thir-

teen containment levels requires almost this level of precision

if it is going to genuinely protect the environment from harmful

organisms

.

Since the likelihood of harm cannot be calculated with

precision, the Guidelines provide for the ranking of experiments

on the basis of untested theories. These theories may be

inaccurate or not comprehensive enough to be used as the basis

for predicting risk.

The central assumption underlying the classification

system of the Guidelines is that most cells with foreign DNA

from higher organisms are more hazardous than those with DNA

from lower organisms. Therefore, more containment is required

for experiments which take DNA from primates than those which
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take DNA from birds or plants. But it is difficult to see how

philogenic order or any other single factor can accurately pre-

dict risk when so many different factors (thirteen, according

to the draft EIS) determine the likelihood that a particular organism

will cause harm. It is possible to imagine an experiment with

primate DNA which is less hazardous than one with prokaryote

DNA. For example, an experiment which put primate DNA into

E. Coli might produce an organism with such a low probability

of survival and such a low probability that the primate DNA would

be fully expressed and create a primate protein, that it poses

virtually no risk to humans. Another experiment in which DNA

from a prokaryote was inserted in E. Coli* might improve the sur-

vival ability of E. Coli , be transmitted to a pathogenic strain

of E. Coli , and make it more virulent, thereby substantially

increasing the risk of disease in humans, whatever single factor

is picked to rank hazards, it will always be possible to make

a credible argument that some experiment which is rated low “risk

is in fact more risky than something which was rated higher-risk.

Some of the assumptions underlying the classification

system are contradictory. In some situations higher containment

levels are required because we know almost nothing about the

hazards; in other situations, stricter containment is required

because we have concrete information about the hazards. For
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example, one of the reasons for requiring a high level of con-

tainment for experiments with primate DNA is that we know so little

about such recombinations. On the other hand, the reason for

prohibiting experiments which would transfer antibiotic resistance

to non-resistent species is that we know such tremsfers will

certainly impair our ability to cure human disease. Similarly,

special provision is made in the Guidelines for experiments

using E. Coli host-vector systems because we know that E. Coli

colonizes in the human intestine. But other prokaryotic host-

vectors, which do not colonize in humans, may prove equally

harmful to the environment in ways we cannot now foresee.

The elaborate classification system of the current

Guidelines should be abandoned in favor of a much simplier

system. NRDC suggests that the Guidelines at most have three

classifications for experiments: prohibited, very hazardous

and hazardous. Such a classification system would provide some

significant protection from all recombinant DNA experiments

and thereby protect us from our ignorance about the consequences

of this research. Using no more than three categories also frankly

recognizes the imprecision of our judgments about risk.
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The Enforcement Provisions of the Guidelines
Are Inadequa^ ~~

The mechanisms for enforcing the Guidelines are

not adequate to insure the high level of compliance which is

necessary to protect the public from the hazards of recombinant

DNA. The Guidelines rely primarily on the grantees to police

themselves, this reliance is unrealistic.

Primary responsibility for enforcement rests with

the principal investigator and the biohazards committees. The

principal investigator is responsible for evaluating the

biohazards of the experiments, training staff and insuring that

safety procedures are followed. The biohazards committee of

the institution must certify to the NIH staff that the experiment

and facility comply with the Guidelines. The NIH staff

determines the proper containment level for individual experiments

and evaluates compliance with the Guidelines primarily on the

basis of documents submitted by the grantee. The NIH staff

is responsible for some on-site inspection of facilities and

epidemiological monitoring of workers, but it is not clear how

thoroughly it will be able to do either. The staff of NIH is

also required to make a number of detailed factual determinations:

assigning containment levels, approving applications for lower

containment levels, approving host-vector systems for biological

containment and approving large scale experiments. The only

sanction for non-compliance is revocation or denial of a grant.
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NIH grantees cannot be expected to police

themselves effectively. They will always have a stong

competitive interest in pushing research ahead and,when their

desire to complete research conflicts with adherence to

the Guidelines, safety procedures will be bent. The

competitive pressures on NIH grantees will be particularly

great if non-NIH researchers are not subject to any safety

procedures

.

Under the Guidelines the demands on the time of NIH

staff will be so great that they will not be able to monitor

effectively the compliance of facilities with physical

containment requirements or monitor the health of laboratory

workers , which unfortunately is the only available means of check!

for "leaks" of recombinant DNA molecules. Because of the number

of complex factual determinations the staff is required to

make, virtually all of their time is likely to be spent reviewing

and deciding applications. The task of monitoring is made more

difficult because the Guidelines do not limit the number of

facilities where recombinant research can be conducted.

NRDC recommends that the Guidelines be revised and

promulgated by the Secretary of HEW as regulations binding on

all parties conducting recombinant research. The revised

Guidelines should contain enforcement provisions based on

licensing of facilities to ensure compliance with physical
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containment requirements and to limit the number of

facilities where recombinant research can be conducted.

Laboratory workers should be licensed to ensure that they

are properly trained. The NIH grantee should be required

to conduct and report regular epidemiological studies on its

workers. The Guidelines should be revised to eliminate or

simplify the factual determinations which have to be made by

the staff. Finally, the regulations should include strong

sanctions: criminal penalties for intentional or negligent

release of recombinant organisms; license and grant revocation

for lesser violations.

Attachments

1. George Wald, "The Case Against Genetic
September/October 1976 (12 pages).

Engineering ,
" The Sciences

2. Janice Crossland, "Hands on the Code,"
No. 7, September 1976 (10 pages).

Environment

,

Vol. 18,
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November 10, 197^ Document 27

Dr. Donald Frederickson
Director NIH

Dear Dr. Frederickson*

Thank-you for this opportunity to respond to the Draft
Environmental Impact statement on the NIH DNA research
guidelines. My name is Mark DesCamp and I am currently
a junior in Chemical Engineering at the University of
Michigan. I feel that the outcome of this issue will
have a very great effect on the general public and thus
I would like to present my views.

In the first place, I would like to examine one of the
questions asked in a statement by the Advisory Committee.
That question was whether "the guidelines balance scien-
tific responsibility to the public with scientific
freedom to pursue new knowledge." The question of "bal-
ancing" suggests a compromise between the two. In my view,
this is a very dangerous position. With a process that
has such a high level of possible risks, the primary
concern has to be the safety of the public, it cannot be
compromised with other considerations.

When the moratorium was called for in June of 197^, it
was proposed to last "until the potential hazards of such
recombinant DNA molecules have been better evaluated or
until adequate methods are developed for preventing their
spread." From all that I have been able to discover,
neither of these conditions have been adequately met, and
yet the research is now taking place with the only con-
straints being the NIH guidelines, which have no more
authority than that of public censure.

The first condition, to better assess the dangers of the
process, has supposedly been taken care of by the class-
ification of the various experiments according to their
projected risks. I must confess I am at a loss to dis-
cover how a measure of the risks could be made when an
extensive body of data on all of the combinations re-
sulting in these experiments is non-existent. To
extrapolate results of a new process on the bases of
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past experience is, at the least, unscientific. An
illustration of this point can be found in the paper Roy
Curtiss submitted to the Advisory Committee to the
Director of the NIH. In this paper, he states that "Most
foreign DNA causes a microorganism that possesses it to
be at a distinct selective disadvantage in competing with
other bacteria. I thus consider that in on]^ of the
cases will foreign DNA be beneficial to and/or no burden
on the bacterial host." The conversion from most to a
concrete number {\%) is a very intriguing mathematical
process, one I don’t profess to understand, especially in
light of the fact that many of these experiments have
never been done before. With all the variables involved,
the probable effect of foreign DNA cannot be represented
by such a simple value. Because this is a new technique
creating novel organisms, we cannot expect it to follow
the behavior we observed before-some, perhaps even a
majority of the experiments would produce more viable
bacteria rather than the opposite case.

The second stipulation in Paul Berg's letter (to develop
adequate protection methods) has been effectively ignored
by the present NIH policy. To allow - actually promote -

the proliferation of DNA research centers have effectively
negated the proposed physical containment levels. As
studies at Fort Detrich have shown, poor lab techniques
can ruin the best physical containment procedures. To en-
courage this research is to create the push for new dis-
coveries, causing more and more lab personnel to become
involved in it and increasing the likelihood of outside
exposure

.

The biological containment is at least as ineffective, for
the use of E. coli as the bacterial host is the first dis-
advantage. Secondly, in all of the discussion of the sur-
vival rate of the EK2 vectors in the guidelines, no mention
is made of the time interval over which the bacteria
population is to decrease to 1 x 10”° of it's initial
value

.

An extension of the second point is that even if the bac-
teria die outside the laboratory, they can still exchange
genetic information with living cells.

I conclude, then, that the present measures to protect the
public can only be described as inadequate. To confine the
research to one facility (such as Fort Detrich), in order
to give effectiveness to the physical containment levels,
until the dangers are more accurately assessed seems to me
to be the only responsible position at this time. In
addition, extensive research for a better host should be
undertaken.
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These measures would considerably reduce the pace of dis-
coveries in this field but it would also reduce the possi-
bility of the release of dangerous organisms until more
is known about the procedure. The longer wait for benefits
is a small price to pay for public safety - which as I

mentioned before, should be the primary concern.

Respectfully yours.

Mark DesCamp
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Document 28

Department of Medicine and Surgery
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Washington, D.C. 20420

NOV 1 1 1978

5
(J

3

Mr. Charles Custard
Director, Office of Environmental Affairs
Office of the Secretary
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
200 Independence Ave., S. VI. Roan 524F2
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Mr. Custard:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement concerning
the Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant Dt'JA Molecules,
developed by the National Institutes of Health, sent with your letter
of September 2, 1976. The following comments are offered.

It is obvious to us that work on recombinant OslA molecules holds great
potential significance for understanding and treatment of human disease,
and we strongly recommend that it be permitted to go forward in the most
expeditious fashion possible. We fully recognize the potential hazards
that would result if micro-organisms rendered harmful to humans, animals
or plants through recombinant EWA experiments were introduced into the
environment. Accordingly, we support the attempt to generate guidelines
for this research which will eliminate such hazards.

It is impossible to currently assess the appropriateness of the National
Institutes of Health's existing guidelines for recombinant EWA research.
However, they appear to represent the most definitive approach that we
can now take on these matters. For this reason, it appears appropriate
that we adopt them with the understanding that they will be subject to
regular review and indicated modifications.

It appears that general Federal regulation of all such research is

mandatory as long as uncertainty remains about the potential outcomes
of these experiments. We suggest that the monitoring tie accomplished
by a new national coimission so that all relevant points of view may
be allowed expression. Placing such a responsibility in an existing
Federal agency is less likely to produce such a result.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft environmental
impact statement.

Sincerely,

JACK S. WESTALL
Assistant Chief Medical Director

for Administration

Show vtttran's full norm, VA filt numbir, and social stcurity number on all corrispondtnci.
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Document 29

A t

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

*’5wov m
OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
900 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
the draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) submitted by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for the guidelines
for research involving recombinant DNA molecules. We appreciate
the time extension which you gave us for our review of
these guidelines.

EPA has some misgivings concerning the possible adverse
environmental impact of this type of research and especially
the resulting technology expected. We believe that the NIH
guidelines are a commendable first step toward alleviating
these concerns; however, we believe that the guidelines need
to be strengthened and made applicable to researchers beyond
the purview of NIH. We are aware of action in that direction
resulting from current interest in Congress and by the President's
recently established Interagency Committee on DNA Research.
EPA will actively participate on that committee. We also
acknowledge that much of our misgivings and concern stem
from the lack of knowledge which can only be acquired by
ongoing scientific research conducted under the safest
conditions possible.

In our opinion, the draft environmental impact statement is
for the most part comprehensive and well written. We have no
objection to NIH's action in issuing the guidelines. In
fact we applaud that action as well as the action your Agency
has taken to spread the influence of the guidelines to
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scientific communities here and abroad. We believe that in
issuing the guidelines, NIH has probably gone as far as it
could go — short of refusing to fund such research -- in
protecting the public safety.

We agree that both the benefits and risks of recombinant DNA
research are uncertain and highly speculative at this time.
We are concerned about the potential for release of micro-
organisms or their toxic products that might adversely
affect the environment. We believe that prudence dictates
that research proceed with extreme caution.

EPA's principal concerns and reservations about recombinant
DNA research are:

°
' Insufficient knowledge seems to exist now to assure
that normally harmless strains of E. Coli or other
host organisms will not be transformed into virulent
pathogens which could find a niche for multiplication if
accidentally released to the environment. Therefore, we
recommend that very high priority be given to search
for the knowledge or evidence needed to demonstrate
safety of the biological containment concept.

® The guidelines do not yet apply to all laboratories
and researchers engaged in recombinant DNA research.

° Even if the guidelines were made universally
applicable it would be very difficult for any regulatory
agency to enforce them. Observance of the guidelines
depends primarily upon peer pressure without the force
of law. Observance also depends on voluntary actions
of individuals within laboratories to which the guidelines
apply. No truly reliable means seem to exist for
detecting or giving early warning of accidental release
to the environment of potentially hazardous material.
Furthermore, no penalities — other than loss of
Federal financial support — seems to exist to deter
individuals who deliberately do not honor the guidelines.

® We are concerned about the apparent uncertainties in
the ability to assess the probability or degree of
hazards resulting from experiments carried out under
less than the most stringent containment conditions.
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® We are apprehensive about problems of setting
standards for regulation of industrial applications
of the new technology expected to flow from
recombinant DNA research.

® Neither the EIS nor guidelines adequately discuss
environmental spill contingency plans.

Reflecting on our substantive concerns about expanding
recombinant DNA research we have rated this draft EIS as
ER-2 (an explanation of EPA's rating system for draft EIS's
is enclosed) . The date and rating of our comments will be
published in the Federal Register in accordance with our
responsibilities under section 309 of the Clean Air Act, as
amended

.

Our detailed suggestions for improvements and clarifications
of certain points in the EIS are enclosed. If you have
any questions concerning these comments, please contact
Mr. Pope A. Lawrence of my staff at 245-3006.

Sincerely yours.

Rebecca W. Hanmer
Director
Office of Federal Activities (A-104)

Enclosures
1. Detailed Comments on NIH's DEIS for Guidelines

for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules

2. EPA's Rating Sheet
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Comments on NIH's Draft EIS for Guidelines
for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules

The draft EIS with its supporting appendices which include
the guidelines represents enormous and commendable effort
to protect workers, the public, and the environment from
infection by possibly hazardous agents that may result from
recombinant DNA research. In most instances, the EIS and
appendices are as clear, concise, and complete as may be
possible under present conditions of uncertainty and
speculation about the benefits and risks likely to result
from this relatively new field of scientific investigation.
Generally, the soundness of the documents can be appraised
by reasonably educated citizens without feeling a need for
expertise in molecular biology. However, in several instances
more references or other assistance are needed to help a
reader of the EIS know when a statement is based on real and
published data, on speculation, or on opinions . reflecting
common knowledge among experts.

Detailed comments provided below point up uncertainties we
find in the EIS and the guidelines. The comments reflect
era's major concerns about the limited scope of control,
inadequacies of current ability to confidently assess
probability of hazards, and the lack of emergency contingency
plans for mitigating effects of a spill of infectious
material outside a laboratory.

As mentioned above the first major concern is the limited scope
of control provided by the guidelines. For example, the guide-
lines apply only to NIH-funded investigators who are expected
to enforce rules having no weight of law. Investigators funded
by the private or industrial sector are expected to comply only
as they volunteer to do so. Consequently, we find no way to
estimate the real or potential effectiveness of these guidelines
to control much of the recombinant DNA research.

We are also concerned about the lack of reference to any exist-
ing or recommended plan for emergency teams of specialists
equipped and ready to respond promptly to accidental spills of
possibly infectious agents shipped by public or private carrier.
Pages 2740 and 2941 make it clear that such accidents are
expected to be reported to the shipper and to the Biohazards
Control Office of the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta,
Georgia. However, we find no indication of who might be
responsible, trained, and equipped for local actions fOr
cleanup, decontamination, or monitoring for possible threat to
public health following such an accident. Advance planning for
such contingencies seems essential.
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Another major concern is the inherent inadequacy of data for
risk assessments upon which containment levels for certain
experiments are selected. The statement that "certain
experiments judged to have the potential for extreme hazard,
should they prove dangerous, are prohibited." It would seem
appropriate to specify that while seeking the. proof of danger,
any such experiment would have to be conducted under the most
conservative level of containment, until such level is proved
to be unnecessary.

Additional specific comments • follow:

Section IV-C-l-a, beginning on page 18, is introduced as a
speculative discussion, but some points would seem worthy
of support with additional explanation or reference. For
example:

On page 19, paragraph one, line one, it is stated that
"There are various indications that bacteria and viruses
containing inserted foreign DNA are less likely to survive
and multiply than are the original organisms." Examples
of those various indications would be useful to justify an
a priori, assumption that recombinant material will necessarily
be- less robust or hardy than natural materials.

Also the example given at the bottom of page 19 assumes an
almost ideal situation of simple negative log growth. Would
this be expected to occur in a natural system? The dilution
to a density of one to one million in 207 generations make>
as^sumptions about the static quality and quantity of the
substrate available to the organism and it should be
emphasized that the opposite could be true, i.e., a positive
log growth phase might ensue under the same conditions.

Page 24, paragraph one, line five, the statement occurs
that "In general, one v;ould expect the inserted DMA to
result in a reduced growth rate and a selective disadvantage
to the organism, as discussed in 'a' above. Similar
issues arise where animal viruses serve as carriers of foreign
DNA." It would be helpful to know the reasons for these
expectations

.

Page 26, last paragraph mentions "the v;ell documented instances
in which DNA has become recombined in nature." This might
be expanded in more detail because it represents an extremely
important feature of recombinant DNA research. Levels of
concern about the potential harmful effects on the environment
seem related to the degree that organisms acquire selective
advantage different from that acquired in naturally occurring
events

.
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Page 36. Following the discussion of the physical safeguards
(grouped into four levels providing increasing capability for
containment) , we believe it would be useful to emphasize
that the guidelines require (for all four levels) that
liquid and solid wastes contaminated with recombinant DNA
material shall be decontaminated before disposal.

The discussion of an additional safeguard of biological
containment appears reasonable. However, assurance is needed
that genetic manipulation of a crippled strain of E. Coli
would not accidentally create a dangerous organism which
could infest human intestines.

Page 37 and 38. Review of the ten factors governing the
danger of experiments makes it clear that danger depends
on many uncertain or unknown factors. This seems particularly
true of numbers 4, 9 and 10; i.e., "the ability of the vector
to survive in natural environments or habitats," "the potential
of the recipient to obtain the source DNA by natural means,"
and "the evolutionaary relatedness of the source DNA to
humans." In addition, while it is certainly appropriate to
focus on human health, we v/ould suggest that non-human
species also be considered when assessing dangerous
possibilities

.

Page 39 - In the discussion of the qualifications and expertise
of advisory committee memberships, the potential value of
specialists in population dynamics and in ecology should
not be overlooked.

Pages 50 and 51 - The arguments presented seem to favor
a limited number of containment facilities for conduct of
P3 and P4 experiments. We believe that the number of
facilities should be limited in the beginning, at least, as
they were in the early days of research involving radioactiv;Lty

.

Page 56

* There is merit to the idea that the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) be petitioned to
enforce and monitor recombinant DNA research through its
standard procedures. It would seem likely that if NIH does
not, then some other group will do so especially when the
new technology becomes industrialized.

• EPA supports the idea of legislation that would
increcTse the scope of control and reduce the possibility of
deleterious environmental effects likely to result from
recombinant DNA research.

Page 67 - c. Early Recognition of Potential Hazards.

The discussion presented in this section points up the
responsibility of a principal investigator under the
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guidelines to notify NIH in writing of any serious or extended
illness or accident that may result in serious exposure
to man or to the environment so that a judgement can be made
regarding increase in safeguards or to stop experiments. This
reporting function is appropriate, but it occurs to us that
in the case of a serious accident or spill then a more
adequate em.ergency procedure for protection of the public is
needed. It seems possible that an inordinate amount of time
might be required to confirm a case of laboratory-caused
infection before remedial action would be taken.

Page 69-71. The model for analyzing the probability of
dispersion of potentially hazardous agents is an appropriate
exercise, but in the absence of real data with which to
assess the relevant probabilities, we are uncomfortable. We
note that NIH is currently supporting research to improve

ability to evaluate certain of those probabilities.
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Environmental Impact of the Action

LO—Lack of Objections

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as described
in the draft impact statement; or suggests only minor changes
in the proposed action.

EP—Environmental Reservations

EPA has reservations concerning the environmental effects of
certain aspects of the proposed action. EPA believes that
further study of suggested alternatives or modifications is
required and has asked the originating Federal agency to
reassess these aspects.

EU—Environmentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory
because of its potentially harmful effect on the environment.
Furthermore, the Agency believes that the potential safe-
guards which might be utilized may not adequately protect
the environment from hazards arising from this action. The
Agency recommends that al,ternatives to the action be analyzed
further (including the possibility of no action at all)

.

Adequacy of the Impact Statement

Category 1—Adequate

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the
environmental impact of the proposed project or action as
well as alternatives reasonably available to the project
or action.

Category 2—Insufficient Information

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not contain
sufficient information to assess fully the environmental
impact of the proposed project or action. However, from the
information submitted, the Agency is able to make a
preliminary determination of the impact on the environment.
EPA has requested that the originator provide the informa-
tion that was not included in the draft statement.
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Category 3—Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not
adequately assess the environmental impact of the proposed
project or action, or that the statement inadequately
analyzes reasonably available alternatives. The Agency has
requested more information and analysis concerning the
potential environmental hazards and has asked that substan-
tial revision be made to the impact statement.

If a draft impact statement is assigned a Category 3, no
rating will be made of the project or action, since a
basis does not generally exist on which to make such a
determination

.
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Document 30

16-534 MIT
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
November 15, 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

We herewith submit our criticisms of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
concerning the "Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules."

We hope that our comments will be of service to you.

Respectfully submitted,

PCly —
Philip Yo4!iderian

Recombinant DNA Group of the
Boston Area Science for the People
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In view of the hazards posed by the new recombinant DNA technology to both
humanity and the environment, any formulation of policy dealing with this research
must consider the mandates of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) . The
National Institutes of Health should be credited with their issuance of the
"Draft Environmental Impact Statement" concerning the "Guidelines for Research
Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules". However, the timing of the release of the Draft
EIS, three months following the release of the "Guidelines", precludes any possibility
for unbiased environmental policy review of the "Guidelines". The desire by the NIH
to_ formulate and release a set of guidelines for this research as soon as possible
does not explain or excuse their failure to act in accord with NEPA directives.
The NIH "Draft Environmental Impact Statement" is no less than a violation of both
the spirit and the letter of the National Environmental Policy Act.

In summary: (1) The NIH has failed to "initiate and utilize ecological information"
(NEPA §102 (H)) concerning the dangers of Escherichia coli as a host in recombinant DNA
work. This failure renders any serious discussion of the monitoring and control of
pathogenic recombinant organisms intractable at this time. (2) No significant attempts
have been made to "recognize the worldwide and long-range character of environmental
problems" (NEPA §102 (F)) that may arise from NIH-supported research. The Draft EIS
ignores industry's current widespread use of recombinant techniques developed through
NIH-funded projects. (3) No attempts to "study, develop, and describe appropriate
alternatives" (NEPA §102 (E)) to the recombinant DNA technology itself have been construed.
The Draft EIS ignores the development of alternative ^ vitro techniques for the
cloning and amplification of the genetic material concurrent with the development of the
recombinant DNA technology. (4) A "systematic, interdisciplinary approach" (NEPA
§102 (A)) was not employed in the formulation of both the "Guidelines" and the Draft
EIS. The impact statement provides little evidence of input from groups outside the
genetics research community, such as input from those directly involved with community
health.

The NEPA describes as its purpose to "enrich the understanding of the ecological
systems and natural resources important to the Nation" (NEPA §2) . Through the NEPA,
the Congress directs the fullest extent possible all Federal agencies to "initiate
and utilize ecological information in the planning and development of resource-oriented
projects" (NEPA § 102(H)). A further understanding of the ecology of coli and its
plasmids is requisite to an assessment of the hazards of this research. Such an
understanding can be gained only through active research concerning (a) conditions
under which plasmids spread within and among species in the biosphere, (b) the ability
of foreign DNA-containing plasmids to establish and maintain themselves at significant
levels in naturally occurring bacterial populations, and (c) the survival capabilities
of plasmids conferring little or no "survival advantage" to naturally occurring hosts.
In the part of the Draft EIS entitled "The effect of foreign DNA on the survival of

recipient species" no evidence for the claim that foreign DNA reduces survival
capabilities of foreign DNA-containing plasmids is given beyond vague selectionist
platitudes. Unpublished results from the laboratory of Dr. Bruce Levin at the University
of Massachusetts in Amherst argue contrary to the implications of this claim. Rising

I

health concerns over drug and antibiotic resistance factors should also temper such
I claims with the requirement for evidence in their support. In addition, Dr.^Ron Davis

I

has demonstrated that coli can be altered phenotypically from his to his by the

insertion of a plasmid carrying shotgunned yeast genes (1) . This finding seriously
challenges the rationale of construction and maintenance of EK2 or other weakened hosts,

in that defects in weakened strains may be corrected by plasmid-carried genetic information.
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The NEPA states that "all practicable means" must be used to "assure for all
Americans safe, healthful... surroundings" (§101(b2)). Since recombinant DNA research
may lead to the creation of novel pathogens, monitoring of the escape and propogation
of recombinant organisms is necessary for this kind of assurance. Not only does the NIH
fail to establish a mechanism for the monitoring of recombinant organisms, but also
its proposed means for detecting such organisms are highly questionable. Unsupported by
any experimental data, the adequacy of the proposed methods is "not presently known"
(Draft EIS, p. 72). The NIH offers no contingency plan for the control of pathogenic
recombinant organisms. In the Draft EIS conditions are raised under which "reasonable
means for minimizing further dispersal {of such a pathogen} could be undertaken (p. 72)."

No such "reasonable means" are mentioned and indeed, they must be unknown to hospitals
where the incidence of coli infection is increasing at an alarming rate.

The single mention of research planned to assess the nature of dangers inherent
in this line of research is vague. The NIH proposes only to "improve the ability to

evaluate certain. .
.
probabilities" of events leading to the escape and propogation of

a recombinant Escherichia coli (p. 71). The accompanying discussion of escape ignores
such factors as carelessness or contamination of cultures, for example, and fails to

recognize the need for a more long-range program of research to measure such probabilities.
Generation of laboratory aerosols and the survival of presumably crippled hosts for

gene manipulation are not the only problems to be discussed. To analyze the possibility
of a dangerous accident requires that we investigate such apparently intractable questions
such as whether recombinant DNA research would circumvent natural barriers to genetic
transfer between eukaryotes and prokaryotes.

The Draft EIS is limited in scope and does not "recognize the worldwide and long
range character of environmental problems" as stipulated in the NEPA (§ 102(F)). The
Draft EIS regards the industrial application of these techniques as necessary for
realization of the potential benefits described in Scetion IV-C-2 of the Draft EIS.

On the other hand, the NIH does not discuss either the possible dangers of the scaling
up of recombinant DNA techniques to meet industrial production requirements or the
environmental impact of such presumed "benefits". Since industry has already been
stimulated by recombinant DNA techniques developed through NIH funding, the NIH cannot
responsibly ignore these considerations. In addition, the Draft EIS fails to deal
constructively with the problem of the application of these techniques to the development
of biological warfare agents.

A significant ommission from the Draft EIS is a discussion of techniques for

obtaining large amounts of unique sequences of eukaryotic DNA by means other than

the construction of recombinant hybrid organisms. Section 102 of the NEPA calls for

"a detailed statement by the responsible official on. . . alternatives to the proposed
action" to be included in the Environmental Impact Statement. Such a statement might
begin with the fact that the first eukaryotic genes to be isolated were obtained without
the use of a prokaryotic organism as a carrier (2). Other alternative techniques,
such as the translation of DNA into protein, or the replication in large quantities of

a purified segment of DNA, currently can be performed with measurable efficiency in

cell-free systems. Clearly, there are experiments one might perform with recombinant
DNA techniques which do not have readily apparent ^ vitro parallels. The questions
such experiments intend to answer are not necessarily so remote that they cannot be

approached from directions not involving the creation of novel organisms. Many in vitro
techniques, such as the purification of DNA sequences coding for a particular messenger

RNA species, are well within the molecular biology community's grasp within a few
years time (3).

The alternative of developing regional containment facilities geographically
apart from areas high population density was slighted in the Draft EIS. The
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increased factor of safety which such a policy would offer was not discussed in the
Draft EIS. Restrictions on technology of unknown hazard, such as recombinant DNA
technology, should fall to the conservative side of those technologies of known
hazard, such as nuclear energy development.

The composition of the groups which prepared the "Guidelines" and the Draft
EIS is inadequate in light of the directive of the NEPA which calls for "a systematic,
interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the natural and
social sciences... in decisionmaking which may have an impact on man's environment
(NEPA §102 (A))." The input into the decisions that led to the formulation of NIH
policy concerning recombinant DNA research can only be described as token at best.
For example, only one member of the "Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory
Committee" was from other than the natural sciences (Emmette S. Redford, Professor
of Government and Public Affairs, University of Texas at Austin) and only one other
member (John W. Little, Chairman, Department of Pediatrics, Johns Hopkins Hospital)
was from a field having little concern with recombinant DNA research.

Public hearings on this research and its environmental impact are desparately
needed. Representatives of the general public must have a decision-making role
over and above that of those scientists who have established the policy of an ^x post
facto implementation of "Guidelines" for research proceeding at full throttle.
The National Institutes of Health has not dealt with the potentially disasterous
impact this research may have on humanity and the environment upon which we are
completely dependent, in a way which insures a full accounting of public concern over
this issue.
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UNITED STATES

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

NOV 1 9 1976

Dr. Donald S. Fredrickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

This is in response to your transmittal dated September 13, 1976,

inviting the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) to review and comment on the draft environmental statement
for NIH Guidelines for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules.

We have reviewed the statement and have determined that the proposed
action will not conflict with current or known future ERDA programs,
therefore, we have no comments to offer.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this draft
statement.

W. H. Pennington, Director
Office of NEPA Coordination

cc: CEQ (5)
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RSFUCNANCIES ANE 7ACTITIES TO THE ERAFT ^:^^raOMrENTAL MPACT STATEMENT ON

"GUIL’ELINES FOR RESEARCH EVOLVING RECOMBINANT DNA MOLECULES"^

o
li. Douglas DeNike, Ph.D.
Sierra Club - Angeles Chapter
2UIO West Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90057

"When there are no regulations governing an activity, it is reasonable to say
that this activity is unregulated,

"

"Microbes do not have morals,"

"The law of the jungle is fine — if you happen to like living in a Jungle,"

"There are plenty of creatures here who would not hesitate to eat you, if only
they knew how. Your job is to keep them from learning how,"

"Botulinum toxin, the most potent biological poison known, causes fatal neuro-
muscular paralysis in most vertebrates, in nanogram quantities." —Kao,

Drachman, & Price, Science. September ?U, 1976, p, 1256,

* * «

Scope . The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) evidences a fundamental
flaw In conception—a genetic defect. It is oriented to the environmental impact
of the NIH Guidelines

,
not to the environmental impact of the widespread unree'jiated

practice of recombinant fh'A technologies . Thus its scant 102 pages do not evaluate
Tlie basic~issues of the prospective risks and benefits of INA recombination, and
whether the former might massively outweigh the latter. Rather, the fram.ework of
discussion is the implicit question, "Are the National Institutes of Health Guide-
lines better than nothing?" Almost anything is better than nothing, and the NIH

Guidelines are slightly better than the Asilomar guidelines which preceded them.

They remain, however, lethally deficient.

^Copies of the draft EIS and Guidelines are available without charge from Dr, Rudolf

G. Wanner, Associate. Director for Environmental Health and Safety, Division of

Research Services, Room 1:051, Building 12A, National Institutes of Health, Pethesda,

Maryland 2C01Ii, Comments on the draft EIS should be submitted to the Director,

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20011: by October 18. 1976 .

Comments on the Guidelines will be received until November 1.

^Pending formulation of national policy, the Sierra Club California Regional Con-

servation Committees have provisionally voted to oppose recombinant U!A research

until better evidence of safety is available. The comments in this paper are the

sole responsibility of the author.
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The alternative options discussed in the EIS (Chapter ’/I) are (A) no action,

(B) NIH prohibition of funding of all experiments with recombinant D.A, (C) develop-
ment of different Guidelines, (D) no guidelines but NIH consideraticn of each project
on an individual basis before funding, (E) general federal regulation of all such
research. Notably absent are the options of federal monopoly over reccrr. :a~.nt I^'A

activities (exam.ple: Nuclear weapons research and manufacture) and internaticnal
monopoly utilizing multilaterally supervised sites (example; Recent initiatives
toward supranational uranium fuel enrichment and reprocessing facilities).

These latter choices appear certain to grow in public favor. Given the wide-
spread publicity which followed the mysterioxis outbreak of "Legion fever" in Penn-
sylvania, the first instance of disease which implicates recombinant organisms will
probably result in the rapid imposition of general federal regulation. The next
serious outbreak may well precipitate federal monopoly, and the next, international-
ization, Detailed planning for the possible implementation of these likely steps
should begin now, lest proliferation of techniques, apparatus, materials and knowhow
make their later achievement extremely difficult. Early institution of arrangements
congruent with the assumption of high hazard will avoid the possibilities of calam-
itous health damage, political overreaction, and resultant expensive modification or

scrapping of facilities adjudged no longer acceptable. If later research results
warrant a reduction of stringency, such easing could be accomplished much more
readily than could additional safeguards be backfitted on a widely deployed array
of laboratories and commercial applicationsj should tightening prove necessary.

Specific Hiatuses in the EIS . A complete and candid EIS should reflect the

very considerable body o7 federal knowledge amassed in the regulation of radio-
active materials, hazardous chemicals, and drugs. This knowledge was accum.ulated

at substantial cost in human life and health. To ignore history is to invite its

repetition, this time with self-replicating biological materials which are self-
distributing, unfamiliar to organisms* resistance mechanisms, very diffic\J.t to

monitor in the environment, and probably impossible to eradicate once they have

proven their viability.

Hopefully, the newly passed Toxic Substances Control Act will be promptly
interpreted to apply to any initial laboratory creation or first industrial use
of each novel recombinant. Unless this and a variety of other federal questions
can be fully clarified, both the research practitioners of ENA recombination and
would-be commercial users face gargantuan uncertainties regarding the regulatory
outlook for the field. In my detailed critique of the Guidelines, fifteen areas

of informational deficiency were identified in the form of questions to specific

government agencies,^ In the public interest these bodies should be required to

go on record in ansver to these queries, which involve very large implications

for the economy, public health, agriculture, environmental quality, and national

security. In summary form, they are as follows:

--Vulnerability of investigators or their sponsoring institutions to damage

suits and/or criminal prosecution as a result of injury or death traceable to

D. DeNike, "The Menace of Unregulated Recombinant ENA Research," August 1976,

pp, 5-6, Available from the author ($1),
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recombinant microbes (Attorney General),

—Likely utilization of recombinant W.K research findings by other countries
for germ warfare applications (Central Intelligence Agency),

—Potential effects on the economy of new diseases in humans, animals or crops
(Council of Economic Advisers),

—Effects of such diseases vis-a-vis the food supply (Department of Agriculture)

—Exportability/salability of potentially biocontaminated goods (Department of
Commerce),

—Extent of Jeopardj'- to national defense implicit in granting epidemic power
to unsupervised (possibly self-immunized) private researchers (Department of Defense)

—Need for public insurance programs and stockpiled mass Immunization capabil-
ities (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare),

—Possible dangers to forests, rangeland, wildlife, and fisheries (Department
of the Interior),

—Coiontermeastires against exploitation of hazardous recombinant microorganisms
by extortionists, organized criminals, and terrorists (Department of JusticeK

—Regulations necessary to protect the occupational health of laboratory workers
with such materials (Department of Labor National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health),

—Diplomatic initiatives necessary to achieve suitable international agreements
for conduct of recombinant DNA work (de«ned "essential" in the Guidelines, p, 27905)
(Department of State),

—Adequacy of packaging, labeling, and shipping requirements against accidental
breakage and theft of recombinant materials (Department of Transportation Office of
Hazardous Materials Operations),

—Need for additional epidemiological emergency planning at federal, state,
and local levels (General Services Administration Federal Preparedness Agency),

—Likely effects on tax revenues from successes in recombinant E.’A commercial-
ization (Internal Revenue Service); likely effects on government expenditures from
escaped recombinant organisms (Bureau of the Budget),

—Assessment of the Guidelines' physical containment recommendations in light
of past experience with radioactive materials (Nuclear Regulatory Commission),

The possibilities for deliberate misuse of recombinant ENA techniques deserve

especially careful consideration. In the nuclear field, we have seen how early
complacency gave way to mounting concern as the problems of theft, sabotage and
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terrorism ramified in complexity and difficulty. Because of the relative ease
and low cost of gene implantation methods, the dangers of illicit e:r,l;itation
may prove even less tractable in this field. We have it on good aut'.rritv that
a recombinant laboratory could construct, without a great deal of difficulty,
a strain^of_the omnipresent bacterium Escherichia coli which prciuces bot^linus
toxin, 5, 6 In relation to the obvious rejoinder regaraing endangerr.ent of self
and others, we note that this issue does not pertain exclusively to scientists,
but to anyone who can obtain the wherewithal to carrj’’ out such a procec’ire—or
to instruct an uninformed or unstable person to do it. The mental stability of
scientists themselves, while high, is not absolute,'

Dramatic inconsistencies are evident with regard to the question of misuse.
The Guidelines list six classes of experiments deemed too hazardous to perform
at present even in the best containment available (pp, 2791i;-279l5). Only one

experiment, which will consume 8 to 12 months, is planned to begin to assess
these biohazards standards and others Implicit throughout the Guidelines (this
experiment, by V/allace ?. Rowe and Malcolm Martin of NIH, will utilize maximum
(Pl;) containment to attempt to induce polyoma cancers in mice with genes implanted
in E, coli ). Yet at the very same time, it is perfectly legal for any researcher
to combine, multiply, and release to the environment the most deadly microbes
imaginable. It must be borne in mind—against the force of one's natural incred-
ulity—that the Guidelines are not regulations, are not proposed as future regula-
tions, have no force of law over anybody, and have financial suasive power only
over NIH grantees and applicants.

The draft EIS states no anticipated research program which might establish a

scientific basis for safety standards. Indeed, if we can believe the Guidelines'
list of proscribed experiments, such a program would be unconscionably hazardous
to undertake. It is fair to say that the prospective harm from recombinant TJJA

work is so great that it is too risky even to attempt research which could ascer-
tain the risks . It is like having a new type of' atonic bomb which cannot be tested

for fear of igniting the Earth's atmosphere. Perhaps there is significant danger
even in saying this.

^ee, for example, Michael Flood's comprehensively documented review of illegal
acts involving the nuclear power industry, "Nuclear Sabotage" ( Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists. October 1976, pp, 29-36),

^Liebe F, Cavalieri, "New Strains of Life~or Death" (New York Times Magazine .

August 22, 1976), A professor of biochemistry at Cornell Medical School,
Dr, Cavalieri claims 25 years' experience in molecular biology research,

Robert L. Sinsheimer, Chairman, Division of Biology, California Institute of
Technology, in letter to Donald S, Fredrickson, Director, National Institutes
of Health, May 3, 1976,

'^The case of Los Alamos physicist Louis Slotin is cautionary. On May 21, 19U6,
Slotin fatally overexposed himself with radiation in a nuclear-bomb criticality
test procedure he had previously conducted successfully forty times. He had been
repeatedly warned to do the operation in a safer way, and had watched a colleague
die from a similar overexposure earlier. Six other men were in the same room to

observe Slotin when the accident occurred. See Roger Rapoport, The Great American
Bomb Machine. New York; Ballantine, 1971, pp, 125-127,
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Southeastern Oklahoma State University
Durant, Oklahoma, 405-924 0121

Department of Physical Sciences

December 3, 1976

Donald S. Fredrickson, M.D. , Director

Department of Health, Education and Welfare

Public Health Service

National Institutes of Health

Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

Thank you for the draft environmental impact statement. The earlier mail-

ing must have been lost in the postal system.

I have examined the document, and my comments are attached. Also attached

are those of Dr. Taylor's. I point out that she is a practicing microbiologist

and is, in my opinion, better qualified to evaluate this matter. In addition,

I've taken the liberty to solicit the views of two individuals outside of natur-

al science. Those people are in no way anti-science, and their reaction to what

might happen (as opposed to what can or can't be done currently) is worth some

thought. We have no right to confine a decision on this matter to natural

science circles.

I hope our comments will be useful as we put some thought into them.

Sincerely yours.

John R. Wright, Ph.D.

Asst. Professor of Chemistry

Four attachments
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The optimistic view is that random recombinants will not have enough

survival advantage to propagate themselves? If this is so, then our current

fears parallel earlier space engineering myths about meteoroid hazards and

lunar landers being swallowed up in a thousand feet of moon dust. I sincerely

hope things work out that way because no matter what you write into guidelines,

recombinant technology now exists, and there will be unscrupulous people who

will not resist the temptation to try anything with it. As in gun control

legislation, honest individuals comply while crooks go on doing their usual

business. Pandora's box seems to be full of all sorts of little packages

If this new knowledge has the potential to reduce human suffering (e.g.,

genetic deletions as in muscular dystrophies, mental retardation, etc.) then

I would want to see it applied to that end. However, I have the gut intuition

that guideline controls aren't strict enough. Perhaps we should restrict the

host organisms to the less adaptable, more specialized types. (there are un-

certainties even here) . I think that there should be a restriction on the

molecular weight of the DNA unit transferred to any host. This would reduce

the number of genetic degrees of freedom dealt with. In no case should the

host be of the ubiquitous type, non-pathogens included. Some if not all of

this work might await development of a shuttle/orbital laboratory system.

lately.

John R. Wright

Department of Physical Sciences

Southeastern Oklahoma State University

*meaning in the natural ecosystem.
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While NIH has guidelines established for research it funds, these are

still not controls which will govern DNA Recombinent research by military or

industrial researchers. Past experience shows that there is almost no way

to achieve absolute or permenant containment. Therefore no new genetic

combinations should be made using Escherichia coli or any other bacteria

which is a part of the normal flora of humans.

Unfortunately, most cell researchers are too highly specialized and have

not had sufficient training in ecological thought. Most are unaware of the

past experiences and difficulties occuring when new "hybrid" weeds have

invaded and disrupted ecosystems. The aggressiveness of many of these new

gene combinations is amazing. We can only assume new bacterial gene combina-

tion will also result in an occasional new aggressive strain.

While NIH has stated certain experiments cannot be conducted, you turn

right around and say they can under certain circumstances if permission is

given. If they are not safe (considering possible consequences) they should
not be carried out at all under any circumstances.

Department of Biological Sciences
Southeastern Oklahoma State University
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The potential benefits of genetics, especially in relation to genetic

defects resulting in physical and/or mental deficiencies, appear to be tre-

mendous. Of concern, here, is a definition of what is meant by physical and

mental deficiencies. It is important to delineate what is meant by mental
j

deficiencies. Mental retardation would fit, if the source of same is genetic
|

defect. Alteration of social behavior must be dealt with with extreme caution ‘j

in the light of human individuality and in consideration of freedom of indi-

vidual expression. (Lobotomies come to mind here.) The definition of physical

deficiencies necessitates avoidance of anything that smacks of racism or
,

standardization of characteristics.

The apparent positive contributions of genetics would suggest continued
j

investigation. The hazards of some would appear to be located in the appli-

cation of such knowledge. An essential element in genetic engineering would

be the establishment of guidelines for the ways in which it would be used.

Physical sciences and social sciences must work with one another, focusing on ij

the social consequences of expanding scientific knowledge.

It would seem to me that the greatest danger of genetic engineering is
j

the manner in which such knowledge would be used. An essential consideration

in genetics would appear to be the orientations of those who propose to apply
j

the knowledge. The past has noted movements to "improve" future generations. 'i

These range from encouragement of "judicious breeding" to enforced steriliza-
\j

tion and destruction of people under National Socialism in Germany. In such
j

movements there has been the t^int of racism and elitism, which are antithetical
|

to dominant American values.
i

I

I

I

Margo Frazier
I

Department of Sociology i'

Southeastern Oklahoma State University i'
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My response, as I read the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on
"Recombinant DNA Research Guidelines," was growing horror. This reaction
is not a matter of superstitious fear deriving from any religious or phil-
osophical conviction that this is sacred ground, with investigation debarred.
In fact, I am deeply interested in and enthusiastic about many of the
developments in genetic research. I am also, in principle, in favor of
maximum freedom in the search for knowledge. Nevertheless, I am horrified
by the Draft Statement's seeming to establish firm control guidelines while
actually slighting the degree of potential danger involved. Given the present
concentration of environmental hazards, I feel we should be extremely
hesitant about adding to that concentration. Thus, I urge much more stringent
controls on the sources of DNA allowable for research, on the type of
laboratory facilities acceptable for this research, and especially on
"shotgun" experimentation.

Howard V. Starks
Department of English and Humanities
Southeastern Oklahoma State University
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
orncE or the secretary

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20250

December 6. T976
Dr. Donald S. Frederickson
Director, National Institute of Health
Building 1, Room 124
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Frederickson;

This is in response to Mr. Charles Custard's letter of September 2,
1976, to Dr. David J. Ward of this Deparment asking for comments on
the HEW "Draft Environmental Impact Statement" concerning the "Guidelines
for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules" as recently issued by
the National Institutes of Health.

The Department of Agriculture especially understands the continuing
opportunities for accruing benefits to agriculture and society as a

whole through further research to improve plants, livestock and poultry,
and to control their diseases and other pests. We have reviewed both
the research guidelines as published by NIH (Federal Register, July 7,

1976) for recombinant DNA molecules and the associated environmental
impact statement (Federal Register, September 9, 1976).

The Department finds the environmental impact statement on the whole
to be objective and sound. However, we are concerned that there be
some reasonable balance which minimizes any potential for serious harm
to world food and fiber production without unduly impairing research
needed to further increase the quantity and quality of these materials
so vital to man.

Our greatest concern is that the public might misinterpret parts of
the environmental impact statement. We must avoid creating any
erroneous impression in the minds of people of the public, press, and
legislatures that the recombination of DNA is something new and
dangerous. It is the basis of life and occurs naturally with each
sexual reproduction. It has led to the development and continuing
evolution of the marvelous and indispensable genetic diversity between
and within species. The experimental recombination of DNA through
plant and animal breeding, which makes use of this diversity, has

resulted in greatly improved crops and livestock for the benefit of

mankind

.

The guidelines and the environmental impact statement should make clear

that conventional plant and animal breeding approaches have resulted in

great good and no harm, and that the guidelines do not apply to them .
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Dr. Donald S. Frederickson 2

The impact statement and the guidelines stress what is new. That is

the technology for forming recombinant DNA molecules Iji vitro , and the
unknown potential of the newly formed DNAs.

We agree that the assessment of potential risks and benefits of the
new technology for forming recombinant DNA molecules jji vitro must be
thorough and responsible and allow for change in the light of new
knowledge

.

Since there is likelihood that some might take Section VII,
"Environmental Impact of the Guidelines," (beginning on page 59), out

of context, we would suggest that the following explicit definition of

recombinant DNA molecule research as contained in the guidelines be
repeated in the first paragraph of Section VII: "...we define
recombinant DNAs as molecules that consist of different segments of

DNA which have been joined together in cell-free systems, and which
have the capacity to infect and replicate in some host cell, either
autonomously or as an integrated part of the host's genome."

Another concern pertains to special features of the P4 facility for

high risk level research as described on page 44, Section V. The

special features described seem sufficiently safe in and of themselves.

However, how safe are they if pressure losses or failures are encountered
In our judgment there should be an expansion of the special features to

include (1) a back-up or second separate air compressor and distribution
system, and (2) a separate water pressure and distribution system with an

air gap between the system and the outside water supply.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this document.

Conservation, Res^rch and Education

cc: Charles Custard, HEW
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Office Of County Sxecuiive

January 18, 1977

Donald S. Fredrickson, M.D.
Director
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Public Health Service
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dear Dr. Fredrickson:

Montgomery County has completed its review of the NIH "Guidelines
for Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules" and the "Environmental
Impact Statement."

Our specific comments concur with the State of Maryland's assessment
of the proposal

:

"P-4 containment would be employed as specified in the
Guidelines for this class of infectious agents. If this
is in fact the case, then the risks to the community and
the environment are of extermely low probability."

"With regard to the Environmental Impact Statement, it

should be noted that containment needs to be strengthened
for P-2 and P-3 facilities in particular. I would recommend
that (1) P-2 facilities be required to contain a biological
safety cabinet, and (2) In P-3 facilities the exhaust air
should be filtered or incinerated and then discharged.
Recirculation of exhaust air from biological safety cabinets
should not be permitted. Otherwise, if the Guidelines are
enforced and if recombinant DNA research with class 3 to 5

infectious agents is prohibited, then significant personal
and environmental consequences are remote, in my opinion,
based on the present body of knowledge on the subject."

The County appreciates being able to attend the Biomedical Hazards
task force sessions and would like the opportunity to bring a representati
of the State of Maryland, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, with
us for those sessions appropriate for State oversight.

We look forward to cooperating with NIH in this matter.

[Editor's note: This letter has Cordially,
been reviewed and included
although it arrived after the
closeout date for comments.] William H. HuSSmann

Chief Administrative Officer

cc: Dr. Solomon
Dr. Lazar, Health Dept.

Mr. Erickson, DEP

Montgomery Counly, Maryland
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APPENDIX L

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS AND ORGANIZATIONS TO WHOM DRAFT EIS WAS SENT FOR COMMENT

Fede ral Agencie s

Advisory Counci Ton Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Appalachian Regional Commission
Civil Aeronautics Board
Department of Commerce
Department of the Air Force
Department of the Navy
Department of the Army
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Communications Commission
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Power Com.mission
General Services Administration
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Labor
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Capital Planning Commission
National Science Foundation
Office of Management and Budget
Small Business Administration
Department of Transportation
Veterans Administration
Water Resources Council

Senators

Honorable
Honorabl

e

Honorable
Honorable
Honorable
Honorabl

e

Honorabl

e

Honorabl

e

Honorabl

e

Honorable
Honorable

Philip A. Hart
L.P. Weicker
Edward S. Muskie
James L. Buckley
William Proxmire
Charles Mathias
Edward M. Kennedy
Jacob K. Javits
Richard S. Schweiker
Warren G. Magnuson
Edward W. Brooke

Congressmen

Honorable George Brown
Honorable Marvin L. Esch

Honorable Edward P. Boland
Honorable Burt L. Talcott
Honorable Paul G. Rogers
Honorable Tim Lee Carter
Honorable Daniel J. Flood
Honorable Robert H. Michel
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APPENDIX L

Sonate Committees

Subcommittees on Labor-HEW Appropriations
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
Special Subcommittee on Human Resources
Subcommittee on Health, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
Committee on Budget
Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty and Migratory Labor

Congressional Committees

Office of Technology Assessment
Education and Public Welfare Division, Congressional Research Service
Subcommittee on Environment and the Atmosphere
Subcommittee on HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriations
Subcommittee on Environmental Pollution
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee on the Budget

State Agencies

Maryland State Clearing House, State Department of Planning
Maryland Historical Trust
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

D.C. Agencies

Washington, D.C. Clearinghouse

Montgomery County

Chairman, Montgomery County Planning Board
President, Montgomery County Council
County Executive

P rj va te Citizens ' Organiza ti on

Locust Hills Citizens Association
Maplev/ood Citizens Association
Oakmont Citizens Committee
Ayrlav;n Citizens Association
Edgewood-Gl enwood Citizens Association
Wyngate Citizens Association
East Bethesda Citizens Association
Old Georgetown Citizens Association
Huntington Terrace Citizens Association
Bethesda Coalition
Greenwich Forest Citizens Association

H^ 1th Departments

Bureau of Laboratories , District of Columbia Department of Human Resources
Director, Health Services, Fairfax County Government
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Health De partments (con ' t

)

Director, Human Resources, Arlington County Government
Director, Department of Health, Alexandria City Government
Director, Health Department, County of Prince Georges

Un iversity Health and Safety Org anizati ons

Xat the following Campuses^

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Minnesota
University of Michigan
Indiana University
University of Illinois
State University of New York
Iowa State University
University of Colorado
University of California at Berkeley

Professional Organizations

Federation of American Scientists
Associations of American Medical Colleges
Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences
American Academy of Arts and Sciences
American Association for

Arneri can
American
Arneri can
Arneri can
American
Arneri can
American
American
American
American
Arneri can
American
American
American
American
American
American
American

Cancer Research
Maternal and Child Health
Advancement of Science

Anatomi sts
Immunol ogi sts

Pathologists and Bacteriologists
Physicists in Medicine

Association for

Association for
Association of
Association of
Association of
Association of
Cancer Society
Chemical Society
College of Physicians
Federation for Clinical Research
Genetic Association
Institute of Biological Sciences
Medical Association
Pharmaceutical Association
Physiological Society
Society for Cell Biology
Society for Clinical Investigation
Society for Microbiology

American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics
American Society of Biological Chemists
American Society of Cytology
American Society of Human Genetics
American Society of Internal Medicine
American Society of Zoologists
Association of Academies of Science
Association of American Physicians
Biophysical Society
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
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P rofessional Org anizations (con't)

Genetics Society of America, Inc.

National Genetics Foundation
National Society for Medical Research
New York Academy of Medicine
New York Academy of Sciences
Society for Developmental Biology
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine
Society for Pediatric Research
Society of General Physiologists
American Public Health Association
American Hospital Association
American College Health Association

Professional Journals

The Journal of Laboratory and Chemical Medicine
The Journal of Clinical Investigation
The Journal of Neurosurgery
Journal of Medical Education
The Journal of Investigative Dermatology
Journal of Oral-Surgery
The Journal of Pediatrics
The Journal of American Society of Hematology
Archives of Environmental Health
The Annals of Thoracic Surgery
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Arthritis and Rheumatism
The Journal of Trauma
The Journal of Urology
Medi cine
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Pedi atri cs

Physical Therapy
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
Postgraduate Medicine
American Journal of Ophthamology
American Heart Journal
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
Anesthesiology
The American Journal of Surgery
The American Journal of Psychiatry
The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition
The American Journal of Roentgenology
American Review of Respiratory Disease
The American Journal of Pathology
American Journal of Cardiology
Annals of Surgery
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Annals of Otology, Rhinalogy and Laryngology
Annals of Internal Medicine
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Professional Journals (con't)

American Journal of Physical Medicine
Clinical Toxicology
Di sease-A-Month
Medical Care
The Medical Letter, Inc.

Archives of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
Archives of Dermatology
Archives of Neurology
Archives of General Psychiatry
The American Journal of Human Genetics
American Family Physician
Health Services Research
Inqui ry
The American Dietetic Association
Progress in Cardiovascular Diseases
The Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metaboli
The Journal of Infectious Diseases
Gastroenterology
Endocri nology
The Journal of Experimental Medicine
Journal Gerontology
The Journal of Immunology
Gynecology and Obstetrics
Surgery
Radiology
The New England Journal of Medicine
Archives of Otolaryngology
Archives of Surgery
Circulation
Chest
Cancer
Geriatrics
The Journal of the American Medical Association
The Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery
The Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology
The American Journal of the Medical Sciences
Clinical Pharmocology and Therapeutics
Clinical Pediatrics
Diabetes
American Journal of Clinical Pathology
The American Journal of Digestive Diseases
The American Journal of Medicine
Public Health Reports
American Journal of Public Health
American Journal of Diseases of Children
Archives of Internal Medicine
Archives of Ophthalmology
Southern Medical Journal
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly/Heal th and Society
Journal of Nervous and Mental Disorders
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Environmental Organizations

Environmental Policy Center
Friends of the Earth
Environmental Study Conference
Sierra Club
League of Conservation Voters
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc.

Environmental Action Foundation
National Resources Council of America
Keep America Beautiful, Inc.

Crusade for a Cleaner Environment
Environmental Action, Inc.

Environmental Law Institute
Isaak Walton League of America
National Audubon Society
Resources for the Future
National Wildlife Federation
Conservation Foundation
National Resources Defense
Environmental Action Coalition
Oregon Environmental Council
Wilderness Society
Environmental Lobby

Public Interest Groups

League of Women Voters of the U.S.
Center for Science in the Public Interest
Common Cause
Consumer Action
National Consumers League
Maryland Citizens Consumers Council
Virginia Citizens Consumers Council
Conference of Consumer Organizations
National Consumers Congress
American Council of Consumer Interests
Consumer Union of the U.S., Inc.

Consumer Action for Pure Food and Drugs
Health Research Group
Center for Study on Responsible Law
Scientists Institute for Public Information
Concern, Inc.

Center for Law and Social Policy

Industry

Abbott Laboratories
American Type Culture Collection
Burroughs Wellcome
Cetus Corporation
CUBA - GEIGY Corporation
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Industry (con't)

Dow Chemical Corporation
Dupont Company
General Electric Company
W.R. Grace and Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Manufacturing Chemists Association
Merck and Co. , Inc.

Miles Laboratories
Pfizer, Inc.

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Association
Roche Institute of Molecular Biology
Smith, Kline and French Laboratories
The Upjohn Company
Wyeth Laboratories
Monsanto Chemical Company
Richardson Merrell Company
Union Carbide Corporation
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APPENDIX M

LETTER CONCERNING FALMOUTH WORKSHOP,
FROM S. L. GORBACH TO D. S. FREDRICKSON

NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

1 TTu Clinical Unit of the Tufts~New England Medical Coder

\

Uniting the Boston Dispensary,

Boston Floating Hospital

for Infants anil C/ithlren,

mill Vratt Clinu~J^ew England

Center Hospital

171 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02111 Area code 617 956-5000

July 14, 1977

Dr. Donald Frederickson
Director
National Institutes of Health
Building 1, Room 124

Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Dear Dr. Frederickson:

fj A Workshop on Studies for Assessment of Potential Risks Associated
With Recombinant DNA Experimentation was held in Falmouth, Massachusetts
on June 20-21, 1977. This Workshop was sponsored by the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, and the Fogarty International
Center of the National Institutes of Health. I was moderator of this
meeting. A consensus of opinion emerged from our discussions which is

of some import and which I felt should be brought to your attention.
I should emphasize that this letter represents my own evaluation of the

H discussions. A transcript is being prepared from the complete tape-
;

recordings of the sessions, and a detailed summary will be sent to all
1 participants for their approval. This final summary statement will be

published in a scientific journal.

i

Before dealing with the specific conclusions, perhaps it would be

(
useful to provide some background to the genesis of the meeting and the
composition of the invited participants. This Workshop was the outgrowth
of an informal meeting of consultants at NIH who were asked to advise on

the question of risk assessment. The meeting was held on August 31, 1976,

|j

and included infectious disease specialists and experts in enteric
bacteriology. A report of this informal gathering was presented to the
Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Committee during their

1 September 1976 meeting. The Advisory Committee recommended that a

Workshop be held to bring together diverse scientific and clinical
disciplines in order to discuss the basic biology of E. col

i

and the

ii area of risk assessment in recombinant DNA research. A Steering Committee

I

was organized, and I was asked to chair this small group and the subsequent
i| Workshop. Our Steering Committee had planned meetings in December 1976,

[I and again in March 1977.
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Dr. Donald Frederickson July 14. 1977

Approximately fifty invited participants and observers (see appended
roster), from the United States and abroad, with expertise in clinical
infectious diseases, enteric bacteriology, epidemiology, gastroenterology,
endocrinology, immunology, bacterial genetics, and animal virology, were
in attendance at the Falmouth meeting. The invitees were not selected on

the basis of their particular expertise in molecular biology or for their
interest in recornb'inant DNA experimentation, but rather because they
were recognized as authorities in their respective fields. In some
instances, the participants represented disciplines of biomedical science
from which little or no input had yet emerged during the recombinant DNA
debate.

Consensus Agreement

An important consensus was arrived at by the assembled group which I

felt was of sufficient interest to be brought directly to your attention.
The participants arrived at unanimous agreement that E. col

i

K12 cannot be

converted into an epidemic pathogen by laboratory manipulations with DNA
inserts. On the basis of extensive studies already completed, it appears
that E. coli K12 does not implant in the intestinal tract of man. There
is no evidence that non-transmissible plasmids can be spread from E. coli

K12 to other host bacteria within the gut. Finally, extensive studies in

the laboratory to induce virulence in E. coli K12 by insertion of known
plasmids and chromosomal segments coding for virulence factors, using
standard bacterial genetic techniques, have proven unsuccessful in

producing a fully pathogenic strain. As a result of these discussions,
it was believed that the proposed hazards concerning E. coli K12 as an

epidemic pathogen have been overstated. Such concerns are not compatible
with the extensive scientific evidence that has already been accumulated,
all of which provides assurance that E. coli K12 is inherently enfeebled
and not capable of pathogenic transformation by DNA insertions.

Summary of the Workshop Sessions Concerning the Biology of E. coli

The first one-half of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of the

biology of E . col

i

and consisted of a series of short presentations dealing
with the epidemiology of E. coli infections; bacterial cell surface
virulence factors; toxin production of E . coli ; intestinal colonization and

invasion; factors influencing the virulence of E. coli ; host defense
mechanisms; the effect of antibiotics on the ecology of enteric bacteria
and their plasmids; E. coli challenge experiments in man; feeding
experiments with E. coli K12 containing known virulence genes from other
enteric bacteria; and the transmissibi 1 ity of plasmid elements.

The remainder of the meeting was devoted to planning risk assessment
experiments in order to: (1) further clarify some of the basic biology of
E. col i (i .e. , areas in which further information is still needed as
revealed during the initial session); and (2) ascertain what potential
hazards, if any, are associated with E. coli K12 containing recombinant DNA.
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The presentations dealing with the biology of E. coli covered a broad
range of topics which can be briefly summarized under two major headings:

1 . Conversion of E. coli K12 to an Epidemic Pathogen

The group addressed itself to the question of whether there was any
possibility of accidentally converting E. coli K12 into an epidemic strain.
It was the unanimous conclusion of the participants that E. coli K12 is so

severely enfeebled in many of the prime determinants of pathogenicity,
virulence, and survival in nature, that it is incapable of being converted
to an epidemic pathogen by DNA insertions.

Or. Rolf Freter (Department of Microbiology, University of Michigan)
emphasized the complexity of factors contributing to the pathogenicity of
microorganisms. He noted that a pathogenic bacterium must possess a

variety of factors which include: (1) survival in the environment so that
it can spread from animal to animal; (2) multiplication within the host;

(3) some mechanism for penetrating the skin or mucosal surfaces;

(4) systematic spread within the host; (5) resistance to host defense
mechanisms; and (6) production of a toxin or some other mechanism to
damage the host to cause those symptoms associated with "disease".
He added that if the critical constellation of virulence factors is absent
or deficient, the bacterium will not be capable of causing disease.

Several speakers noted, on the basis of their ov/n laboratory observations,
that E. coli K12 is intrinsically impaired in most, if not all, of these
properties. Moreover, the deliberate introduction of known virulence
factors into E. coli K12 has failed to confer significant disease-provoking
capacities

.

Other investigators described their unsuccessful attempts at long-term
intestinal colonization in animals or man with E. coli K12. Dr. E. Anderson
(Enteric Reference Laboratory, Public Health Laboratory Service, London)

reported findings on the survival of E. coli K12 in the intestine of eight
adult volunteers (three male and five female) who ingested this organism
(10^ to 10^^ organisms) in 250 ml of milk. As in previously reported
experiments of this type (Anderson, E.S. Nature 255 :502-504,1975), his

new studies confirmed that the E. coli K12 were excreted in the feces for
an average of four days, and occasionally up to six days. There was possibly
some multiplication within the gut, but no colonization beyond six days.

Dr. Rolf Freter reported on studies which showed that the intestine of
germ-free mice could be colonized with E. coli K12. These experiments
indicated that this organism, like other enteric bacteria, multiplied and
colonized within this artificial intestinal environment which contained no

competing bacteria. In other experiments involving the enfeebled EK2
derivative of E. coli K12 known as xl776, Freter found that it was unable
to become established in germ-f-ree mice. This EK2 strain is the only
enteric bacterium he has encountered which cannot colonize the intestine
of germ-free animals.
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Dr. B. W. Snith (Houghton Poultry Research Station, Houghton,
Huntingdon, England) described studies in which the virulence plasmids
Ent, Hly and K99 were transferred from wild- type enterotoxigenic E. coli
strains into E. coli K12. The wild-type strain carrying these plasmids
uniformly caused severe diarrhea when fed by mouth to new-born calves.
All of the E. coli K12 derivatives, with one possible exception, were
non-pathogenic in this system; a single strain caused mild diarrhea in

one of eight calves.

Dr. S. B. Formal (Walter Reed Army Institute of Research) reported on
human experiments carried out by his collaborator. Dr. R. B. Hornick (unable
to attend meeting; Division of Infectious Diseases, University of Maryland
Medical School) in which hybrids of E. coli K12 and Shigella flexneri ,

designed as vaccine strains, were fed to human volunteers at doses of
The hybrid strain expressed the 0 antigens of Shigella flexneri.

The results were that the hybrid E. coli K12-Shigella caused no disease*
the strain was cleared from the intestinal tract in five days or less, and
there was no stimulation of serum antibody production to Shigella antigens.
This indicates that the organism failed to colonize the bowel. In contrast,
most volunteers receiving comparable numbers of a wild- type E. coli strain
excreted the organisms from 10 to 105 days, indicating that the wild-type
E. coli implanted and reproduced in the gut.

Dr. E. Gangerosa (Enteric Section, National Communicable Disease
Center, Atlanta, Georgia) and Dr. R. B. Sack (Department of Medicine,
Johns Hopkins University) discussed the epidemiology of intestinal diseases
caused by E. coli . They pointed out that these organisms are generally
more benign than other bacterial pathogens. The establishment of secondary
infections and epidemic spread are difficult to achieve, and would occur
only in a grossly unsanitary environment.

At the conclusion of this session, I, acting as Chairman, asked if

there v;as a consensus agreement with the concept that E. coli K12 could
not be inadvertantly converted to an epidemic pathogen by inserted DNA
molecules. Indeed, there was unanimous agreement, and Dr. H. W. Smith
carried the assertion one step further, saying that, in his opinion, not
only would this not happen inadvertantly, but even deliberate attempts to

produce an epidemic pathogen would require twenty years of full-time effort.

2. Transmission of DNA from E. coli K12 to Other Organisms

The group discussed at length the possibility of accidental transmission
of cloned DNA from E. coli K12 vectors to other organisms within the intestinal

tract. Dr. E. S. Anderson reported on experiments in which E. coli K12
containing a non-conjugative plasmid element was fed to human volunteers.
As noted in the previous section, the E. coli K12 could not be found in the

feces after six days; furthermore, no transfer of the plasmid could be

detected when bacteria from the feces of the volunteers were examined.
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Dr. Anderson did point out, hov^ever, that the non-conjugative plasmid could

be mobilized in vitro under ideal laboratory conditions in three of the

eight subjects when indigenous E. coli were randomly selected from their
feces

.

Dr. R. Curtiss described in vitro transfer experiments in which he

measured the mobilization of a series of recently developed, non-conjugative
plasmids under optimal laboratory conditions. He estimated that the maximum
probability for transmission of such plasmid vectors from an E . col

i

K12

host is 10“^^ per surviving bacteria, per day in the intestinal tract of
warm-blooded animals. He emphasized that the chance of transfer is even
less than this, since other factors, not taken into account, would reduce
transfer in the intestinal tract. These in vivo deterrents include:

(1) diminished bacterial metabolic activity leading to decreased conjugation.
In the test-tube, the generation time of E. coli is 20-40 minutes, but is

8-12 hours in the intestinal tract; (2) conjugation is inhibited by fatty
acids, bile and other constituents of the gut; and (3) conjugation is

inefficient at the pH and Eh (oxidation-reduction potential) of the
intestine.

It was the consensus of the group that the possibility of transfer of
a non-mobil izable plasmid from E. coli kl2 to a wild-type strain in vivo
is extremely unlikely. However, it was recommended that animal and human
feeding experiments sould be performed, to confirm the previous observations
in man and to provide further assurance that in vivo transfer of these
plasmids would not occur. Such studies should receive the highest priority.

Sincerely yours

Sherwood L. Gorbach, M.D.

Chief, Infectious Disease
Professor of Medicine and

Microbiology
Tufts University School of

Medicine

SLG:cls

CC: All Workshop participants
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FALMOUTH WORKSHOP ON RISK ASSESSMENT
June 20-21, 1977

Participants

Dr. E. S. Anderson
Enteric Reference Laboratory
Public Health Lab. Service
Colindale Ave.
London N. W, 9

England

Dr. Donald Brenner
Enteric Section
Bldg. 1, Rm. B311
National Communicable

Diseases Center
Atlanta, GA

Dr. Alan Campbell
Dept, of Biology
Stanford University
Stanford, CA

Dr. Roy Curtiss HI
Dept, of Microbiology
Univ. of Alabama in

Birmingham
Birmingham, AL 352 94

Dr. Harry Feldman
State University N.Y.
College of Medicine
Dept, of Preventive

Medicine
766 Irving Ave.
Syracuse, NY

Dr. Samuel B. Formal
Walter Reed Army Institute

of Research
Dept, of Applied Immunology
Washington, DC 20012

Dr. David Botstein
Dept, of Biology
Bldg. 56, Rm. 721
M. I. T.
Cambridge, MA 02139

Dr. Sydney Brenner
Medical Research Council
Laboratory of Molecular

Biology
University Post-Graduate

Medical School
Hills Road
Cambridge, CB2, 2QH
England

Dr. Charles Carpenter
Dept, of Medicine
University Hospitals of

Cleveland
Cleveland, OH 44106

Dr. Ronald Davis
Dept, of Biochemistry
Stanford Medical School
Stanford, CA

Dr. Bernard N. Fields
Dept, of Microbiology &

Molecular Genetics
Harvard Medical School
Boston, MA 02115

Dr. Rolf Freter
Microbiology Dept.
Univ. of Michigan Medical

School
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
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Participants (cont.

)

Dr. Eugene J. Gangarosa
Enter Section
National Communicable

Diseases Center
Atlanta, GA

Dr. Peter Gemski
Walter Reed Army Institute

of Research
Dept, of Applied Immunology
Washington, DC 20012

Dr. Walter Gilbert
Biology Laboratories
16 Divinity Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138

Dr. Richard Goldstein
Microbiology Dept.
Harvard School of Medicine
2 5 Shattuck Street
Boston, MA 02115

Dr. Sherwood L. Gorbach
Chief, Infectious Diseases
Tufts -New England Medical

Center Hospital
171 Harrison Ave.
Boston, MA 02111

Dr. Lansing C. Hoskins
VA Hospital
10701 E. Blvd.
Cleveland, OH 44106

Dr. Gerald T. Keusch
Infectious Disease Div.
Mount Sinai School of Med.
N.Y., N.Y.

Dr. Jonathan King
Dept, of Biology
Bldg. 16, Rm. 541
M. I. T.
77 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139

Dr. Bruce R. Levin
Dept, of Zoology
Univ. of Mass.
Amherst, MA 01003

Dr. Arnold Levine
Biology Dept.
1-3 Moffett Labs
Princeton Univ.
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dr. Stuart Levy
Molecular Biology &

Microbiology
Tufts Medical School
136 Harrison Ave.
Boston, MA 02111

Dr. Werner Maas
N.Y. U. School of Med.
N.Y., N.Y. 10016

Dr. Morton Madoff
Continuing Education
Tufts -New England Medical

Center Hospital
171 Harrison
Boston, MA 02111

Dr. Malcolm Martin
National Institutes of Health
Bldg. 5, Rm. 329
Bethesda, MD 20014
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Participants (cont.

)

Dr. John Montgomerie
Ranchos Los Amigos
Chief, Infectious Disease
7601 E. Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242

Drs. Fritz and IdaJ0'rskov
National Institutes of Health
Division of Bacterial Products also
HF B-500
8800 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dr. Ira Pastan
Bldg. 37, Rm. 4B27
National Cancer Institute

Bethesda, MD 20014

Dr. John T. Potts, Jr.
Endocrine Unit, Bullfinch 4

Massachusetts General Hospital
Fruit Street
Boston, MA 02114

Dr. R. Bradley Sack
Dept, of Med. , Infectious Dis.
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21205

Dr. H. Williams Smith
Houghton Poultry Research

Station
Houghton, Huntington
PEI 7 2DA
England

Dr. Grace Thorne
Dept, of Infectious Disease
New England Med. Ctr. Hospital
171 Harrison Avenue
Boston, MA 02111

Dr. Richard P, Novick
Dept, of Microbiology
The Public Health Research

Institute of the City of NY, Inc.

NY, NY 10016

Drs. Fritz and lda;0rskov
Statens Seruminstitut
Copenhagen
Denmark

Dr. Nathaniel Pierce
Dept, of Med. , Infectious

Disease
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21205

Dr. Wallace Rowe
Chief, Lab. of Viral Diseases
National Institute of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases
Bldg. 7, Rm. 304
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dr. R. Shorter
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, MN 55901

Dr. Donald Steiner
Univ. of Chicago
Biochem. Dept.
947 E. 58th Street
Chicago, IL 60637

Dr. Peterr Wenseink
Rosenteil Center
Brandeis University
Waltham, MA
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Observers

Dr. Earl Chamberlayne
Fogarty International Center
Bldg. 31, Rm. 2C-17
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dr. William J. Gartland
Chief, Office of Recombinant
DNA Activities

National Institute of General
Medical Sciences

Bldg. 31, Rm. 4A52
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dr. Daphne Kamely
Office of Recombinant DNA

Activities
Bldg. 31, Rm. 4A52
National Institute of General

Medical Sciences
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Ms. Evelyn McCaig
Medmedia
Suite 70
141 East 55th Street
NY, NY 10022

Dr. Ann Skalka
Dept, of Cell Biology
Roche Institute of Molecular

Biology
Nutley, NJ 07110

Ms. Susan Tober
Office of Continuing Educ.
Tufts Univ. School of Med.
136 Harrison Ave.
Boston, MA 02111

Dr. Kaye Wachsmuth
Enteric Diseases Lab Section
Epidemiologic Investigations

Lab Branch
Bacterial Dis. Div.
Center for Disease Control
1600 Clifton Road
Atlanta, GA 30333

Dr. Irving Delappe'
Chief, Biochemistry and

Physiology Branch
Extramural Programs
National Institute of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases
Westwood Bldg., Rm. 704
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dr. Leon Jacobs
Associate Director for

Collaborative Research
Bldg. 1, Rm. 103
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Mr. Howard Lawrence
Medmedia
Suite 70
141 East 55th Street
NY, NY 10022

Dr. John E. Nutter
Chief, Office of Specialized

Research Facilities
Bldg. 31, Rm. 7A06
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20014

Dr. Norman Stearns
Office of Continuing Education
Tufts Univ. School of Med.
136 Harrison Ave.
Boston, MA 02111

Dr. Burke Zimmerman
Committee on Interstate

& Foreign Commerce
Subcommittee on Health &

the Environment
Rm. 2415, Rayburn Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515
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congress
1st Session

S. 1217

IN THE SENATE OE THE UNITED STATES

April 1 (legislative day, February 21), 1977

Mr. Kennedy introduced the following bill
;
which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on Human Resources

A BILL
To regulate activities involving recombinant deoxju’ibonucleic

acid.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the '‘Recombinant DNA Eegu-

4 lation Act”.

5 FINDINGS

6 Sec. 2. The Congress finds that^

—

7 (1) work with recombinant DNA will improve the

8 understanding of basic biological processes and offers

9 many potential benefits,

10 (2) there exists, however, a possible risk that micro-

II
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1 organisms containing recombinant DNA may cause

2 disease or alter the environment,

3 (3) micro-organisms containing recombinant DAA

4 could spread tlirougliout the United States and to other

5 countries, adversely affecting human health, the environ-

6 ment, industry, and agriculture,

7 (4) the only effective way to minimize the risk to

8 health, the environment, industry, and agriculture is

9 by regulating activities involving recombinant DAA,

10 whether or not those activities are in interstate com-

11 mcrce, and therefore

12 (5) all activities involving recombinant DNA either

13 affect or are in interstate commerce.

14 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

15 Sec. 3. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), no

16 person may possess or engage in the production of recom-

17 binant DNA unless

—

18 ( 1 )
the production or possession complies with the

19 standards promulgated under section 4,

20 (2) the production or possession occurs in a facility

21 licensed under section 5, or the possession occurs while

22 transporting recombinant UNA from one such facility

23 to another, and

24 (3) the production or possession occurs as part of

25 a project that has been registered under section 6.
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(b) The Secretary may exempt from some or all of

the requirements of subsection (a) any category of activities

he finds poses no significant risk to health or the environment

(1)

because of the nature of those activities, or (2) because

the category is adequately regulated under other Federal

law.

STANDAEDS

Sec. 4. (a) For purposes of protecting the health and

safety of individuals who work with recombinant DNA, the

health and safety of the public at large, and the integrity

of the environment, the Secretary

—

( 1 )
shall, no later than ninety da}^s after the enact-

ment of this Act, promulgate (without regard to section

102 (2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act

of 1969 or 5 U.S.C. 553) as interim standards appljfing

to the production or possession of recombinant DNA the

Eecombinant DNA Kesearch Guidelines (41 Federal

Kegister 27901 (1976) ) ,
with such modifications as he

finds are needed,

(2) shall, no later than one hundred and eighty

days after the promulgation of interim standards under

clause (1)

,

initiate procedures to promulgate final stand-

ards applying to the production or possession of i-ecora-

binant DNA,

( 3 )
shall, no later than one j^ear after the promulga-
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tioii of interim standards under clause ( 1 )

,

promulgate

final standards applying to the production or possession

of recombinant DNA, and

(4) may, from time to time, promulgnte (A) new

standards applying to the production or possession of

recombinant DXxV, and (B) amendments to standards

promulgated under this section.

(h) (1) An}" person adversely affected by an action

of the Secretary under this section may obtain review of the

action in the United States Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia. The petition for review must be filed within

sixty days of the action. Eeview shall conform to chapter 7

of title 5 of the United States Code.

(2) An action with respect to which review could have

been obtained under paragraph (1) shall not he subject to

judicial review in any other proceedmg.

LICENSING OF FACILITIES

Sec. o. (a) The Secretary may issue or renew a license

for a facility to permit the production or possession (or cer-

tain categories of production or possession) of recombinant

DXA at that facility only if (1) the facility submits an

application therefor containing or accompanied by such in-

formation concerning recombinant DNA activities at that

facility as the Secretary may prescribe, (2) the faedity

agrees and the Secretary determines that such production or
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possession (ineliiding the transportation of recombinant

DXA to or from that facility) will comply with the standards

promulgated under section 4 and such ancillary conditions

as he may prcsciihe, and (3) the facility agrees and the

Secretars" determines that such production or possession will

occur only as part of a project registered under sec'tion 6.

(h) The 8e(*retary ma}^ require payment of a fee from

a facilil}’ for the issuance or renewal of a license under this

section to cover all or part of the costs of administering this

Act in respect to that facility.

(c) A license issued or rcncAved hy the Secretary under

this section is valid for the period prescribed by the Secre-

tary, not to exceed three years.

(d) The Secretary maj' permit an appro})riate State or

local agi’ncy or a licensing or accrediting body to issue and

renew licenses for facilities to permit the production or pos-

session (or certain categories of production or possession)

of recornhlnant DXA at those facilities if and for so long as

the Sccretaiy determines that the agency or hod}'

—

( 1 )
requires a facility to comply with the standards

promulgated under section 4 and such ancillaiy condi-

tions as the Secretary may prescribe,

(2) requires a facilit}^ to permit the production or

possession of recombinant DXA onl}" as part of a project

registered under section 6, and
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1 (3) has the capacity to and does make provision for

2 assuring that the requirements of clauses (1) and (2)

3 continue to be met.

4 (e) The Secretary may revoke, suspend, or limit a

5 license issued under this section if he finds, after notice and

6 opportunity for a hearing to the facility, that the facility

—

7 ( 1 )
has misrepresented any material fact in ohtain-

8 ing the license,

9 (2) lias engaged or attempted to engage or repre-

10 sented itself as entitled to jicrform any activities involv-

11 ing recombinant DXxV not authorized by its license,

12 (3) has failed to comply with an}- of the terms or

13 conditions of the license,

1-1 (4) has failed to comply with a request of the

15 Secretary for any information or materials the Secretary

IG finds necessary to determine the facility’s continued

17 eligibility for its license or to evaluate the possible

18 effects on health or the environment of activities in-

19 volving recombinant DiSTA,

20 (b) has failed to comply with a request of the

21 Secretary to inspect any portion of the facilitiq its oper-

22 ations, or its records, which are related to activities

23 involving recombinant DiSTA, or

24 (6) has violated or aided and abetted in the vio-

25 lation of any requirement established under this Act.
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KEGISTBATION

Sec. G. Tlio Socrotaiy shall register any projeet illvo]^-

ing recomhiuaiit DXA if the recpiest for registration is

accompanied ly such information as the Secretary ma}" pre-

scril^e concerning rccoml)inant DXA activities whicli are

part of tliat project.

mSPECTTONS

Sec. 7. An ilKli^idual designated as an inspector l)y the

Secretary, upon prc'senting appi‘<»priate credentials to the

owner, operator, or agent (if aiy of tliese he present) in

charge of a facility at which the inspector has reasonable

grounds to believe that recombinant DAA is present or is

being produced may enter that facility at reasonable times,

and inspect, at reasonable times and in a reasonable maimer,

the facility and all things at (or being transported to or

from) that facility which he has reasonable grounds to believe

are involved with recombinant DAA and obtain appropriate

samples of such things. When an inspector has completed

such an inspection he shall, before he leaves tlie facility,

inform the owner, operator, or agent in charge of the facility

of any conditions or practices which in the inspector’s judg-

ment constitute a violation of any of the requirements of

this Act. The inspector shall also prepare a written repo’->

of his findings and send it to the owner, operator, or agen

in charge of the facility within a reasonable time.
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1 EECOEDS AND SAMPLES

2 Sec. 8. Each facilit}^ at which recombinant DNA is

3 produced or located shall keep and make available to the

4 Secretary such records (including medical records of per-

5 sonnel) and samples involving recombinant DNA at (or

6 being transported to or from) that facility as the Secretaiy

7 may prescribe.

8 EEPOETS

9 Sec. 9. Each facility at which recombinant DNA is

10 produced or located shall submit to the Secretaiy such reports

11 concerning recombinant DXA at (or being transported to

12 or from) that facihty as the Secretar}^ may prescribe.

13 EFFECT ON STATE AND LOCAL EEQUIEEMENTS

14 Sec. 10. (a) Except as iirovided in subsection (h)
,
no

15 State or political subdivision of a State may establish or con-

16 tinue in effect with respect to recombinant Dl'^^A activities

I'if any requirement which is different from, or in addition to,

18 any requirement applicalile under this Act to such activities.

19 (Ij) Upon aiqdication of a State or political subdivision

20 of a State, the Secretary shall exempt from subsection (a) a

21 requirement of that State or political subdivision applicable

22 to recomliinant DXA activities if he determines that the

23 requirment is, and will be administered so as to be, as

24 stringent as, or more stringent than, a requirement under
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this Act. The Secretary' may not withdraw any such exenip-

tion for so long as he finds that such requirement remains

unclianged and continues to ))e so administered.

EMPLOYEE PKOTECTIOX

8ec. 11 . (a) No employer may discharge any employee

or otherwise discriminate against any employee with res2)ect

to the employee’s compensation, terms, conditions, or priv-

ileges of employment because the employee (or any person

acting pursuant to a request of the employee) has

—

(1) commenced, caused to be commenced, or is

about to commence or cause to be commenced a pro-

ceeding under this Act,

(2) testified or is about to testify in any such

proceeding, or

(3) assisted or participated or is about to assist

or participate in any manner in such a proceeding or in

any other action to carry out the purposes of this Act.

(b) (1) Any employee who believes that the employee

has been discharged or otherwise discriminated against by

any person in violation of subsection (a) of this section ma}',

within thirty days after such alleged violation occurs, file (or

have any person file on the employee’s behalf) a complaint

with the Secretaiy of Labor (hereinafter in this section

referred to as the ‘‘Secretary”) alleging such discharge or

S. 1217 2
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2

discrimination. Upon receipt of such a complaint, the Secre-

2
tary shall notify the person named in the complaint of the

3
filing of the complaint.

4 (2) (A) Upon receipt of a complaint filed under para-

5
graph (1), the Secretary shall conduct an investigation of

0 the violation alleged in the complaint. Within thirty days of

the receipt of such complaint, the Secretary shall complete

g such investigation and shall notify in writing the complainant

g (and any person acting on behalf of the complainant) and

j^Q the person alleged to have committed such violation of the

results of the investigation conducted pursuant to tliis para-

12 Within ninety days of the receipt of such complaint

;j^3
the Secretaiy shall, unless the proceeding on the complaint

14 is terminated by the Secretary on the basis of a settlement

15 entered into by the Secretary and the person alleged to have

16 committed such violation, issue an order either providing the

17 relief prescribed by subparagraph (B) or denying the com-

18 plaint. An order of the Secretary shall be made on the record

19 after notice and opportunity for agency hearing. The Secre-

20 t^^ry may not enter into a settlement terminating a proceeding

21 on a complaint without the participation and consent of the

22 complainant.

23 (B) If in response to a complaint filed under paragraph

24 (1) the Secretary determines that a violation of subsection

25 (a) of this section has occurred, the Secretary shall order
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(i) the person who committed such violation to take affirma-

tive action to abate the violation, (ii) such person to rein-

state the complainant to the complainant’s former position

together with the compensation (including hack pay)
,
terms,

conditions, and privileges of the complainant’s employment,

(hi) compensatory damages, and (iv) where appropriate,

exemplary damages. If such an order is issued, the Secretaiy,

at the request of the complainant, shall assess against the

person against whom the order is issued a sum equal to the

aggregate amount of all costs and expenses (including at-

torney’s fees) reasonably incurred, as determined by the

Secretary, by the complainant for, or in connection with, the

bringing of the complaint upon which the order was issued.

(c) (1) Any employee or employer adversely affected

or aggrieved by an order issued under subsection (b) may

obtain review of the order in the United States Court of

Appeals for the circuit in which the violation, with respect

to which the order was issued, allegedly occurred. The peti-

tion for review must he filed within sixty days from the

issuance of the Secretary’s order. Ileview shall conform to

chapter 7 of title 5 of the United States Code.

(2) An order of the Secretary, with respect to which

review could have been obtained under paragraph (1),

shall not he subject to judicial review in any criminal or

other civil proceeding.
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1 (d) Wliciicvor a person has lailcd to comply witli an

2 order issued under suhseetion (h) (2), the Heeretary shall

3 lih' a civil action in the Tnited Statse district court tor the

4 district in which the violation was I'ound to occur to eni’orce

5 such order. In actions brought umh'r this subsection, the dis-

G trict courts shall have jurisdiction to grant all appropriate

7 relief, including injunctive relief and compensatory and ex-

8 eni})lary damages. Civil actions brought under this subsection

9 shall be heard and decided expeditiously.

10 (e) Suhseetion (a) of this section shall not apply with

11 respect to any employee who, anting without direction from

12 the employee’s employer (or any agent of the employer)

,

Vo deliberately causes a violation of any re(iuirenient of this Act.

14 CONSULTATION

15 8ec. 12. In administering this Act, the Secretary shall

IG consult with the Secretaries of iVgrieulture, Commerce, l)e-

17 fense, Labor, and Transportation, the Administrators of the

18 Lnvironmental I’rotection >\geney and A'eterans’ Affairs, the

19 Director of the National Sirience Foundation, other appro-

20 priate oflicials, and such interagency committees and other

21 advisory bodies as the Secretary may establish, eoncerning

22 promulgation of standards and of aniendments to stand-

23 ards, the avoidance of du])li(*ative recpiiremcnts, and such

24 other matters which may he of mutual interest.
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ENFORCEMENT

Sec. 13. (a) Upon petition by the Secretary, the district

courts of the United States may restrain violations of this Act.

(b) (1) Any person who violates a provision of this

Act (other than in section 11) may be assessed a civil pen-

alty by the Secretary of not more than $5,000 for each

violation.

(2) No civil penalty shall be assessed unless the person

charged shall have been given notice and opportunity for a

hearing on such charge. In determining the amount of the

penalty the Secretary shall consider the appropriateness of

such penalty to the gravity of the violation.

(3) In case of inability to collect such civil penalty or

failure of any person to pay all, or such portion of such

civil penalty as the Secretary may determine, the Secretary

shall refer the matter to the Attorney General, who shall

recover such amount by action in the district court of the

United States for the district in which that person resides or

has his principal place of business.

(c) Any person who knowingly or willfully violates any

provision of this Act (other than in section 11) shall be

subject, upon conviction, to a fine of not more than $5,000,

or to imprisonment for not more than one year (and not
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more than ten 3'cars for a related series of violations)
,
or

both,

(d) Each day a violation of this Act continues shall

constitute a separate violation for purposes of this section.

EMEEGENCY PEOCEDUEE FOE ITAZAEDOTTS EECOilBlNANT

DXA

Sec. 14. The Secretary may commence a civil action,

by process of libel or otherwise, in an appropriate district

court of the United States for the seizure or destruction of

hazardous recombinant DISTA or for other appropriate relief

to prevent its production, movement, or spread.

ADMIXISTEATIVE EESTEAINT OE SEIZUEE

Sec. 15. If during an inspection under section 7 an

inspector finds material he has reasonable grounds to believe

is hazardous recombinant DNA, he may order the material

not to be moved or may seize the material. Within twenty

days after such action by an inspector the Secretary must

commence a civil action under section 14 with respect to

the inspector’s action, unless the owner of the material has

agreed otherwise.

TEAINIXG

Sec. 1C. The Secretary may conduct and support train-

ing in the safe handling of recombinant DjSTA.
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EEPEEBENTATION BY ATTOENEY GENEEAL

Sec. 17. The Attorney lienerjil shall appear and repre-

sent the Seeretary or the Secretary of Labor at any chil

or criminal action Initiated under this Act.

DEFlNITIOISrS

Sec. 18. For purposes of this Act

—

(1) ‘'Sccretaiy’’ (except as used in section 11)

means the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare,

(2) “DAxV” means deoxyrihonucleic acid,

(3) ‘‘recombinant DAA” means DNA that con-

sists of dihcrent segments of DAA which have been

joined together In a cell-free system and that has the

capacity to infect and replicate In some host cell either

autonomously or as an integrated part of the host’s

genome,

(4) “hazardous recombinant HXA” means recom-

binant l)ISrA which either

—

(A) poses a significant risk to health or the

environment, or

(B) (i) (I) is licit] ler located at a facility

licensed under section 5 nor being transported from

one such facility to another, or

(II) is likely to be moved or to spread from
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such a facility or transportation to a location not at

such a facility or part of such transportation, and

(ii) is not known not to pose a significant risk

to health or the environment,

(5) “person” means any individual, partnership,

coiy)oration, association, or any Federal, State, or local

government entity,

(6) “district court of the United States” includes

the District Court of Guam, the District Court of the

Virgin Islands, the highest court of American Samoa,

and a similar or equivalent court in any other United

States territory or possession or in the Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands, and

(7) in relation to transportation to or from a facility,

a suitable facility in a foreign country shall he treated as

a facility licensed under section 5.

GEOGEAPHIC APPLICABILITY OF ACT

Sec. 19. This Act applies to the United States, its terri-

tories and possessions, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands.

EELATIONSHIP TO OTHEE FEDEEAL LAWS

Sec. 20. (a) This Act shall not affect the authority of

any Federal agency to regulate under any other Act activities

involving recombinant DNA.

(h) In exercising any authority under this Act, the Sec-
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retary, or any person acting on his behalf or pursuant to the

provisions of this Act, shall not, for purposes of section 4 (b)

(1) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, be

deemed to be exercising statutory authority to prescribe or

enforce standards or regulations affecting occupational safety

and health.

(c) (1) Upon request by the Secretaiy, each Federal

agency is authorized

—

(A) to make its services, personnel, and facilities

available (with or without reimbursement) to the Secre-

tary to assist the Secretary in the administration of this

Act, and

(B) to furnish to the Secretary such information,

data, estimates, and statistics, and to allow the Secretary

access to all mformation in its possession, as the Secre-

taiy may reasonably determine to be necessary for the

administration of this Act.

(2) Upon request by any Federal agency, the Secretary

is authorized

—

(A) to make the services, personnel, and facilities

of the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-

fare available (with or without reimbursement) to that

agency to assist the agency in the administration of

any Act with respect to activities involving recombinant

DNA, and
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(B) to furnish to that agency suc-h information,

data, estimates, and statistics, and to allow that agency

access to all information in the Secretary’s possession,

as the agency may reasonably determine to be necessary

for the administration of any Act with respect to activi-

ties involving recombinant DNA.

SEPAEABILITY

Sec. 21. If any provision of this Act is held invalid by

reason of being inconsistent with the Constitution, all provi-

sions of this Act which are separable from that invalid provi-

sion shall remain in effect.

EFFECTIVE DATE AYD EXPIEATIOE DATE OF ACT

Sec. 22. (a) (1) This Act is effective upon enactment,

except that sections 3(a), 10(a), and 18(4) (B) are

effective one hundred and eighty da
5
^s after enactment.

(2) Upon promulgation of standards under section 4,

no person may possess or engage in the production of recom-

binant UNA unless the production or possession complies

with those standards.

(b) This Act shall expire five years after its enactment

except with respect to records made within that period.
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95th congress Q 1 O 1 T
1st Session I ^ I /

A BILL
To regulate activities involving recombinant

deoxyribonucleic acid.

By Mr. Kennedy

April 1 (legislative day, February 21), 1977

Read twice and referred to the Committee on Human
Resources
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Excerpted from a paper by Rolf Prefer: Real and Imagined Dangers
of Recombinant DNA Technology: The Need for Expert Evaluation (1977).

To be published by the University of Michigan Press in a monograph.
The Recombinant DNA Debate.

II. Can E. coll become a super-pathogen capable of suddenly wiping out
large segments of the human population ?

The main argument to be made concerning this question is quite
straightf onward and can be stated in a single paragraph;

The cliaracteristics which a bacterial pathogen must have in order
to cause disease in man or animals are exceedingly complex. While much
remains unknown in this area, it is clear however that a given bacterium
must possess a very large number of attributes, before it can colonize
man and cause disease. For example, a typical pathogenic bacterium must
be able to (i) survive in the environment (water, sewage, air, etc.) in
order to spread from one host to the next. It must then (ii) be able
to multiply on the body surface (skin, nose, throat) or in the intestine,
or lung. It must (iii) have some mechanism for penetrating into the
body, for (iv) spreading throughout the body and (v) to resist the numer-
ous defense mechanisms of the mammalian tissue. Pathogenic bacteria must
finally (vi) be able to produce a toxin or to othen^ise interfere with
the host's physiology to bring about the symptoms which we recognize as

disease. Each of these various stages requires that the bacterium possess
a discrete and complex set of characteristics in order to survive. If

only one of these characteristics is missing, the chain is broken and
the bacterium will be stopped in its progress and will be unable to cause
disease. For this reason, and fortunately for us, only very few of the
many thousand bacterial species are capable of causing human disease,
because only those few microbes possess the complete set of the essential
characteristics. The new recombinant DNA technology makes it possible to
insert into a microorganism a relatively small piece of DNA which will
add one or ^ few new characteristics to its new microbial host. If new
genes are inserted into an initially apathogenic, or into a specially
"enfeebled" microorganism (as required in the NIH guidelines) , it is

exceedingly improbable that these newly introduced characteristics in-
cl\jde every single member of the large set of characteristics which are
required to convert the enfeebled microorganisms into a functional patho-
gen.

As always in biology, there are of course exceptions to this generali-
zation. An obvious one are pathogens such as the diphtheria bacillus,
cholera vibrio and the pathogenic JE. coli strains which do not need to go
through the whole sequence, but which settle on the surface of the throat
or the intestinal wall and produce a toxin at that location. It is this

toxin which, in turn, will enter the tissues of the body and cause
disease. But, even with these types of pathogens, the apparent simpli-
city of the manner in which they cause disease is highly deceptive. In
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the third section of this paper we will examine some of the various
parameters that are involved in determining the implantation of bacteria
into the gut, and it will become apparent that this seemingly uncom-
plicated process has so far defied analysis because of its complexity.
In fact, there is bacterial pathogen at all for which we can state all

the relevant characteristics which make it different from related non-
pathogenic species. Textbooks of medical bacteriology often mislead
the beginning student by showing lists of "virulence factors"* for each
pathogen, which the poor fellow may even have to memorize. After doing
so, the student still does not understand virulence* because the known
(and more often only "suscepted") virulence factors represent only the

tip of the proverbial iceberg of pathogenicity. For example, "the"
virulence factor of the diphtheria bacillus is thought to be the well
known toxin. However, the bacterial strain which is most active in pro-
ducing this toxin (and which is therefore used in industry for this pur-
pose) is not highly virulent, simply because it lacks other attributes and
therefore cannot multiply or produce toxin in the mammalian body (2).

Closer to our problem is the example of the enteropathogenic coli strains.
It has been shown that such strains must have distinct virulence factors,
in order to cause diarrheal disease. One such factor, a toxin, is the

agent that induces the diarrhea. However, the K-12 strain of coli
was unable to produce diarrheal disease in the animal gut even when it

carried the gene coding for this toxin, again obviously because it
lacked other equally important but as yet unidentified virulence fac-
tors that would enable it to surrive in the intestine (3). The reader
should note here that the coli strains to be used for recombinant
DNA work are all derivatives of this K-12 strain.

When applying for admission to the bar, lawyers often fail to mention
the fact that their heart is capable of pumping blood, that their kidney
can purify the blood and that their stomach can digest their breakfast.
This is surprising because, if their organs did not have these capabilities,
the applicants would be confined to a hospital which would have to supply
a heart-lung machine, an artificial kidney and an Intravenous feeding
device. Consequently such applicants could not practice law with the degree
of efficiency to which their clients would be entitled. Nevertheless
lawyers' applications are seldom rejected on the grounds of having omitted
such vital information for the simple reason that "it goes without saying"
that any specialized activity of man must be supported by the myriad of
physiologic, metabolic and other functions which are essential to the life
of the human body. Analogously, when medical microbiologists discuss
"virulence" mechanisms of pathogenic bacteria they rarely point out that
these mechanisms include all the myriad of metabolic functions and struc-
tural features which every bacterial cell must have in order to survive.
This fact is seldom emphasized because it is not very exciting and because
it is so obvious that it "goes without saying". Consequently, the term

Virulence factors are those characteristics which enable a pathogenic
microorganism to cause disease. The terms "virulence" and "pathogenicity"
are used here synonymously and refer to the ability to cause disease.
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"virulence factor" is usually applied to only those characteristics of

pathogenic bacteria which distinguish them from the common and harmless
non-pathogenic microorganisms. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the num-
ber of characteristics which a bacterium must have in order to cause
disease is rather enormous and is by no means confined to those traits
commonly listed under the heading of "virulence factors". This consi-
deration is important in the evaluation of the so-called EK-2 and EK-3
("enfeebled" or "disarmed") strains of coli which are to be used in

most recombinant DNA research. These microorganisms have been deliberately
deprived of a number of those metabolic or structural features which are
required for the normal functions of any common bacterium. For this reason
EK-2 and EK-3 strains of _E. coli can grow only under those special labor-
atory conditions which provide the bacterial equivalent of our lawyer's
heart-lung machine, artificial kidney, intravenous feeding device, etc.

Thus, each deletion of an ordinary metabolic or structural trait from an

"enfeebled" E. coli strain is at the same time also a deletion of an
indispensible link in the long chain of virulence factors which this strain
would have to possess if it were to become a serious pathogen.

As the reader will recall, our original argument states that coli
is a common and usually harmless bacterium which is not a highly dangerous
pathogen because it lacks a large number of virulence factors and that,

consequently, the inadvertent introduction by recombinant DNA methods of

genes coding for only one or a few of these factors would not be sufficient
to restore the entire complement of traits necessary for virulence. But,
one may ask, how can we be sure that coll reallylacks a large number
of virulence factors? Is it not possible that coll may in fact possess
all but one of the factors required to turn it into a pathogen capable of

causing serious epidemics among human populations? This is a reasonable
question and there are indeed precedents. For example, certain bacteria
which often inhabit the normal human throat are close relatives of the
diphtheria bacillus and some of these, as far as we know, differ from this
pathogen , only in that they lack the gene for toxin production. Moreover,
when 2 - week old chicks were injected intravenously with a rather enormous
quantity of JE. coll (approximately a billion cells, enough to overcome most
body defense mechanisms by sheer bacterial numbers), the introduction of a
limited amount of genetic information allowed these bacteria to kill the
animals more efficiently (4). It is therefore possible, that the intro-
duction of a limited amount of genetic material into coli may augment
those disease-causing properties which these bacteria already possess .

It is also true, that some strains of coll cause diarrheal disease in
man, others are common causes of urinary tract infections. In view of
this I would consider it still highly unlikely, but certainly not entirely
impossible that the introduction of a single gene into an coll strain
might convert it into a more efficient causative agent of infectious
diarrheal or urinary tract disease. However, urinary tract infections
by JE. coll are not contagious at all and enteric infections by special
strains of coli are self-limiting and not life threatening (except
perhaps in newborns) and do not give rise to widespread epidemics in
countries with adequate sanitation, because the route of dissemination
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of this type of disease (fi;oin the anus of an infected patient to the
mouth of a prospective victim) can be effectively disrupted by esta-
blished practices of common-sense hygiene. Only the respiratory route
of transmission of infectious agents is difficult to control in countries
like the U.S., and the ability to travel this route is not within the
arsenal of pathogenic strains of coli . Thus, unfortunate as diarrheal
diseases and urinary tract infections may be for the individual involved,
these conditions are definitely not candidates for life-threatening
global epidemics. coli (as well as many other normally inocuous bac-
teria) may also cause serious infections of organs and blood in newborns
and in adults whose defense mechanisms against infections have been
seriously impaired by other underlying diseases (e. g. leukemia). For
obvious reasons, none of these conditions can give rise to widespread
epidemics among the general population.

In order for coli to cause a worldwide epidemic of fatal infection
it would have to acquire most or all of the following traits, each of which
is likely to be complex in itself and therefore to require the presence
of several genes for its expression. (i) It must be able to spread via the
respiratory route of infection which, in turn, means that it must be able
to infect the adult (i.e. other than newborn) human lung, and must survive
in droplets of sputum which dry out in the air and which are exposed to

lethal ultraviolet radiation from the sun. (ii) It must be able to ac-

tively penetrate through skin or the epithelial linings which cover the

body's tissue, (iii) It must be able to resist engulfment or other\>;ise

avoid being killed by the phagocytic cells of the body, (iv) It must
resist the effects of antibodies and other antibacterial substances in

the body fluids, (v) it must be capable of producing powerful iron che-
lators in order to compete with the body for this metal and (vi) it must
be resistant to the action of all clinically useful antibiotic drugs.
Certainly, it will take more than the introduction of one or a few genes
into _E. coll to give it all the properties needed to turn it into a

global menace, especially when an "enfeebled" EK-2 or EK-3 strain is

used.

As a final thought it is pertinent here to point out that modem
medicine has been able to conquer all those highly pathogenic bacteria
which were the ancient scourges of mankind. The once-dreaded worldwide
epidemics of highly fatal plaque or cholera are no more, the large
numbers of deaths from tuberculosis or pneumococcal pneumonia have
disappeared from the statistics. Infections are still a major cause
of disease and death in this country but the nature of the causative
agents has shifted from "super-pathogens" to bacteria of relatively low
virulence (including^, coll ) , which often are highly resistant to

most clinically useful antibiotics and which cause serious infections
in patients whose body defenses against bacteria have been impaired by
other underlying diseases (5). It is apparent therefore that, if some
terrorist were indeed able to deliberately create a new bacterial patho-
gen of the same caliber as, say, the plague bacillus, this would be the
very kind of infectious agent which modem medicine is best equipped to

handle.
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In summary then, it is not possible to definitely exclude on theoretical
grounds the possibility that the inadvertent introduction of one or a few
genes into a wild type (i.e. not "enfeebled") E. coli strain may augment
those disease-causing properties which some coli strains already possess.
None of these diseases can, byany stretch of the imagination, be expected
to result in worldwide epidemics. Current knowledge of the manner in which
bacteria cause disease allows us to exclude the possibility of an inadver-
tent creation from coli of a super-pathogen by recombinant DNA technics.
Even if the deliberate introduction by some terrorist of a large number of
genes into coli were to succeed in the creation of a pathogen which
rivals in virulence the ancient scourges of mankind (and it should be
remembered that some countries have spent large sums of money on such
projects with little apparent success)

, modern medicine may be expected
to deal swiftly with such an emergency.

If, for purposes of this discussion, we assume that an coli strain
carrying a segment of cloned DNA has succeeded in implanting itself into
the intestinal flora of man, what is the chance that this DNA can enter the
body and subsequently enter cells of the body in intact form? (I will
not discuss in this paper the measures which have been taken to reduce the
possibility that the DNA might be transferred in the gut to another, more
virulent bacterium.) It is well known that bacteria from the human mouth
frequently enter the body and may then be found in the blood. This is

a normal and everyday process which may be triggered by, for example,
the simple act of chewing (22). It has been shown in man, mice, rats
and dogs (23-25) that particles such as starch granules or bacteria from
the intestinal tract regularly Invade the body. The number of bacteria
involved is very small, rather crude estimates made in my laboratory sug-
gest tjiat one in a billion bacteria present in the mouse gut may invade
and reach the mesenteric lymph nodes during a period of several hours.
Since the number of coli in the intestine rarely exceeds 10^ per
gram of intestinal contents, the actual number of _E. coli cells reaching
the body's tissues must be very small (i.e. 1 per 1000 grams). Moreover,
when bacterial cells of species' like coli invade the healthy body,
they are quickly phagocytosed by leukocytes. Inside the leukocytes the
bacteria are sequestered in vacuoles, killed and subsequently broken up

by the enzymes released into the vacuoles. Since these enzymes include
DNA'se, it is vnlikely that intact DNA would escape into the general
circulation of the body, even in the event that the leukocytes would kill
the bacterium, but subsequently either egest the contents of the vacuole
or be totally unable to lyse certain structural components of the bacterial
cell (26). Alternately, Invading bacteria may be killed and lysed by the
antibacterial substances in the body fluids. In this case, any DNA
released by the disintegrating bacterium would be quickly destroyed
by the DNA'se in these fluids, probably long before it has a chance to
enter a cell. It is apparent therefore that, even if an coli strain
succeeded in implanting Itself into the gut, the chance that its DNA
would ever enter a cell of the human body in intact form, is indeed
exceedingly small. However, on theoretical grounds (the only tool we
have in this paper), we cannot exclude this possibility with the same
degree of certainty as we were able to reach in discussing the possibility
of creating super-pathogens from coli or of implanting into man an

coli strain which cannot multiply in a germfree animal.
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APPENDIX P

Excerpted from an article by Robin Holliday:
Should Genetic Engineers Be Contained

?

New Scientist 73:399-401, February l7, 1977

Ever since Professor Paul Berg
and his colleagues drew attention

in the summer of 1974 to the poten-

tial dangers of certain experiments
involving the formation of DNA
molecules containing segments

from widely different species, there have been numerous
conferences and reports on the precautions which should
be taken. Researchers agree that the hazards are difficult

to assess; for this reason the supposed damages have
almost always been referred to in a very general and non-
specific way. In this article I shall attempt to make a more
specific assessment of the various accidents and biological

events which would have to occur before human life was
endangered. By doing this I hope to place in a more rational

perspective the current debate on the wisdom of pursuing
this research.

The experiments we are concerned with have been
variously labelled as “genetic manipulation”, “genetic en-

gineering” or just “recombinant DNA”. As genetic mani-
pulation of chromosomes and the formation of recom-
binant DNA has been the basis of genetic experimentation
for many decades, these terms are grossly misleading and
have certainly lead to confusion among non-geneticists.

Genetic engineering is more acceptable, but this is too
general a term because it has been widely used in other
contexts (for instance, the possibility of correcting human
genetic defects by inserting normal DNA in place of

mutant DNA). I prefer the term heterogenetics: the syn-

thesis and study of replicating DNA molecules containing
nucleotide sequences from unrelated organisms.

It is not of course possible to consider all experiments
of this type so I simply discuss one standard “shotgun”
experiment, which has been referred to as often as any,
and which is listed in the most potentially dangerous cate-

gory in the Williams working party on genetic manipula-
tion. In such a shotgun experiment, DNA from a mam-
malian, perhaps human, source is fragmented with a par-

ticular restriction enzyme (specific endonuclease). The
number of different pieces of DNA produced is extremely
large, of the order of half a million. These pieces are in-

serted at random into bacterial plasmid DNA, and the
plasmid is introduced into an Escherichia coli host. The plas-

mid replicates autonomously and can be transmitted by
cbnjugation to other E.coli cells, or related bacteria, which
do not already harbour a similar plasmid. In such an
experiment, clones of bacteria can be recognised which
contain plasmids with inserted DNA, and since the num-
ber of fragments of DNA is so large, almost every one of
these clones is distinct. The investigator then has to find

the particular clone in which he is interested (for instance,

one containing a particular DNA sequence such as ribo-

somal DNA). This aspect of the experimentalist’s problem
need not concern us here.
We start our scenario with a standard microbiological

laboratory without special containment facilities, which is

using standard laboratory strains of E.coli. In the scenario
I will not initially assign particular probabilities to each
event, but simply refer to them as Pi, Pz, P3 . . . etc.

Similarly, 1 call the possible deleterious consequences Ci,

Cz, Cz . . etc At the end of the article I shall attempt to
assess the atiua! probabilities involved, and so produce an
overall value of risk. But one point of my article is to

allow each reader to make his or her own judgements.
One careless scientist or technician, whilst pipetting by

mouth, accidentally swallows a few thousand or million

viable bacteria (Probability=Pi. We need not assign a

different probability to other types of careless experimenta-
tion, for instance, the spilling of bacteria on hands or

clothes or the contamination of food or drink). The cells

survive and proliferate in his gut (Pz. Note that although
E.coli is a component of the human intestinal flora, the
laboratory strains are far removed from their original

“wild type” ancestor). The plasmid the cells contain is

transmitted to more natural bacteria of the flora (P3).

This plasmid still contains mammalian DNA and it is one
of the axioms of those who worry about these experi-

ments that such DNA in a foreign environment may behave
abnormally. It may contain a latent or lysogenic mammalian
virus which is induced to proliferate, perhaps because a
stretch of DNA which keeps it in the lysogenic state in

the mammalian cell has been replaced by bacterial DNA.
Let us examine the probability of this (P»): note that about
half a million different clones of bacteria exist containing
mammalian DNA, so if there is one latent virus per mam-
malian genome, Pi=0- 000002.

There could, however, be 10 or 100 such latent virus

genomes; let us be pessimistic and assume there are 50,

in which case P«= 0-0001. (In the context of this article

“pessimistic” means assigning a high probability to a

biological event). The plasmid containing this virus is

present in many bacteria and in at least some of these it is

induced to form virus particles. The virus is of mammalian
origin, but it must be able to replicate its genome, pro-

duce coat proteins and so on, in a prokaryotic environment
(the bacterial vehicle). I assign an overall probability Ps

for the induction, growth, maturation and release of virions,

(Remember that so far no mammalian virus has so far

been grown on any bacterium, although many people have
attempted to do this). We then suppose that the virus is

pathogenic (Ps) and that it infects the individual who is

now its host. One consequence is that the individual dies

(Cl); another is that he is a resistant carrier and transmits
the virus to others by contact, or any of the usual channels
of transmission (P7 ). We suppose that some of these
individuals are more susceptible than the original carrier

(Ps) and become ill or die (C2). Presumably infected
individuals will be diagnosed as suffering from an unknown
but potentially lethal disease, and would be isolated in

hospitals. However, if only a proportion of infected indi-

viduals showed symptoms but were infective during a long
incubation period (P»), an epidemic is ptossible (C3).

Another version of the scenario assumes that the virus

is oncogenic (causes cancer). It might be reinserted in

altered form into the chromosomes of cells of the human
host and subsequently induce a malignant transformation
(Pio). The individual originally infected would then die of
cancer, but probably some years later (Ci). More in-

sidiously, the virus could be both transmissible and
oncogenic (Pn). In this case it would be capable of pro-

liferating and spreading to other individuals, but would
produce no outward symptoms. Nevertheless, it inserts

itself into chromosomal DNA and eventually causes cancer.

In this situation an epidemic of widespread cancer (C*)

might not occur until years after the original laboratory
accident. It is almost certainly the possibility of conse-
quence C4, or perhaps C3, which forms the basis of all the
concern about “shotgun” or other related experiments.

This article first appeared in New Scientist London, the weekly review
of Science and Technology.
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The scenarios produce the following formulae;
First pathway of infection:

P, • Pj N Pj X P, X P5 X P, - C, (death by infection)

P, X Pj X X X p^ X P, X p, X P,

Cl (resistant carrier,

causing others'

death)

P, > P, P, X P, X Pi X P. X P, X P, X P,
— Cj (epidemic)

Second pathway of infection:

P, X P, X Pj X P, X Pj X P,j = C, (death by cancer)

P, Pi P, X P, X Pi X P„ V p„
- C, (cancer epidemic)

To what extent can actual values be given to Pi — Pn?
I realise I run the risk of ridicule in attempting to assign
such values in the following section. Nevertheless I think
it is important to do so, and for other scientists to think
about the probabilities they themselves would assign.

Most microbiologists working with non-pathogenic
bacteria or other micro-organisms have at some time or
other swallowed some viable cells, but I would be surprised
if they did so more often than about once in 100 experi-
ments, so the value of Pi will be low, perhaps ~ 0-01.
For estimates of P; and Pj, I will rely on experiments
carried out with volunteers by Professor E. S. Anderson,
one of our experts in the field of plasmid transfer. He
showed that E.coli K12 can survive in the gut for a few
days and that a plasmid could be transferred to resident
baderia at very low frequency. The transferred plasmid
did not spread; instead it soon disappeared. In these ex-

periments with plasmids the volunteers ingested lO'* bac-
teria; Anderson concludes that the possibility of plasmid
transfer would be i emote if, under more realistic circum-
stances, someone swallowed just a few thousand bacteria

{Nature, vol 255, p 502). Let us again be pessimistic and
assume P; and Pi together equal 01.
On the other hand, we have already seen that the

probability of a plasmid containing a latent virus or
oncogene must be low (P,= 0 0001) simply because the
mammalian genome is so large and fragments in the
plasmid DNA are so small. I have already mentioned that
no mammalian virus has ever been grown in a prokaryotic
cell. Therefore, P.i is likely to be extremely low; neverthe-
less I will assign a value of say 0 001. P«, P,, P» and P. are
very difficult to assess. If the virus is pathogenic, it is likely
to be transmissible, but extremely dangerous organisms
such as the (Ireen Monkey virus causing Marburg disease
are fairly easily recognised and the people infected readily
isolated in hospitals. I would describe P«, P, and Ps as un-
likely, but P; as quite possible. I will however assign the
fairly high probability of 0 • 1 to all four of these events.
Something can be said about Pn, since in spite of

intensive efforts by many laboratories so far it has not
been shown that any human cancer is caused by a virus.
It is much more likely that natural and man-made chemicals
in the environment are responsible for most human cancer
(see, for instance. The Cancer Problem by John Cairns
Saenttfic American, vol 233, p 64). Both events P,„ and
Pii are therefore very unlikely but I again take the pessi-
mistic view and give them values of 0- 01. We can now tot
up the probabilities of the various deleterious consequences;

Cl 10 * X 10 ' X 10 ‘ X 10 * y. 10 ‘ - 10 "
C, 10 " X 10 ' X 10 ' = 10 >
Cj = 10 ’• X 10 ' 10 ‘4

C, = 10 '• X 10 « X 10 * 10 '<

With the exception of Pi and Ps, I believe I have assigned
generally high values to all the other events which must
take place before any biologically hazardous situation

arises. Nevertheless, the cumulative values above repre-

sent extraordinarily small probabilities. Thus, if 10 scien-

tists in each of a 100 laboratories carried out 100 experi-

ments per year, the least serious accident (Ci) would occur
an average once in a million years.

It could be argued that many of the probabilities have
been misjudged. For instance, the lowest, Ps, could be said

to be misleading because in screening for the required
clone, many hundreds of thousands of bacterial colonies

have to be picked and sub-cultured, and therefore the

chance of one of these having a latent virus is very much
higher. Although large numbers of clones may be screened,
almost all the important prolonged experiments (the 100
experiments I referred to above) will be carried out with
one or a few types of cloned plasmid. The essential point

is that even if the product of the probabilities is under-
estimated by several orders of magnitude, the chance of

an accident from studies in heterogenetics remains
vanishingly small. Nevertheless, it can never be excluded.

What I find extremely disquieting, is the degree of

concern which has been generated in a world where far

greater hazards should be everyone’s concern. How can
scientists accept a world bristling with nuclear weaponry,
with the capacity of killing several times over every
member of the human race, while at the same time demand-
ing super-safety measures for shotgun or related experi-

ments in heterogenetics?
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Special article by Carl Cohen, Ph.D. Copyright © 1 977 by the New
England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 296, pp. 1203-10, May 26, 1977.
Reprinted by permission.

SPECIAL ARTICLE

WHEN MAY RESEARCH BE STOPPED?

Carl Cohkn, Ph.D.

Abstract The prohibition of research with recombi-
nant DNA must rely upon some argument that both es-

tablishes a principle, applicable to research in any
sphere, identifying kinds of defect or hazard that

are intolerable, and shows that recombinant DNA
research is intolerably defective or hazardous
in the ways specified by that principle. Mo such
argument succeed.s. Of arguments proposed to de-

fend prohibition it may be fairly said either that the

The uses and possible misuses of recombinant

DNA are so threatening, some believe, that re-

search into that technology sh.ould now be stopped.

But reasons good enough to justify prohibition of re-

search in this sphere must, in fairness, apply equally

to other spheres, if threats of similar gravity arise

there.

I ask, therefore; What are the alternative principles

that, if adopted, might leasonably justify prohibition

of research in a given sphere? Which of these alterna-

tive principles should be rejected, and which accept-

ed in some form or part? And to the extent that any
one of these principles is acceptable, what bearing

does it have upon continued research with recombi-

nant DNA?
My answers to these questions rest upon two fun-

damental propositions, very generally agreed upon.

First: freedom of incmiry is a value of nu.ii profound

importance that it must not be abridged without the

Address reprint requcst.s to Dr. Cohen at the Department of Philosophy,

University of Miehig.in. Ann Arbor, .Ml 48109.

major premise (the princiole of prohibition) is false,

or when sound principles are put forward, that

the minor premise (specifying recombinant DNA
research as defective or hazardous in the ways
called for) is far from established. There is no val-

id practical syllogism, having true premises, whose
conclusion is that research v,:th recombinant DNA
should be stopoed. (N Engl ' Med 296:1203-1210,

1977)

most compelling reasons. This proposition, true gen-

erally, carries great weight in a society holding lib-

erty as a paramount ideal; it carries extraordi-

nary weight in universities and research institutions

committed explicitly to the enlargement of knowd-

edge. Second; some research undertakings should

properly be restricted. Everyone may net agree up-

on particular cases, but it will be agreed that a ra-

tional commitment to freedom of inquiry docs not

protect every research enterprise in every circum-

stance.

The task is to characterize the enterprises and cir-

cumstances in which prohibition may prove defensi-

ble or even obligatory.

Alternative Principles of Prohibition

To justify prohibition, some would present a prac-

tical syllogism in this form: ?vIajor premise: research

having certain identifiable features (p.q.r...) may (or

must) be slopped. Minor premise: this research qn re-

combinant IDN.A, or in nuclear fission, or...) has pre-

cisely those features. Hence, this research may (or
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must) i)e stopped. My first objective is to formulate al-

ternatuc, plausible major premises of such syllo-

gisms.

Principles of prohibition must pertain either to the

product or to the process of the research in question.

I'he line between the two may be hard to draw, but

under one or the other can be listed all the general

principles that seem remotely tenable.

Set A: By-product (n>1-i!<3)

(1) Research should not be permitted when it aims

at (or is likely to result in) the discovery of

knowledge that is wrong for human beings to

possess.

(2) Research should not be permitted when it aims

at (or is likely to result in) the discovery of

knowledge that is not wise to place in hum.an
hands.

(2a) When there is any probability that the

knowledge developed will be used with

very injurious consequences.

(2b) When there is moderate probability that

the knowledge developed will be used with

very injurious consequences.

(2c) When there is high probability that the

knowledge developed will be used with very

injurious consequences.

(3) Research should not be permitted when it

aims specifically at the development or perfec-

tion of instruments for killing or injuring hu-

man beings.

Set B; By-process

(-1) Research should not be permitted when it is not

conducted openly, for all to examine the ongo-

ing process and results.

(5) Research should not be permitted when its con-

tinuation is unfair, either to the subjects of the

experiirientation or to those otherwise involved

in trie research. Research is unfair when,

through coercion or deceit, or in some other

way, the rights of those involved are not re-

spected.

(b) R.esearch should not be permitted when its con-

duct (as distinct from its pioduct) presents risks

so great as clearly to outweigh the benefits rea-

sonably anticipated. Risks here must be under-

stood to include all hazards that that process of

inquiry entails, of which there are two large cat-

egories: risks of “misfire” (i.e., achieving re-

sults different from and more dangerous than

those sought) and risks of “accident” (i.e., un-

foreseen mishap during the process).

(6a) When the risks are essentially to persons

involved in the research:

(6a i) the subjects of experimentation:

(6a2) the researchers and ilieir associates.

(6b) Where the risks are essentially to others

than tliose involved in the research.

These exhaust the alternative principles that are at

all reasonable, or arguably tenable, for the prohibi-

tion of research. Phrasing (and the degree of specifi-

city) may vary, but every plausible candidate, I con-

tend, will fall under one or another of the six kinds dis-

tinguished.

As an illustration: Robert Sinsheimer, professor of

biophysics at the California Institute of Technology
and an acute critic of recombinant DNA research, has

suggested some possible answers to the question, “For
what specific purposes might we wish to limit in-

quiry!’” He proposes, or at least entertains, several

candidates.'

(a) To preserve human dignity. “We should not do
experiments that involuntarily make of man a means
rather than an end.”' But. of coarse, human subjects

in medical experiments are means. Sinsheimer surely

intends to emphasize, with Kant, that one must not

treat human beings as means only, but also as ends—
for which reason research committees do rigorously

insist that their participation be truly voluntary and
inform.ed. This is but a more elaborate statement of

principle (5), above, demanding fairness.

(b) To avoid “involuntary physical or biological

hazard.”' Sinsheimer recognizes, of course, that one

cannot avoid all such hazards. He wants us all to be

very sensitive to the level of danger. This is Isut anoth-

er formulation, less precise, of principle (6), above,

addressing the balance of risk and benefit.

(c) Cost. “[One] asks if the primary consequences

of the inquiry, that is, the knowledge to be gained,

is worth the expenditures of talent, time and re-

sources.”' But refusing to support research is one

thing, prohibiting it is another. When the research en-

terprise involves heavy expense, one is right to insist

that the worth of the knowledge to be gained be very

carefully estimated. Protecting free inquiry does not

entail irrationality in the expenditure of resources.

And it is true that institutional refusal to fund a re-

search project often has the effect of blocking that pro-

ject in that context. Many research activities, howev-

er (work with recombinant DNA technology being

one important example), do not require very large in-

vestments of institutional or governmental funds. Al-

though one may conclude, therefore, that .for some
projects the object does not justify the expenditure, it

is essential to see t.hat cost cannot serve as grounds for

prohibition. Some research is simply not worth do-

ing, but reasons for not troubling to do certain things

ourselves must not be taken as reasons for keeping

other persons from doing them.

Some principles, very different from those stated

above, are procedural, requiring special machinery for

the approval of research protocols in certain areas.

Approval (some say) must be given by the appropri-

ate bodies, with appropriate membership, deliberat-

ing with appropriate care. Others say that the deci-

sion to permit research of certain kinds may be made
only by some larger community (city or state) through

some democratic voting procedure. Such regulation,

although awkward, is being tried in some quarters.

But, even wlicn feasible and fitting, these procedural
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rcquiremcius arc not germane here. One seeks to dis-

cover reasons that may serve to deny approval. What-
ever the decision-making machinery, the individu-

al users of that machinery need grounds for conclud-

ing yea or nay. These grounds — not the system^ of

their application — are what I am. concerned with

here.

Finally, I note that the six alternative principles are

not mutually exclusive; one could rationally hold

(say) both (3) [on killing], and some variant of (6)

[risks over benefits]. They may overlap, relying upon

the same feature of a given inquiry — for example,

what is objectionable under (4) [openness] may also

be objectionable under (5) [unfairness].

It remains to determine which (if any) of these prin-

ciples should be adopted, and which (if any) apply to

the sphere of recombinant DNA research, and to iden-

tify the restrictions (if any) that properly follow there-

from.

The Six Principles Reconsidered

What follows is a critical appraisal of the six al-

ternative principles listed above. The conclusions

reached unavoidably rely upon some personal judg-

ments, but a.f'e put forward for general agreement.

Principles Based upon the Product of Research (^1-#3)

(1) “Research should not be permitted w'hen it

aims at (or likely to result in) the discovery of knowl-

edge that is w'l'ong for human beings to possess.”

This principle should be rejected utterly. There is

no body of knowledge, or item of knowledge, that is

intri.nsically wrong to possess. The conviction that

theie are forbidden precincts, that there is an intel-

lectual sanctum sanctorum into which all entry is sin-

ful, must rely upon some claim of special revelation, or

some other nonrational restriction that has no right-

ful authority to limit inquiry in a university or re-

search institution.

Principles of privacy, it is true, may render certain

sorts of knowledge about individuals not suitable for

public scrutiny. But there is a vast difference between

the claim that some knowledge is not properly public

and the claim that some knowledge is intrinsically

unfit for human acquisition. Individuals are free, of

course, to limit themselves if they honestly hold be-

liefs of the latter sort. The search here, however, is not

for principles that some persons may cling to but for

the principles research institutions ought to defend.

Note that this principle, (1), is widely attractive.

Much of the anxiety that attends DNA re.^earch, I

submit, flows from vague, unformulated doubts about

whether this probe into “the code of life itself” might

not be a form of human presumption, a playing of

God. One is understandably awed by the cumulative

powers of human intelligence; those powers can be

(and often have been) misused. But fear of that mis-

use does not give rational warrant for closing the ave-

nues of exploration. If one did believe that there are

domains in which human knowing is taboo, molecu-

lar genetics might indeed be one of them. Inquiry in-

to nucie.nr fusion or celestial exploration mn'ght then

be equally taboo, as m'ght be the study of theories of

relativity, or the development of contraceptive tech-

nics. The penetration of every intellectual frontier

threatens deeply held convictions. Every striking ad-

vance in human prowess .Tightens many, horrifies

some and appears to a few as the profane invasion of

the holy of holies. The difficulty lies not in discrimi-

nating between the real holy of holies and those only

mistakenly supposed; it lies in the unwarranted as-

sumption that there are any spheres of knowledge to

which ingress is forbidden. This first principle is whol-

ly untenable; a fortiori it is not tenable as applied to

the biochemistry of genetics.

(2) “Research should not be permitted when it

aims at (or is likely to result in) the discovery of

knowledge that is not wise to place in luunan hands.”

Of this principle I distinguish three varieties, de-

pending on the degree of probability with which great

injury may be anticipated as a result of the possession

of that knowledge. Of course, there will be argument

about what constitutes great injury, about how such

probabilities are to be calculated or estimated, and

about what the probabilities are in a par'icular case.

But supposing rough agreement is reached on these

matters, the rightness (or wrongnes.sJ of the principle

here formulated remains to be dciermincd, and is of

profound importance.

Principle (2a) [that prohibition of research is justi-

fied when there is any probability of very injurious

consequences] may be rejected categorically: it verges

on the absurd. On that principle one ought not rise

from bed.

Principle (2b) [that prohibition of research is justi-

fied when there is moderate probability of very injuri-

ous consequences] must be more seriously considered

— but it too desen’es rejection in the end. It is true, of

course, that the results of inquiiy will often be such

that there is some moderate likelihood that iheir use

will prove very injurious, even disastrous. But the

ubiquity of such possibilities renders (2b) [as it does

(2a)] so sweeping as to entail the cessation of a great

deal of the research — both in biologic and in physi-

cal sciences — best calculated to improve the human
condition.

Nevertheless, serious thinkers have urged the adop-

tion of somie such principle. Two especially — one a

historian, and the other a biophysicist — deserve re-

sponse.

Shaw Livermore, professor of history at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, in concluding that his university

should not proceed with the development of recombi-

nant DNA technology, argues as follows^

(i) Research on recombinant DNA promises the de-

velopment of a special, elemental capability; that of

overcoming the natural genetic barriers that separate

the species, and (ultimately) of uniting genetic com-

ponents of different species to produce new forms of

life.

(ii) This capability wmuld be so great, so over-
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whelming, as to exceed the capacity of society to di-

rect and control it.

Therefore, (iii) success in this research “w'ill bring

with it a train of awesome and possibly disastrous

consequences,”^

and (iv) decisions demanded by this technology

may well have effects that are “unintended but irre-

versible.”^

Livermore suggests, in effect, that scientists here are

like the Sorcerer’s Apprentice, conjuring into exis-

tence what they do not fully understand and none of

them can control. Although appealing, the argument

fails upon careful test. Consider its elements in re-

verse order.

(iv) That decisions regarding DNA will sometimes

have unintended and irreversible effects is surely true,

but not very weighty. That is precisely the case for ev-

ery important human enterprise in research and de-

velopment — it leaves the world in an irreversibly dif-

ferent condition from that in which it was before, and
has consequences that could not have been foreseen,

and therefore could not have been intended. Many of

the discoveries that have proved the greatest boons to

mankind have arisen from basic research in ways that

were — when that research was first pursued — whol-

ly unforeseen and unintended. That some conse-

quences (bad and good) of any major inquiry will be

irreversible and unintended is evident, and cannot

reasonably be taken as grounds for the prohibition of

inquiry.

(iii) But the consequences of this inquiry may be

awesome — possibly disastrous. Awesomeness, again,

may be for good as well as evil. One should bear in

mind, in weighing arguments like these, that recom-

binant DNA technology also opens possibilities for

monumental improvements in the human condition.

Both sides must be weighed. But it is the “possibly

disastrous” results that are the nub of this complaint
— a complaint that cuts either not at all or entirely

too well. There are no grounds for supposing that the

likelihood of disaster is greater in this arena than in

other research arenas that one would not seriously

think of foreclosing. There is “moderate probabili-

ty,” I suppose, that the results of research into nucle-

ar fusion will one day be put to malevolent uses — but

one v\ould not on this ground seriously suggest a pro-

hibition of inquiry into the ways in which the nuclei of

atoms may combine. In any sphere knowledge may be

put to devilish use; that is a poor reason for prohibit-

ing its acquisition.

(ii) It is suggested that the acquisition of certain

awesome capabilities be barred because the capacity

to direct them, once acquired, is lacking. But do we
lack that power? The supposition is very doubtful.

Many reflective historians and philosophers would in-

sist that we have the capacity for the direction and
control of the products of research. V.'hether we will

sharpen such capacities as finely as we ought remains

to be seen. Recent self-imposed restraints, followed by
extended public deliberation, precisely in this sphere

of recombinant DNA, strongly suggest that the ca-

pacity to control docs exist and is being applied. Some
present uncertainty about the outcome of this appli-

cation surely does not justify the cessation of the in-

quiry. And even if only the potential for wise control is

now present, the realization of that potential can be

stimulated and encouraged only with the advance

of the inquiry in question. Professor Livermore,

although reflectively, gives up hope for Dame Rea-

son; I judge that one is ill advised to join him in de-

spair.

(i) His anxieties — and indeed most arguments of

this variety — stem largely from, the “elemental” na-

ture of the capabilities in view. But there is confusion

hidden in the slippage between fears arising from the

alleged probabilities of disaster (probabilities not ev-

er established) and fears arising from the allegedly

special, extraordinary properties of the knowledge to

be discovered. The implicit suggestion that the knowl-

edge sought is too godlike for human frailty gives

seeming (but unjustifiable) plausibility to the claim

that its acquisition will bring catastrophe. Once it is

clearly .seen that knowledge is not to be feared, that it

may prove valuable everywhere, risky anywhere, and
intrinsically improper nowhere, it will also be seen

that the specialness of the discoveries in view’, though

in some ways real, ceases to serve as any ground for

prohibition. Research in genetics, as in every science,

moves ever onward; inquiry into the controlled ma-
nipulation of genetic macromolecules is a natural and
inevitable phase of that advance. Fears that human
beings are incapable of dealing with the products of

their own intelligence are as much a.nd as little jus-

tified on every other research continuum as on this

one.

A differing effort to provide a tenable variant of this

principle, (2b) is made by Sinsheimer. He writes:

[One] may extend inquiry into the ends of inquiry and ques-

tion whether, in particular instances, we want to know the an-

swer in every case. Given the nature of man and of human socie-

ty, are the secondary consequences of such knowledge, on bal-

ance, likely to be beneficial? Here it may be that the highest wis-

dom. is to recognize that we are not wise enough to know what we
do not want to know, and thus to leave the ends of inquiry unre-

strained. Indeed, 1 expect there are only a few instances where

prudence would be in order. But the set may not be null '

What does this say? Sinsheimer is guarded, tentative,

unsure. From his questions and modalities emerge at

last his suggestion of four actual spheres in which —
because the secondary consequences of knowledge are

not likely, on balance, to prove beneficial — he seri-

ously believes that inquiry might appropriately be re-

stricted.

(i) “Should we attempt to contact presumed ‘ex-

traterrestrial intelligences ’[*” Sinsheimer believes that

“the impact upon the human spirit” if it should de-

velop that there are vastly superior forms of life, and
the impact of that knowledge upon science itself

would be “devastating.”'

(ii) “Research upon improved, easier, simpler,
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cheaper methods of isotope separation?’' Sinsheimer

doubts whether such research is in man’s best in-

terest, yielding “slightly cheaper power, far easier

bombs. ’’’

(iii) “Research upon a simple means for the prede-

termination of the sex of children?” Sinsheimer ap-

pears to believe that the resultant potential for “a ma-
jor imbalance in the human sex ratio” shows ad-

vances here to be undesirable.'

(iv) “Indiscriminate research upon the aging pro-

cess?” Sinshcimier appears to believe that the stated

goal accompanying legislation to advance such re-

search, “keeping our people as youne as possible, as

long as possible,” is not, on balance, desirable.'

It is hard to know what to make of these sugges-

tions. They are very cautiously put, half in interroga-

tive form. But (whatever Sinsheimer believes or may
find desirable), if such speculations are treated as .ar-

guments for the principle of restriction here involved,

they fail utterly. Two observations will suffice.

First. The most that such apprehensions could es-

tablish — supposing that everyone shared them — is

that it might be that certain inquiries will not prove

beneficial on balance. Of course that may be. What
follows? Precisely that argument has been presented

(with greater force than in most of Professor Sins-

heimer’s instances) against every scientific advance:

against Galileo, against Darwin, against Freud. Such

obstinacy (it was urged that good men not even took

through Galileo’s “infernal glass”) is now considered

indefensible. It is not an iota more defensible now
than it was then. It was entirely correct for the oppo-

nents of these seminal thinkers to insist that inquiry of

the kinds that they opposed might not prove benefi-

cial in the end. What does that tell about the princi-

ple invoked? If, now, the same principle is used not

merely to discourage but to prohibit research — in re-

combinant DNA, for example — one will operate

under strictures of essentially the same character

as those that persuaded so many rational men to

condemn the teaching of the Copernican hypothe-

sis.

Second. The illustrations given by Professor Sins-

heimer of the applicability of his principle, his pleas

for “prudence,” where ignorance seems to him more
desirable than knowledge, are self-convicting. If prin-

ciple (2b) when applied means — as it appears to for

him — that researches into the aging process, into nu-

clear power, into extraterrestrial contact and so on are

to be blocked or restricted because of what may trans-

pire if they are successful, the upshvot of the argument

is revealed. He helps one to see the extreme conse-

quences forced upon everyone, unacceptable to most,

if the principle of restriction that he has put forward is

taken seriously.

Finally respecting (2b), one variety of great injury

that some foresee (unlike catastrophic decisions hav-

ing unintended impact) deserves remark. It is the

gradual deterioration of human culture resulting from

ever more extended subjection to technical control. As

technology comes to f)erv.^de culture (some contend),

human values must retreat — even wither. So we can

defend our most humane interests only by disarming

the technologists. Well, the probability of this feared

outcome is very difficult to estimate. Its likelihood,

in my judgment, though not trivial, is not great. To

proliibit research on such grounds would be intol-

erably repressive. On this interpretation of disaster,

too, the principle v\ould cut against technological

advance in every sphere, not that of molecular ge-

netics alone.

For principle (2c) [that research be prohibited

'vhen the probability of its very injurious conse-

quences is high or very high] the case is different.

V\'f:re we to believe that in a given case, the prohibi-

tion of that specific inquiry would be, I judge, at least

arguable. In such circumstances — the only persua-

sive candidate I can think of is research into nuclear

explosives — the alleged probability would have to

be explored, documented, established as fully as re-

sources would then permit. Even here potentiality for

benefit would also need to be weighed. Recognizing

that rational men may ultimately differ in the resolu-

tion of such cases, one must allow that for some re-

search ventures the probability of disastrous use of

the products might be so high as to justify prohibi-

tion.

Again, two observations respecting (2c). First. Our
rational commitment to freedom of inquiry is such

that, in judging any claim of highly probable disas-

ter, the burden of proof clearly rests upon those who
would prohibit on that basis. They must present a

convincing account of what concrete disasters are en-

visaged, what the methods are for determining the

probability of such outcomes, and how those meth-

ods establish the high probabilny of the catastrophe

pictured. The burden here is noi light, nor ought it to

be. Scientific inquiry should not be blocked simply

upon the presentation by critics of a parade of ima-

gined horribles of unspecified nature and doubtful

likelihood.

Secondly, principle (2c) does not, in any case, ap-,

ply to research with recombinant DNA. There is some
probability (it may be supposed) that, after years of

further development, the products of such research

might be put to malevolent use — as instruments of

war (although better, more convenient killers are al-

ready at hand) or in the realization of some (now far-

fetched but then realizable) brave new world. There is

some probability of that, one must grant. But that

probability, on the best evidence now available, is

slight; at its gravest interpretation, which very few

would accept, that probability is no more than mod-
erate. A high probability it is not. Hence in this sphere

principle (2c) does not apply.

I conclude that principle (2) is generally inapplica-

ble in most of its forms, and that in none of its forms

may it properly serve to prohibit any research in the

'oiochemistry of genetics now contemplated.

(3) “Research should not be permitted when it
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aims specifically at the development or perfection of

instruments for killing or injuring human beings.”

This is a reasonable principle for both persons and
institutions; it is now accepted and applied by some
urHversities. There are times, circumstances and some
institutions to which it might not properly apply.

.'\lthough this principle may serve as major prem-

ise in a practical syllogism forbidding some kinds of

research in some contexts, it cannot serve in a syllo-

gism forbidding recombinant DNA research in any

context at present. Research now contemplated with

recombinant .DNA does not faintly resemble the “mu-
nitions” development that would be the target of such

a principle If such an aim were proposed, or even se-

riously entertained, this principle might, indeed, be

called into play. Under present and foreseeable cir-

cumstances, how'ever, principle (3) simply has no

bearing on the problem at hand.

I conclude that no tenable principle for the prohi-

bition of research based upon its product can now
serve to restrict research into recombinant DNA.

Principles Based upon the Process of Research

(4)

“Research should not be permitted when it is

not conducted openly, for all to examine the ongoing

process and results.”

This attractive principle is of a kind very different

from the others so far reviewed. Rightly understood, it

presents not a limitation upon research but the state-

ment of an ideal — one that we all properly share and
promote. The realization of this ideal cannot and
should not be taken as an inviolable condition for the

conduct of the inquiry. It simply is not that. National

security, proprietary interests (of firms or individu-

als) justly acquired, or other special concerns may
render full openness an impractical ideal in many cir-

cumstances. certainly not justifying the cessation of all

research whose conduct falls short of that ideal.

Openness — both in the research process and for

the results of research — is an ideal widely and genu-

inely honored. Some universities do not permit in

their precincts (or are inhospitable toward) research

so classified as to restrict access to its results. But

complete openness of the research process is very de-

liberately not applied as a necessary condition by uni-

versities, governmental institutions or private enter-

prises. If it were to be so applied, a great deal of re-

search in progress would h?' e to be discontinued.

Much research that is planned would not (under such

restriction) go forward. One would not seriously wish

to insi.st upon this discontinuation and blockage. I

conclude that the publicity principle is not even re-

motely acceptable as a basis for prohibition. Since it

cannet serve for prohibition generally, it cannot serve

.so for research iii recombinant DN.*\ unless this in-

quiry can be showm to be specially prone to the evils of

secrecy. That cannot be shown. There is no reason to

believe that review of the research process in this field,

and timely publication of its results, will fail to meet

normal standards of the scientific community.

In fact, the circumstances surrounding DNA re-

search lead to the very opposite conclusion. The na-

ture, location and conditions of recombinant DNA re-

search have been subject to a publicity surpassing that

in any other comparable scientific sphere. Largely as

a result of initiatives taken by the scientific communi-
ty itself, public scrutiny in this area has been intense,

and the researchers’ standards of openness have been,

and are sure to continue to be, much higher than nor-

mal. Therefore, even if the demand for openness in the

process were an appropriate ground for restricting

some inquiries in some contexts, it could not serve to

restrict, in this context, inquiry using recombinant
DNA.

(5) “Research should not be permitted when its

continuation is unfair, either to the subjects of the ex-

perimentation or to those otherwise involved in the re-

search.”

This principle is sound; research whose process

does substantial injustice ought not to be pursued, no
matter its kind. Often disregarded in the past, this

principle is now generally accepted, and is applied

concretely to research activities in which unfairness

can become a problem. To this end, all experiments

proposing to put human subjects at risk — in any
way, and to any degree, even the slightest — must be

screened by a specially organized human-subjects re-

view committee (HSRC), one kind of instititional re-

view board. No such research may go forward with-

out the explicit approval of an HSRC — and this re-

striction applies fully to any work with DNV\ that pro-

poses to put human subjects at risk in any way.

Restrictions for the protection of human subjects

being already in force, they need no special restate-

ment for a specific sphere of inquiry. Experiments

with recombinant DNA involving human beings have

not yet been proposed. If they become a real possibil-

ity, and are proposed, the task of the HSRC screen-

ing that enterprise may be a delicate one. One will

surely agree, in any case, that fairness (noncoercion,

full information and so on) toward proposed subjects

must be a condition for the continuation of that inves-

tigation.

Fairness to other researchers-— respect for the pres-

ent state of the work of others, fulHnformation to all

investigators involved about what is in view and what

is at risk — is also a demand,reasonably made. But it,

like openness, is a principle for the guidance of con-

duct, not the restriction of it. It cannot serve for the

prohibition of research of a given kind.

Principle (5), I conclude, although important and

sound, has no special application to research in re-

combinant DN.\. So far as it does have institutional

applicability, its application must be (and is) gener-

al, screening out research protocols in every sphere

that fail to measure up to the requirements of justice.

But measui ing up to this standard is not a function of

the subject matter of the research.

(6) “Research should not be permitted when the

conduct of such research (as distinct from its prod-
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uct) presents risks (cither of miohrc or of accident) so

great as clearly to outweigh the benefits reasonably

anticipated.’’ A misfire might be, for example, the cre-

ation, through DNA recombination, of an organism

with unintended pathogenic capacity against which

ordinary antibiotics proved ineffective. An accident

might be, for example, the undetected escape, from a

laboratory thought to be sealed, of a micro-organism

giving rise to contagion.

This principle also is sound and applicable. Bring-

ing it to bear upon DXA research, however, is com-
plicated, and the outcome of that application is un-

certain. Just here lie the major technical problems

that have been and remain the focus of m*uch scientif-

ic debate. The problem of containing the recombined

DNA, either by physical retention within the labora-

tory or by weakening tlie host organism so as to ren-

der it not viable outside the laboratory, has been the

major topic in controversy over what is unreasonably

risky and what is not. Only in the light of the present

state of effectiveness of containment mieasures can

risks be rationally estimated. Hence the emergence of

guidelines (laid down by the National Institutes of

Health) for containment, and for permissible risks giv-

en known levels of effective containment. Hence, too,

the need to reassess what is reasonably safe to do in

the light of existing technical capacities to contain —
especially since the capacity to contain biologically,

by “disarming the bug,” is being steadily improved.

R.ecombined DNA molecules do create special dan-

gers, which do, rightly, require special attention to the

conditions and precautions under which specific re-

search activities are carried on.

Still, the principle accepted here, that risks must be

minimized, and never allowed to exceed the reason-

ably anticipated benefits, is one of general applica-

tion. It applies to all research in medicine, in physics,

in biology, in aeronautics, and so on. It has a bearing

upon DNA research, to be sure — but only to the ex-

tent that the risks encountered in a specific experi-

mental project within that domain appear to equal or

to outweigh the anticipated benefits of that project.

Critical here are the risks to persons other than

those involved in the research (6b): the people in the

street who may be endangered by accident or misfire.

Risks to experimental subjects (6al) must be screened

by human-subjects review committees [described

above under (5)] designed precisely for that purpose.

Risks to researchers themselves or to others formally

involved in the research project (6a2) may be grouped

for present purposes with risks to outsiders. It is for

this combined group that the key question arises.

That key question, now heatedly argued, is this:

Are the risks of recombined DNA, whether of misfire

or of accident, of such enormity and such probability

as to justify prohibition of further research in that

sphere?

The first thing to notice about this question is that

although here framed in the singular, it must in fact

be asked about a host of very different research pro-

posals. Estimating risk-benefit balance for some pro-

posed investigation is often a vexing task. But it

should be empliasized that the decisions called for in

this family of cases are not, in principle, different from

those we are commonly obliged to make when data

are incomplete, the time-frame long, the object risky

but promising. In this family of cases, as elsewhere,

we will do the best we can.

Some ccriiend that in this sphere of research, un-

like others, the general sum of anticipated risks, tak-

ing into consideraiion both their degree of serious-

ness and their probability, outw'eighs the general sum
of anticipated benefits, their value and likelihood sim-

ilarly weighed. Therefore (they conclude) the proper

estimate of risk-benefit balance calls for cessation now
of all further research in this sphere.

This argument is unsound. Consider:

First, the key premise is false; it makes a stronger

claim than the evidence supports. Granting that the

present stale of knowledge is short, all indications are

that, if one weighed, as on a balance scale, the ex-

pected goods in view, multiplied by the likelihood of

their probability, the result would be very different

from that supposed by this argument. Everyone will

allow that there are dangers, some not yet fully

known, but the most careful and sophisticated dis-

cussions of these dangers, taking severity and proba-

bility into account, do not begin to show that they out-

weigh, or even approach, the sum of advantages like-

ly to accrue from such research over the long term.*

The fact remains that some future proposals for in-

vestigation in molecular genetics, because of the spe-

cial risks entailed in the process (and with full consid-

eration of the nature and probability of the benefits in

view) may, after thoughtful deliberation, then be re-

jected by the research institution. Clearly, such rejec-

tions, if they transpire, will require the continuing ac-

tivity of an institutional review board, on the model of

a human-subjects review committee, but with a dif-

fering focus. Rejection on the grounds of excessive risk

is a step that must not be taken lightly, but it proba-

bly will be taken in some cases.

Since general prohibition is not in order, and ap-

proval for individual proposals must be given on a

case-by-case basis, it is appropriate that such contin-

uing review bodies set the conditions for the permissi-

ble pursuit of the risky inquiry proposed. Here lies the

•A number of bodies, with members both in the sciences and in the hu-

manities. have deliberated long and carefully upon the likely balance of risk

and benefit, over long term and short, of recombinant DNA research. Per-

haps the two most thorough and probing studies are the Report of the

Working Party on the Experimental Manipulation of the Genetic Composi-

tion of Micro-Organisms. Presented to Parliament by the Secretary of State

for Education and Science, London, January, 1975 (this document is widely

known as the Ashby Report, after the Chairman of the Working Party, Lord

Eric Ashby), and the report of the LIniversity Committee to Recommend
Policy for the Molecular Genetics and Oncology Program, presented to the

vice-president for research at the University of Michigan, Ann .Arbor,

March, 1976 (attached to this document, widely known as the Report of

Committee B, is a dissent and a reply to the dissent). Subsequently appeared

a critique of the Report of Committee B, a response to that critique by Com-
mittee B, and a separate endorsement of the Committee's original report, all

presented to the Regents of the University of Michigan.
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operative force of the general conviction that, what-

ever the level of risks found tolerable, there must be a

commensurate level of precaution. Only through a

process of ongoing review will it be possible to adjust

restriction to enterprise rationally. Only through such

deliberation can improvements in the effectiveness of

containment (both physical and biologic) be weighed,

as well as any special likelihood of misfire that the spe-

cific nature of the investigation at hand may present.

Finally, it is the singularity of this sphere of re-

search, the uniqueness of its risks and promises, that

is so specially provocative. That singularity must be

taken account of, but should not be overplayed. Spe-

cial attentions are rightly given, on a continuing ba-

sis, to proposals for experimentation with recombi-

nant DNA, all agree. Put it has been my aim to show
that the form of the questions to be answered is not es-

sentially differenL in this domain of scientific research

from that in any other. There is a temptation to treat

the recombinatiokn of DNA as fundamentally differ-

ent just because of the character of the knowledge

aimed at. But if 1 am right about the first set of prin-

ciples entertained (t)^l-^3) pertaining to the product of

researdi. this temptation should not be yielded to.

In summary, for the general prohibition of scientif-

ic research in any sphere, the only arguments that

might suffice recjuire premises vastly stronger than

any now available or likely soon to be available. There
is no valid practical syllogism, having true premises,

whose conclusion is that research into recombinant

DNA should be stopped. Of proposed arguments to

this end it may be fairly said either that the major

premise (the principle of prohibition) is false, or when
true principles are provided, that the minor premise

(specifying recombinant DNA research as defective in

the ways indicated) is very far from established.
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